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PREFACE 

here are three levels of comment on the services in the 
Lutheran Book of Worship. First, within the text of the 

services themselves there are rubrics—printed in red as the Latinruber im- 

plies—which give necessary information concerning the liturgical actions. 

Second, there are in the Ministers Edition more elaborate “Notes on the 

Services,” which expand the concise rubrics and give further directions 

about doing the services. This Manual is a third level of comment. It 
incorporates most of the notes and rubrics from the other two books within 
its text in order to expand upon what they suggest. (Quotation marks, a 

different type face, or other indications of borrowing from the Lutheran 
Book of Worship have been avoided in order not to clutter the page and to 

facilitate the reading of this Manual.) Moreover, relevant material from the 

Contemporary Worship series of booklets which introduced new services 
to the Lutheran Churches in North America has been incorporated into 

this book. 
The primary audience that this Manual addresses is pastors, seminar- 

ians, and church musicians—those who together help shape a particular 
liturgical celebration. In addition, assisting ministers and the members of 
the parish worship planning committee ought to have a knowledge of the 

history, form, and celebration of Christian worship as it comes to a focus in 

the Lutheran Book of Worship. 

The purpose of this Manual is basically to discuss some ways in which 
the liturgy of the Lutheran Book of Worship might be done, reflecting the 
breadth of Lutheran practice and opening a variety of possibilities for 

doing the services. The Manual attempts to set these options within the 
basic point of view, assumptions, and common understandings that inform 

this liturgy. In doing so, it sketches briefly the changes in approach and 
mood which have developed since the predecessor books—The Lutheran 

Hymnal (1941) and the Service Book and Hymnal (1958). Those books 

1X 



x Preface 

indicated where Lutherans were at midcentury; the Lutheran Book of 

Worship shows where they are in the last quarter of the twentieth century. 
This Manual, then, is designed to assist the various leaders of corporate 

worship to understand, plan, and carry out their several tasks so that the 
richness of the Lutheran Book of Worship might nourish and enhance the 

public prayer of the church. 
In the preparation of this book, Carlos Messerli wrote Chapter 3, “Music 

and Worship,” and made comments on music throughout the book. Philip 
Pfatteicher is responsible for the rest of the writing. The authors are 

grateful for the comments and suggestions of those who read the 

manuscript of the book, whole or in part: Michael Aune, John Becker, 

Eugene Brand, Brian Helge, Richard Hillert, Gordon Lathrop, Carl Schalk, 

S. Anita Stauffer, Mons Teig, Ralph Van Loon. Their often painstaking 
work has not only rescued the book from several instances of error and 

awkwardness but has led to its enrichment as well. Ruth Garchow assisted 
in the preparation of several indexes in Chapter 3, Richard Hillert composed 

the melodies and accompaniments of the Refrain-Antiphons appearing in 
the Manual, and Edward Klammer adapted the traditional Hymn of the 

Day (de tempore) concept for use with the hymns of the Lutheran Book of 

Worship (Appendixes I-III of Chapter 3). Herbert F. Lindemann has in 

many ways and for a great number of years contributed to the development 

of liturgical understanding in the Lutheran Church and beyond and by his 

pastoral leadership, writing, and membership on numerous liturgical 
commissions has earned the gratitude of the entire church. 



: I 
LUTHERAN WORSHIP TODAY 

THE LUTHERAN TRADITION 

Ww Lutherans came to North America a new opportunity 

presented itself. In Europe, both on the Continent and in 

Scandinavia, Lutherans were a homogeneous population in each of the 

many countries where the Reformation flourished. In North America 
the situation was different. No longer was there a unified population in a 
relatively small country. Instead, on a vast continent with two nations, 

both of which spoke English (Lutherans generally did not settle in French 

Canada), people who were the inheritors of the Lutheran Reformation 
were thrown together with those of different national and linguistic tradi- 
tions. There were Germans, Swedes, Norwegians, Danes, Finns, Slovaks, 

and others all calling themselves Lutheran yet all speaking different 

languages. This situation had no parallel in any other Protestant group that 
came to this continent. 

Besides this great diversity, the Lutherans of various nationalities settled 

near people of other denominations and backgrounds. From these 
neighbors, the Lutherans learned new ways of living and worshiping that 
many thought were “American.” As Lutherans sought to accommodate 

themselves to the English language and to the traditions of Canada and the 

United States, they were faced with problems never faced by Lutherans in 

Europe. A new continent with new possibilities lay before them. It was of 
course a source of confusion and a handicap to them, but it was an 
unparalleled opportunity as well. The opportunity was to develop here on 

this continent a rich, broadly representative liturgy drawing on the 

resources of the several traditions of the past. 
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Following the Danish exploration of Hudson Bay by Jens Munck and 

the chaplain Rasmus Jensen in 1619-1620, the first Lutheran settlements in 

North America were those of the Dutch who settled along the Hudson 

River in 1623 and 1625 and the Swedes who settled along the Delaware 

beginning in 1638. Four of the Swedish church buildings are still in use, 

although the congregations have passed from the Lutheran to the 

Episcopal church. The liturgy in those churches was that of the Church of 

Sweden. 

The first Lutheran pastor to be ordained in the New World was Justus 

Falckner, and the service of ordination was an impressive testimony to the 
international character of Lutheranism as it appeared in North America. 

Falckner was a German; the church was Gloria Dei (“Old Swedes’”) 

Church in Philadelphia; the ordinator, Andrew Rudman, was acting as 

suffragan of the Archbishop of Uppsala; a men’s choir sang in Latin. 
Conditions in the New World remained primitive for a long time. 

Church order was chaotic, and many denominations competed for 

adherents. Clerical impostors abounded. Henry Melchior Muhlenberg, 

together with his assistants Peter Brunnholtz and John Handschuh, 
prepared a liturgy, which was adopted by the Ministerium of Pennsylvania 
at its inaugural convention in 1748. Muhlenberg writes that he had 

considered using the Swedish liturgy, but it was too unfamiliar to the 

German congregations who “considered the singing of collects to be 

papistical.” Moreover, the Germans had come from many provinces, and 
Muhlenberg notes that “almost every country town and village had its own 

liturgy.” He therefore took as a model the liturgy of St. Mary’s Lutheran 
Church in the Savoy, London, where he had served before coming to 

America, and adapted it to the circumstances in North America for 

provisional use until a better direction for an American liturgy became 
clear. Some dissidents complained that the liturgy was unsatisfactory, that 

they should have adopted some other German church order, that the 

authors had betrayed pure doctrine. Nonetheless, the liturgy was adopted, 

and the Ministerium of Pennsylvania resolved to use it exclusively. It was 
never printed but circulated in manuscript, and pastors had to copy out the 
text for use. Rather bare by modern standards, it was for its time a careful 
preservation of a representative German Lutheran liturgy. A notable 
feature was the form of the Benediction, which followed the Swedish 

practice by adding to the Aaronic blessing “In the name of the Father and 

of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.” The form was restored in the Service 
Book and Hymnal of 1958. 
A revision of the 1748 Muhlenberg liturgy was printed in 1786; the New 
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York Synod printed an English translation in 1795. A German liturgy of 
1818 marked a decline to a pastor-centered service and reflected the 
Rationalism of the time. (One formula for the distribution of Holy 
Communion was, “Jesus says, ‘Take, eat... .’” Candidates for ordination 
were not required to subscribe to the Lutheran Confessions.) The Joint 
Synod of Ohio published an English liturgy in 1830. In 1847 the 
Ministeri'um of Pennsylvania authorized an English translation of the 
liturgy. 

Meanwhile in Germany liturgical development was under way with a 

recovery of more historic Lutheran forms as part of a revival of interest in 

the Lutheran Confessions. In 1844, Wilhelm Loehe’s Agenda for Christian 

Congregations of the Lutheran Confession (a liturgy for North America) 

appeared and gave impetus to numerous liturgies in the provincial 

churches, which restored many elements of the sixteenth-century church 

orders. In America in 1855 a new German liturgy was prepared which 

reflected the new interest in Germany in the historic order; an English 
translation was published in 1860 as A Liturgy for the Use of the English 

Lutheran Church. A notable advance in Lutheran liturgy in America was 

the publication of the Church Book of 1868 by the General Council, which 
restored forms and usages that had been obscured by Rationalism and by 
the conditions of the frontier. It was an extremely important book that 
established the basic model for the Common Service Book and the Service 

Book and Hymnal. 

The Augustana Church used the liturgy of the Church of Sweden of 

1811, and adopted various changes in 1870. In 1895 it adopted a complete 

liturgy based on the revised liturgy of the Church of Sweden. 
Among the Danes and the Norwegians a great variety of liturgies and of 

attitudes toward liturgy appeared. Pastors and congregations exercised 

great freedom with regard to liturgical forms, picking and choosing as they 
would. Some saw the Danish-Norwegian liturgy (1887-1889) as the proper 

model for ordering worship; others saw liturgy as a sign of a formalism 

which hindered the free movement of the Holy Spirit. Among Norwegian 

Americans worship basically took two forms: the liturgy of the Church of 

Norway and the informal service of those influenced by the pietistic revival 

of Hans Nielsen Hauge. 
In 1878 the General Synod South proposed to the General Synod and the 

General Council that they unite in the preparation of a common service 

book for all English-speaking Lutherans in America. The proposal was 

accepted. The guiding rule of the work was “the common consent of the 
pure Lutheran Liturgies of the 16th century, and when there is not entire 
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agreement among them, the consent of the largest number of those of 

greatest weight.” The Common Service appeared in 1888 and, according to 

its Preface, reproduced “in English the consensus of these pure Lutheran 

Liturgies. It is therefore no new Service, such as the personal tastes of those 

who have prepared it would have selected and arranged; but it is the old 

Lutheran Service... .” 

This Common Service had enormous influence. Increasingly it appeared 

in the service books of the Danes and Norwegians, even though it was 

understood to be one among several liturgies churches might choose from. 

It was subsequently adopted by the Augustana Church as an alternate form 

and included in the Hymnal of 1924. The English Synod of Missouri (fora 

time part of the Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod) adopted the Com- 

mon Service in 1899, and The Lutheran Hymnal of 1941 of the Lutheran 

Church—Missouri Synod adopted the service. It had become indeed the 

common service of Lutherans in North America.! 

In 1944 an invitation was extended by the United Lutheran Church in 

America to the other Lutheran churches in the United States to join in the 

production of a new service book. The churches which came to form the 
American Lutheran Church and the Lutheran Church in America accepted 
the invitation. (The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, having just pub- 
lished The Lutheran Hymnal in 1941, declined to participate.) The 
result of this cooperative work was the Service Book and Hymnal of 1958. 

Its basis was broader than that of the Common Service. The Common 
Liturgy, as it was called, was “grounded upon both the Common Service 

and upon other forms significant to American Lutherans, especially those 
of Scandinavian origin.” Beyond the creation of broadly representative 
Lutheran liturgy, there was a desire also to reflect “the rich treasury of 

ecumenical liturgy, especially in the ancient Greek tradition antedating the 

Roman Rite from which European usage has been derived.” Moreover, it 

recovered some elements lost in the controversies of the Reformation, such 

as the Prayer of Thanksgiving and the use of the term “catholic” in the 

creeds. The collects and prayers and the variety in the musical settings of 
the liturgy reflected a growth in congregational devotion. The Common 
Liturgy then was “rooted in the developed worship of the ancient and 
medieval Christian Church, both East and West, and grounded on the 

historic German, Scandinavian, and American uses of the post-reforma- 

tion centuries.” 
In 1965, the Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, at work on a revision 

of The Lutheran Hymnal, issued an invitation to the other Lutheran bodies 
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in North America “to pursue a co-operative venture with other Lutheran 
bodies as soon as possible in working toward under a single cover: 

a) a common liturgical section in rite, rubric, and music; 
b) a common core of hymn texts and musical settings; and 
c) a variant selection of hymns, if necessary.” 

The Service Book and Hymnal of the American Lutheran Church and the 
Lutheran Church in America had just been published seven years earlier, in 
1958, but times had changed rapidly and both churches accepted the 
invitation of the Missouri Synod. A preliminary meeting was convened in 
Chicago in 19662 Upon its formation, the Evangelical Lutheran Church of 
Canada joined the work. A representative commission of 24 members 
was created that eventually included one delegate from the Evangelical 
Lutheran Church of Canada and one from the Synod of Evangelical 
Lutheran Churches (Slovak Synod). There were four standing committees: 
liturgical text, liturgical music, hymn text, hymn music. This Inter-Luther- 
an Commission on Worship held its first meeting in November 1966. 

In 1969 the Missouri Synod added to the worship resources of The 
Lutheran Hymnal with the publication of Worship Supplement. This 

book, which included, for the most part, material already prepared before 

the 1965 invitation, offered three forms of the Holy Eucharist with propers, 
services for morning and evening, as well as for prime, noonday, and 

compline; three services of prayer and preaching; together with a 

supplementary hymnal. It was a Missouri Synod supplement to its own 

existing hymnal, but its influence extended beyond that denomination. 

The Inter-Lutheran Commission on Worship began the publication of a 

series of exploratory booklets with provisional services for trial use, 

“designed to broaden the scope of currently available liturgical resources.” 

The booklets were produced through the cooperation of the three 

publishing houses (Augsburg, Concordia, Fortress). The books were: 

Contemporary Worship 1: Hymns (1969). Twenty-one hymns, some 

old, most new. 

Contemporary Worship 2: The Holy Communion (1970). Four musical 

settings of the new text: contemporary, hymnic, chant, folk. 

Contemporary Worship 3: The Marriage Service (1972). One form 

within the context of Holy Communion; a second to stand alone. 

Contemporary Worship 4: Hymns for Baptism and Holy Communion 

(1972). Thirty hymns, some old, some new. 

Contemporary Worship 5: Services of the Word (1972). For Advent, 

Christmas-Epiphany, Lent, Easter, two for general use. 
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Contemporary Worship 6: The Church Year, Calendar and Lectionary 

(1973). 

Contemporary Worship 7: Holy Baptism (1974). One form for use with 

the Holy Communion, one for use with other services. 

Contemporary Worship 8: Affirmation of the Baptismal Covenant 

(1975). One form for use with Holy Baptism; one for use when 

Baptism is not celebrated. 

Contemporary Worship 01: The Great Thanksgiving (1975). Intro- 

ductory essays and eight eucharistic prayers. 

Contemporary Worship 9: Daily Prayer of the Church (1976). Morning 

Prayer, Evening Prayer, Prayer at the Close of the Day, Responsive 

Prayer, the Litany. 

Contemporary Worship 10: Burial of the Dead (1976). The service, 

with optional inclusion within Holy Communion, and the committal. 

The Inter-Lutheran Commission on Worship reviewed the responses and 

reactions to these booklets, and on the basis of these comments revised the 
services. Official review committees in each of the participating churches 
were appointed, and they examined the emerging body of liturgical 

material with great care. The liturgy was revised in the light of this review. 

The Lutheran Book of Worship of 1978 is thus the result of a widely 

representative cooperative effort. That book is a step in the unending 
process of liturgical revision and reform as the church seeks continually to 

shape its worship in responsible historic and relevant ways, reflecting the 

best of contemporary scholarship about where the church has been, where 

it is now, and where it is to go in the years to come. 

THE ECUMENICAL CONTEXT 

ll of this Lutheran liturgical history was not happening in 

isolation. Many other Christian denominations were also 
experiencing a similar development. In the middle of the twentieth century 

a series of movements—historical, biblical, theological—began to acknow- 

ledge their mutual interdependence and began to converge. 

An important step toward Christian unity was the formation in 1947 of 

the Church of South India, which united former Anglicans, Presbyterians, 

Congregationalists, and Methodists. Soon after its formation, the Church 

of South India began to work out and test common forms of worship. 
These appeared in a series of separate booklets from 1950-1962. The best 
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known order was the highly-regarded Order for The Lord’s Supper. All the 
services were revised and authorized for general use in 1962. 

In 1950 the Standing Liturgical Commission of the Episcopal Church 
began to publish a notable series of Prayer Book Studies, which examined 
the Anglican liturgical tradition looking toward a revision of the Book of 
Common Prayer. Various experimental and provisional rites were pub- 
lished, tested, and revised. Eventually from these studies the Proposed 
Book of Common Prayer came into being and was approved by the general 
convention of the Episcopal Church in 1977. 

In the Roman Catholic Church a continuing history of liturgical 
scholarship and work toward liturgical reform had a two-fold focus in the 
United States. The first aspect was the journal, Worship, published by the 

Benedictines at St. John’s Abbey in Collegeville, Minnesota. The second 
aspect was the formation of the Liturgical Conference, which inaugurated 
its influential Liturgical Weeks in 1940. These annual weeks studied 

liturgical reforms and enacted them in impressive celebrations, giving those 
who attended a glimpse of what the liturgy could be. At a large meeting in 

St. Louis in 1964 the mass was first sung in English and, to the surprise of 

some, Luther’s hymn “A mighty fortress is our God” was used. Rome had 
begun the reform of the liturgical rites in 1956, and the Second Vatican 
Council (1962-1965) and the resulting Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy 
(1963) approved far-reaching and even revolutionary changes: increased 

participation of the people, the reform of the lectionary to the three-year 
cycle of three lessons for the Eucharist, the presiding priest facing the peo- 
ple across a freestanding altar, simplification of ceremonial, a required 
sermon at all masses on Sundays and Feast Days, communion under the 

forms of both bread and wine on certain occasions. 
In the Presbyterian Church a renewed interest in liturgy was evidenced in 

the Book of Common Worship: Provisional Services and Lectionary for 

the Christian Year, published in 1966 by the Cumberland Presbyterian 
Church, the Presbyterian Church in the United States, and the United 

Presbyterian Church in the United States of America. The first task, the 
preface said, was to provide an order for the public worship of God to guide 
the churches as the people assemble for worship on the Lord’s Day. A 
booklet, Service for the Lord’s Day, had been published in 1964 and revised 

in the provisional services. In 1970 the Worshipbook containing services 
and hymns was published. The basic service for the Lord’s Day, as in the 
previous publications, was the celebration of the Holy Communion. (“It is 
fitting that the Lord’s Supper be celebrated as often as each Lord’s Day,” 
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the rubric reads.)} The Service included a Preface and a Prayer of 
Thanksgiving followed by the Lord’s Prayer and the Words of Institution. 

In 1968 the churches cooperating in the Consultation on Church Union 
(Disciples of Christ, Episcopal, Methodist, Presbyterian, United Church of 

Christ) published An Order of Worship for the Proclamation of the Word 

of God and the Celebration of The Lord’s Supper to enrich the worship 

traditions of the several churches. 
Clearly a consensus was growing with regard to both the content and the 

form of Christian worship. Sensing this, a group of pastors from the large 

Lutheran bodies in the United States came together in 1966 with 

representatives of the Roman Catholic and Episcopal Churches and one 

minister of the Evangelical and Reformed Church, for an informal 

discussion of what might be done to pool the thinking of liturgical scholars 

of all denominations. Out of the discussion evolved the Ecumenical Days 
which were held for some years just prior to the annual Liturgical Week. 
People interested in Christian worship came to know one another across 
denominational lines and began to realize, through exchange of materials 

and personal conversations, how parallel their respective work had ° 

become. The groundwork was laid for convoking the (American) Con- 

sultation on Common Texts and subsequently the International Consulta- 
tion on English Texts. 

At the invitation of the Inter-Lutheran Commission on Worship, 
representatives of various interested churches met in 1968 to begin work on 
new formulations of liturgical texts which were in common usage. The 
representatives attending the meeting agreed that the fundamental texts 

which were the common property of Christendom should appear in 

language agreed to by all. The first results of the work of this Consultation 

on Common Texts were used in the Worship Supplement of 1969. 

It was soon obvious that the project need not be limited to North 

America but should have wider scope. Already the Roman Catholic 

Church had formed the International Consultation on English in the 
Liturgy. The International Consultation on English Texts met in London 
in 1969, a meeting of representatives of English-speaking churches all over 
the world. This group, which met several times, published as its final report 
a booklet called Prayers We Have in Common (second revised edition, 
1975), which gave both the texts and an explanation of the translation of 
each. These commonly agreed upon texts are now being used in Roman 
Catholic liturgies, the new Book of Common Prayer of the Episcopal 
Church, the Lutheran Book of Worship, and worship orders of other 
denominations. English-speaking Christians all over the world have the 
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opportunity to address God in the same words. The goal is that no longer 
need there be confusion over, forexample, whether it is “debts” or “trespas- 
ses” in the Lord’s Prayer and whether it ends “for ever” or “for ever and 
ever.” It is, not unexpectedly, the Lord’s Prayer that still is treasured by 
people in the form in which they learned it and which they are reluctant to 
abandon. So the Episcopal and Lutheran Churches in their books have 

chosen to place the traditional version in parallel columns with the new 
translation whenever the prayer appears. The Roman Catholic Church 

published its English Liturgy prior to the work of the International Consul- 
tation on English Texts and so retains the traditional version. 

THE WoRK OF THE PEOPLE 

Dig means “work of the people,” but too often in the 
past the liturgy gave the impression that it was the work of 

the pastor. It seemed as though the minister (usually singular) did the 

work—he (always male) preached, he celebrated the sacraments, he 

“conducted the service.” But the liturgy has always been the responsibility 

of all of the people of God. Sometimes congregations were trained by 

conscientious pastors to participate intelligently in the service, knowing 

why they sang the song of the angels, why they stood for the Gospel, how 

they silently should add their own petitions and intercessions in the Prayer 

of the Church, what it meant to share in the bread and the cup of the 

Eucharist. 

The German Church Orders which led to the formation of the Common 
Service all stemmed from Luther’s revision of the mass and ultimately from 

the Latin historic Eucharist of the church of western Europe. In addition to 
this continental tradition, there is in Lutheranism in North America the 

strong influence of a Scandinavian tradition of lay participation in 
worship, indeed of lay leadership and preaching. Hauge in Norway, 
Rosenius in Sweden, and Ruotsalainen in Finland are examples of laymen 
who revitalized the church. Hauge and Ruotsalainen remained basically 
within the historic pattern, Rosenius moved somewhat outside of it. 

This tradition that recognized that the presiding pastor was not the only 

leader of worship has been embraced not only by other Lutheran bodies in 
North America but by other denominations as well. One feature of 

contemporary worship is the emphasis on shared leadership to indicate 
that the service is not something that the pastor does while the people watch 

but is something which is an action shared by all who assemble to worship 

and over which one is called to preside. Moreover, the people are 
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encouraged to provide all of the petitions for the prayers of intercession in 

the Eucharist, and the presiding minister gathers all of them together in the 

concluding paragraph. 
The role of the clergy is therefore to preside at the worship of God. The 

ordained ministers are those specially trained and called to preach the 

Gospel and administer the sacraments. Only one who is ordained presides 
at the Eucharistic celebration of the people of God. Such has been the 

church’s regard for the Gospel and for the sacraments—those means by 

which the Word of God is imparted to the people—that the function of 

presiding was reserved exclusively for the ordained servants of the church. 

By restricting the presidential function at the Eucharist to those who have 

been ordained, the church exercises a measure of control over the 

celebration. The restriction of presiding at the Eucharist to ordained clergy 
is based on an understanding of the variety of gifts in the body of Christ in 

which not all members have the same office or function (Romans 12:3-8). 

“Nobody should publicly teach or preach or administer the sacraments in 

the church without a regular call” (Augsburg Confession XIV). 

Moreover, the restriction depends on an understanding of the sacra- 

ments as the God-given property of the church, which are to be guarded 

against abuse. The church controls the “right use” of the sacraments by 
committing them to its ministers, who are under the authority of the church 

organization—congregation and synod or district, who are trained by the 

church and pledged at ordination to the Scriptures and to the Confessions. 

The clergy are not only representatives of the denomination but of the 
ministry of the whole Christian church, and the presidency of the liturgy is 

given to those who are incommunion with the whole church. Thus the local 
community is in contact with the larger Christian community. An 

inevitable tension results: The need to maintain this ecumenical com- 
munion is balanced by the necessity of avoiding a clergy-dominated liturgy. 

To these specially commissioned servants of the people of God the church 

entrusts the preaching of the Gospel and the celebration of the sacraments, 

and these ministers are accountable to the church which ordained them for 
fulfilling their responsiblity.4 Those who preside, therefore, must do so not 

only with fidelity to the traditions but also with attention to people, and 
this requires warmth and grace. 

The leadership role is expanded in modern liturgies. In the absence of 
clergy, laypeople are encouraged to lead the daily prayer services— 
Morning and Evening Prayer, Prayer at the Close of the Day. In the Holy 
Communion the leadership ought to be shared by several people: the 
Presiding Minister who must be ordained and the assisting ministers who 
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need not be ordained. (These assisting ministers are not to be confused with 
assistant or associate pastors. At a celebration of the Holy Communion, 
the pastor of a parish might be an assisting minister and the assistant pastor 
might be the presiding minister.) Laypeople—women as well as men— 
ought to be encouraged to share in the assisting roles as their abilities allow, 
in addition to the clergy of the parish. They are not just helpers in the 
absence of ordained people; they have their own rightful role to fulfill. A 
parish with five pastors, forexample, ought not let that deter them from the 
use of lay leadership. All five pastors and laypeople as well should be 
involved in the service. Laypeople ought to be given roles in the service asa 
matter of principle to show the broadened understanding of leading 
worship. 

THE NEW STYLE OF LANGUAGE 

here is evident in the liturgies produced by Christian de- 

nominations in North America a marked change in 
language style. From the middle of the seventeenth century to the middle of 
the twentieth century—300 years—there was, at least for Protestants, one 

common, universally known Bible translation, the Authorized Version, 

called the King James Version, of 1611. That was the Bible nearly everyone 

owned, read, and memorized. It was therefore natural that the language of 
worship reflect that archaic (even when it was made, it was deliberately a bit 
archaic), elevated, noble prose. 

A second influence on the style of worship in English was the sonorous 

prose of the Book of Common Prayer of the Anglican Communion. Many 

denominations, even those which had little use for liturgical forms, when 

they provided a form at all, would echo with remarkable fidelity the 
language of the Anglican Prayer Book. It was thought that that book and 

the King James Bible were together the two great monuments of English 

religious prose and so ought to be regarded as models for the language of all 
worship. 

But language, like all living organisms, changes. It cannot remain static. 

The Authorized Version of the Bible became increasingly obscure as the 

old verb forms and the pronouns were lost in everyday speech. More and 

more people found the old expressions difficult to imitate and sometimes 

hard to understand. Protestantism, which had begun protesting the use of 

an archaic and largely unknown language, Latin, in the Roman Catholic 

Church, now found itself in the position of using an increasingly obscure 
language. It was time, more and more people admitted, to use con- 
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temporary expression. Paradoxically, what had begun as a form of 

intimate address, “thou,” as opposed to the formal and respectful “you” 

had become itself a form of reverent address reserved for God alone. God 

was called “thou” and in ordinary speech everyone—family, friends, 

superiors, strangers—were all called “you.” Moreover the Roman Catholic 

Church in translating the mass into English had no such tradition as the 
Book of Common Prayer to draw uponand so chose ordinary (some would 

say flat) colloquial English to render the Latin into the vernacular. 

Increasingly then, the distance from the language of the King James Bible 

and the Tudor style made itself felt, and there was a growing concern to 

speak to the world outside as well as to the people inside the church. 

Recognizing the damage language can do in preserving and encouraging 

racial sterotypes and sexist assumptions, pleas were made for a careful 

examination of religious language, and especially the language used in 

worship, to eliminate damaging expressions. The line in the hymn “And 

now, O Father, mindful of the love” (SBH 278) that prays “From tainting 

mischief keep them white and clear” was obviously inappropriate for a 

black congregation to sing or for that matter for a white congregation to 
sing since it reinforces the notion that white is good and pure and desirable 
and that black is evil and sinful and undesirable. There were, it came to be 

recognized, racist implications in the language of the liturgy, often 
innocently unperceived by generations of worshipers but subtly and 
powerfully reinforcing existing stereotypes and assumptions. The evening 

prayer “Lighten our darkness, we beseech thee, O Lord” was understood to 

be a phrase that a sensitive congregation might choose to avoid. 
The sexist implications of much of the traditional language also became 

clear under the impact of the women’s movement. Why, it was increasingly 

asked, must the English language assume that male is the normal condition 

and that female is either a deviation from the norm ora derivation from it? 
Must we always say “man” when speaking about all of humankind, male 

and female? Cannot this be avoided in at least many instances? And with 

the ordination of women in Lutheran churches the constant reference to 
the pastor as “he” became obsolete and incorrect. 

Behind this concern for language lay a deepened concern for the 

inclusiveness of the Gospel as the Lutheran Church moved out of its ethnic 
ghettoes. First, slowly, Germans and Swedes and Danes and Norwegians 

and Finns came to talk together and eventually merge with one another in 

the formation of the American Lutheran Church and the Lutheran Church 
in America and the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada. The next step 
was fora new multi-ethnic Lutheran church to expand its view and become 
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aware of other non-European groups it had not traditionally had much 
association with. And then, at last, the increasingly sensitive churches 
became aware of the pervasive prejudices against women and also against 
the young and the old. Church and society together were discovering a new 
respect for the richness of humanity in its diversity and in its unity. 

THE EASTER Focus 

| aa the time of Luther, Baptism has been a basic 

emphasis in Lutheran theology. It is central to Luther’s 

understanding of daily repentance and renewal as the way we make use of 

our Baptism day by day. Luther says in the fourth part of the Small 

Catechism that baptizing with water “signifies that the old Adam in us, 

together with all sins and evil lusts, should be drowned by daily sorrow and 

repentance and be put to death, and that the new man should come forth 

daily and rise up, cleansed and righteous, to live forever in God’s presence.” 

Baptism also underlies Luther’s advice in the Small Catechism to begin 
one’s prayers upon rising in the morning and upon retiring at night by 

making the sign of the cross and saying “In the name of the Father and of 
the Son and of the Holy Spirit.” It is an effective reminder that one has been 

made a Christian by Baptism and “marked with the cross of Christ forever.” 
Baptism is central to Lutheran theology—not to mention Christian the- 

ology—because Baptism is rooted in the Easter mystery of death and resur- 
rection. The two facets of the one event—death and new life—must be held 

together as in the rites of Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and the Easter 

Vigil. Luther’s “theology of the cross,” which opposed the prevailing “theo- 

logy of glory” of the church of his time, was an effort at restoring this 
ancient dialectic. The theologian of the cross, he says, is one who speaks of 

God crucified and hidden in his sufferings. 

In Christ, suffering and triumphant, He has decisively assert- 
ed His Godhead in the midst of a hostile world; and in the Incar- 

nate and Crucified Saviour we behold the supreme majesty of 

that ‘uncreated love, which is God Himself.” 

Easter is the central feast of the Christian year. Christmas and Epiphany 
are preparations for it; Pentecost is its culmination. Lent prepares for 
Easter and the seven weeks of Easter celebrate the rich mystery of life out of 
death, cross and resurrection, renewal by the Spirit of God. Every Sunday 

is a celebration of Christ’s mighty rising “on the first day of the week.” It isa 
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time of glad and joyful celebration marked not by obligation and duty but 

by willing and eager participation in the recreation of the universe. The 

centrality of Easter leads to the primacy of Sunday over other days and 

other festivals. It also is seen and felt in the rich liturgy for Holy Baptism 

which the Lutheran Book of Worship provides; and it is echoed in the 

Paschal Blessing with which Morning Prayer may conclude. The orders for 

confession and forgiveness, the Service of the Word, and the Burial of the 

Dead also underscore the centrality of Easter. Christians are reminded 

again and again that they are the baptized people of God and that their 
Baptism is not just for this time and this world but forever. 

As Passover is central to Judaism, so the Christian Passover, Easter, is 

central to the church. And it is the passage through the waters of Baptism 

and in the sharing of the Christian Meal that the church celebrates the 

Passover in the context of the new covenant. In the celebration of Sunday, 

especially when the ancient joining of the Lord’s Day and the Lord’s 

Supper is experienced, the Christian, in company with other renewed 
people, finds contact with the risen Christ. 

The fullness of the church and the union of Christ with his people at no 
other time and in no other way become so real and so dynamic as in the 

celebration of the Holy Communion. It is there that the church really 
becomes the church, the body of Christ, and that Christ and his people are 

joined together. Easter thus becomes a continuing experience. Sunday is 
not just a commemoration of a historical event but a realization (both an 

awareness and a making real) of union with the risen and reigning Christ by 
the power of the Holy Spirit. 



2 ears 

THE LUTHERAN BOOK OF WoRSHIP 

he Lutheran Book of Worship is an indication of where 

Lutherans in North America are now in their liturgical 

development. It has been a dream of Lutherans since Muhlenberg’s time 
that Lutherans on this continent might be one people using one book. The 

time of unity has not yet arrived, and, although the Lutheran Book of 

Worship is the nearest that Lutherans have come to one common service, 

the book is so rich that it needs two books to incorporate all of its material, 

with an accompaniment edition besides. There is a Pew Edition with the 

materials needed for congregational worship and a Ministers Edition with 

additional items needed by leaders of worship. The framers of the Lutheran 

Book of Worship intended the book for congregational worship. Therefore 

forms and prayers for private or family devotion were not included, nor 

were documents such as the Small Catechism or the Augsburg Confession 

included as some had proposed. The forms of Morning and Evening 

Prayer are, however, suitable for family devotions, as are the Responsive 

Prayers. 

PRESERVATION AND CHANGE 

he Lutheran Book of Worship is a broadly representa- 

tive book which draws upon all the traditions of Luther- 

ans in North America and which moreover has been sampled and tested 
and revised in the light of the testing and which has been reviewed by 
official committees of all four participating churches. A clear effort has 

been made to respond carefully to all of the criticisms of the work and 

15 
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suggestions for correction and refinement. Never before in Lutheran 

history has a service book been given such wide and careful testing. The 
earlier practice had been for a select committee to prepare a book and then 
present it to the church for approval or rejection. The more open 
preparation of the Lutheran Book of Worship indicates a clear advance in 
the democratization of the church, and this was not achieved by sacrificing 
quality. The book is the product of sound historical, confessional, 

theological, and liturgical scholarship reflecting the best traditions of the 

participating churches. 

The framers of the Lutheran Book of Worship had as an unwritten 

guiding principle the view that the book must be no less rich than its 

predecessors, The Lutheran Hymnal and the Service Book and Hymnal. 

For example, the Litany, while in many ways an old fashioned prayer 

difficult to modernize without destroying its character, has been a standard 

feature of Lutheran service books for centuries. To eliminate that prayer, 
for which Luther had high regard, would impoverish the book and 

abandon a part of the Lutheran liturgical heritage. The services of marriage 

and burial are not regularly scheduled congregational services and 

sometimes take place at locations other than in the church building. It 
might have seemed sensible not to include them in the book in order to save 
space. Users of the Service Book and Hymnal and the Common Service 

Book before it, however, expect to find these acts of the church included in 

the book and would miss them if they were not there. (Morever, including 
these services in the official service book of the church indicates their status 
as part of the church’s liturgy, and that can be helpful to pastors engaged in 
struggles with over-zealous undertakers and directors of weddings.) The 
Quicunque Vult, commonly called the Athanasian Creed, is together with 

the Apostles’ and the Nicene Creed one of the three ecumenical creeds of 
Christianity. This creed is in The Lutheran Hymnal, and while not in 

common liturgical use it is included in the Lutheran Book of Worship. The 

Lutheran Hymnal permitted its use instead of the Psalmody at Matins on 

Trinity Sunday. (It is not used liturgically by the Roman Catholic Church 
anymore.) 

But the Lutheran Book of Worship is not simply a compilation of what 

has been done before. It is a book which in some ways is notably different 
from the predecessor books. The first service in The Lutheran Hymnal, for 

example, is “The Order of Morning Service without Communion.” The 
second service is “The Order of Holy Communion.” The first service in the 
Lutheran Book of Worship is the Holy Communion in its three musical 
settings (four including the chorale service). To some, therefore, this 
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indicates a new emphasis on the centrality of the Eucharist in the life of the 
congregation. To users of the Service Book and Hymnal, however, this is 
not at all unusual, for in the SBH the first worship order is called simply 
“The Service,” and while it is often—even usually—abbreviated as ante- 
communion, The Service means the Holy Communion. 

Holy Baptism immediately follows the settings of Holy Communion. 
This suggests a recognition of the importance of the sacrament of initiation 
not found in either The Lutheran Hymnal (which includes on its last page 
only “A Short Form for Holy Baptism in Cases of Necessity”) or in the 
Service Book and Hymnal (which includes “The Order for the Baptism of 
Infants” as the first of the Occasional Services). 

THE LANGUAGE OF WORSHIP 

t may well be that the most striking change in the 

Lutheran Book of Worship from all the books that 
preceded it is in the language of worship. Increasingly people had found the 

Tudor language with its archaic pronouns and verb forms awkward. Less 

and less were people upset by calling God “you.” The language has 

therefore been modernized. Compare the collect for the First Sunday in 
Advent with the Prayer of the Day for Advent I. 

Stir up, we beseech thee, thy power, O Lord, and come; that by thy 

protection we may be rescued from the threatening perils of our 

sins, and saved by thy mighty deliverance; who livest and reignest 

with the Father and the Holy Ghost, one God, world without end. 

Stir up your power, O Lord, and come. Protect us by your strength 

and save us from the threatening dangers of our sins, for you live 
and reign with the Father and the Holy Spirit, one God, now and 

forever. 

The thought of the old prayer is essentially unchanged, but the style and 
spirit are markedly different. The excessively humble and archaic “we 
beseech thee” is eliminated; “thy” becomes “you.” The punctuation is 
simplified: five commas and two periods replace seven commas, two semi- 

colons, and one period. The gracious (but obscure) “that by thy protection 

we may be rescued . . .” becomes the more direct “Protect us by your 

strength...” “And saved by thy mighty deliverance” becomes simply “and 

save us.” The concluding doxology changes “Ghost” to “Spirit” regularly, 
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and the final phrase in that odd and misleading Tudor translation “world 

without end” becomes the more simple and accurate “now and forever.” 

But the changes in language are not just modernizations and simplifica- 
tions. There is a far more basic shift in the language of the Lutheran Book 

of Worship away from philosophical concepts and toward evocative 

images. Compare, for example, the preparatory confession that has 

traditionally begun the Service with the confession in the Brief Order for 

Confession and Forgiveness in the Lutheran Book of Worship. 

Almighty God, our Maker and Redeemer, we poor sinners confess 

unto thee that we are by nature sinful and unclean... 

Most merciful God, we confess that we are in bondage to sin and 

cannot free ourselves. 

Instead of the (some say misleading) conceptual phrase “by nature sinful 

and unclean,” which appeals to the intellect, the Lutheran Book of Wor- 

ship uses “we are in bondage to sin and cannot free ourselves,” and the 

appeal is to the imagination. One can picture what it is to be in bondage, 
one can feel slavery and its chains. Studies of black history have made pain- 
fully vivid the agony of bondage and the hopelessness of slavery. 

Yet more powerful is the gathering of biblical images in the baptismal 

service. The older baptismal rites abounded in theological phrases that 

carried little evocative impact: “Forasmuch as all men are born in sin,” 
“bestow upon him the gift of thy baptism and thine everlasting grace by the 

washing of regeneration.” It was a comparatively barren rite. Baptism in 

the Lutheran Book of Worship consciously draws upon the richness 

of biblical imagery of water and washing and new life, especially as it is 
found in Luther’s Flood-Prayer, reviewing the principal events of biblical 

history: creation, Noah and the flood, the Exodus and the passage through 

the Red Sea, the baptism of Jesus, his death and resurrection, the pouring 
out of the Spirit. 

Most of all it is in the services for Ash Wednesday and Holy Week that 
one encounters in both words and actions powerful and evocative imagery: 

the Ash Wednesday exhortation to spiritual struggle and warfare against 

everything that leads us away from the love of God and of neighbor; the 
signing of penitents with ashes; the Palm Sunday procession in which 
worshipers participate ritually in the procession which welcomed Jesus 
into Jerusalem; the Maundy Thursday reconciliation and perhaps the 

washing of the feet; the adoration of the crucified on Good Friday; the 

enormous richness of the ancient symbols of fire, light, water, bread and 
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wine in the Easter Vigil. In the Vigil, the words that draw out the meaning 
of these images are those of the magnificent song of praise, the Exsultet, 
“Rejoice, now, all heavenly choirs of angels.” Words, symbols, actions, and 
music all combine to evoke ancient and archetypal responses from the 
depths of our being. 

The language of the liturgy is not poetry, and the often heard lament that 
modern liturgies have taken the poetry away is not quite to the point. The 

liturgy is prose, or perhaps more precisely, not quite prose either but a third 
kind of language—ritual—in which words and gestures are joined in a 

flowing, moving, suggestive action which celebrates and proclaims the 

central affirmations of the Christian faith. The wholeness of words and 

music and movement meets and involves the wholeness of human life— 
mind, body, and spirit. 

There has, then, been a significant shift in language away from 

intellectual and conceptual language and toward images that evoke 

emotional involvement and encourage a more complete participation in 

the concepts which are proclaimed. It is not a matter of rejecting thought 

for feeling in any cheap or simplistic way, but a more faithful following of 

the biblical pattern and approach which invites a sharing in ideas with one’s 

whole being rather than with the mind alone. It is another way of doing 
theology and a better way of doing liturgy. 

This new evocative language should encourage those who lead worship 

to read deliberately and with care so that the images can register and form 

in the minds of the hearers. 

THE REDISCOVERY OF THE PSALTER 

3 pina major difference in the Lutheran Book of Wor- 

ship from its predecessor books is its rediscovery of 

the Psalter. Lutheran liturgy has long retained the historic fragments of 

Psalmody in the Eucharist—lIntroit and Gradual (and sometimes Offer- 
tory)—and has called for the use of Psalms in Matins and Vespers. The 
Lutheran Book of Worship, however, explores the richness of the Psalter 

with remarkable thoroughness. All 150 Psalms are in the Ministers Edi- 

tion; 122 are in the Pew Edition. This latter number represents all the 

Psalms appointed in the Lectionary and services of the church. The 

fragmentary Introits are abandoned in favor of the use of larger por- 

tions of a Psalm or a whole Psalm as a possible entrance hymn. A Psalm or 

a portion of a Psalm is also used as a bridge between the First and Second 

Lesson in the Holy communion. 

Through many centuries the Psalms have served God’s people as they 
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joyfully recounted his blessings and prayed for forgiveness and continued 

mercy. The Psalms have served both Jews and Christians as their most 
popular vehicle of private devotion and also as the first and most enduring 

of hymnbooks for public worship. The Psalms have continued to serve asa 

rich source of liturgical material because they speak to so many different 

aspects of the human condition. Luther called the Psalter “a little Bible” for 
“In it is comprehended most beautifully and briefly everything that is in the 

entire Bible.”! “There you look into the hearts of all the saints” and learn 

how they speak with God and how they pray.? 

The translation of the Psalter used in the Lutheran Book of Worship 

is that of the Proposed Book of Common Prayer. It is a revision of Miles 

Coverdale’s Psalter which was preserved in the Great Bible of 1539, and 

which has the weight of nearly half a millenium of English use and which 
has been carefully revised in the light of modern scholarship and linguistic 

study. This translation is vigorous, reads well, and is suitable to a variety 
of musical treatments. Thus two English-speaking churches, Episcopal and 
Lutheran, now use acommon Psalm translation, and musical settings done 

in one church will be available to the other. 
The singing of Psalms is to be encouraged, not only because of its 

traditional value and because it is implicit in the nature of the original 
poetic form, but chiefly because by this means a lively interest in one of the 

greatest spiritual and artistic treasures of the church can be encouraged. It 
is important that the congregation first be led to appreciate the importance 
of the Psalm texts in the liturgy. It will also be helpful to explain that Psalms 

were originally intended to be sung and that congregations the world over 

have successfully sung them after one method or another. It is best to select 

a single melody for congregational use for several weeks, because it is 

important for the congregation to master the technique before proceding to 

other tones. Perhaps the simplest method of implementing the singing of 

Psalms in the congregation is to have a cantor or choir sing the Psalm verses 

and have the people sing only the repeated antiphon as a refrain. In the 

Eucharistic liturgy of The Lutheran Book of Worship one verse of the 

appointed psalmody is designated as a refrain (antiphon). This verse may 
be used as an antiphon both before and after the Psalm, or it may be re- 
peated after each verse or group of verses. Printing the musical refrain in 

the service folder would increase the ease of participation by the congrega- 

tion. Such use of a repeated refrain is not only relatively easy for a congre- 
gation to sing, it also helps fix the refrain in the memory of the people. 

Antiphonal Psalm singing (between two segments of the congregation) 
or responsorial Psalm singing (between a leader and the congregation) can 
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be most effectively carried out by alternation of full verses. The practice of 
reciting by half-verses is choppy. The asterisk in each verse of a Psalm isa 
musical indication, not an indication for responsive reading. 

Although it is not possible everywhere, the singing of complete Psalms by 
the congregation provides the people with an excellent contact with large 

sections of Scripture. When long Psalms are assigned, the burden of sing- 

ing the lengthy texts may be relieved by a division of the group. The 

congregation may be divided into two groups of approximately equal size 

for alternate singing of verses, or the choir may sing in alternation with the 

congregation. If the congregation sings the entire Psalm to one of the chant 

formulas, the choir may sing the antiphon in a more elaborate setting. 

Sometimes the Psalms can be read effectively by a single voice or by 

alternating voices, perhaps male and female. This will provide additional 

variety and encourage careful attention to the text of the Psalm. But this is 
not to be the regular practice; normally the Psalms ought to be sung. 

Metrical hymn paraphrases have been hallowed by widespread use since 

the sixteenth century. The inadequacy of the texts of many paraphrases 

and the infidelity of some of the poetry to the original, commend the form 

today for occasional use only, for use in alternation with other forms when 

more than one Psalm is sung, and for congregations with meager musical 

resources. 

THE CHURCH YEAR: SUNDAYS AND SEASONS 

Taeaine characteristic of the Lutheran Book of Worship 

is its modest revision of the Christian year. The basic 

focus is the resurrection. (See Church Year chart, Appendix III, p. 77.) 
The church year isa representation of the life of Christ ina yearly pattern 

with two principal centers: one is the Christmas event and the other is the 

Easter event, which consists of the death, resurrection, ascension, sending 

of the Spirit, and return of Christ. Both of these centers are elaborations of 

Sunday, the earliest Christian festival, observed since the days of the New 

Testament church, first in addition to the Sabbath (Saturday) and then in 

place of it. Sunday is the weekly commemoration of the resurrection, the 

“eighth day” of the week marking the beginning of the new creation. It is, 

therefore, always a day of celebration, even in Lent. 

There are four classes of days in the calendar. There are Principal 

Festivals (Easter Day, Ascension, Pentecost, Trinity Sunday, Christmas 

Day, the Epiphany), which always have precedence over any other day or 

observance. There are Sundays and Days of Special Devotion (Ash 
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Wednesday and the days of Holy Week). There are Lesser Festivals 

(basically the days of the Apostles, Evangelists, and certain other New 

Testament people and events). There are the Commemorations, which 

celebrate additional people from biblical and later times. 

The year begins with Advent, a season of preparation that looks toward 

both Bethlehem and the consummation. The traditional color of Advent is 
purple,’ the royal color of the coming King. The preferred color in the 

Lutheran Book of Worship, however, is blue, which has a precedent in the 

Swedish Church and in the Mozarabic rite. Blue suggests hope, a primary 
theme of Advent. In any case, the Advent paraments should not be the 

same as those used for Lent, for the character of the two seasons is quite 
different, and the only symbol common to both seasons is the Lamb 

of God. 
To allow Advent to have its fullest dramatic impact, congregations must 

be encouraged to defer Christmas music, decorations, and parties until the 

12 days of Christmas (December 24-January 5). The richness of the 

symbols and themes of Advent must not be obscured by the Christmas 
preparations. 

The first two Sundays in Advent center on the Parousia, the second 

coming of Jesus, or as the New Testament prefers to call it, his appearing. 
The Third Sunday in Advent centers on John the Baptist as the herald of 

Christ, and the Fourth Sunday on the Virgin Mary as the obedient servant 

chosen to bear God’s anointed one. The alternate Gospels for the First 
Sunday retain the theme of the entry into Jerusalem by Jesus, which was 

the traditional reading for the beginning of Advent and which understood 

the entrance on Palm Sunday as a foreshadowing of the second coming. 

Many Advent hymns, especially from the Lutheran tradition, employ that 
imagery. 

The Advent wreath (or another arrangement of four candles, as in an 

Advent log) symbolizing the approach of the Lord is helpful. The use of a 
“Christ candle” in association with the Advent wreath isa liturgical novelty 
and may confuse the Easter and the Christmas cycles especially if the same 
candle on the same stand is used for both festivals. Let the Paschal candle 
remain associated with Easter and baptisms (and funerals), and let the 
Advent wreath count the weeks to Christmas. Moreover, it is the nature of 
a wreath to be hung, not placed flat on a table or stand. 

The Christmas season follows as the fulfillment of the Advent expecta- 
tion. Three sets of propers are provided for the Nativity of Our Lord 
(Christmas Day), and congregations are encouraged to have several 
Christmas services, not only for the convenience of the people but also that 
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the birth of Christ might be seen from several perspectives. The traditional 
times for the services of Christmas Day have been at midnight, the Mass of 
the Angels (with the lessons Titus 2:11-14 and Luke 2:1-14); at dawn, the 
Mass of the Shepherds (with the lessons Titus 3:4-7 and Luke 2:1 5-20); and 
later in the morning, the Mass of the People (with the lessons from 
Hebrews 1:1-9 and John 1:1-14). The mass at midnight was a historical 
commemoration of the event with overtones of the Parousia (see the 
reading from Titus 2). The mass at dawn drew out the ethical implications 
of the coming of Christ. The mass during the day set forth the theology of 
the incarnation. 

The color of the Christmas season is white, a color associated with 

festivals of Christ, traditionally suggesting gladness, light, joy. The 

Christmas season lasts twelve days, from the evening of December 24 

through January 5. This is the time for Christmas hymns and anthems, 
decorations, and parties. 

The Epiphany season serves as a bridge between the birth of Jesus and 
his passion. The season begins with an ancient celebration that originally 
drew together several themes: the birth of Jesus, the coming of the Magi, 
his baptism in the Jordan, his first miracle at Cana in Galilee. In the west, 

the Epiphany came to be associated with the Magi alone, who were seen to 
be the representatives of the nations who come to worship Jesus. (So the 
Epiphany season in Lutheran practice has often been a time for an 

emphasis on world missions.) The First Sunday after the Epiphany is the 
celebration of the Baptism of Jesus. This event is worthy of considerable 

attention since it marks the beginning of his ministry. In the current 
Lutheran, Roman Catholic, and Episcopal calendars the Epiphany season 

extends to Ash Wednesday, thus giving more time for emphasizing Jesus’ 
public ministry. As has been customary for Lutherans, the Last Sunday 
after the Epiphany each year is observed as The Transfiguration of Our 

Lord, the remembrance of an epiphany which brings the Old Testament 

into Jesus’ time. Providing a glimpse of Jesus in all his splendor, this 

festival offers a preview of his glory which is tocome. The rubric allows the 

observance of the Transfiguration on the traditional date, August 6, as in 

the Service Book and Hymnal, Roman Catholic, and Episcopal practice. 
The Proposed Book of Common Prayer uses the Propers for Transfigura- 
tion also on the Last Sunday after the Epiphany and the Roman Catholic 

lectionary uses them on the Second Sunday in Lent as well as on 

August 6. 
The color for the feast of The Epiphany of Our Lord and the days 

following, through the week that begins with The Baptism of Our Lord, is 
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white, a continuation of the Christmas spirit and mood. Gold has been used 

in some churches instead of white on certain festivals, and gold isa possible 

option for January 6 to symbolize the kingly divinity of Christ to whom the 

Magi offered their gifts. 

From the Second Sunday after the Epiphany until the Transfiguration of 

Our Lord the liturgical color is green, the church’s neutral color for times 

when festive or penitential colors are not appropriate. Green is frequently 

explained to be the color of living, growing plants, suggestive of spiritual 

growth. Some churches use a tapestry of floral design on a neutral 
background for the “green seasons” after Epiphany and after Pentecost, as 
a way of suggesting vigorous spiritual growth and maturation. 

The color of The Transfiguration of Our Lord and the two days 

following is white. 

The pre-Lenten season—Septuagesima, Sexagesima, and Quinqua- 

gesima—has been dropped from the calendars of the Lutheran, Roman 

Catholic, and Episcopal churches. Previous Lutheran calendars had not 

been consistent in presenting the meaning of this period. The Missouri 

Synod practice was to use the penitential violet; the Service Book and 

Hymnal prescribed the neutral color green. A 40-day Lent seems to be an 

adequate period to cover the themes of renewal, and the pre-Lenten season 

seems an unnecessary prolongation of an already extensive season of 

soberness. Moreover, if Lent is a time of preparation for Easter, it seems 

somewhat redundant to have an introduction to Lent—a preparation fora 
preparation. 

The Lenten season begins on Ash Wednesday and lasts 40 days 

(excluding Sundays which are always feast days celebrating the resurrec- 

tion). Lent—the word originally meant “spring”—is to be understood as a 

time to reflect on Baptism and its basis in the death and resurrection of 

Jesus. Lent is, therefore, a time for rebirth and a renewal in preparation for 
the celebration of Easter. In the Gospels one finds a constant conjunction 
of cross and discipleship. See, for example, the passion predictions in 
Mark. The consideration of the suffering and death of Christ is primarily 
concentrated in the week beginning with the Sunday of the Passion 
(popularly called Palm Sunday). Palms playa part in the introductory rites 
of the Sunday, but the dominant theme of the service for the day is the 
passion of our Lord. This Sunday begins Holy Week, and the week should 
be given great emphasis as a time to consider the meaning of the death of 
Christ. 

The traditional color of Lent is purple, to suggest somberness and 
solemnity. An English tradition is to use plain, unbleached linen (to 
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distinguish it from the white of Easter) from Ash Wednesday through the 
Saturday before the Sunday of the Passion. Veils of the same unbleached 
linen are draped over crosses, pictures, and statues in the church 
throughout these days. The white linen blends the furnishings of the church 
into the white walls of the building and by this austerity shows that Lentisa 
time to give attention to purification, spiritual cleansing, and deepening of 
the devotional life of the mind and heart. This “Lenten array” is sometimes 
decorated with a trace of red in a simple cross or edging. 

For Ash Wednesday the preferred color is black, suggesting the ashes to 
which all things must eventually return. (Purple is an alternate.) The 

starkness of black is more appropriate to Ash Wednesday—the most 

solemn day of the year—than it is to Good Friday, when the mood is one of 

subdued rejoicing in the victory won on the cross. The color for the 
remainder of Lent, purple, would be used from Thursday until the Sunday 
of the Passion. 

The Sunday of the Passion begins Holy Week. To indicate the change in 

mood to one of deeper intensity, the color should be changed from purple 
to scarlet, a color anciently associated with the passion. Scarlet, the color of 

blood, is also the color of triumph, for the passion of Christ was not a 

defeat but a victory. Death died, and God’s original purpose for the world 

was vindicated. The scarlet used for Holy Week should be of a deeper shade 
than the bright red used for Pentecost. Moreover, the symbols on the 

Pentecost paraments would probably not be appropriate for Holy Week. 

The color for Maundy Thursday should remain scarlet as on the 

previous days of Holy Week. An alternate is white, which suggests the 

gladness of the establishment of the Lord’s Supper. But unless a 

congregation has an old white set of paraments for Thursday and a newer, 

brighter set for Easter, it is best to stay with scarlet for the whole week 

(except for Good Friday when properly no paraments are used). 

On Good Friday paraments should not be used at all. The altar, pulpit, 

lectern are stripped after the services on Thursday and are left bare until the 

first service of Easter. If paraments are used they should be either scarlet 
(the preferred color) or black. 

An imaginative congregation can relieve what might appear to be the 
drabness of Lent and the more than six weeks of purple and indicate 
something of the richness of the themes of Lent by using black for Ash 

Wednesday, unbleached linen or purple for Lent, scarlet for Holy Week, 

bare furnishings for Good Friday. 
Easter is to be understood as the crown of the whole year, the queen of 

feasts, and as such it lasts not for a day, not for a week, but for a week of 
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weeks—a week made up not of seven days but of seven weeks. So the 

Sundays of this season are called the Sundays of Easter. It is one extended 

feast. The Ascension and the following Sunday are understood not as a 

separate season, as in the past (“Ascensiontide”), but as a continuation of 

the Easter celebration within the week of weeks. The 40-day period of — 
preparation for Easter is thus succeeded by the 50 days of rejoicing. The 

Gospels for the Sundays of Easter present the themes of resurrection, 

ascension, and the sending of the Holy Spirit as aspects or stages of the 

Easter mystery. 

Propers for the themes associated with the Rogation Days (Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday before Ascension Day) are found under the heading, 

Stewardship of Creation. 
The Paschal candle burns near the altar (traditionally on the Gospel 

side+—the left side as one faces the altar from the congregation) throughout 

the Easter season asa sign of the presence of the risen Christ. It has been the 

custom to extinguish the candle at the reading of the Gospel on Ascension 
Day asa sign of the end of the appearances of the risen Jesus at that time. In 

many places, however, it remains burning through the Day of Pentecost as 
an indication of the unity of the Easter festival. Then the candle is placed by 
the font and lighted for baptisms. 

The color of Easter is white. Gold is a possible alternate for the 

Resurrection of Our Lord (Easter Day), to give special prominence to this 

highest holy day of the Christian year. 

The Day of Pentecost is the culmination of the Easter celebration: the 

risen Christ, having shown himself to his disciples and having ascended, 

sends the promised gift of the Spirit to the expectant church. The coming of 

the Spirit gives the church the power and the necessary gifts to carry the 
glad news of the resurrection from Jerusalem to Galilee to the ends of the 

earth. The color of the Day of Pentecost is bright red, symbolizing the fire 
of the Holy Spirit. The Roman Catholic practice is to change to green 
paraments and vestments on the Monday after Pentecost as an indication 
that with the Day of Pentecost, the fiftieth day of Easter, the Easter feast is 

concluded. There is logic to that, but since Lutheran practice is to let the 

Sunday propers govern the weekdays following, the use of red all week 
would be more usual. 

The long season which follows is called the season after Pentecost, and 

the Sundays are numbered “after Pentecost” rather than the older 

designation “after Trinity.” Since Pentecost is implied in the Easter event, 

the Sundays after Pentecost are related to Easter also and form a kind of 

post-Easter season. (Hence, the designation is “Sundays after” rather than 
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“Sundays of” Pentecost.) The Sundays after Pentecost are often said to 
represent the time of the church—the time between the earthly ministry of 
Jesus, which is past, and the consummation, which lies ahead (Advent is 
its sign). In the pilgrim state in which the church lives and exercises its 
ministry, it is the Spirit of God who leads and accompanies into all truth. 

The First Sunday after Pentecost is the Feast of the Holy Trinity, which 
celebrates not so much a doctrine as the mystery of God. The color for this 

Sunday is white, but beginning with the following Sunday or more 
properly with the following day, green is used for the “after Pentecost” 
season, a time of growth in the Spirit as the risen Christ is formed in his 
people.® 

The last Sunday of the church year is observed as the festival of Christ 

the King. This Sunday looks back to the Ascension and behind that to the 
Transfiguration, and it also points ahead to the appearing in glory of the 

King of kings and Lord of lords. The color for the day is white, the color of 

the festivals of the Lord Jesus Christ. Thus the two green seasons, after the 

Epiphany and after Pentecost, both begin and end with a festival: Baptism 
and Transfiguration, Holy Trinity and Christ the King. 

All Sundays of the year are festivals of Jesus Christ, for they are the 
weekly celebration of his resurrection. The ideal practice therefore would 
be to allow no other festival to supercede the celebration of Sunday. 

Lutherans, however, are not generally accustomed to have church services 

other than on Sunday, except for mid-week services in Lent (and perhaps in 

Advent), and if the Lesser Festivals could not replace Sundays the Lesser 

Festivals in most places might not be observed at all. To encourage the 

observance of the Lesser Festivals, they are permitted to take the place of 

the celebration of the Sunday during the green seasons and the Sundays 

after Christmas. The Sundays in Advent, Lent, and Easter are of sucha 

character that they may not under any circumstances be replaced by other 

observances. 

THE CHURCH YEAR: LESSER FESTIVALS 

t the time of the Reformation the list of saints who were 

commemorated on the calendar was enormous. The 

Reformers drastically simplified the calendar and out of the welter of 

names and events of the medieval calendar retained the days of the 12 

apostles, the evangelists, the Name of Jesus, the Presentation of Our Lord, 

the Annunciation of Our Lord, the Visitation (of Elizabeth by the Virgin 

Mary), the Nativity of John the Baptist, St. Michael and All Angels, the 
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Conversion of St. Paul, and All Saints’ Day. Also included in various places 
were festivals devoted to Mary, Mother of Our Lord, Mary Magdalene, 

Stephen, the Holy Innocents, the Holy Cross, and the Reformation. 

New to both The Lutheran Hymnal and the Service Book and Hymnal 

traditions are the days in honor of Mary, Mother of Our Lord (August 15), 

the Confession of St. Peter (January 18), St. Barnabas (June 11), and Holy 

Cross (September 14). Holy Cross Day has been a popular Lutheran 

celebration and has been on many calendars through the centuries. In one 

form or another it is also a popular name for Lutheran churches. The feast 

day of Mary, Mother of Our Lord was retained on several early Lutheran 
calendars but had dropped out in recent centuries. It has been restored 

because the mother of Jesus deserves a day of her own; more is known 

about her than about most of the apostles. Holy Cross Day and Mary, 

Mother of Our Lord are thus restorations to the Lutheran calendar, as is 

St. Barnabas, the companion of St. Paul, who was on some early Lutheran 

calendars. The Confession of St. Peter is a borrowing from the Proposed 
Book of Common Prayer, which reshaped this ancient festival and set it at 
the beginning of the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity; the end of this 

week is marked by the Conversion of St. Paul. Mary Magdalene was on the 

calendar of The Lutheran Hymnal but not that of the Service Book and 

Hymnal. It was she who brought the news of the resurrection to the Eleven, 
and so she is honored as “the apostle to the Apostles.” 

Congregations not in the habit of celebrating all of these festivals (or any 
of them) should be encouraged to observe some of them as local custom 

and conditions suggest. A logical place to begin is with the celebration of 

the Epiphany (January 6) and Ascension Day. Moreover, the name day of 
the church (such as St. Paul or St. John) should be observed. It is a way of 
calling attention to the importance of the title of the church and of 
considering each year the relevance of the title for the contemporary 
mission of the congregation. Such an observance helps give a congregation 

a clearer identity and is a yearly occasion for a congregation to consider 

who and what it is. It is a useful task for a congregation to find a suitable 

festival for its name day. If the church is St. Paul’s, will it observe his 

conversion (January 25) or his death day (June 29)? If the congregation is 
St. John’s, will it observe December 27 or will it keep the day of the 
birthday of John the Baptist (June 24)? If it is Zion Church, what day or 
Sunday of the year speaks about Jerusalem as the sign of the coming 
kingdom? 

A minimum list of Lesser Festivals might next be considered as a way of 
introducing them to the congregation. There should be a day for the 
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Apostles (Peter and Paul, June 29); a day for the evangelist of that year of 

the lectionary cycle (year A, Matthew, September 21; year B, Mark, April 

25; year C, Luke, October 18); a martyr’s day (St. Stephen, December 26.) 

This last festival might seem too close to Christmas, but it provides a valu- 

able opportunity for a consideration of the relationship between the birth 
of Christ and the death of his saints.) The Nativity of St. John the Baptist 
(June 24) could be added as a day to remember all the saints of the Old 

Testament who looked for the coming of the Messiah. 

The celebration of the Reformation and of All Saints’ Day is usually 
shifted to Sunday. All too often the result is that having these two festival 

Sundays in succession tends to blunt the impact of All Saints, which is the 
more universal festival. The festival of All Saints directs attention to the 
richness of Christian history and the varied experiences of the grace of 

God. It is also an appropriate time to remember members of the 

congregation who have died during the past year, but this remembrance 

must not be allowed to make the remembrance of all the saints of God a 
mere parochial observance. 

THE CHURCH YEAR: COMMEMORATIONS AND 

OCCASIONS 

nother classification of observance is the commemora- 
Ae which enrich the list of saints and days inherited 

from the Reformation period and which expand the exemplary lives and 

witness of the saints through all the centuries of Christian history. 

Traditional Lutheran calendars, which included the biblical saints’ days 

and Reformation Day, sometimes left the impression that nothing worth 

attention happened between biblical times and 1517, and that there have 

been no worthy examples of the Christian life since the Reformation. The 

commemorations provide a more balanced reflection of the richness of 

Christian history and a fuller sense of the communion of saints. Churches, 

schools, colleges, and seminaries which have daily services would be able to 

make use of the whole list. Other congregations need to be encouraged to 

use the locally appropriate days. A saint representative of the congrega- 

tion’s ethnic character should be chosen. A Slovak congregation, for 

example, might choose to commemorate Juraj Tranovsky (May 29). A 

congregation with a mission to a medical school or community might 

perhaps choose Florence Nightingale and Clara Maass (August 13) for 

special emphasis. Congregations in and around Seattle could choose to 

remember Chief Seattle (June 7), in San Francisco the day of St. Francis 
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(October 4). In some cases, a saint not on the calendar of the Lutheran 

Book of Worship suggests commemoration in particular areas. Churches 
in St. Louis would naturally choose to remember St. Louis, the King of 

France (August 25). 

The list of saintly people need not be confined to use for services of 

worship. It appropriately forms a basis for a course of study ina class, or 
for private devotion. The principal value of these days, whether observed 

publicly or privately, is to invite the study of Christian history as a way of 
learning more of what the church 1s. 

Finally the calendar provides for certain occasions which may occur 

either regularly or occasionally in the life of a congregation: Christian 
Unity, the Dedication or Anniversary of a Church, the Festival of Harvest, 

a Day of Penitence, a National Holiday, Peace, A Day of Thanksgiving, 

the Stewardship of Creation, and New Year’s Eve. The observance of 

Unity, Harvest, National Holiday, Peace, and Stewardship of Creation, 

because these are not specifically church holidays, does not affect the color 

of the season. The Dedication and Anniversary of a church uses red, the 

color associated with Pentecost and the Holy Spirit. The Day of Penitence 

uses purple, a color traditionally associated with repentance. Thanksgiving 

is white to show special joy. New Year’s Eve is white because it is the color 
of the Christmas season. 

THE LECTIONARY 

he lectionary revision had met with remarkable success 

even before the publication of the Lutheran Book of 
Worship. In 1969 the Roman Catholic Church published its revised 
lectionary for mass (Ordo Lectionum Missae). The Presbyterian Church 
made a revision of the Roman system. The Episcopal Church in the United 
States used the Roman order as the basis for its lectionary which appeared 
in 1970. The Consultation on Church Union made a revision of the three- 
year lectionary drawing upon all the previous work, including the Lutheran 
revisions. A revision was also adopted by the United Church of Christ. 

European Lutherans are committed toa one-year series of pericopes, but ; 
North American Christian bodies are committed increasingly to a three- 
year cycle of readings. The Inter-Lutheran Commission on Worship 
therefore chose to follow the emerging American pattern and express 
solidarity with church bodies close at hand rather than to share a less 
immediate fellowship with European Lutherans in the cycle of readings. 
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In selecting Gospels, Matthew is assigned to Series A, Mark to Series B, 
and Luke to Series C. Since Mark is shorter than the other synoptics and 
contains less teaching material, Series B is filled in with passages from the 
Gospel of John. The Fourth Gospel is not used merely to fill the gaps, 
however. It is used in certain natural places: from the Second Sunday of 
Faster through Pentecost in all three years (with two exceptions), making 

John the Gospel of the Easter season; in Series B for the Tenth through the 
Fourteenth Sundays after Pentecost when John 6(the miracle of the loaves 

and the Bread of Life) is used to connect with the Markan account of the 

feeding of the five thousand; for certain Sundays in Lent in Series A and B; 

on Christmas Day, the Second Sunday after Christmas, and Monday and 

Tuesday in Holy Week, and Good Friday; the Second Sunday after the 
Epiphany and the Third Sunday in Advent. 

Congregations, as never before, get an acquaintance with one Gospel for 

an entire year, and preachers should familiarize themselves with the literary 
features and theological emphases of that evangelist. Congregational Bible 

studies on the year’s Gospel might be arranged so that the people can see 

how study issues in proclamation. 

Long readings are employed when there is a dramatic sweep to them, for 

example the Fifth Sunday in Lent of Series A: healing the man born blind. 
This reading and others like it can be assigned to several readers, 
representing various speakers and narrator. Careful preparation must be 

made for this sort of dramatic reading if it is to be effective. 

The Second Lesson was formerly called the Epistle. The term “Second 

Lesson” is now commonly used by the Roman Catholic, Episcopal, and 

Lutheran churches as a more accurate title since not all the appointed 
Second Lessons are from the Epistles. They may be from Acts or 

Revelation. 
The selections for the Second Lesson are basically continuous readings. 

Readings from a single Epistle for certain portions of the church year 

extend over a period of three to sixteen weeks, but they are selective, not 

mechanically continuous. Thus, Advent and Lent traditionally have their 

own thematic choice of Second Lessons, while two great blocks of the 

church, after the Epiphany and after Pentecost, have Second Lessons 

assigned by books. Older lectionaries emphasized the ethical portions of 

the Epistles. The three-year lectionary presents a more balanced selection 

of doctrinal and kerygmatic portions as well as the ethical sections. 

The term “First Lesson” is used instead of “The Lesson” (as in the Service 

Book and Hymnal) since there are two lessons appointed (or three, if one 

includes the Gospel). Moreover, it is not always an “Old Testament 
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Lesson.” The First Lessons for the:Sundays of Easter, for example, are 

drawn from Acts. 

The First Lesson in almost every case was chosen because it relates to the 

Gospel. Sometimes it relates to the Second Lesson as well. The selections 
come primarily from Isaiah (especially Second Isaiah). Jeremiah, Deuter- 

onomy, Genesis, Exodus, Kings, Ezekiel, Numbers, Daniel, and Proverbs 

are the books next most commonly used. Historical books like Judges, 

Ezra, and Esther, and minor prophets like Obadiah, Nahum, and Haggai 

do not appear at all. The Book of Acts is employed as the First Lesson 

throughout the Easter season, except in Series B and C for Easter Day. 
These readings present chiefly sermons about the risen Christ. 

The Lutheran Book of Worship provides also a revision of the 

traditional one-year lectionary for those congregations that prefer this 

system, but the experience with the volume which introduced the three- 
year cycle to Lutherans (Contemporary Worship 6) indicates very little 
interest in continuing the use of this tradition. 
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APPENDIX I: THE LESSER FESTIVALS 

ALL SAINTS NOVEMBER | 

The custom of commemorating all of the martyrs of the church on a 
single day goes back at least to the third century. In the East, the 
celebration is still on the Sunday after Pentecost (which is Trinity Sunday 
in the West). When the festival was introduced in the West it was kept first 
on May 13, the date of the dedication of the rebuilt Roman Pantheon to St. 
Mary and All Martyrs. In modern practice, All Saints’ Day commemorates 
not only all the martyrs but all the people of God, living and dead, who 

form the mystical body of Christ, as the Prayer of the Day makes clear. The 

feast is, in effect, a feast of the church. 

ST. ANDREW, APOSTLE NOVEMBER 30 

Andrew was born in Bethsaida, a village in Galilee. He was a fisherman, 

the brother of Simon Peter, and the first apostle to follow Jesus (John 1:35- 

40). He then brought his brother to Christ. Tradition claims that he was 

martyred at Patras in Achaia on November 30. The tradition that he was 
crucified on an x-shaped cross seems to be no older than the fourteenth 

century. The celebration of his martyrdom began in the East in perhaps the 

fourth century, and by the sixth century it had spread to Rome. 

He is held in particular honor in Scotland, Greece, and Russia. 

THE ANNUNCIATION OF OuR LORD MARCH 25 

The angelic announcement to Mary of the birth of Jesus was observed in 

the East in the fifth century. By the eighth century the observance had 

become general in the West. The date is determined by Christmas, being 
exactly nine months before the birth. For many centuries The Annuncia- 

tion of Our Lord marked the beginning of the New Year since it was the 

supposed date of “the conception of our Lord”—an early title for the day. 

St. BARNABAS, APOSTLE JUNE 11 

Barnabas, one of the earliest Christian disciples, was originally called 
Joseph. After Paul’s conversion, it was Barnabas who introduced the 
former persecutor of Christians to the apostles. With Paul he organized the 
first missionary journey, but he was soon overshadowed by Paul. At the 

council of Jerusalem he defended the claims of Gentile Christians. In the 
Eastern church Barnabas is commemorated as one of the seventy 
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commissioned by Jesus, and the observance dates from the fifth century. 

Tradition asserts that he was martyred at Salamis, Cyprus, in A.D. 61. Heis 

regarded as the founder of the church on Cyprus. 

St. BARTHOLOMEW, APOSTLE AvuGusT 24 

Bartholomew is included in the lists of the apostles in all but John’s 

gospel (where the name Nathaniel replaces Bartholomew). Beyond this 
nothing is known of his life. His day has been on Western calendars since 

the eighth century. Tradition says he was flayed—skinned alive—and so he 

is symbolically shown holding a knife. 

THE CONFESSION OF ST. PETER JANUARY 18 

The date and the title have been suggested by the Episcopal calendar. 

The martyrdoms of Peter and Paul are jointly commemorated on June 29. 

Paul has a separate festival on January 25, marking his conversion, and it 

seems logical, therefore, to have a separate day for Peter as well. Since the 

Week of Prayer for Christian Unity concludes on January 25, The 

Conversion of St. Paul, the Episcopal church has introduced a festival of 

Peter’s confession that Jesus is “the Christ, the Son of the living God.” With 
this confession the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity begins. 

THE CONVERSION OF ST. PAUL JANUARY 25 

The observance of this festival, commemorating a momentous event in 

the life of the early church, began in Gaul in the sixth century. It spread 

throughout the Western church and achieved such popularity that both the 

Anglican and Lutheran reformers retained the day on their calendars. The 
day has never been observed in the Eastern church. This day marks the end 

of the Week of Prayer for Christian Unity. 

Hoty Cross Day SEPTEMBER 14 

The celebration of this day dates from the dedication, in 335, of a basilica 
built by Constantine in Jerusalem. The day became very popular, being 
observed in both East and West. It remained on many Lutheran calendars 

and is a popular title for Lutheran churches. Since Holy Cross Day comes 

near the beginning of the academic year, it presents the opportunity for 
relating schools and colleges to the cross of Christ. In the Roman calendar 
this day is called the Triumph of the Cross. 
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THE HOLy INNOCENTS, MARTYRS DECEMBER 28 

The Innocents were the children of Bethlehem, two years old and under, 
killed by King Herod in his attempt to destroy the infant Jesus. Since they 

were killed for the sake of Christ, the church very early honored these 

Jewish babies as “the buds of the martyrs,” killed by the frost of hate as 
soon as they appeared. 

On this day one might choose to remember also the innocents of allages 

killed in the slaughters of recent history, such as: Sand Creek, Colo. 

(November 29, 1864), slaughter of 450 unarmed Cheyenne men, women, 

and children; Wounded Knee, S.D. (December 29, 1890), slaughter of 

nearly 300 Sioux men, women, and children; Guernica (April 26, 1937), 

destruction of a Spanish town by German and Italian aircraft in the first 

mass bombing of an urban community; Lidice (June 10, 1942), obliteration 

of a village by the Nazis in reprisal for the death of Reinhard Heydrich; 
Oradour (June 10, 1944), obliteration of a French town and all but 10 of its 

inhabitants by the Nazis; Auschwitz and the extermination camps; 
Dresden (February 13, 1945), fire bombed by the Allies; Hiroshima 

(August 6, 1945), the first atomic bomb in warfare; Nagasaki (August 9, 

1945), the second atomic bomb in warfare; the martyrs behind the Iron 

Curtain. 

St. JAMES THE ELDER, APOSTLE Jury 25 

James, a fisherman, son of Zebedee and brother of John, is the only 

apostle whose martyrdom is recorded in Scripture (Acts 12:2). He was 

beheaded by Herod Agrippa near Easter in 43 or 44, and in the Eastern 

Church he has been commemorated on dates near Easter. In the ninth 

century his relics were believed to have been moved to Compostela in 

Spain, and that shrine was a popular place of pilgrimage in the Middle 

Ages. 

St. JoHN, APOSTLE AND EVANGELIST DECEMBER 27 

John the Divine (i.e., the theologian), with his brother James and with 

Peter, formed the inner circle of the apostles. From a school of John, if not 

from the apostle himself, came the Fourth Gospel, the three epistles that 

bear his name, and Revelation. John is assumed to be the “beloved 

disciple” of the Fourth Gospel to whose care Jesus at the crucifixion 

entrusted his mother. Tradition says that John lived at Ephesus and there, 
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in advanced age, died a natural death, the only one of the apostles not to die 

a martyr’s death. John is usually symbolized by an eagle. 

St. LUKE, EVANGELIST OCTOBER 18 

Luke was a Gentile physician, a follower of Christ, and a companion of 

Paul. Little else is known of his life. The two-volume work, the third gospel 

and Acts, is attributed to him. Tradition says that he was one of the seventy 

disciples commissioned by Jesus, that he was perhaps the other disciple 

with Cleopas on the road to Emmaus, that he was a painter, that he 

preached in Bithynia, and that he died at the age of 84 in Boetia. He is 

commemorated in both East and West on October 18. His symbol is a 

winged ox, suggested by Ezekiel 1:1-10 and 10:8-14. 

St. MARK, EVANGELIST : APRIL 25 

John Mark, after breaking an association with Paul, became the 

companion of Peter. Papias, writing c. 140, calls Mark the interpreter of 
Peter. According to tradition, Mark was martyred at Alexandria, and in 

829 his relics were moved to Venice. Mark’s symbol is a winged lion 
(suggested by Ezekiel 1:1-10). 

Mary, MOTHER OF OuR LORD AuGustT 15 

According to the Scriptures, Mary was present at all of the important 

events of her Son’s life: in the birth cycle, at the first miracle at Cana, at the 

cross, at the tomb, with the apostles after the ascension waiting for the 

Spirit. Except for traditions, nothing is known of her parentage or the 

place or date of her death. August 15 has been observed since early times as 
the day of what the Eastern church calls her “falling asleep,” i.e., her death. 

Luther retained a special affection for Mary and wrote a splendid 

exposition of the Magnificat. The other days on the calendar associated 
with Mary—The Presentation of Our Lord, The Annunciation of Our 

Lord, The Visitation—are festivals of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

St. MARY MAGDALENE JULY 22 

Mary Magdalene has been identified (probably mistakenly) with the 
repentant sinner who anointed Jesus’ feet (Luke 7:36-50) and with the sister 
of Martha of Bethany. What is more certain is that Jesus cured her of 
possession by seven demons, that she was present at the crucifixion and 
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burial, and that she was a principal witness to the resurrection. In the 
gospels of Mark and John she is the first one to see the risen Christ. July 22 
is observed by both the East and the West. 

ST. MATTHEW, APOSTLE AND EVANGELIST SEPTEMBER 2] 

Matthew (the son of Alphaeus, according to Mark) was:a tax collector 
for the Roman government in Capernaum. He is called Levi in the accounts 
of his call to discipleship, although in the lists of the Twelve he is always 

called Matthew. It is frequently believed that Levi was his original name 
and that Matthew (Hebrew, “gift from God”) was given to him after he 
became a disciple. Since the second century the authorship of the first 
gospel has been attributed to Matthew. He is usually represented inart bya 

winged man (suggested by Ezekiel 1:1-10 and 10:8-14). His feast day in the 
East is November 16. 

Luther’s German translation of the New Testament was published on 
this day in 1522. 

St. MATTHIAS, APOSTLE FEBRUARY 24 

Matthias was chosen by lot to fill the vacancy in the Twelve left by the 

death of Judas Iscariot. Although he is not mentioned elsewhere in the New 

Testament, the account of his election (Acts 1:15-26) implies he was a 

follower of Jesus from the beginning of his ministry. Tradition locates his 

missionary labor in Ethiopia. His feast day in the Greek church is August 9, 
but the Romancalendar has moved his day to May 14 to avoid conflict with 

Lent. The Episcopal calendar has retained the traditional date. 

St. MICHAEL AND ALL ANGELS SEPTEMBER 29 

Michael is a popular archangel among both Jews and Christians. 

According to Revelation 12, he led the heavenly army against Lucifer 

before the creation of the world, and according to a very old belief, it is 

Michael who receives the souls of the departed. His festival has its fifth 

century origin in the dedication to him of a small basilica six miles from 
Rome, the first church so dedicated. The day became especially popular in 
northern Europe and England and was of such importance that it marked 
the beginning of the last cycle of the Pentecost season. In England, 

Michaelmas still marks the beginning of the fall term in the law courts and 
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the fall academic terms at Oxford and Cambridge. In the Roman calendar 

the archangels Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael are commemorated together 

on this day. 

THE NAME OF JESUS JANUARY | 

The observation of this festival, originally called the Octave (that is, the 

eighth day) of Christmas, goes back to the sixth century. It was established 

in Rome in the ninth century. The festival was introduced relatively late 

into the church year, apparently because of the unwillingness of the church 

to keep a festival on New Year’s Day which was a time of license. The 

celebration of the Name of Jesus was part of the celebration of the 

Circumcision, and so the name remained on Lutheran calendars as “The 

Circumcision and the Name of Jesus.” In the Roman Calendar, January | 

is called “Octave of Christmas: Solemnity of Mary, the Mother of God,” 

though the traditional lessons are kept. In the Episcopal calendar the day is 

called “The Holy Name of Our Lord Jesus Christ.” The office hymns 

ascribed to Bernard of Clairvaux are still popular: “Jesus, the very thought 

of you,” and “O Jesus, King most wonderful.” 

THE NATIVITY OF ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST JUNE 24 

John the Baptist was highly revered by the early Christians, and the 

Eastern church especially has accorded him an important place in its 

devotion. The celebration of his birthday is one of the earliest festivals in 

the calendar of the church. Augustine, in the fourth century, relates the 

words of John about Jesus, “He must increase, but I must decrease,” to the 

shortening of the days after the summer solstice since after the birthday of 
Jesus and the winter solstice, the days become longer. On the birthday of 

John, the last of the prophets, the Old Testament prophets might well also 
be remembered. 

ST. PETER AND ST. PAUL, APOSTLES JUNE 29 

The two great apostles whose ministry embraced the whole Jewish and 
Gentile world have been associated in Christian devotion since earliest 

times. The date chosen to commemorate the two apostles seems to be not 

the day of their martyrdom but the anniversary of a joint observance in 
their honor. The day of Peter and Paul is one of the oldest of the saints’ 
days, having been observed at least since 258. Tradition says that Peter 
went to Rome and was martyred there (c. 64) by being crucified upside 
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down. The Scriptures leave Paul in Rome but tradition asserts that he went 
to Spain and returned to Rome where he was beheaded in the persecution 
under Nero. The ecumenical significance of this dual foundation of the 
church at Rome, the mother church of the West, is worth pondering, for it 
suggests the vocation to be both Petrine and Pauline, both “catholic” and 
“evangelical.” 

ST. PHILIP AND ST. JAMES, APOSTLES ~ May | 

Philip, like Peter and Andrew, was born at Bethsaida and was one of the 

first disciples of Jesus. After he became an apostle, he brought Nathaniel to 

Jesus. Philip may have been of Greek ancestry (his name is Greek), for 

when “certain Greeks” wanted to see Jesus, they came to Philip. He is 

apparently not to be confused with Philip the evangelist and deacon of Acts 
6:5. According to tradition, Philip was martyred in Phrygia. 

James, the son of Alphaeus, is traditionally entitled “the less” to 

distinguish him from James, the brother of John, and from James, the 

brother of the Lord. Philip and James are commemorated together because 

the remains of the two saints were placed in the Church of the Apostles in 
Rome on this day in 561. 

THE PRESENTATION OF OuR LORD FEBRUARY 2 

The presentation of Jesus in the temple by his parents is, in its origins, a 

festival of the Lord, although it also is the occasion of the purification of 

the Virgin Mary in accordance with the Law. This day is called in the 

Eastern churches “The Meeting” (of Christ with Simeon, of God with 

humanity). It was observed in Jerusalem at the end of the fourth century 
and was introduced into Constantinople by Justinian in 542. Traditionally, 

this was often called Candlemas, the day when the candles for the year were 
blessed (“a light to lighten the Gentiles,” Simeon sings of Christ in the 
Gospel; the Old Testament reading also speaks of light). It is the time for a 

candlelight service, and since the Gospel tells of Simeon and Anna, the day 

is a logical time to show concern for the aged. 

REFORMATION DAY OCTOBER 31 

This is the anniversary of Luther’s posting his Ninety-five Theses 

concerning the sale of indulgences. In the sixteenth century various dates 

were suggested in various places for an annual commemoration of the 

reform of the church. The Thirty Years’ War disrupted these observances 
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and provoked anti-Roman sentiment. In 1667, Elector John George II of 

Saxony reestablished the festival and appointed it for October 31. The 

celebration of the day spread among Lutherans, but the observance is not 

widely kept by Protestant Christians, nor is it universal among world 
Lutherans. It is the only day on the calendar peculiar to the Lutheran 

Church. 

St. SIMON AND ST. JUDE, APOSTLES OCTOBER 28 

Simon and Jude are paired in the apostolic lists in Luke 6:14-16 and Acts 

1:13. The Lukan passage calls Simon a Zealot; beyond that, nothing 

further is known of them. Jude is often thought to be the brother of James 

the Younger (“the Less”). A tradition says that Simon and Jude labored 

together in Persia and were martyred there on the same day. 

ST. STEPHEN, DEACON AND MARTYR DECEMBER 26 

Stephen, the “protomartyr,” was one of the seven deacons ordained by 

the apostles, and he was the first to die for his faith. In his death he closely 

imitated the death of Christ, praying for his executioners and commending 

his soul to the hands of God. The celebration of this feast was established 

very early in the church’s life, and it is possible that the commemoration 

occurs on the actual day of Stephen’s martyrdom. Medieval commentators 

suggest that the three days following Christmas reveal the three faces of 
martyrdom: Stephen, martyr in deed and in will; John, martyr in will but 

not in deed; the Innocents, martyrs in deed but not in will. The 

commemoration of the first Christian martyr the day after Christmas is a 

good antidote for the sentimentality about Jesus which all too easily marks 
that festival. 

St. THOMAS, APOSTLE DECEMBER 21 

Thomas, called Didymus (Thomas is Aramaic for “twin;” Didymus is the 

Greek for “twin”), is referred to four times in the New Testament. The 

biographical information from the Fourth Gospel presents Thomas as slow 
to understand. But forall his doubt, it is Thomas who makes the confession 

which is the climax of John’s gospel. Legend associates Thomas, Bartholo- 
mew, Matthew, Simon, and Jude, the five “Apostles of the East,” and tells 
of Thomas’s missionary journey to India and his martyrdom at Madras. 
The Roman calendar has moved St. Thomas’s Day to July 3 to get it out of 
Advent; the new Episcopal calendar retains the traditional date, December 
pe 
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THE VISITATION May 31 

The visit by Mary to Elizabeth is a comparatively recent festival. It was 
first observed by the Franciscans in the thirteenth century, was added to the 
Roman calendar in 1389, and was extended to the whole church in 144] at 
the Council of Basel. It is not observed in the East. The festival celebrates 
the occasion of the Magnificat, the Song of Mary. The day is principally a 
feast of our Lord, celebrating an early moment in the incarnation. In the 
Roman Catholic and the Episcopal revisions of the calendar this festival is 
moved from its traditional date of July 2 to this date in May so that it will 
come before the birthday of John the Baptizer and so make better 
chronological sense. 

APPENDIX II: THE COMMEMORATIONS 

MIKAEL AGRICOLA APRIL 10 

Agricola was born in Uusimaa, Finland. He was a good student and was 
sent to study under Luther and Melanchthon at Wittenberg. After 

receiving his master’s degree, he returned to Finland and became the rector 
of the cathedral school and then assistant to the Bishop of Turku. Upon the 
death of the bishop, Agricola was consecrated his successor and gradually 

carried out a thoroughgoing evangelical reformation. He devised an 
orthography which is the basis for modern Finnish spelling, prepared an 
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ABC book and a prayer book, and translated the New Testament and 

the liturgy. He is remembered asa learned man, moderate and conciliatory, 

concerned for the well-being of his people. 

AIDAN. See COLUMBA 

AMBROSE DECEMBER 7 

Ambrose, one of the greatest and most beloved of church leaders (born 

at Trier c. 339), was the son of the Praetorian Prefect of Gaul. He became a 

lawyer and governor of Aemilia-Liguria with a seat at Milan. Upon the 

death of the bishop of Milan, the people demanded that Ambrose succeed 

him, although he was not yet baptized and only a catechumen. He agreed, 

however, and was baptized, ordained, and consecrated bishop on Decem- 

ber 7, 374. As bishop, he was a famous preacher and defender of 

orthodoxy. He is partly responsible for the conversion of Augustine and, 
because he knew Greek, introduced Eastern theology to the West. He was 

one of the first to write Latin metrical hymns, and his hymns are still sung. 

He died Easter Eve, April 4, 397. With Jerome, Augustine, and Gregory the 

Great, Ambrose is one of the four doctors (i.e., teachers) of the Western 

church. 

LANCELOT ANDREWES. See JOHN DONNE 

ANSELM APRIL 21 

Anselm was born in Lombardy, c. 1033. He went to a humanistic school 

in France and became a monk, achieving a reputation as a teacher and 

spiritual director. When he visited England, he was persuaded to become 
Archbishop of Canterbury. For much of his career, he was caught in the 

conflict between church and state. A leading theologian and philosopher, 
he was the brightest light of learning between Augustine and Thomas 
Aquinas. 

ANSGAR FEBRUARY 3 

Ansgar, a man of great personal piety, was born in 801 near Amiens, 

France. He was the first missionary to northwestern Europe, first going to 

Denmark in 826 but meeting with little success. In 829 he went to Sweden 

and in Birka built the first church in Scandinavia. In 831 he was 
consecrated Archbishop of Hamburg, with a view to making this a base for 

his missionary operations. When the Danes destroyed Hamburg in 845, 
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Ansgar was made Archbishop of Bremen and Hamburg. He returned to 
Sweden and Denmark and labored hard, but shortly after his death in 865, 
the work he had begun came toa halt; it was not resumed fortwo centuries. 
Ansgar is held in respect by Scandinavian Lutherans today, especially by 
the Danes. Numerous churches, societies, and educational institutions are 
named for him. 

ANTHONY. See BENEDICT OF NURSIA 

AQUINAS, THOMAS. See THOMAS AQUINAS 

ATHANASIUS May 2 

Athanasius was born in Alexandria, c. 295. At the Council of Nicaea in 

325, while still a deacon, he defended the divinity of Christ, and from that 

time on championed Christian orthodoxy against Arianism. Consecrated 

Bishop of Alexandria in 328, his 45-year episcopate was one of turmoil 
caused by civil authorities and heretical clergy. By his tireless defense of the 

faith, he earned the title, Father of Orthodoxy. The Athanasian Creed is 

named for him. 

On this day one might also commemorate HILary, Bishop of Poitiers 

(died c. 367), the Athanasius of the West, whose aim in life was the victory 

of orthodoxy over Arianism. His traditional feast day is January 14. 

AUGUSTINE AUGUST 28 

Augustine, one of the great teachers of the church, was born in North 

Africa in 364. His mother, Monica, was a Christian and she tried without 

success to raise her son to be a Christian. Augustine studied at Carthage 
where he lived with a woman who bore hima son. In 384 he went to Milan 

to teach. There, under the influence of Bishop Ambrose, he was baptized 
at Easter, 387. In 391, ona visit to the city of Hippo, North Africa, he was 

chosen by the Christians there to be their pastor. He spent the rest of his life 

there, living ina community with his cathedral clergy under strict rule. His 

monastic rule has been adopted by numerous orders of men and women; 

Luther was a member of the Augustinian order. 

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH, HEINRICH SCHUETZ, GEORGE FREDERICK 

HANDEL JULY 28 

This day is given to the commemoration of the makers of music in the 
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church, specifically three German musicians. BACH was born in Eisenach in 

1685. By the age of 18 he already had a considerable reputation as a 

composer, organist, and violinist. In 1708 he became organist in Weimar, 

and after 1723 he worked in Leipzig at the famous St. Thomas school. 

There he practiced his art of proclaiming the gospel through music. Bach 

remains one of the greatest figures in music and a principal ornament of the 

church of the Reformation. He died July 28, 1750, and is buried in St. 

Thomas Church, Leipzig. 
SCHUETZ, the greatest German composer of his century and an inspiring 

figure in the history of music, was born in Koestritz a century before Bach, 

October 8, 1585. He studied in Venice and served as Kappelmeister at the 

court of the Elector of Saxony in Dresden. His choral settings of biblical 

texts shows a mastery never surpassed. He also introduced the opera to the 

German language. He died on November 6, 1672. 

HANDEL, an exact contemporary of Bach, was born in 1685 at Halle, 

Germany. He studied law and music, and in 1710 he was appointed 
Kappelmeister to the Elector of Hanover. In 1712 he was invited to London 

where he remained for the rest of his life. Though his music is not church 

music in the strictest sense, his oratorios have been memorable proclama- 
tions of the Scriptures. His special significance lies in his ability to unite 

perfect artistry with the element of popularity, depth with sensuous beauty. 
He died April 14, 1759. 

BARTOLOME DE LAS CASAS. See LAS CASAS 

BASIL THE GREAT, GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, AND GREGORY OF NYSSA 

JUNE 14 

This day commemorates the three Cappadocian fathers. BASIL (born c. 

330) was educated in the best pagan and Christian culture of his day. He 

decided to become a monk and settled as a hermit by the river Iris, traveling 
on preaching missions with Gregory of Nazianzus. He was called (c. 364) by 

his bishop to defend orthodoxy against the Arian emperor Valens. In 370 

Basil succeeded the bishop in the see of Caesarea. In addition to his 

eloquence and learning, Basil was renowned for his great personal holiness 
and is regarded as the father of Eastern communal monasticism. Monastic 

life in the Orthodox church is still based upon the principles which he laid 

down. He died at Caesarea on January |, 379, but his traditional feast day 

is June 14. 

GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS, called “The Theologian” in the East, was born 

in 329. He studied in Alexandria and Athens, became a monk, was or- 
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dained against his will, and in 372 was consecrated Bishop of Sasima. He 
never visited his see but remained in Nazianzus as suffragan to his father. In 
379 he was called to Constantinople and, by his preaching, restored the 
Nicene faith. He was appointed Bishop of Constantinople, but resigned to 
retire to Nazianzus and then to his estate where he died. 

GREGORY OF NySSA, a younger brother of Basil, was bornc. 330. He left 
his occupation as rhetorician to enter a monastery founded by his brother. 
He was consecrated Bishop of Nyssa, c. 371, and was deposed fora time by 
the Arians. An eloquent champion of the Nicene faith, he traveled consid- 

erably and was in demand as a preacher. He wasa thinker and theologian 
of great originality and learning. 

BEDE. See COLUMBA 

BENEDICT OF NURSIA Jiwiye ll 

The patriarch of Western monasticism was educated at Rome where the 

licentiousness of society led him to retire to a cave to live as a hermit. A 

community gradually grew around him, and he moved to Monte Cassino. 

There he elaborated plans for a reform movement and wrote his famous 

Rule. It seems that he was not ordained nor did he contemplate founding 
an order for clergy. The Roman Catholic and Episcopal calendars have 

moved his commemoration from the traditional March 21 to July 11 to 
avoid conflict with Lent. 

ANTONY (c. 251-356) might also be remembered on this day. He was a 

hermit, the classic representative of the “desert fathers,” and is regarded as 

the founder of monasticism because he gathered hermits into communities. 

Antony was highly regarded for his wisdom and integrity. Athanasius, who 

knew him personally, wrote his biography. His traditional feast day is 

January 17. 

EIVIND JOSEF BERGGRAV JANUARY 14 

Berggrav (BEAR-grahf) was born in 1884 and was ordained by the 

Church of Norway in 1908. He was a teacher, then pastor of a rural parish 

in 1918, and became a prison chaplain in 1924. Elected Bishop of Tromso in 

1928, he was transferred to Oslo in 1937 where he served until his 

retirement in 1950. He was editor of the theological review, Kirke og Kultur 

(Church and Culture), the title of which indicates the field of his 

scholarship. The chief author of the declarations and confessional 

documents of the Norwegian resistance during World War II, he was 
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arrested on Good Friday 1942, and was imprisoned until the liberation of 

Norway in 1945. Until his death in 1959, he was a leader in the World 

Council of Churches and in the Lutheran World Federation. 

BERNARD AUGUST 20 

“The honey-sweet teacher” (doctor mellifluous) was born near Dijon in 

1090, one of the six brilliant sons of a Burgundian nobleman. In 1113 

Bernard joined a new monastery at Citeaux, and two years later he was sent 

to start a new house at Clairvaux. It prospered, grew, and established some 

68 daughter houses. Bernard was characterized by charity and attractive- 
ness, nonetheless he attacked luxury among the clergy, the persecution of 

the Jews, and abuses of the Roman Curia. He was renowned as a great 

preacher. Sometimes called “the last of the Fathers,” he brought the pre- 
scholastic era to an end. 

BIRGITTA OF SWEDEN JuLy 23 

Birgitta (born c. 1303) was married at 13. Her father and her father-in- 

law were governors of provinces, important positions in the government of 

the country. Birgitta, therefore, moved easily in the highest circles of the 

royal court, where she denounced the wickedness she found. Her criticisms 
and warnings to kings and popes continued, and she tried to make peace 

between warring rulers. She founded the Order of the Holy Savior at 
Vadstena, an order consisting of both monks and nuns governed by an 

abbess. The cloister was one of the most important cultural and religious 
centers of Sweden during the Middle Ages. She made many pilgrimages to 
the principal shrines of Christendom, and while returning from a 

pilgrimage to the Holy Land, Birgitta died in Rome on July 23, 1373. Her 

feast day has traditionally been October 8, the date of her canonization in 

1391, but the Roman Catholic calendar now commemorates her on July 23. 

DIETRICH BONHOEFFER APRIL 9 

Bonhoeffer was born in 1906 in Breslau, the son of a psychiatrist at 
Berlin University, where the son began his university studies in 1924. He 

was a pastor briefly in Barcelona (1928-29) and then studied at Union 

Theological Seminary in New York. In 1930 he returned to Berlin and 

taught until his work was forbidden by the National Socialists. He directed 
a seminary in Pomerania and had great influence on the students there. He 
was arrested in 1943 for anti-war activities and imprisoned. On Sunday, 
April 8, 1945, in Flossenburg prison, after conducting a service, he was 
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taken away to be hanged. As he was taken away, he said to Payne Best, an 
English prisoner, “This is the end, but for me the beginning of life.” 

BONIFACE JUNE 5 

The apostle of Germany and perhaps the greatest Christian missionary 
of the Dark Ages was born in 680 at Crediton, Devonshire, England, and 
was originally called Wynfrith. He made an unsuccessful missionary 
journey to Frisia in 716, but returned and, in 719, went to Bavaria and 
Thuringia, where he laid the foundations of a settled church organization 
in Germany. He founded the famous Abbey of Fulda. Inc. 747 he became 
Archbishop of Mainz, but resigned the see a few years later to return to his 

old mission in Frisia where he met with martyrdom at the hands of pagan 
attackers. 

Together with Boniface, one might also remember WILLIBRORD (died 

738), the apostle to Frisia, who with Boniface laid the foundations of 
Christianity in western Europe. Willibrord’s traditional feast day is 
November 7. 

JOHN BUNYAN AuGustT 31 

Bunyan is one of the most remarkable figures in seventeenth-century 
literature. Born in 1628, he was the son of a poor English tinker. He 

received only meager schooling and learned his father’s craft. His Grace 

Abounding to the Chief of Sinners, which tells of his conversion, is one of 

the most enthralling autobiographies in the English language. Following 

his conversion in 1653, he joined a Baptist group and became a preacher. 

He spent many years in jail because of his dissenting religious views. A 
prolific and skilled writer, his Pilgrim’s Progress is the most successful 

allegory in English literature and was, for centuries, standard religious 

reading. 

JOHN CALVIN May 27 

CALVIN, the French reformer and theologian, was born in Picardy in 

1509. He studied theology at Paris. He came to have doubts about his 
priestly vocation and about matters of faith, and so he began to study law at 
Orleans and Bourges. His final break with the Roman Catholic Church 

appears to have come in 1533, after a religious experience in which he 

believed he had received a mission to restore the church to its original 
purity. The first edition of his Institutes of the Christian Religion was 
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published in 1536. He organized the reform in Geneva and became a 

preacher and professor of theology there, giving himself to the establish- 
ment of a theocratic regime along Old Testament lines. By 1555 he was the 

uncontested master of the city which became a place of strictest morality. A 

logical and systematic organizer, Calvin is often described as lacking 

Luther’s human warmth. 

JOHN CAMPANIUS. See RASMUS JENSEN 

CATHERINE OF SIENA APRIL 29 

Catherine was born in Siena in 1346. At an early age she had visions of 

Christ and decided to devote her life to God. After living in a closed-off 

room in her family’s house for three years, she emerged to involve herself in 

a life of doing good works. She carried on a voluminous correspondence 

with leaders of church and state, persuading Gregory XI to return from 

Avignon to Rome. She was a woman of boundless energy who dealt 

effectively with rulers, diplomats, and leaders of all kinds and was also 

loved by the common people. She died in Rome at the age of 33. Highly 
regarded in northern Europe, her name was retained on a number of 

Lutheran calendars. The Roman Catholic calendar now observes her feast 

day on April 29, the day of her death. 

CHRYSOSTOM, JOHN. See JOHN CHRYSOSTOM 

CLARE. See FRANCIS OF ASSISI 

CLEMENT NOVEMBER 23 

Very little is known of the life of Clement, sometimes considered the 
third successor of Peter as leader of the church at Rome. Irenaeus reports 
that Clement “had seen and consorted with the blessed apostles,” but there 

is no proof of this. He is famous for the letter he sent as head of the church 
at Rome to the church at Corinth when some Corinthian Christians were in 
revolt against the leaders of their church. The letter is a model of pastoral 
concern and was well received by the Corinthians, read in their religious 
meetings for many years. On the strength of this letter, Clement is 
accounted the first of the Apostolic Fathers. According to tradition he died 
a martyr’s death. 
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COLUMBA, AIDAN, AND BEDE JUNE 9 

Three confessors who kept alive the light of learning and piety in the 

British Isles during the Dark Ages are commemorated on this day. 

CoLuMBA, abbot and missionary, came from a noble Irish family and 

founded several churches and monasteries in his native country. In 563, 

with 12 companions, he established a community on the island of Iona. He 

lived there 34 years, evangelizing the mainland and establishing mon- 

asteries on the islands nearby. His traditional feast day is June 9. 

AIDAN, a monk of Iona, was sent to revive missionary work in England. 

Consecrated a bishop in 635, he established his headquarters on the island 

of Lindisfarne. From there he made long journeys to the mainland, 

strengthening Christian communities, founding new missionary outposts, 

and teaching the practices of the Celtic church. He was admired both for his 
asceticism and his gentleness. Aidan is said to have died of grief at the 
murder of St. Oswin (King Oswald of Northumbria) who had become a 

Christian at Iona and who was his companion in missionary travels. 

Aidan’s traditional feast day is August 31. 

BEDE, called “the Venerable,” was a biblical scholar and the father of 

English history. At seven years of age he was sent to the monastery of 

Wearmouth and from there went to the monastery at Jarrowc. 681. He was 

made a deacon at the early age of 19 and a priest at 30. He traveled little and 

devoted himself to study, teaching, and writing. In the Roman Catholic 

and Episcopal calendars his feast day is May 25. 

NICOLAUS COPERNICUS May 24 

Copernicus was born Mikolaj Kopernik, February 19, 1473, in Torun, 

Poland. Like many of his time, he latinized his name. He was a notable 

Renaissance man whose interests were universal and whose thirst for 

knowledge was insatiable. He gave himself to the study of mathematics, 

law, astronomy, and medicine at the universities of Cracow, Bologna, 

Padua, and Ferrara, and was, in addition, a canon of the Frauenburg 

Cathedral. He made his most lasting contribution in astronomy, going 

back to a theory first advanced by Aristarchus of Samos that the earth went 

around the sun. Removing the earth from the center of the picture of the 

universe was a bold break with the ideas accepted in his time. This 

intellectual revolutionary was also a humble and compassionate man. 

Lucas CRANACH. See ALBRECHT DUERER 
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CYRIL AND METHODIUS ‘ FEBRUARY 14 

These two brothers are known as the apostles to the (southern) Slavs. 

Cyril, the younger (born in 827), taught at the University of Constanti- 

nople; and Methodius (born 815) was governor of a province. They became 

priests and were sent by the emperor, Michael III, to preach the gospel in 

Moravia. They took an immediate interest in the vernacular language, and 

Cyril invented an alphabet, called Glagolithic or Cyrillic. In 869, ona visit 

to Rome, Cyril died. Methodius returned to his mission field and, despite 
opposition from the German bishops, labored there until his death in 885. 
The Czechs, Slovaks, Croats, Serbs, and Bulgars revere the memory of 

Cyril and Methodius as founders of their alphabet, translators of the 

liturgy into Slavonic, and builders of the foundation of Slavonic literature. 

JOHN DONNE MARCH 31 

Born in 1573, and raised in a Roman Catholic family, Donne later 

became a member of the Church of England. After leading the life of a 

courtier, he lived in great poverty after his marriage. Following intense 

struggles of conscience, he gave in to the urging of the king and was 
ordained in 1615. In 1621 he was named Dean of St. Paul’s Cathedral, 

London, and became the most celebrated preacher of his day. He was, in 

addition, a remarkable poet who mixed sensual passion, intellectual 
austerity, and fervent devotion. 

On this day one might also remember LANCELOT ANDREWES (1555-1626), 

a learned preacher and patristic scholar and a translator of the Old 
Testament portion of the King James Bible. 

DORCAS JANUARY 27 

Dorcas (or Tabitha) was a Christian at Joppa, who was known for her 

charitable works and her skill and generosity in making clothing. She was 

raised from death by Peter (Acts 9:36-42). Her name is perpetuated in the 

later Dorcas Societies of church women devoted to good works. 

ALBRECHT DUERER APRIL 6 

Duerer, a painter and engraver, was the leader of the German 
Renaissance school who, after a period of travel, settled in his native 
Nuremberg. His work is a close examination of the splendor of creation— 
the human body, animals, grasses, and flowers. He never renounced the 
Catholic faith but was sympathetic with the Reformation; Luther, learning 
of his death, wrote, “Affection bids us mourn for one who was the best of 
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men, yet you may well consider him happy that he has made so good anend, 
and that Christ has taken him from the midst of this time of trouble... May 
he rest in peace with his fathers. Amen.” 

Lucas CRANACH (died 1553), the portraitist of the Reformers, might also 
be remembered on this day. 

DUNSTAN May 19 

Dunstan, born c. 909, was attached for a time to the court. He became a 

monk at Glastonbury and was made abbot, c. 943. A strict ascetic, he 

completely reformed the monastery and made it famous for its learning. He 
was made Archbishop of Canterbury in 959, and with the king carried outa 

thorough reform of church and state. He supported the cause of learning 
and almost single-handedly revived monasticism in England, virtually 
extinct by the middle of the tenth century. He was also known as a 
musician, an illuminator, and metalworker. 

JONATHAN EDWARDS MARCH 22 

Edwards was one of the most brilliant men America has produced. He 
was born in 1703 and at age 13 enrolled at Yale. In 1727, after a conversion 

experience, he was ordained to the ministry of the Congregational Church. 

In his congregation at Northampton, Massachusetts, he struggled to 

restore Calvinism against a drift toward Arminianism. He was a powerful 
preacher, and a widespread religious revival resulted. His continued 
struggle with his congregation led to his dismissal in 1750, however, and he 
became a missionary to the Indians in western Massachusetts. At 

Stockbridge he wrote his most important theological and psychological 

works. In 1757 he was elected president of the College of New Jersey (now 

Princeton), but within three months of assuming office he died as the result 

of an innoculation against smallpox. 

JOHN ELIOT May 21 

Eliot came from Cambridge to America in 1631 and was called at once to 

the ministry at Roxbury, Massachusetts. As an Indian missionary he 

established 14 villages, inhabited by at least 1100 converted Indians, and 

founded the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel. His Indian 

translation was the first complete Bible printed in the colonies. The Puritan 

embodiment of gentle piety and sainthood, he died in 1690 at the age of 86. 

DANIEL TAKAWAMBPAIT, the first Indian minister, was ordained at 

Natick, Massachusetts, in 1681, and might also be remembered on this day. 
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ELIZABETH ‘ NOVEMBER 17 

Elizabeth, daughter of King Andrew II of Hungary, was born in the 

summer of 1207. At the age of 14 she was married to Louis IV, the 

Landgrave of Thuringia, to seal a political alliance. The marriage was a 

happy one and the parents lived with their three children in the Wartburg 
Castle near Eisenach. Elizabeth was generous to the poor and, with her 

husband, she founded two hospitals and sought work for the unemployed. 

Louis died of the plague September 11, 1227, while going to joina crusade. 

Elizabeth left the Wartburg and, having provided for her children, formally 

renounced the world on Good Friday 1228, joining the third order of St. 

Francis. She submitted wholly to the orders of a confessor, whose care of 

her was ruthless, and she lived her last years in unnatural austerity. She 

died November 17, 1231, at the age of 24, and is buried at Marburg. She has 

been one of the most beloved saints of the German people, and countless 

hospitals have been named for her. 

ERIK May 18 

Erik IX ruled Sweden from c. 1150 until his death in 1160. On an 
expedition to Finland (c. 1155) he was accompanied by Henry of Uppsala 

who founded the church in Finland. Erik, a man of great personal 

goodness, was killed by a Danish pagan prince assisted by rebels. Erik has 

come to be recognized as the principal patron saint of Sweden. His body 

was interred in the cathedral at Uppsala, and his relics were not disturbed 
during the turmoil of the Reformation. 

LEONHARD EULER May 24 

Euler (OY-ler) was born at Basle, April 15, 1707, the son of a Calvinist 

pastor. He studied theology, then turned to mathematics at which his 
father was also talented. He was called by Catherine I of Russia to teach 

physics and mathematics. In 1741 he was recalled to Berlin by Frederick the 

Great. At the age of 28 he lost the sight of his right eye and three years later 
was totally blind. He continued his enormously productive work nonethe- 

less. He returned to Russia in 1766 and died at Petrograd September 18, 
1783. Euler is regarded as one of the founders of the science of pure mathe- 
matics and made important contributions to mechanics, hydrodynamics, 
astronomy, optics, and acoustics as well. 

JUSTUS FALCKNER. See RASMUS JENSEN 
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ELIZABETH FEDDE FEBRUARY 25 

Elizabeth Fedde was born on Christmas Day 1850 at Feda in Norway. 
She was trained as a deaconess, and in 1882 was asked to come to New 
York to minister to the poor and to Norwegian seamen. She established 
the Norwegian Relief Society in 1883, and in 1885 opened the Deaconess 
House in Brooklyn. Her influence was wide-ranging, and she established 
the Deaconess House and Hospital of the Lutheran Free Church in 
Minneapolis in 1889. She returned to Norway in 1895 and died there 
February 25, 1921. 

THEODORE FLIEDNER OCTOBER 4 

Fliedner (FLEED-ner), the renewer of the diaconate, was born in 1800. 

His first parish (1822) was a small and poor congregation at Kaiserwerth 

near Dusseldorf. While on tours through Holland and England to collect 

funds for his parish, he came in contact with Mennonite deaconesses. (The 

female diaconate had died out nearly everywhere by the seventh century.) 

In 1826 he founded the Rhenish-Westphalian Prison Society, in 1833 the 
Magdalen Home for unwed mothers, and in 1835 the first German nursery 

school. He founded the Rhenish-Westphalian Deaconess Society, and on 
October 13, 1836, the first motherhouse was opened. By 1849 Fliedner was 

able to devote himself fully to deaconess work. Other motherhouses 

followed in France and Germany; his nurses served the public hospital in 

Berlin. He brought four deaconesses to the United States and founded the 

Pittsburgh motherhouse in 1849. In 1851 he laid the groundwork for a 
hospital and nurses’ training school in Jerusalem. He died at Kaiserworth 

October 4, 1864. 

GEORGE Fox JANUARY 13 

Fox, the founder of the Society of Friends, was born in Leicestershire, 

England, in 1624. In 1643 he felt a call to forsake all ties of family and 
friendship and travel in search of enlightenment. After long inner struggle, 
in 1646 he found relief in reliance upon the inner light of the living Christ. 

From then on he abandoned church attendance and began to preach this 

inner voice of God. He was frequently imprisoned for his preaching. He 
married and made his home at Swarthmore Hall but made frequent 

missionary journeys to Ireland, the West Indies, North America, and 

Holland. A magnetic personality of great spiritual power, he isan example 

of selfless devotion, patience in persecution, and ability in organization. 
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His followers called themselves “The Religious Society of Friends,” but 

they were nicknamed “Quakers.” Fox died at the age of 67. 

FRANCIS OF ASSISI OCTOBER 4 

“The one saint whom all succeeding generations have agreed in 

canonizing” was born in 1182, the son of a wealthy cloth merchant. Francis 

assisted his father in business until the age of 20 when, during a border 

dispute, he was taken prisoner. Upon his return to Assisi he became 

seriously ill and dissatisfied with worldly life. After inner struggle, he 

decided to devote himself to prayer and the service of the poor. On 

February 24, 1209, he heard a reading of the Gospel appointed for St. 
Matthias’s Day (Matthew 10:7-19) and interpreted the bidding as a 

personal call to leave everything. He gathered followers and drew up a 

simple rule of life. Francis traveled widely, preaching. He died on October 

3, 1226. Francis’s generosity, simple and unaffected faith, passionate 

devotion to God and humanity, his love of nature and his deep humility 

have made him one of the most cherished saints in the history of the church. 

In 1212 CLARE, a noble lady of Assisi, accepted Francis’s ideals and 

founded a similar society for women. She died in 1253 and her traditional 
feast day is August 12. 

FRANCIS XAVIER. See XAVIER, FRANCIS. 

PAUL GERHARDT OCTOBER 26 

Gerhardt, after studying theology at Wittenberg, was pastor of St. 

Nikolaikirche in Berlin from 1657 until his resignation in 1666. In 1669 he 

became archdeacon at Luebben. A thoroughgoing Lutheran in theology, 

he nevertheless was influenced by Catholic mysticism. He combined deep 
piety and trust in God with love of nature, and he ranks as one of the 
greatest hymn-writers of the Lutheran tradition. He died May 27, 1676. 

GREGORY OF NAZIANZUS. See BASIL. 

GREGORY OF NyssA. See BASIL. 

GREGORY THE GREAT Marcu 12 

Gregory was an important and wealthy political figure until he decided 
to sell his vast property, give the proceeds to the poor, and enter one of the 
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seven monasteries he had founded. He accepted election to the papacy only 
after great inner struggle and wasa tower of strength to the church ina time 
of famine, flood, pestilence, invasion, and political struggle. He sent 
Augustine of Canterbury to England as a missionary, wrote on theological 
subjects, and effected important changes in the liturgy. His description of 

his role as pope was “servant of the servants of Christ.” The Roman 

Catholic calendar has moved his commemoration to September 3 to avoid 
confict with Lent. The Episcopal calendar retains the traditional March 12 
date. 

NIKOLAI FREDERIK SEVERIN GRUNDTVIG SEPTEMBER 2 

Together with Kierkegaard, Grundtvig is the most notable figure in 

Danish theology in the nineteenth century. He was born in 1783. Beginning 

with his ordination sermon in 1810, he attacked rationalism and was, 

therefore, not given a parish until 1821. Three years later, in 1824, he began 

a reforming movement, continuing his assault on rationalism and state 

domination of religion. With the Apostles’ Creed as the standard of faith, 
he sought to restore orthodoxy and to renew the understanding of the 
church and the sacraments. He was the founder of folk high schools, an 

authority on Anglo-Saxon and Norse literature, and a hymn-writer. From 

1839 to his death he was preacher at Vartov hospital in Copenhagen. He 

was given the rank and title of bishop in 1861, although without a diocese. 

DaG HAMMARSKJOLD SEPTEMBER 18 

Hammarskjold was born in Jonkoping, Sweden, 1905, the son of the 

Swedish prime minister. He studied law and economics at Uppsala and 
Stockholm. Gaining prominence as the chairman of the board of governors 

of the Bank of Sweden, he joined the foreign ministry as a financial advisor. 

In 1952 he was named chairman of the Swedish delegation to the United 

Nations and in 1953 was elected secretary-general, with reelection follow- 

ing in 1957. Hammarskjold was killed in a plane crash September 18, 1961, 

near Ndola, Zambia (then Northern Rhodesia), while flying there to nego- 

tiate a cease-fire. Well-read in literature and philosophy, he kept a diary 

devoted to the study of his own soul and its relation to God. This remark- 

able book is considered by many as a classic of religious devotion. 

GEORGE FREDERICK HANDEL. See BACH. 
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HANS NIELSEN HAUGE 3 MARCH 29 

Hauge was a lay preacher who left a deep mark on Norwegian church life 

and piety. He had a religious experience on April 5, 1796, which convinced 

him of God’s call to arouse his sleeping country. He began preaching in his 

own parish, then preached throughout the country. Itinerant preaching 
was against the law, and he was frequently arrested. Eventually he settled 

on a farm near Oslo and gained the respect of many church leaders. In his 

writings he emphasized a person’s vocation as a service to God, warned 

against separatism, and urged his followers to remain faithful to the 

national church. 

JOHANN HEERMANN OCTOBER 26 

Johann Heermann, the greatest hymnwriter between Luther and Paul 

Gerhardt, was born in 1585 at Raudten, Silesia. He showed interest in 

poetry while in school and published some poetic works in 1609. He 

became pastor at Koeben in 1611. He contracted tuberculosis in 1634, and 
resigned his pastorate in 1638, moving to Lissa in Poland. He died there 
February 17, 1647. His hymns are marked by a pastoral and mystical 

warmth which some have called “Jesus mysticism.” His finest work is his 
“Ah, holy Jesus, how hast thou offended.” 

HENRY JANUARY 19 

Henrik, as he is called throughout Scandinavia, is the national saint of 

Finland. Born in England early in the twelfth century, he became Bishop 

of Uppsala, Sweden, in 1152. In 1155 Henry joined King Erik IX of Sweden 
on his crusade in Finland and, after the king returned home, remained 

behind to organize the church. Henry was killed by a Finnish farmer, but his 

cult spread rapidly through Sweden and Finland and was carried across 

Europe. Henry’s epitaph is at Nousiainen, Finland, but his relics were 

removed to the cathedral in Abo (Turku) in 1300. He is regarded as the 
patron saint of Turku. 

GEORGE HERBERT MarRcH | 

Born in 1593, Herbert became an orphan when he was young. The 
death of his patron, James I, together with the influence of his friend, 
Nicholas Ferrar, led him to the study of theology, though he excelled in 
classical scholarship and music at Cambridge and seemed destined for high 
political office. He was ordained a priest in 1630 and served as rector of 
Fugglestone with Bemerton near Salisbury for three years. He rebuilt the 
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church from his own funds and, known as “holy Mr. Herbert,” was 
respected throughout the region. His poems breathe a gentle freshness and 
grace with a profound love of virtue, and some of his hymns are still sung 

(“Teach me, my God and King,” “The King of love my shepherd is,” “Let all 

the world in every corner sing”). He also wrote A Priest to the Temple; or 
the Country Parson, which describes the clergyman as well-read, temper- 

ate, given to prayer, and devoted to his flock. Herbert died of consumption 
March I, 1633, at the age of 40. 

JOHN CHRISTIAN FREDERICK HEYER NOVEMBER 7 

Father Heyer was born in Helmstedt, Germany, in 1793. Because of the 

turmoil of the Napoleonic wars, he was sent, after his confirmation, to stay 

with an uncle in Philadelphia, where he delivered his first sermon at Zion 

Church in 1813 asa layman. He studied theology in Philadelphia and then 

in Goettingen, returning to the United States to be licensed asa missionary. 

Ordained a pastor by the Ministerium of Pennsylvania in 1819, he traveled 
extensively and was active in the work of Gettysburg College and 

Seminary. On July 31, 1842, he began his missionary work in the Telugu- 
speaking region of Andhra, India, establishing mission stations that 

became the basis of the Lutheran Church there. In 1857 he returned to 

America to evangelize and reorganize parishes and schools in Minnesota. 
In 1869 Father Heyer, as he was now called (the title was not uncommon 

for respected Protestant clergymen in those days), returned to India for two 

years. He came home to Philadelphia for the last time to serve as chaplain 

of Mt. Airy Seminary and died November 7, 1873, at 81. 

HILARY. See ATHANASIUS 

JAN Hus JULY 6 

Hus was born of peasant parents in Bohemia, probably in 1371. 

Ordained a priest in 1401, in the following year Hus was named preacher in 

the Chapel of the Holy Innocents, a large church in which the preaching 

was in the Czech language. Deeply influenced by the writings of Wycliffe, 

Hus increasingly began to consider church abuses. His doctrinal state- 

ments were largely on matters of church discipline rather than on basic 

theological issues, but he was excommunicated in 1409. In 1414 he was 

summoned to the Council of Constance. There he refused to recant and was 

burned at the stake July 6, 1415. He is honored by Lutherans, Moravians, 

and Presbyterians. 
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IGNATIUS 5 OCTOBER 17 

Ignatius of Antioch was probably of Syrian origin and became the 

second or third bishop of Antioch. Sentenced to death, he was sent to 

Rome for execution. During his journey to Rome, he wrote his celebrated 

letters which shed light on Christian faith and practice less than a century 
after Jesus’ ascension. He urges his readers to unity and to faithfulness to 

the Eucharist. He was thrown to the beasts in Rome, probably in the 
Colosseum, but the details of his death are not known. A gentle, patient 
man, he was passionately devoted to Christ, anxious to imitate him in 
death. 

IRENAEUS JUNE 28 

Irenaeus, “the first great Catholic theologian,” forms an important link 

between East and West. Little in known of his life. He was born, perhaps 
at Smyrna, c. 130, and was strongly influenced by Polycarp. After studying 

in Rome, he was elected Bishop of Lyons, c. 178. His principal writing is a 
treatise against the Gnostics. 

JAMES OF JERUSALEM OCTOBER 23 

The traditional Western identification of James, the brother of the Lord, 

with James the Younger (the Less) is rejected by nearly all New Testament 

scholars, since there is no evidence in the gospels that Jesus’ brother was a 

disciple until he became a witness to the resurrection. The Eastern church 
commemorates James on this date and the festival has been accepted by 
several Anglican calendars. St. Paul and the book of Acts both testify to 
James’s presence in the church at Jerusalem and his diplomatic resolution 
of the dispute between Jew and Gentile at the Council of Jerusalem 

(Galatians 2; Acts 15). According to church traditions and the Jewish 
historian Josephus, he was stoned to death, c. 62. 

RASMUS JENSEN FEBRUARY 20 

Jensen, the first Lutheran pastor to North America, came in 1619 withan 
expedition sent by King Christian IV of Denmark. The expedition took 
possession of the Hudson Bay area, naming it Nova Dania. Within a few 
months of their arrival, most of the members of the expedition died, 
including Jensen. 
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On this day commemorations of three others may be observed. REORUS 
ToRKILLUs was the first Lutheran pastor to organize a congregation in 
North America. He arrived in 1639 at Fort Christina (Wilmington, Dela- 
ware). He died September 7, 1643. 

JusTus FALCKNER (1672-1723) was the first Lutheran pastor ordained in 
America (November 24, 1703). Falckner, a Halle pietist, was ordained ina 

full Latin service at Gloria Dei Church in Philadelphia by Andrew Rud- 
man who was acting as suffragan of the Archbishop of Uppsala. 

JOHN CAMPANIUS, in 1646 on Tinicum Island below Philadelphia, built 

the first Lutheran church building in America. He was in America from 

1643 to 1648 and did missionary work among the Delaware Indians, trans- 

lating the Small Catechism into the Indian language. He died in Sweden on 

September 17, 1683, at the age of 82. 

JEROME SEPTEMBER 30 

Jerome was born Eusebius Hieronymus Sophronius (c. 342) at Stridon 

near Aquileia. He studied in Rome and was baptized there. After traveling, 
he devoted himself to the ascetic life with his friends at Aquileia. In 374 he 

went to Palestine, settling as a hermit in the Syrian desert for four or five 

years, where he learned Hebrew. He was ordained a priest at Antioch and 

spent time in Constantinople and Rome. In 386 he settled in Bethlehem. 
Working in a large rock-hewn cell, he translated the Bible into Latin, then 

the language of the people. This translation, the Vulgate, remained the 
standard Latin version for fifteen centuries. Jerome died September 30, 
420, and was buried in the Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem. His body 

was later removed to Rome. 

JOHN CHRYSOSTOM SEPTEMBER 13 

John Chrysostom (KRISS-iss-tum) was educated in law and in theology. 
He was ordained a deacon in 381 and a priest in 386, devoting himself to: 

preaching in which he was skilled. (Chrysostom is Greek for “golden- 
mouthed.”) He directed his preaching to the instruction and moral reform 
of Antioch; and proved to be an expert expositor of Scripture, able to see 
both the author’s meaning and the practical application of the message, 
and opposing the allegorical interpretation commonat the time. His On the 
Priesthood is a moving description of the responsibilities of the Christian 

minister. He was made Patriarch of Constantinople against his wishes in 
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398. In that office, he set about reforming the city, court, and clergy. His 

honesty, asceticism, and tactlessness earned him condemnation by the 
Synod of the Oak in 403. He was removed from office, restored, then 

removed again. Despite support from the people of Constantinople, the 

pope, and the entire Western church, he was exiled and deliberately killed 

by forced travel on foot in severe weather. 

JOHN XXIII JUNE 3 

Angelo Roncalli was born in 1881 at Sotto il Monte in northern Italy toa 
family of farmers. He was ordained in 1904 and worked as a secretary toa 
bishop and professor at Bergamo Seminary. In 1926 he was made an 

archbishop and then the apostolic delegate in Istanbul. There, during 
World War II, he helped to arrange safe conduct for a boatload of refugee 

Jews. There also he made contacts with the Eastern church. He was named 

Nuncio to France in 1945; in 1953 he was made Cardinal and then 

Patriarch of Venice. At the age of 76 he was elected pope on October 28, 

1958. He filled the few years of his pontificate with achievement, convening 
the Second Vatican Council in 1962 to “open the windows of the church” to 

let in the fresh air of the modern world. He was remarkable in his 

humility, and his death in 1963 was mourned by the whole world. 

JOHN OF THE CROSS DECEMBER 14 

John of the Cross was born in 1542 of a poor family of noble origin. He 

entered a Carmelite monastery and was ordained a priest in 1567. 

Dissatisfied with the laxity of the order, he introduced the reform of 

Theresa of Avila. He was imprisoned by his superior, but he escaped and 

the separation between the Calced (shod) and the Discalced (barefoot) 

Carmelites took place. In 1581 he went to Granada where he became 

acquainted with the Arabian mystics. From 1588 he was the prior at 
Segovia. Again he became involved in a dispute with his superiors, fell ill, 

and died at Ubeda in 1591. His writings expound his mystical thought and 
personal experience, nourished by Scripture and psychological insight. 

JOSEPH MARCH 19 

The husband of the Virgin Mary was a carpenter who is portrayed in 

Scripture as a devout and honest man, concerned for his wife and the Child. 

It seems that he was no longer living when Jesus began his ministry. The 

special remembrance of Joseph appears to have begun in the East and 

developed comparatively late in the West; the earliest commemoration was 
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held in the ninth century. The major emphasis on his commemoration was 
during the fifteenth century. 

JUSTIN JUNE | 

Justin was born (c. 100) of pagan parents. After a long search for the 

truth, he became a Christian and taught at Ephesus and at Rome. He and 

some of his students were denounced as Christians and, upon their refusal 

to make a pagan sacrifice, were scourged and beheaded. The record of their 
martyrdom, based on an official court report, survives. Justin, while 

possessing no great philosophical or literary skill, was the first Christian 

thinker to attempt to reconcile the claims of faith and reason. 

TOYOHIKO KAGAWA APRIL 23 

From a wealthy Japanese family, Kagawa (Kah-GAH-wah) was disin- 

herited by his family when he became a Christian. He studied at the 

Presbyterian Seminary at Kobe, became aware of Christian responsibility 
in the face of social evils, and spent several years in the slums of Shinkawa. 
After studying modern social techniques at Princeton, he returned to 

Japan to devote himself to the improvement of social conditions. 
Imprisoned in 1940 as a pacifist, he was a leader in the movement for 

democracy in Japan after the war. 

SOREN AABYE KIERKEGAARD NOVEMBER | 1 

The father of the existentialist school of philosophy and theology was 
born in 1813 and lived a secluded and unhappy childhood. He passed his 

theological examination in 1840 but was never ordained. In 1854 he began 
his assault upon the established church, accusing it of accommodating the 

Christian revelation to human desires. His thought, deeply original and 

ascetic in mood, reveals his Lutheran heritage in its basic concerns and 

emphases. Many of his writings are of great devotional value and reveal a 
profound understanding of the redemptive work of Christ and the 
significance of the cross. He died at the age of 42. 

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. JANUARY 15 

This Baptist minister was born in Atlanta, Georgia, in 1929. After 

graduate study at the University of Pennsylvania, Harvard, and Boston 

University, he became a pastor in Montgomery, Alabama, later returning 

to Atlanta. Influenced by the teaching of Thoreau and Gandhi, he 
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organized the “non-violent army” in the South to implement federal civil 

rights laws. Ina crisisin Montgomery he enunciated a principle from which 

he never wavered: “We will not resort to violence. We will not degrade 

ourselves with hatred. Love will be returned for hate.” In January 1957, he 

organized the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. He was awarded 
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964. In 1968 he went to Memphis to lead a 

demonstration of striking sanitation workers and there, on April 4, ona 

motel balcony, was killed by anassassin. In some parts of the United States 

his birthday, January 15, has become a holiday, and his commemoration is 

therefore observed on that day rather than the day of his death. 

MAGNUS BROSTRUP LANDSTAD. See WALLIN 

BARTOLOME DE LAS CASAS i haes'edll7/ 

Originally a lawyer, Las Casas, the apostle of the Indies, accompanied 

the Spanish governor to Hispaniola in 1502. In 1510 he was ordained a 

priest, probably the first person ordained in the New World. He became a 

missionary and defended the interests of the Indians against exploitation 

by the Spanish settlers, despite the resentment of his compatriots. He was 
made Bishop of Chiapa, Mexico, in 1543, but in 1551 he retired to 
Valladolid where he continued to champion the Indian cause in his 

writings. He died at the age of 93. 

LAWRENCE AucGust 10 

Lawrence was born, probably of Spanish parents, early in the third 

century. As a young man he went to Rome and was made chief of the seven 
deacons of Rome responsible for handling the charities of the church and 

the properties used in worship. In an attempt to gain the treasures of the 

church, the emperor arrested, tortured, and killed Sixtus, the Bishop of 

Rome, and Lawrence. Lawrence’s behavior in prison is said to have led to 

the conversion and Baptism of his jailer and his family. Lawrence was 
killed, it is said, by being roasted ona gridiron. The torture and execution 

of a Roman citizen by Roman authorities made a deep impression on the 

young church, and his martyrdom was one of the first to be observed by the 
church. St. Lawrence’s day and those of St. Peter and St. Paul and of St. 

Michael were the three feasts dividing the Pentecost season. 

LAZARUS OF BETHANY. See MARY OF BETHANY 
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DAvID LIVINGSTONE. See ALBERT SCHWEITZER 

JOHANN KONRAD WILHELM LOEHE JANUARY 2 

Wilhelm Loehe (LAY-eh) was born at Fuerth, Germany, in 1808. When 

he was eight years old his father died. Young Loehe studied in Erlangen, 
there discovering the Lutheran Confessions. In 1837 he became pastor ina 
small village, Neuendettelsau. His efforts at getting a city parish were 
unavailing, and he remained there the rest of his life. He was a model parish 
pastor. He founded the Neuendettelsau Foreign Mission Society, sending 
pastors to North America, Australia, and Brazil, and assisted in the 

founding of the Missouri Synod. He fought for a clear confessional basis 

for the Bavarian church and was sometimes in conflict with the ecclesiasti- 
cal bureaucracy. He founded the Society for Inner Missions and estab- 

lished a deaconess motherhouse at Neuendettelsau that had widespread 

influence. A student of the liturgy and its practical application in the life of 
his people, he saw Holy Communion as the center of congregational life. 

MARTIN LUTHER FEBRUARY 18 

Born in Eisleben in 1483, Luther was ordained a priest in 1507. He taught 
biblical exegesis at Wittenberg from 1511 until his death. He posted his 
thesis concerning indulgences in 1517. In 1525 he married Katherine von 
Bora. He wrote voluminously, and of his written work his two Catechisms, 

his Bible translation, and his hymns (and thus the founding of German 

literature) are remembered most widely. 

LYDIA JANUARY 27 

Lydia was a woman from Thyatira in Asia Minor, whose story is told in 
Acts 16:11-40. She was perhaps Jewish. She sold purple-dyed goods and 

was apparently well-to-do since that trade required considerable capital. 
She and her household were baptized by Paul, who with his companions 

stayed for a time at her house. 

CLARA MAASS AuGust 13 

Clara Maass was born in East Orange, New Jersey in 1876. She graduated 

from the new nursing school of the Newark German Hospital and served as 

a nurse in the Spanish-American War in 1898-1899 in Cuba. She 
volunteered to be a subject of experiments seeking the cause of yellow 
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fever. She survived her first attack but died of a second attack in 1901. In 

1952 the Newark German Hospital changed its name to Clara Maass 

Memorial Hospital to honor her. 

MARTHA OF BETHANY. See MARY OF BETHANY 

MARTIN NOVEMBER | 1 

Martin of Tours was born (c. 316) of a pagan family in the Roman 

province in what is now Hungary. He grew up in Lombardy and, at the age 

of 10, decided to become a catechumen. He served as a soldier in the 

Roman army but found it increasingly difficult to reconcile Christianity 

with the military life. Leaving the army (not without accusations of 

cowardice), he became a hermit. In 360 he went to Hilary, Bishop of 

Poitiers, and lived in a sort of monastic community. He was consecrated 

Bishop of Tours in 371, and chose to live not in the episcopal palace but ina 
cave, with his office in a nearby hut. He traveled widely, evangelizing rural 

Gaul and founding monasteries. He died November 8, 397, at a distant 

outpost of his diocese and was buried November 11. Martin Luther was 

baptized on St. Martin’s day and given the name of this saint. Martin was 

one of the first holy men who was not a martyr to be publicly honored asa 

saint, and his influence was felt from Ireland to Africa and Asia. 

THE MARTYRS OF JAPAN FEBRUARY 5 

In 1597 twenty-six Christians (six European Franciscan missionaries, a 

Japanese Jesuit priest, a Korean layman, fifteen Japanese laymen, and 
three young boys) were killed by crucifixion at Nagasaki. The Nippon Sei 
Ko Kai (the Holy Catholic Church of Japan) adopted this commemoration 
in its calendar in 1959 as a festival of all those who have given their lives for 

the Christian faith in Japan. The Episcopal church has also included this 
day on its calendar. 

Mary, MARTHA, AND LAZARUS OF BETHANY JULY 29 

The members of this little family of Bethany were the friends of Jesus 
who provided a home for him where he found refreshment, especially 
before the passion. Their names, on differing dates, appear on lists of 

martyrs of the seventh and eighth centuries. MAry is identified in the 
Fourth Gospel as the woman who anointed Jesus before the passion. 
Traditionally, following the characterization drawn by Luke (Luke 10:38- 
42), MARTHA typifies the active life and Mary the contemplative. LAZARUS, 
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raised from the dead by Jesus, is, in the Fourth Gospel, a sign of the eternal 
life possessed by those who believe. The Roman Catholic calendar 
commemorates Martha alone on July 29 and Mary, together with Mary the 
wife of Cleopas and Mary the mother of James, on May 25. The Episcopal 
church commemorates Mary and Martha together on July 29. 

PHILIPP MELANCHTHON JUNE 25 

Melanchthon was born in 1497 and, after study at Heidelberg and 

Tubingen, became professor of Greek at Wittenberg in 1518. His attitude 
toward Christianity was far more humanistic than that of most reformers. 

He had a deep love of learning. His biblical criticism broke new ground by 
abandoning the medieval four senses and by treating the Bible like the 
classics, emphasizing the need of history and archeology for under- 

standing. Always conciliatory, he has at times been accused of undue 
compromise. He died April 19, 1560. 

METHODIUuS. See CYRIL AND METHODIUS 

MICHELANGELO BUONARROTI APRIL 6 

Born in 1475, Michelangelo became the most influential late Renais- 

sance artist, earning fame as a painter, sculptor, architect, and poet. His 

writings disclose a profound piety; his art embodies a new concept of 

human dignity, projecting the human body ona new scale of grandeur. His 

contemporaries believed him to be divinely inspired, and he saw in sculp- 

ture an allegory of divine creativity and human salvation. Some of his 
noblest works are the Sistine Chapel, the David, the Moses, the Pieta, the 

Medici Chapel, and the library of San Lorenzo. He was one of the 
architects of St. Peter’s Basilica. Michelangelo died February 18, 1564 at 

the age of 89. 

MONICA May 4 

Monica (the oldest spelling is Monnica), the mother of Augustine, 

apparently was a native of Tugaste, North Africa. At the age of 40 she was 
left a widow with three children. She prayed earnestly for the conversion of 

the eldest, Augustine, following him to Rome and then to Milan. There she 
witnessed her son’s conversion. She died returning to Africa. In Book IX of 

his Confessions, Augustine writes tenderly of her and of her dying wish to 

be remembered at the altar of the Lord. Her commemoration developed 
late in the Middle Ages. Those congregations which observe Mother’s Day 
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can give ita more historical and liturgical turn by commemorating Monica. 

The Roman Catholic calendar has moved her commemoration to August 

27, the day before the commemoration of her son. 

HENRY MELCHIOR MUHLENBERG OCTOBER 7 

Muhlenberg was born in Einbeck, Germany, in 1711. He graduated from 

Goetingen University, studied at Halle, and was sent to America in 

response to the request of congregations there for a pastor. He arrived in 

Charleston, South Carolina, September 23, 1742, and labored 45 years in 

America, traveling incessantly, corresponding widely, keeping a valuable 

journal, and setting the course of Lutheranism for generations to come. He 

established the first Lutheran synod in America, the Ministerium of 

Pennsylvania, on August 26, 1748, when delegates met in Philadelphia. He 

submitted a liturgy to the synod which was ratified and remained the only 

authorized American Lutheran liturgy for 40 years. The pastoral concern 

of the patriarch of the Lutheran church in America enabled Lutherans to 
make the transition from the state churches of Europe to the independent 
churches of America. 

Kay MuNK JANUARY 5 

This Danish pastor, patriot, and playwright (his first name rhymes with 

“high”) was born in 1898 and orphaned at the age of six. He was ordained in 

1924 and became pastor at Vederso, one of the smallest parishes in 
Denmark. His writings discuss a wide variety of topics. His plays 

frequently deal with the eventual victory of the Christian faith despite its 
ineffective presentation by a weak church. Feared by the Nazis because his 

patriotic articles and sermons helped to strengthen the Danish resistance 

movement, he was arrested on January 4, 1944; the next day his body was 

found in a ditch. His martyrdom only increased the determination of the 
resistance movement. 

JOHN MASON NEALE JULY | 

Neale was born in London, January 24, 1818. He studied classics at 

Cambridge and was associated there with the movement for church 
renewal. Ill health prevented him from being rector of a parish and so his 

life was spent as warden of Sackville College in East Grinstead. He was the 
founder of the Sisterhood of St. Margaret. He is remembered today for 
his translations of the great hymns of Christian antiquity, making them 
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available to English-speaking churches. He died on the Feast of the 
Transfiguration, August 6, 1866. 

NESIB, ONESIMOS. See ONESIMOS 

NICHOLAS DECEMBER 6 

Nicholas is a most popular saint about whom very little is known 

historically. Tradition reports that he was religious from infancy, devoted 

his life to good works, was generous to the poor, and died peacefully. He 

was much loved for his kindness, and perhaps more churches have been 

dedicated to him than to any other saint. He is regarded as the patron of 
sailors, children (he is the prototype of Santa Claus), and of Russia. 

PHILIPP NICOLAI OCTOBER 26 

Nicolai was born in 1556 in a parsonage in Mengeringhausen, Germany. 

After studying theology at Erfurt and Wittenberg, he became pastor in 

Herdeke, where his father had introduced the Reformation. In 1586 he 

served secretly in Cologne, meeting for worship in members’ houses. He 

was called to Unna, in Westphalia, and ministered there amid the plague 
which killed 1300 of his parishioners. During this dreadful time he wrote a 
book of meditations based on St. Augustine which included in an appendix 
“Wake, awake for night is flying” and “How brightly beams the morning 

star.” His tunes for these texts have been called the king and queen of 
chorales. In 1601 he became pastor of St. Catherine’s Church, Hamburg, 

and was a skillful preacher. He died October 26, 1608. 

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE AuGustT 13 

Florence Nightingale was born in 1820 in Florence, Italy, from which she 

received her name. She was interested in nursing from an early age and 

began regular hospital visiting, c. 1844. She studied nursing at Alexandria, 

and visited Fliedner’s deaconesses at Kaiserwerth and trained there in 1851. 

She headed a hospital in London in 1853, and the following year she went 

to the Crimea to organize the care of wounded English soldiers. She 

returned to England in 1856 in weakened health, but continued to advise on 

health care in the American Civil War and the Franco-Prussian War 

(1870-1871). 
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LUDWIG NOMMENSEN a May 23 

The apostle to the Bataks was a man of deep faith, courage, and 
prophetic vision. Born in 1834 in Schleswig-Holstein, he left in 1861 for 
Sumatra and labored there among the Bataks, a large tribal group then 

untouched by either Islam or Christianity. The developing church had a 

thoroughly Batak flavor—a Bible translation, acceptance of features of 
customary law, and training of Batak Christians as evangelists, pastors, 

and teachers. The Batak church of today is his living memorial. 

OLAF JULY 29 

Olaf Haraldsson (born c. 995) while still young went on Viking raids with 

his foster father. After a dream and Baptism (or confirmation) in France in 

1015, Olaf sailed for Norway and in the next year had made himself king of 

his country. From this time on, Christianity was the dominant religion of 

the realm. He revised the laws of the nation, and his “Laws of St. Olaf” 

became the basis of all later Norwegian jurisprudence. He enforced the 

laws with strict impartiality and thereby alienated some of the aristocracy. 

He was driven from the country by the combined forces of Denmark and 

Sweden. In 1030, during an attempt to regain his kingdom, Olaf was killed 

in the battle of Stiklestad. He was buried in Trondheim where a splendid 
cathedral now rises over his burial place. Soon after his death, Olaf was 

recognized as patron and “eternal king of Norway,” and his deeds were 
celebrated in saga, painting, and sculpture. 

OLGA JULY 15 

Olga, Princess of Kiev, was born in Pskov, Russia c. 890. She was 
probably of Slavic descent. She married Igor, Prince of Kiev in 905 and 

after his death on a campaign in 945 acted as regent for their son. She was 

praised for her courage and ability as a ruler. She became a Christian and 
visited Constantinople. Her son resisted all efforts at his conversion to 
Christianity, but her grandson, Vladimir, effected the Christianization of 
his people c. 988. Olga died at Kiev July 11, 969 and was given a Christian 
burial by her son. 

ONESIMOS NESIB JUNE 21 

Onesimos, born 1855, was captured by slave traders and taken from his 

Galla homeland in western Ethiopia to Eritrea where he was bought and 
freed by Swedish missionaries. They educated, baptized, and shared with 

him their concern for the evangelizing of the Galla. Onesimos became an 
evangelist, translated the entire Bible into Galla, and, in spite of difficulties, 

returned to preach the gospel in his homeland. He died at Nekemte, 
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Wollega Province, Ethiopia, according to the Ethiopian calendar on 
Sunday, Sene 25, 1923 (the Gregorian date is June 21, 1931). According to 
the diary of Olle Eriksson, a missionary who conducted the funeral service, 

Onesimos fell ill just before he reached the present Mekane Yesus Church 
at Nekemte where he was to preach. He died peacefully in the evening. His 

tombstone reads, “O land, O land, hear the Word of the Lord.” 

PATRICK MARCH 17 

Patrick was born in Britain or Gaul and was captured asa slave at the age 
of 16. He was taken to Ireland and served as a herdsman there. After six 

years he escaped and returned to his family and home; there he studied and 

was ordained. In 432 he was consecrated bishop and went back to Ireland 

preaching, establishing churches and religious communities, organizing 

the scattered Christian communities he found in the north, and bringing 
the country much closer to the Western church. 

PERPETUA AND HER COMPANIONS MARCH 7 

In 202 Lucius Septimus Severus, Roman emperor, forbade conversions 

to Christianity. Perpetua and other African catechumens were imprisoned 
and, after their Baptism, were condemned to execution in the arena at 

Carthage. According to the contemporary account of the martyrdom, 

Perpetua and Felicity survived the wild beasts and were killed by the sword, 

having first exchanged the kiss of peace. 

OLAVUS AND LAURENTIUS PETRI APRIL 19 

These brothers were instrumental in the Reformation in Sweden. Olavus 

was born in 1493, Laurentius in 1499, both at Orebro. Both were educated 

at Wittenberg. OLAVUs was ordained a deacon, later a priest. He prepared a 

Swedish translation of the New Testament based on the Latin Vulgate, but 

with some reference to Luther’s translation from the Greek. In 1531 he 

prepared a Swedish mass, and in 1536 he prepared a collection of hymns in 

Swedish. He died on April 19, 1552. 

LAURENTIUS was appointed to a professorship at Uppsala in 1527. He 

was ordained a priest and four years later (September 22, 1531) was 

consecrated Archbishop of Uppsala, the first evangelical primate of 

Sweden. In 1561, at the coronation of King Erik XIV, Archbishop Petri 

preached a sermon setting forth the principles of the Reformation. He 

assisted his brother in the translation of the Bible and in the revision of the 

liturgy. He died September 22, 1573. 
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PHOEBE . JANUARY 27 

Phoebe was a “deaconess” or helper of the church at Cenchreae, the 

eastern seaport of Corinth. St. Paul praises her as one who has looked after 

a great many people (Romans 16:1). She may have been the bearer of the 

letter to the Romans, and since she was free to travel, may perhaps have 

been a widow. 

POLYCARP FEBRUARY 23 

Polycarp, bornc. 69, isan important link between the apostolic age and 

the great Christian writers who flourished at the end of the second century. 

Irenaeus reports that Polycarp had conversation with John “and with the 

rest of those who had seen the Lord.” His epistle to the Philippians quotes I 
John 4:3, and thus is important for its testimony to the New Testament. A 
stalwart defender of orthodoxy, Polycarp was arrested during a public 

pagan festival, refused to recant his faith, and was burned to death. The 

Martyrdom of Polycarp is aneyewitness account of his death and gives this 

date as the day of his martyrdom. His followers expressed their intention to 
celebrate annually “the birthday of his martyrdom.” 

THE PRESENTATION OF THE AUGSBURG CONFESSION JUNE 25 

The Confessio Augustana was written largely by Philipp Melanchthon 

in language of studied moderation and was presented at Augsburg to the 

Emperor Charles V on June 25, 1530. In 1580, when the Book of Concord 

was drawn up, the unaltered Augsburg Confession was included as the 

principal Lutheran confession. In many ways this day, rather than 
October 31, is the suitable occasion to remember the Reformation. 

HEINRICH SCHUETZ. See BACH 

ALBERT SCHWEITZER SEPTEMBER 4 

Schweitzer was born in 1875 in Alsace and was educated at Strassburg, 

Berlin, and Paris. In 1899 he became a parish pastor in Strassburg and in 

1902 began to teach at Strassburg University. His Quest of the Historical 

Jesus appeared in 1910, expounding his interpretation of Jesus’ eschatolog- 
ical vision; in 1912 he applied the same principles to St. Paul. During that 

year he also received his medical degree and, in the following year, gave up 
his distinguished academic career to devote himself to the care of the sick 
and to missionary activities at Lambarene in Africa. He was awarded the 
Nobel Peace Prize in 1954. In addition to his theological, medical, and 
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missionary accomplishments, he was a highly regarded organist and 
interpreter of Bach. 

DAVID LIVINGSTONE (1813-73), the missionary and explorer, might also 
be commemorated with Schweitzer. Livingstone was passionately inter- 
ested in all aspects of Africa and its people, and an opponent of the slave 
trade. He died May 1, 1873, in the village of Ilala, Zambia. 

SEATTLE JUNE 7 

Seattle was born (c. 1790) in the Puget Sound area of Washington. He 
was chief of the Suquamish tribe and became chief of the allied tribes, the 

Duwamish Confederacy. Unlike many of his time, he rejected war and 

chose the path of peace. In the 1830s he became a Roman Catholic and 

from that time lived in sucha way that he earned the respect of both Indians 

and white men. He died June 7, 1866, and on the centennial of his birth the 

city of Seattle, Washington, named for him against his wishes, erected a 

monument over his grave. 

SERGIUS OF RADONEZH SEPTEMBER 25 

Sergius, the most beloved of all Russian saints, was born at Rostov, 

Russia, c. 1314. Driven from his home by civil war at the age of twenty, 

Sergius with his brother Stephen, took up the life of a hermit and was, in 

time, joined by others. He was noted for his respectful attitude toward 

nature and his use of his influence to preserve peace among quarreling 
princes. Offered the metropolitan see of Moscow in 1378, Sergius refused 

it. He died at Holy Trinity Monastery, Moscow, in 1392. 

SILAs. See TIMOTHY 

LARS OLSEN SKREFSRUD DECEMBER | | 

The apostle to the Santals was born (1840) in Lysgaard, Norway, to a 

very poor family. He was repeatedly frustrated in his early ambitions to 

become a pastor, a poet, and a drummer in the army. He became a farmer 

and a carpenter, given to drink. Apprehended in a bank robbery at the age 

of 19, he spent four years in prison. There, reading religious books and 

talking with a visiting pastor, he devoted his life to Christ. Rejected by his 
family and friends, he worked his way through a mission institute in Berlin 
with single-minded devotion. He left for India in 1863 and in the following 

year reached Calcutta with a Danish engineer, H. P. Borresen, and went to 

preach to the Santals, an oppressed tribe in northern India. Skrefsrud 
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learned the language, wrote a grammar and dictionary, and translated the 

gospels and the Small Catechism, as well as defended the Santals from 
their traditional oppressors and taught them agriculture, irrigation, 

carpentry, and other useful arts. After enormous hardship, on a trip back 
to Europe in 1873 he was received with acclaim and ordained by the Church 
of Norway. He returned to India and, despite a stroke, continued the 

mission. He died December 11, 1910, and was buried beside the mission 

station he founded. 

NATHAN SODERBLOM JuLy 12 

Soderblom was born in 1866 at Trono. He studied at Uppsala and was 

ordained in 1893. He was chaplain to the Swedish legation in Paris and 

studied comparative religion in that city. In 1901 he became professor at 

Uppsala, lecturing also in Paris and Leipzig. In 1914 he was appointed 

archbishop and continued his efforts to achieve an evangelical catholicity 
among Christian communions through a practical approach. He sup- 
ported the cause of ecumenism, advocated practical cooperation of 

Christians on social questions, and encouraged the liturgical movement. 

He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1930. His work as archbishop 
was directed toward the intellectuals and the working classes who were 
alienated from the church. 

DANIEL TAKAWAMBPAIT. See JOHN ELIOT 

HUDSON TAYLOR. See XAVIER 

THERESA OF AVILA DECEMBER 14 

Theresa was born in 1515 of an old Spanish family. In 1533 she entered a 

Carmelite monastery but remained without enthusiasm. In 1555, while 

praying, she was converted to a life of perfection, and she withdrew to form 
a community where the primitive rule of the Carmelites was observed. A 
woman of strong character and of great practical ability, her lasting 
influence as a spiritual writer lay in her enunciation of the states of prayer 
between meditation (“quiet”) and ecstasy (“union”). She successfully 

combined a life of contemplation and a life of activity, and died October 4, 
1582. 
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THOMAS AQUINAS MARCH 7 

Thomas was a brilliant and creative theologian and philosopher. When 

he decided to enter the Dominican order, his family opposed his intention 

and held him prisoner for fifteen months; his intention persisted and he 

joined the order in 1244. He taught in Italy and in Paris during his relatively 

short life. He was an incarnation of the Dominican ideal of transmitting the 
fruits of contemplation to others, which Thomas said was a far greater 
thing than simply contemplating. His prodigious writings put his stamp on 

the scholastic tradition of theology, making him one of the most influential 

of the theologians of the Western church. Certain eucharistic hymns have 
generally been ascribed to him; his eucharistic collect has been used among 

Lutherans on Maundy Thursday. He died at the age of 49 while traveling to 

the Council of Lyons. 

TimoTHy, TITUS, AND SILAS JANUARY 26 

On the day following the commemoration of the conversion of Paul, 

three of his companions are commemorated. TIMOTHY accompanied Paul 
on his second missionary journey and became the intimate friend to whom 

Paul entrusted the mission at Thessalonica (1 Thessalonians 3:2) and 

Corinth (1 Corinthians 4:17). He was with Paul at Rome and, according to 
Eusebius, became the first Bishop of Ephesus. A fourth century account of 
his acts tells of his martyrdom on January 22, 97. 

Titus joined Paul on the journey to the apostolic council at Jerusalem 

(Galatians 2:1). He was later sent on a difficult mission to Corinth (2 

Corinthians 8:6 ff.), and also worked in Crete and Dalmatia. According to 

Eusebius, Titus was the first Bishop of Crete. The Roman Catholic and 

Episcopal calendars commemorate Timothy and Titus together on Jan- 

uary 26. 
SILAS was a companion of Paul on his first visit to Macedonia and 

Corinth. An uncompromising preacher, Silas was commended by Paul for 
his faithfulness and steadfastness. Tradition says that he died in Mace- 

donia. 

REORUS TORKILLUS. See RASMUS JENSEN 

JURAJ TRANOVSKY May 29 

The “Luther of the Slavs” and father of Slovak hymnody was born in 

1592 in Silesia, the son of a blacksmith. He studied theology at Wittenberg 

and taught for some years in Prague. He was pastor in Moravia from 1616 
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to 1620 and in Liptovsky Mikulas in Slovakia. He was a great compiler of 

hymns, and his hymnal, Cithara Sanctorum (Lyre of the Saints), which 

appeared in 1636, has remained the basis of Slovak Lutheran hymnody to 
the present day. His liturgical activity was of great importance for 

Lutheranism in Bohemia, Silesia, Poland, and Slovakia. Slovaks, Czechs, 

Poles, and Slovenes all recognize him as their countryman. 

WILLIAM TYNDALE OCTOBER 6 

Tyndale was born in Gloucestershire (c. 1494), and studied at Oxford 

and Cambridge. He conceived the project of translating the Bible into 

English (c. 1522). The Bishop of London refused support, so Tyndale 

settled in Hamburg. His translation of the New Testament was published in 
1525 at Cologne. The Pentateuch followed in 1530 and the Book of Jonah 
in 1531. He spent the rest of his years in the English House at Antwerp, 

revising the New Testament translation. His translations from the Greek 

and Hebrew were in straightforward, vigorous English; they remain the 

basis of the Authorized Version and the Revised Standard Version. He was 

arrested as a heretic in 1535, imprisoned, strangled, and burned at the stake 

at Vilvorde, near Brussels, in 1536. It is reported that his last words were, 

“Lord, open the king of England’s eyes.” 

VLADIMIR JULY 15 

After much hesitation, Prince Vladimir of Russia was baptized, c. 989. 
His life had been brutal, bloodthirsty, and dissolute, but he took his new 

religion seriously and sought to impose it upon his people. Despite his 
forced conversions, he was respected for the change in his life, his kindness 

toward criminals, his generosity toward the poor, and his support of Greek 
missionaries. 

JOHAN OLOF WALLIN JUNE 30 

Wallin was born in 1779 and received his doctorate in theology in 1803. 
He was made Dean of Vasteras in 1816, and in 1837 (two years before his 

death) was consecrated Archbishop of Uppsala. He was the leading 

churchman of his day in Sweden, yet his lasting fame rests upon his poetry 

and his hymns. In the Swedish hymnbook of 1819, which contains 500 

hymns, about 130 were written by Wallin and approximately 200 were 

revised or translated by him. For more than a century the Church of 
Sweden made no change in the 1819 hymnbook. Wallin has been praised as 
the unsurpassed interpreter of collective feeling in Swedish literature. 
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On this day a commemoration of MAGNus BRostRuP LANDSTAD might 
be observed. A pastor born in 1802, Landstad is the dominant figure in 
Norwegian hymnody. He died October 8, 1880. 

IsAAC WATTS NOVEMBER 25 

The father of English hymnody was born in Southampton in 1674. He 
attended the Dissenting Academy at Stoke Newington from 1690 to 1694 

and became a private tutor for a time. While pastor of the Independent 
congregation in Mark Lane, London, his health deteriorated and, in 1712, 
he resigned and spent the rest of his life at Abney Park, Stoke Newington. 
His hymns, most of them based on psalms, reflect a strong and serene faith, 

and they firmly established hymn singing in the English church. 

JOHN AND CHARLES WESLEY MARCH 2 

JOHN, who was born in 1703, was ordained a priest of the Church of 

England. Having gathered around him at Oxford a group of scholarly 

Christians, he became a central figure in the rise of Methodism. In 1735, 

with his brother Charles, he went to Georgia; their preaching against the 

slave trade and gin alienated the colonists, and in 1736 he returned home. 
On May 24, 1738, John heard a reading from Luther’s Preface to Romans 

at a meeting in Aldersgate Street, and he had the experience of religious 

conversion. He spent the rest of his life in evangelistic work, traveling 
widely. In the course of this ministry an increasingly independent 
organization grew up that was less and less a part of the Church of England. 

CHARLES was ordained in 1735; he experienced conversion on May 21, 

1738, and entered upon an itinerant ministry. He was a gifted and 

indefatigable hymn writer. A gentle and attractive person, Charles 
remained faithful to the Church of England and was irritated by John’s 

ordinations. Together with George Whitefield, the Wesley brothers revital- 

ized Christianity in eighteenth century England. Charles died March 29, 

1788. 

WILLIBRORD. See BONIFACE 

CATHERINE WINK WORTH JuLy | 

Catherine Winkworth and John Mason Neale are commemorated on the 

same day. She made the riches of German hymnody available to the 

English-speaking world by her translations; he by his translations made 
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available the riches of Greek and Latin hymnody. Miss Winkworth was 

born in London September 13, 1827 and spent most of her life in 

Manchester. Her Lyra Germanica (1853), which was a collection of 

translations of German hymns, was enormously popular. She supported 

efforts toward the recognition of women’s rights, and in 1869 she and her 

sister were delegates to the German Conference on Women’s Work held in 

Darmstadt. She died near Geneva July 1, 1878. 

FRANCIS XAVIER DECEMBER 3 

Francis Xavier (ZA Y-vee-er), the apostle to the Indies and to Japan, one 

of the greatest Christian missionaries, was born in Navarre in 1506 of an 

aristocratic Spanish-Basque family. He met Ignatius Loyola at the 

University of Paris. They, with five others, took vows to follow Christ in 

poverty and chastity and to evangelize the heathen. All seven were 

ordained priests at Venice in 1537. At the invitation of John III of Portugal, 
Francis left Lisbon to evangelize the East Indies. He set up headquarters in 
Goa and preached there, in India, and Ceylon. In 1549 he landed in Japan, 

returned to Goa in 1552, and left for China in the same year, but fell illand 

died on the island of Chang-Chuen-Shan before he could enter the country. 
Francis’s work is remembered for the extent of his journeys—despite his 
inevitable seasickness—and for the large number of his converts. 

Also on this day one might remember HuDSoN TAYLOR, a Baptist 

missionary and founder of the China Inland Mission. He died June 3, 1905. 

BARTHOLOMAEUS ZIEGENBALG FEBRUARY 23 

Ziegenbalg (ZEEG-en-bahlg), believed to be the first Protestant mission- 

ary, was born in 1682 in Saxony. Orphaned at an early age, he came under 
the influence of the Pietists and studied at Halle. In 1705 King Frederick IV 
of Denmark sent Ziegenbalg and Heinrich Pluetschau as missionaries to 

the Danish colony of Tranquebar on the southeast coast of India. They 

arrived there July 9, 1706. Overcoming numerous obstacles—poor health, 

lack of support from the church, opposition of civil authorities— 
Ziegenbalg established mission schools, a seminary for native preachers, 
and built a church called New Jerusalem which is still in use. He learned the 
Tamil language and translated the Small Catechism, the New Testament, 

parts of the Old Testament, and compiled a grammar. He studied religious 

conditions in the mission area, and wrote penetrating studies of South 
Indian Hinduism. He died at Madras in 1719. 
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MuSsIC AND WORSHIP 

A LUTHERAN UNDERSTANDING OF 

WORSHIP AND MUSIC 

ust as there is no Lutheran liturgy, but only a Western 

liturgy as practiced by Lutherans, so there is no Lutheran 
music for worship, but only liturgical music as used by Lutherans. This 

means that Lutherans have not only the strong music of their own back- 

grounds to draw upon for worship, but that they can broaden their view of 

worship music to embrace other traditions that will support the Lutheran 

understanding of worship. 

The purpose of music in Lutheran worship is to enable the worshiping 
members of the body of Christ to give praise to their Lord and king and to 

assist in the proclamation of the Gospel and the celebration of the 
sacraments. 

The peculiar qualities that mark music for Lutheran worship grew out of 
the events of the German Reformation and developed in succeeding 
centuries of cultural evolution in Europe and America. Several elements 

might be identified as characterizing Lutheran church music practice. 
1. It is doxological in that it is permeated with expressions of praise to 

God, the object of our worship; he is extolled for his mighty acts of the past, 

for his continuing love and care for us, and for the glory that he yet will 
bestow upon us. 

2. It is profoundly scriptural in that it intends not just to convey the 

mood or superficial impression of the Word, but to impart the whole 

counsel of God, the eternal truths as articulated in Holy Scripture. 

3. It is liturgical in that it reflects the church’s desire for ordered 
eucharisitic worship within the recurring rhythm of the church year and the 

regular praying of the office within the rhythm of the day. Each 
incorporates changing elements within a basically unchanging plan. 

78 
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4. It is participatory in that the people of God themselves present some 
of the chief parts of the liturgy and, to the extent that their ability and 
training permits, assist directly in leadership roles. 

5. It is traditional in that it perpetuates and builds upon the best of the 
past and rejects that which is inferior or transient. 

6. It is eclectic in that it absorbs those practices, styles, techniques, and 
media that serve it best—regardless of source or association. 

7. It is creative in that it constantly seeks to explore new means of 

expression that will effectively relate to contemporary experience. 

8. It aspires to excellence of conception and execution, for it acknowl- 
edges that, while the Lord accepts any heartfelt worship, he also rightfully 
demands that we offer him no less than our best. 

Luther’s three great contributions to the music of worship were the 

retention with modifications of the historic mass and office (with some of 

their music), the increased participation of the laity in the services, and the 

pursuit of excellence in the type and execution of music performed in 

worship. 

The retention by Luther of the mass and Matins and Vespers forms 
meant that the composers and performers of the church would continue to 

be able to draw on and develop the rich textual and musical resources of the 

past, particularly the musical elements of rhythm, melody, and form, and 

to use these as constituent elements for the creative developments of the 

future. It also meant that many of the inspiring liturgical texts and 

ceremonial rites would continue to be available for future musical 

enrichment. 

Perhaps Luther’s most widely recognized musical achievement was his 
forceful and inspirational encouragement of congregational song in 
worship. To stimulate a practical manifestation of the doctrine of the 

“priesthood of all believers” he encouraged the practice of hymn singing by 

the people. He wrote many hymns himself, and he stimulated the original 

and “borrowed”! contributions of others in what eventually became one of 

the greatest outpourings of creative efforts of poets and musicians in the 

history of the church. These hymns were not just general multi-purpose 

songs with pleasant tunes to give the people something entertaining to sing. 

Rather they contained noble texts set to excellent tunes (not necessarily 

easy for the people to sing at first), designed for specific liturgical use to 

impart specific scriptural and doctrinal truths. Besides the songs of the 

“ordinary” (the invariable parts of the Eucharist) such as “Wir glauben all 

in einem Gott” (“We all believe in one true God,” LBW 374), intended by 
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Luther as a substitute for the spoken creed of the mass, his work gave rise to 

a later innovation: the creation of the de tempore hymn, the Hymn of the 

Day—one of the most promising developments of Reformation hymnody 

after the chorale itself. This designation of a hymn “proper” has tremen- 

dous implications for contemporary practice since it makes available ona 

systematic basis outstanding examples of traditional and contemporary 

hymnody with all of its supporting choral and instrumental literature. 

Luther also set a standard of excellence of musical practice in worship in 
that he sought to present to the Lord his finest offerings. Asan experienced 

singer, lute player, and as a composer of considerable skill, he was keenly 

interested in the development of a worthy church music practice. He sought 

and accepted the advice and counsel of professional musicians (notably 
Johann Walter) when dealing with musical matters in worship. He actively 

encouraged the zealous efforts of the music publisher and composer Georg 

Rhau, who sought to make available the best of the old masters and to 

encourage new settings of traditional liturgical texts. (Luther wrote several 

treatises in praise of music in worship and contributed explanatory 
introductions to some of the collections of music.)? 

The musical opportunities available to congregations using the Lutheran 

Book of Worship are many and varied, and they can best be understood 

and evaluated on the basis of the eight elements of worship noted above. 

First, the tradition is well-presented in the Lutheran Book of Worship. 
Traditional elements of hymnody are provided from the countries of the 

Lutheran Reformation, especially Germany and Scandinavia. The Latin 

hymns, which originated in the office and the mass, and which Luther loved 

so well, form part of the collection. The traditional Hymn of the Day list is 

included with some contemporary adaptation. The chorale in its original, 

rugged rhythmic form is amply represented. The chorale tradition is also 
perpetuated by means of the Chorale Service, in which the sixteenth- 
century hymns were substituted for the ordinary of the Eucharist (Min. 
Ed., p. 307 [120]). 

The Lutheran Book of Worship is extremely rich in liturgical tradition. 

It is possible by careful application of the rubrics to develop a service that 

follows the traditional Common Service (and the historic mass). Authentic 

and enriched forms of Matins and Vespers are provided. Compline is also 
included, set to the customary chant tones. It is possible to intone (and not 

just to read) all of the major services, as well as the Litany and the Psalms. 
The Third Setting of the Holy Communion is an adaptation in modern 

English of the ancient chant setting of the Swedish Mass Book of 1942 that 
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also formed the basis of the Second Setting of the Service Book and 
Hymnal. 

The large portion of Holy Scripture in the liturgical texts of the Lutheran 
Book of Worship make of it a great resource for musical participation, 
since biblical texts have always been a chief source of inspiration for 
composers of church music. 

The hymn collection is the most broadly eclectic feature of the book, for 
although its strength lies in German and Scandinavian hymnody the many 

hymns of England and America attest to the quality and significance of 

these latter traditions. Hymns of other cultures are represented in con- 

siderable number. The eclectic nature of the liturgical music is somewhat 

less obvious, although the influence of the Roman Catholic traditions of 

chant, the Swedish chant, and the Anglican Psalter is strong. 

The encouragement of creative impulses has been fundamental to the 

Lutheran Book of Worship. The book contains a large number of 

contemporary musical and poetic contributions. Proper verse and offer- 
tory texts and psalms, and texts of other orders invite new settings by 
musicians. The rubrics encourage a prudent exercise of freedom in 

substitution of other settings for those provided at many points and for the 

use of new texts and new music. 
The Lutheran Book of Worship encourages all of God’s people to 

become active participants in the services. Leadership positions are 
assigned to lay persons; the members of the congregation are invited to join 

in singing and speaking the liturgies; ceremonial participation of the people 
throughout the rites is assumed. The musical leadership of assisting 

ministers who serve as cantors is prescribed, as is the leadership of a choir. 
The care with which the Lutheran Book of Worship was planned and 

assembled is a model for the way in which it is suggested that it be used. 
Proper preparation of all of the participants, faithful adherence to the 
Notes on the Liturgy, and a continual examination of the efforts of all 

concerned will help to make ours a faithful service to the Lord—a worthy 

offering to his holy name. 
In summary, the task of the musician is to bear the Word faithfully, to 

enable the members of the body of Christ to ever greater efforts in public 

worship, and to make the whole song of the congregation one of praise and 

thanksgiving to God. The liturgical and musical possibilities suggested in 

the Lutheran Book of Worship provide opportunities that, if utilized, will 

instill vitality, meaning, spirituality, and interest within a framework 

of services of high quality. 
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THE CONGREGATION AND MUSIC IN THE LITURGY 

iturgy” means “the work of the people.” Nowhere is this 

more evident than in the performance of the music of the 

liturgy. Here the congregation functions as the chief singer of the text. The 

Presiding Minister, Assisting Ministers, choir and organist, are assigned 

certain texts, but all of the people singing together constitute the voice of 

the body of Christ. They are not spectators but active participants. As 

members of the priesthood of all believers they should be trained by the 

pastor and musicians to carry out their responsibilities as confidently, 
meaningfully, and enthusiastically as possible. 

The singing of the ordinary of the Eucharist is the chief liturgical 

assignment of the people. Every congregation should be well acquainted 

with the “Kyrie,” “Glory to God,” “Worthy is Christ,” “Holy, Holy, Holy 
Lord God,” “Lamb of God,” “Thank the Lord,” and “Lord, now you let 

your servant go in peace” of at least one setting of the Holy Communion. In 

the interest of variety and as a means of focusing attention on the character 

of the various seasons and emphases of the year it is desirable that the 

people master more than one setting and that they learn some of the 

optional Old and New Testament canticles. Ultimately a congregation 
would find satisfaction in learning all three settings of Holy Communion 

and a selection of canticles. Other services in the Lutheran Book of 
Worship—the Service of the Word, Morning Prayer, Evening Prayer, and 

Compline—fulfill needs of worshiping Christians and should become a 
part of the congregational repertoire. 

The church can rejoice that in the Lutheran Book of Worship the Psalms 

are restored to their traditional place of prominence in worship. Most of 

the psalm texts were originally conceived for singing and have been sung to 

many different kinds of music throughout the centuries of their use in 
temple, synagogue, and Christian church. The usual method of per- 
formance, whether by cantor (soloist), choir, or congregation, has been to 

sing the Psalms to one of a series of relatively simple melodic or harmonic 
formulas that could be applied to any psalm text. 

The tones provided in the Lutheran Book of Worship offer a relatively 
simple means for congregations and choirs to sing the Psalms. Ten melodic 
formulas are provided: five consist of two segments each; five consist of 
four segments. Some of these tones may be classified as bright in character, 
others may seem rather restrained. While any tone may be sung with any 
psalm, it is best to use a psalm text with a tone of the same spirit. A possible 
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classification of Lutheran Book of Worship psalm tones follows: 

Two-segment Tones Four-segment Tones 
Bright Tones yes Bae 689 
Restrained Tones 24 7 10 

Psalms with an even number of verses may be sung to tones of either two 
or four segments. Psalms with an odd number of verses are best set to two- 
segment tones, although a four-segment tone may be selected if the last two 
segments of the tone are repeated for the last verse of the psalm. 

The psalm syllables or words are to be sung to an even succession of 
notes lightly accenting the syllables stressed in normal speech. The syllables 

move along smoothly in anticipation of the goal of the final accented 
syllable of each phrase. There should be no rushing together of syllables 
and no exaggerated lengthening or accentuation. 

A word of caution is in order concerning advising large groups of 

untrained singers such as entire congregations on the proper method of 

chanting psalms. The best way to communicate the method of performance 

is through demonstration by the choir or by a cantor singing. The 
congregation should be encouraged to sing the psalm texts thoughtfully, in 

a flowing manner, with good articulation; “fussy” corrections of faulty 

accentuation or style are discouraging to the congregation. 

The lectionary for Sundays and principal festivals also assigns to each 

psalm an appropriate antiphon verse, which encapsulates or reinforces the 

theme of the psalm. The antiphon refraim is intended to be sung in one of 

several ways: 1) Before and after the singing of the entire psalm; 2) Asa 
refrain before the psalm and after groups of two or more verses each; and 3) 

As a refrain before the psalm and after each verse. 

Although the refrains are not pointed for singing in the Ministers 

Edition, they are intended to be sung and can easily be pointed for this 
purpose. The following suggestions will help in the pointing of the refrain 
texts to the psalm tones of the Lutheran Book of Worship. The first part of 
the refrain text is sung to the reciting tone, and the last three or four 

syllables are sung to the three concluding notes. The first of the black notes 
is placed three or four syllables from the end of the refrain so that the con- 
cluding syllables may be sung with natural speech accentuation. If there is 

an extra syllable it is also sung to the last note. (See Appendix VI.) 
It is also possible to create new melodic formulas for singing the refrains. 

The following ten formulas are suggested for compatibility with the ten 

psalm tones in the Lutheran Book of Worship: 
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Antiphon melodies for use with LBW psalm tones Richard Hillert 
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Many other melodic systems are available for singing the Psalms. The 
melodic formulas in widest use throughout the history of the church have 
been the Gregorian psalm tones. These are available with and without 
antiphons.4 While the simplified tones suitable for congregational use are 
not as interesting as the more ornate versions, the Gregorian tones have 
proved their worth through centuries of continuous use. 

Other melodic formulas, such as those of Joseph Gelineau’ and Paul 

Bunjes* are best sung by choirs, although congregations have used them. 

In general, congregations may participate in singing the Psalms inat least 
three ways: 1) By singing the refrain indicated in the propers when the text 
of the psalm itself is sung by the choir or a cantor. In this method it is 
appropriate for the choir or cantor to sing the refrain the first time and have 
the congregation join in for each repetition of the refrain thereafter (the 

initial singing of the refrain may be repeated immediately by the 
congregation, or the choir or cantor could move directly into the psalm); 2) 
By singing the entire psalm text to a simple formula and assigning the 
antiphon to the choir or cantor; and 3) By singing the entire psalm and 
antiphon. 

If the antiphon is to be sung by the congregation it will be helpful to print 
it (with music) in the service folder, although the congregation may also 
learn it by rote from the choir or cantor. 
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Antiphonal psalm singing (between two segments of the congregation— 
right and left sides, men and women) or responsorial psalm singing 
(between a cantor and the choir or the congregation) can be most smoothly 

carried out by alternation of full verses. The asterisk (*) in the printed text 
is a musical device indicating the median point of the line; it is not for 
dividing the verse among two performing forces. Both antiphonal and 
responsorial methods are helpful means of adding variety and liveliness to 
psalm singing. 

The Lutheran Book of Worship contains eighteen hymn paraphrases of 

psalm texts in the hymn section.’ These are representative of the vast 

repertoire of metrical psalmody that originated in the Reformation era and 

later. Most of these psalm settings are useful and are easy for congregations 

to sing. Many were intended to be sung in four-part harmony. While they 
may be used as substitutes for the chanting of psalm texts, one should be 

aware that, since they are paraphrases, they do not communicate the 

original poetic text fully. When metrical paraphrases are sung, the stanzas 
selected should correspond to the liturgical requirement of the day. Use of 

antiphons with metrical settings is not a part of traditional practice, but the 
inventive musician could devise antiphon melodies that would be com- 
patible with the hymn settings. 

For centuries the singing of hymns has remained a favorite congrega- 

tional activity. While in some places hymns merely serve as a relaxing or 

inspiring type of enjoyable “community song,” the best Lutheran practice 
(following the example of Martin Luther) has concentrated on the 
liturgical placement of hymns in the service. The Lutheran Book of 
Worship, continuing this precedent, has assigned two hymns to the 
Eucharist: the Entrance Song and the Hymn of the Day. Other hymns may 

be sung during the distribution of Holy Communion, at the place of the 
psalm, after the Old Testament Lesson, or as a substitute for the Kyrie 

(LBW 168), Glory to God (LBW 166), Creed (LBW 374), Sanctus (LBW 

528), and Lamb of God (LBW 103). 
Hymns provide a most effective vehicle for gathering the thoughts of the 

congregation and, by means of the repetition of the tune with each stanza, 

build up a unity of strength in song that is indicative of the true voice of the 

body of Christ on earth. 

Ordinary people in twentieth-century North America are seldom called 

upon to sing in public. Many cultural factors inhibit people from singing 

even the national anthem in public. But experience has shown that any 

group of worshiping Christians can be encouraged to sing hymns if given 
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the proper leadership. With enthusiastic leadership the people will lose 

their feelings of embarrassment and join wholeheartedly in singing. 

Traditionally the range of hymns available for effective use in Lutheran 

worship is wider than that of any major segment of Christianity. It is 

possible for Lutherans to capitalize on their corporate association as 
members of the body of Christ by singing hymns drawn from nearly all 

Christian ethnic backgrounds and from all periods of history. The 
Lutheran Book of Worship naturally extends the traditions of the timeless 

Gregorian hymns, the German chorales and Scandinavian hymns, and it 

includes the great hymns derived from Reformed psalm settings and those 

of certain ethnic strains. But it is only fitting that an English-speaking 

church should emphasize hymns of the magnificent English tradition as 

well as American folk hymns, Gospel songs, and contemporary hymns. 

The chorales were originally intended for unison singing by the people. 

Their strength and popularity stem from their textual integrity, from their 
clear-cut and singable melodies, and from their vigorous rhythms. It is 

these rhythms—often irregular and syncopated—which give to the original 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century chorales their unique appeal. (Com- 

pare the predictable rhythms of the popular arrangements by J.S. Bach of 

these chorales.) 

The most systematic use of the Lutheran chorale has been the association 

of certain notable chorales with specific Sundays and festivals of the church 

year. The assignment was made by the consensus of a large number of local 

practices, chiefly on the basis of the relationship of a certain hymn text with 
the readings and the liturgical theme of a given day. But it was also made 

because the melody of the chorale was particularly worthy and could bear 

repeated use as a kind of Lutheran “proper.” These chorales were then 

repeated yearly as the de tempore (“of the time”) songs and, because of their 
placement in the service, they came to be called the Gradual Hymns. Thus, 
for example, the Hymn of the Day for Advent | was (and is in the LBW) 

“Savior of the nations, come,” and that of Easter “Christ Jesus lay in 

death’s strong bands.” The musicians assisted the congregation in the 

singing of these hymns because they provided a great variety of settings 

intended to be sung by the choir in alternation with the congregation. 
Alternation practice is especially useful because it provides an opportunity 
for the congregation to pause in its own song to reflect on the hymn text as 

it is advanced by the singing of its partner, the choir. 
The Hymn of the Day is to be seen not merely as a sermon hymn 

(although it surely may reinforce the message of liturgical preaching), nor 
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merely as a poetic paraphrase of the Gospel (though it surely is related to 

the Gospel). Placed immediately after the sermon, it isa musical and poetic 
commentary on all of the lessons and chiefly on the meaning or theme to be 
communicated by the service. When the Hymn of the Day plan is followed, 
the congregation will become acquainted with the finest musical expres- 
sions of Christian truths; it will deepen its spiritual insights and increase its 

capacity to appreciate the great classics of Christian hymnody. 

The following examples suggest two ways of performing the Hymn of the 

Day: 

Hymn of the Day - Pentecost 18, Series A 

“Salvation unto us has come,” LBW 297 

Instrumental prelude on “Es ist das Heil” 
Stanza 1: Congregation in unison with LBW 

accompaniment 
Stanza 2: Choir in unison with varied organ 

accompaniment 
Stanza 3: Congregation in unison with varied 

accompaniment 
Stanza 4: Choir, singing four-part setting of 

J.S. Bach, Brahms, or Scheidt 

Stanza 5: Congregation in unison with varied 
organ accompaniment 

Hymn of the Day - Easter 4, Series A BC 

“The King of love my shepherd is,” LBW 456 

Brief prelude on “St. Columba” 
Stanza 1: Congregation in unison with LBW 

accompaniment 

Stanza 2: Congregation in unison with LBW 

accompaniment 

Stanza 3: Choir, singing four-part LBW setting 

Stanza 4: Congregation in unison with varied 

accompaniment 

Stanza 5: Choir, singing four-part LBW setting 

with descant 

Stanza 6: Congregation in unison with choir 

singing descant 
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On occasion the organist may wish to play an organ stanza in alternation 

with the congregation’s song. This serves the purpose of permitting the 

congregation to meditate on the text while the organ plays, and gives the 

congregation the opportunity to hear an artistic setting of a hymn melody. 

THE PASTOR AND MUSIC IN THE LITURGY 

n most congregations the pastors are the key to effective 
| feorercedies ee worship. As shepherds of the flock and 

chief administrators of the congregations they are in a unique position to 
initiate planning, to coordinate activities, to inspire cooperation, and to 

implement action. Since so much depends upon the leadership of pastors, 
there are certain qualities that pastors must possess if those who work with 

them in the area of worship and music are to be successful in making their 
musical contribution. 

First, the pastor must demonstrate the understanding that worship is not 

a routine peripheral activity of the congregation conducted by rote on 
Sunday morning, but the central act of the people of God, by means of 

which they praise their Lord and King together and receive sustenance in 
Word and sacrament. To do this, the pastor must have a thorough 

knowledge of the purpose and meaning of worship and the historical 

background of the liturgy. The liturgy must be related by the pastor to the 
spiritual needs of the people in the pastor’s care. 

Second, the pastor must have a command of the wealth of liturgical 

possibilites available in and suggested by the Lutheran Book of Worship. 

The pastor must be well acquainted with the content and meaning of the 
various services printed in the book and be familiar with the rubrics 
governing their proper use. 

Third, the pastor must have the desire to assist the congregation by 
obtaining the services of the most competent church musician available. 
This does not necessarily mean the most skilled performer—aithough 
excellence of performance is a quality to be treasured—but a church 

musician who knows and understands liturgical music and who is willing to 
organize talents and energies available among congregational members in 

order to provide leadership in the worship program of the congregation. 

The effective pastor will encourage members of the staff, particularly 
musicians, to engage in a systematic program of in-service training through 
continued study and attendance at workshops in the fields of liturgy, 
worship, and music. 
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Fourth, the pastor must have the ability to serve as a catalyst for the 
talents and leadership of the musicians (and other artists as well) on the 
staff, the other parish leaders of worship (for example, the worship and 

music committee members), and the members of the congregation, so that 

many are involved and will function as a smoothly coordinated team. 
Fifth, although it is not necessary that the pastor be a trained musician, 

success in matters that relate to music in worship may depend on the 
pastor’s ability to understand musical problems. It will also be helpful for 
the pastor to know the rudiments of music and be able to sing melodies with 
the help of a keyboard. 

Last, the pastor must have the ability to communicate to the congrega- 
tion the joy of exploring the riches of worship opportunities available 
through the use of the Lutheran Book of Worship. The services, the songs, 

and the texts of the book will remain forever hidden from the congregation 
if the pastor does not help to make them available to the people. 

Few saints on earth possess a full measure of all these qualities, but it is 

imperative for the cause of worship in the parish that the pastor recognize 
that these are significant pastoral responsibilities that must be assumed. If 
and where deficiencies exist, training must be pursued to help solve the 
problem. 

The responsibilities of the pastor in leading worship are many, but few 
are as important as the assigned sung (or spoken) parts of the liturgy. The 

pastor will want to learn to sing the chants of the liturgy well. Although all 

texts may be spoken, the congregation will be encouraged in its song if the 

pastor or an assisting minister (cantor) sings the leader’s parts. For the 

leader and the congregation to engage in a liturgical dialog that is half 
spoken and half sung is not effective, logical, or consistent. 

Chanting is usually not difficult for those accustomed to speaking in 
public, and can be mastered by most public speakers determined to 

communicate the text at the higher level of intensity suggested by song. 

Many good speakers closely approximate vocalization in song without 

even attempting to do so. 

Chanting is not solo singing, but it is musical speaking on one or more 

tones. In chanting tonal quality is not as important as clear articulation and 

maintenance of a flowing pace. Syllables are not to be lumped together, but 

as in good speech each must receive its due. The syllables are sung evenly, 

flowing along smoothly with light, normal accents. Here isan example ofa 

phrase of chant printed as it appears in the Lutheran Book of Worship and 

then as one should sing it in smooth-flowing, clearly articulated chant: 
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Holy Communion, setting one, Kyrie, second petition, LBW pointing 

= ee 
For the peace from above, and for our salvation, let us pray to the Lord. 

Holy Communion, setting one, Kyrie, second petition, placement of 

syllables in smooth-flowing chant 

6. os @ os @ @ rd a @ @ @ @ os  @ a @ = i 

For the peace from a-bove, and for our sal-va-tion, let us pray to the Lord. 

In the demonstration musical setting the underlined syllables each receive a 

slight stress. 

The single syllables of the line are not to be sung in a detached manner 

and separated from each other, but are to flow in one continuous even 
stream to the end of the phrase. The forward motion of the phrase is to be 
directed toward the goal of the last accented syllable. 

The understanding and appreciation of the Psalms by the congregation 

depends on the leadership of the pastor. While the musicians may assist 
greatly in the actual singing of the Psalms, the pastor is in the best position 
to motivate the congregation to appreciate the texts through communica- 

tion to the congregation of the theological and liturgical significance of the 
Psalms. 

The selection of hymns for services has become an important pastoral 
task. The pastor, the choir director, and the organist, as well as others 

involved in choosing hymns, will want to be aware of the nature of the 

placement of hymns in the liturgy. 

1. The Hymn of the Day should receive first consideration as the chief 
hymn of the Eucharist. The Hymn of the Day will best support the general 

theme of the day and season and the specific theme of the readings. This 

hymn is recommended because of its high textual and musical quality, its 
popularity, and its longevity. Other hymns directly related to the readings 

for each day are also given in the Lutheran Book of Worship (pp. 929-931). 
These hymns could be sung as the chief hymn of the service, or they could 

be used during the distribution of Holy Communion. 
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2. The second required hymn of the Lutheran Book of Worship service 
of Holy Communion is the Entrance Hymn. The Entrance Hymn 
traditionally is an invocation of the Holy Spirit or a hymn or psalm of 
praise. The entrance is a steady, vigorous expression that sets the tone for 

the entire service. Musicians may want to provide special settings of the 

hymn, and the choir may sing stanzas in alternation with the congregation, 
but the opening hymn should only foreshadow the event itself, and not 

become the grandest expression in the service. If possible, the Entrance 
Hymn should reflect the church year, or at least the theme of the season. 

3. Hymns should also be sung during the distribution of Holy Com- 

munion. The time may be used for silent meditation, but it also provides 
excellent opportunity for the people to sing the praise of him who comes to 

us in his Supper. Seasonal or festival hymns will illuminate the special 
meaning of the Supper throughout the year. 

4. Congregational hymns occasionally may be sung at the place of some 
or all of the ordinary. The Chorale Service, the fourth setting of the Holy 

Communion, is arranged to include the historic chorales designated as part 
of the traditional Hymn Mass. On occasion, congregational hymns may be 

sung for the psalm of the day, the proper offertory, the thanksgiving after 

Communion, or the canticles. 

The chief hymn for Morning Prayer, Evening Prayer, and Prayer at the 

Close of the Day is called the Hymn or the Office Hymn. These are usually 

classic hymns, which reflect the time of the day and the season of 

the year. Other hymns may be sung, but the historic songs should not be 
neglected. Hymns sung just before and after the service tend to weaken the 

powerful impact of the liturgical texts and are not recommended. 
There is a tendency for those who select hymns to choose only the 

familiar—that is, the hymns that are a part of the personal experience of the 

one making the selection. Members of a congregation should not be denied 
the pleasure of broadening their experience by learning hymns new to 

them, and of becoming familiar with contemporary tunes and texts. In so 

doing the congregation will maintain a fresh, vital, ever-growing hymn 

repertoire as it learns new hymns that will complement the old favorites. 

The hymns selected for parish worship should have substantial and 

enduring texts and tunes. The texts should be rich in biblical and poetic 

imagery, couched in clear and forceful language. The music should be 

vigorous and should possess melodic strength and rhythmic interest. The 

season of the year and the theme of the service should be reflected in hymn 
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selection. One of the richest hymnic resources remains the contemporary 

adaptation of the historic de tempore list of hymns which serve as the 

Hymn of the Day. Hymns, particularly those of weaker text or tune should 

not be repeated too often (thereby excluding stronger hymns). 

The hymnic resources of the Lutheran Book of Worship are rich in the 
breadth of their selection. The major schools of hymnody are well 
represented: German, Latin, Scandinavian, English, and American. And 

there is a good sampling of hymns from other traditions, such as Greek, 

Slovakian, Italian, and French. The chorale is richly represented in the 

authentic rhythmic form and in the metrical form;’ there are psalm-based 

hymns of the Reformed practice and American folk-hymns. Some Latin 
Office hymns are also included. Hymns by writers of the present generation 

also should be noted because of the insights into contemporary thought 

which they reveal and the frequent contemporary turn of their music. 

Because it is important to select hymns that the congregation knows and 

sings well, some of the more unfamiliar hymns may have to be deferred for 

a time. The eventual exposure of the congregation to new hymns from time 

to time is an exciting and pleasurable task that can bring great joy and 

spiritual insight to the members of a congregation. But the real satisfaction 

may come months (or even years) later after the new hymn is learned, when 

the people are able to sing it with confidence and spirit. 

THE CHOIR AND MUSIC IN THE LITURGY 

fter the pastor, the choir constitutes the most important 
force in the effective worship life of a congregation. Al- 

most anything is possible for a congregation blessed with the strong leader- 

ship of a choir. Without leadership from a choir, the liturgies and hymns 

are usually sung indifferently, and new hymns and liturgical songs are 
mastered only with great difficulty. 

The distinguished heritage of the choir goes back thousands of years to 
Jewish temple worship. Since the earliest Christian era, choirs of singers 
have constituted an essential ingredient of public worship. While in some 
circles today the role of the choir has been reduced to that of providing 
mere churchly musical “entertainment” during the service, its traditional 
role has been the much more important one of liturgical leader. In fact, 
choral participation was indispensable in the full execution of the service. 

In the Lutheran Book of Worship the term “choir” refers to any 
combination of singers who assemble to prepare music for the liturgical 
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service. The size of the choir may be large or small; its members 
may be old or young, trained singers or amateurs. The music sung may be 
written for any combination of voices. 

As outlined in the Lutheran Book of Worship, the choir gives vocal 
leadership to the congregation in the singing of the people’s part of the 
liturgy. This happens because the choir is able to sing the people’s song with 
clarity, precision, and vigor. The choir should lead the congregation in 

learning new settings of individual canticles or new settings of the whole 

liturgy. New settings of canticles could be sung for several weeks by the 

choir at the appropriate place in the liturgy before the congregation is 

invited to assume its responsibility. On festivals the choir may wish to 

embellish the congregational melody with a descant or other special 
setting, or occasionally the choir may even replace the congregation’s song 
with a purely choral setting of the text. 

Congregational hymn singing can be invigorated through the leadership 

of the choir. The voice of the choir can strongly influence a congregation to 

sing the correct notes and rhythm of the hymn and to sing it in the proper 

spirit. On festivals, descants may be employed with the singing of hymns. 

Additional enrichment may be provided for hymn singing when the 
choir and congregation engage in the historic custom of alternating in the 
singing of hymn stanzas. In “alternation practice” the congregation sings 
one stanza and the choir sings the next and so on though the entire hymn. 

The choir stanzas may be sung to simple or to elaborate choral settings. Or 

the choir may sing its stanzas in unison—to a simple accompaniment or to 

a varied organ or instrumental accompaniment. The choir and congrega- 

tion should alternate in the singing of the stanzas with the congregation 

normally singing the first and last stanzas. The choir stanzas should not be 

so long as to inhibit the flow of the text, or to disturb the progression of 

stanzas. Alternation practice is particularly effective when applied to the 

Hymn of the Day. 
The choir will also thoroughly explore the Lutheran Book of Worship 

for new hymns that the congregation may learn later. These hymns, sung in 

unison or harmony, should constitute an important resource of literature 

for the choir. If the choir were to sing a new hymn several times (as, for 

example, during the distribution of Holy Communion on successive 

Sundays), it would be relatively easy for the congregation itself to learn to 

sing the hymn. 

The responsibility of the choir to prepare special music for each service 

finds its primary expression in singing the propers of the service. In the 
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Holy Communion the propers assigned to the choir are the verse, the 

offertory, and possibly the psalm (although the latter is assigned to the 

congregation). 

The verse is that changeable text which serves as the introduction to the 

Gospel. Although the verses are not pointed for chanting in the Lutheran 

Book of Worship, they may be sung to the LBW psalm tones, a task which 

can be mastered by the choir with little difficulty. Two- or four-segment 

tones may be sung. The verse for Advent |, for example, could be pointed 

to either a two-segment or a four-segment tone. 

Advent I verse pointed for a two-segment tone 

Alleluia. Show us your steadfast love, O Lord,* 

and give us your salvation. Alleluia. 

Advent I verse set to music of a two-segment tone 

LBW Tone 3 
4 

Alleluia. Show us your steadfast love, Onuaiiexrd.. 
ee 

AS} 

and give us your salvation. Alm deen bu seed de 

Advent | verse pointed for a four-segment tone 

Alléluia.* Show us your steadfast love, O Lord, 
° / 5 een 

and give us your salvation.* Alleluia. 

Advent I verse set to music for a four-segment tone 

LBW Tone 8 

4 / / 
and give us your sal-vation.* Al-le -lu-ia. 
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Following the same principles a longer text could be pointed for a four- 
segment tone: 

Easter 4 verse pointed for a four-segment tone 

Alleluia. Christ being raised from the dead will die 
no more;* death has no more dominion over him. 

Alléluia. I am the Good Shepherd;* 
I know my own and my own know me. Alléluia. 

The Easter 4 Verse could also be sung to two complete courses of a two- 

segment tone. Four-part settings or other choral arrangements may be 
sung by the choir as they are available. 

On Easter and Pentecost provision is made for the singing of a special 

hymn following the verse. “Christians, to the paschal victim” (Victimae 
paschali, laudes, 137) is the proper historic Sequence hymn for Easter. On 
Pentecost the ancient office hymn, “Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire” 

(Veni, Creator Spiritus, 472), is suggested. These great hymns may be sung 

in a variety of ways involving choir and congregation. 

The offertory is also a choral proper. It originally served as a functional 

chant to accompany the bringing forward of the offerings of the people. In 

the Lutheran Book of Worship a special or proper text is appointed for 
each Sunday and festival of the church year, and the congregation should 

not sing either of the two general offertory texts (“What shall I render” 
and “Let the vineyards”) except when the proper text is not sung by achoir 

or cantor. It is possible for the choir to sing a proper offertory in a service 
without communion, unless the proper offertory text refers specifically to 

the anticipated meal. 
Because the offertory texts are longer and less regular than the verse 

texts, setting them to the Lutheran Book of Worship psalm tones requires 
some ingenuity. Generally, the two-segment tones (tones 1-5) match the 

offertory texts better than do the four-segment tones. A sample pointing of 

an offertory text to a two-segment tone follows: 

Pentecost offertory pointed for a two-segment tone 

‘Look carefully, then, how you walk, * not as 
unwise, but as wise; be filled with the Spirit, * 

addressing one another in psalms and hymns and 

spiritual songs, singing and making melody to the 
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Lord with all your heart, * always and for every- 

thing giving thanks in the name of our Lord Jesus 

Christ to God the Father. 

While the chanted performance of the verse and the offertory may remaina 

staple of the repertoire, it is to be expected that other chant formulas may 

be devised and that through-composed settings for choirs will become 

available. 
Although in the Lutheran Book of Worship the Psalms are understood 

to be the responsibility of the congregation, the choir has an important role 

to play in the regular singing of the Psalms. In each of the several types of 

congregational psalm-singing described above the leadership of the choir 

will make for better singing, even if the choir performs nothing in- 

dependently. 

Probably the simplest and most practical type of congregational 

involvement assigns the antiphon as a refrain to the congregation and 
leaves the chanting of the psalm verses to the choir. In the reverse of this 

method the congregation sings the psalm and the choir sings the refrain- 

antiphon after each verse or group of verses. The choral antiphon may be 
sung in parts. 

The ten Lutheran Book of Worship psalm tones provide a good 

beginning vehicle for singing the text. The following considerations may 

help to create chant that is at once musical and understandable: 

1. The syllables are to be sung evenly in the manner of clearly 
articulated public speech. 

2. Syllables must not be lumped together (as in poor speech), 

nor must they be drawn out too long. 

3. Notes must flow along smoothly, anticipating the final 

accented syllable of each phrase. The example (p. 90) illustrates 

the even succession of notes and the stressed syllables (indicated 
by underlining). 

4. A light vocal tone will flow more naturally than a “heavy” 
one. 

5. Bringing the consonants slightly forward in the mouth will 
make for increased clarity of enunciation. 

6. Strong accents are to be avoided. A light stress on the words 

naturally accentuated in clear, distinct speech is sufficient. 
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Choirs that wish to chant the antiphons will find the simple melodies on 
page 84 helpful. If it is not convenient to use these brief melodies, it is 
possible to sing the antiphon to a full psalm tone. This can be accomplished 
by applying the last segment of a two-segment tone or the last one or two 

segments of a four-segment chant to the antiphon. While the results may 

not always be musically superior, the technique does permit the per- 
formance of an antiphon without calling on new musical material. (The 
invention of new antiphon melodies also remains an option of the creative 
musician.) Psalm settings with refrain-antiphons written for congregation 
and choir are available from music publishers. 

Other methods are available to choirs for the singing of the Psalms and 

these should be explored as alternates to the methods described above, or 

as occasional substitutes. The choir may perform metrical paraphrases of 

Psalms in four-part harmony. As noted above, some paraphrases are 

poetically quite weak and some are not faithful to the original Hebrew. 
However, the tunes and harmonizations of many of them are musically 
attractive and durable and could serve for occasional choral performance. 
The choir and congregation could also sing a metrical psalm in alternation, 

the former singing its stanzas in harmony. 

Probably the strongest English tradition for the singing of the Psalms is 
that of the four-part Anglican chant. Except for some poor examples of 

text-pointing and some unmusical, thumping performance practices, 

Anglican chant is an effective and attractive means for choirs to sing the 
texts. The rhythm and flow of Anglican chant is not much different from 

that of Gregorian chant. That is, the syllables are sung to notes of even 

value in the rhythm of clearly articulated speech, and the concluding 

chords at the middle cadence and the final cadence are sung in the rhythm 

of flowing speech, just as are all of the other syllables.? 

Gelineau psalmody is another popular type of choral formula suitable 

for singing the Psalms. The plan of Gelineau psalmody is called “sprung 
rhythm,” which means that a varying number of syllables is sung between 

regular beats of each measure. The Psalms are published in unison editions 

(with antiphons) for congregational singing and also in four-part har- 

mony.!° 

Psalm-based compositions probably form the largest body of sacred 

choral music in the repertoire. Some of this music will be useful for 

performance in the Lutheran Book of Worship orders, but much of it is 

not. The chief problem is that the text of the choral composition does not 
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often exactly match the assigned selection of verses of the psalm for the 

day. It is even more difficult to find choral settings that include the 

appropriate psalm antiphon. Nevertheless, it is possible to sing a choral 
composition even though it does not match the assigned psalm text. If the 

full text is not sung the missing verses ought to be printed in the service 

folder, or directions should be given for locating the proper psalm text in 

the Lutheran Book of Worship. 
In Morning Prayer and Evening Prayer the psalms serve a different 

purpose from that of the Eucharistic psalms. The psalms form a meditative 

unit in Morning Prayer and Evening Prayer, and each concludes with 

silence and a psalm prayer that focuses on the chief thought of the text. The 

same options of musical performance of the psalms prevail in the office as 
in the Eucharist. More than one psalm is suggested as a possibility, 
especially for the festive form of the office. A variety of musical forms is 
suggested when more than one psalm is sung in a service. Two plans will 

suggest possibilities: 

First psalm: Congregation -antiphon 

Choir -psalm text, LBW four- 

segment tone 
Second psalm: Choir -Anglican chant 
Third psalm: Congregation -metrical paraphrase 

Or: 

First psalm: Congregation -psalm text, LBW two- 

segment tone 
Choir -antiphon in harmony 

as refrain 
Second psalm: Choir -setting from Becker 

Psalter by H. Schiitz 

Morning Prayer and Evening Prayer provide for a special choral 

response following the final reading from Scripture. This response is (next 

to the psalm) the chief variable choral item in the office and should be sung 
by the choir. Although many appropriate responses (choral,!! dramatic, 

choreographic, literary) may be used, the rubrics admit the possibility of 
performing a classic responsory. These texts have the advantage of ample 
historic precedent, and in a unique way, through repetition, they stress a 
single thought. A set of eleven seasonal responsories in classic form appears 
in the Worship Supplement.'2 The following simplified melodic formula 
may be used for all of these seasonal responsories: 
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Eastertide Responsory 

Cantor: Tone VII 

—o—_, eo o_o 
V. Christ, be- ing raised from the dead, will never die a - gain; 

one — 

death no longer has dominion over him. Al-le-lu - 

e oo 6 

R.The life he lives, he lives to God. Alleluia! Al-le-lu- ia! 

Cantor: 

SS 
@ 

V. Christ was put to death for our tres - pass - es 

di di 

And. Got seist OP OUT aU Ss =itin = tial Ca hina. ti om. 

Choir: 

Se ee 
R. The life he lives, he lives to God. Alleluia. Al-le -lu- ia. 

Cantor: 

V. Glory to the Father and to the Son and to the Ho-ly Spir - it. 

Choir: 

“oo 
=o 

R. The life he lives, he lives to God. Alleluia. Al-le-lu - ia. 
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For the choir that has fulfilled its primary responsibilities of leading the 
congregation in singing the settings of the liturgy and the hymns and which 

has prepared the “proper” music for the day there yet remain several 

opportunities for liturgical choral singing: 

1. The Ordinary of the Eucharist and the Canticles. The rubrics of the 

Lutheran Book of Worship provide for occasional performance by the 

choir of alternate settings of the ordinary texts. Congregations should be 

given the opportunity of meditating a few times each year on one or more of 

the texts of these great songs as the choir performs choral settings of the 

Kyrie, Gloria in Excelsis, Credo, Sanctus, or Agnus Dei taken from the vast 

repertoire of choral treasures available today.'3 Each of these, with the 

exception of the Agnus Dei will interrupt the flow of the service somewhat; 

consequently, care must be taken to prepare the congregation for the 

experience so that the people are not caught by surprise. The New 

Testament and Old Testament Canticles in Morning Prayer and Evening 
Prayer and the Service of the Word can also occasionally be sung in special 

choral settings. 

2. The Entrance Song. A solemn procession could be formed to the 

accompaniment of the chanting of a traditional Introit or of an Introit 

psalm on festive occasions. The same type of chant could become more 

joyous through punctuation by portable pitched and unpitched percussion 

instruments (such as handbells or finger cymbals) during the procession. 

The traditional Introit form of antiphon, psalm verse, Gloria Patri, 

antiphon, could be lengthened by singing additional psalm verses in order 

to meet the time needed to cover the entire procession, or the complete 
psalm with refrain could be chanted. The Gloria Patri is a part of an Introit 

psalm. If Lutheran Book of Worship tones are used for the singing of the 
psalm the following pointing for two-segment and four-segment tones will 
be of help: 

Gloria Patri pointed for two-segment tone 

Glory to the Father and to the Son, and to the 

Holy Spirit:* as it was in the beginning, is now, 
and will be forevér. Amen. 

Gloria Patri pointed for four-segment tone 

Glory to the Father and to the Son,* 

and to the Holy Spirit: 
as it was in the beginning, is now,* 
and will be forever. Amen. 
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The choir may participate in the procession (especially if it sits in the front 
of the congregation). Procession hymns offer yet another method of 
singing the Entrance Song. On festive days the hymn may be performed 
with instrumental accompaniment, alternation singing of stanzas between 
congregation and choir, descants, and similar embellishment. 

3. The Communion. The period of time taken by the distribution of the 
Lord’s Supper is ideal for choirs to assist the congregation in the singing of 
hymns, to introduce new hymns, and to perform special music related to 
the theme of the day. Music planned for this period should be so arranged 
that the service is not prolonged. 

4. Gospel Motet. Lutheran tradition from the late sixteenth and early 

seventeenth centuries has admitted the practice of singing all or part of the 

Gospel of the day in a polyphonic setting at the time of the reading of the 

Gospel. Since the Gospel was normally chanted in earlier days, if a 

polyphonic setting of only a portion of the Gospel was to be sung by the 

choir the minister chanted the first part of the Gospel, the choir continued 

with its choral setting, and the minister concluded the Gospel in chant. 

Some musical settings of the Gospel for the day lend themselves to this 

same practice today, with the possible exception that the pastor may read 
the Gospel text instead of chanting it. 

5. The Sermon. The Notes on the Liturgy (Ministers Edition, p. 27) 

imply that a cantata based on the Gospel or one of the other readings for 
the day could become part of the sermon. Many cantatas provide powerful 

commentaries on the Gospel texts and could be heard with great profit by 

the congregation. It is desirable for the preacher to relate the message of the 

cantata to the needs of the worshipers. 
6. The Anthem. The Lutheran Book of Worship seems to make little 

provision for the anthem.!4 Instead, the Notes suggest that choral music is 
so important that it should be thoroughly integrated into the liturgy and 

not be automatically assigned to an “anthem” position in the order. Before 
it is chosen, each choral composition should be examined for its potential 
contribution to the liturgical theme of the service. Some anthems may not 

find a congenial home in the liturgy because their texts do not fit the theme 

of the service or because they are theologically weak, or because they 
primarily draw attention to themselves instead of to the text that they 
present. But many will be found to be settings of all or portions of proper 
psalms, hymns, canticles, Gospel texts, verses, offertories, and the like. 

Songs fitting these categories should be placed into their correct liturgical 
position so that they can be sung with heightened meaning because of the 

important liturgical role they are to fill. Thus, those anthems that are 
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liturgically useful are now liberated for placement in a variety of significant 

locations in the service. If free choral music is to be performed, the location 
in the service that will probably accommodate the broadest range of 

anthem material is the time during the distribution of the Meal. Even this 

music should relate closely to the theme of the service. 

The size of the choir that fulfills the assignments described above is 

relatively unimportant. Choirs of just a few voices can function as 
effectively as those with many members. With judicious selection of choral 
literature and careful preparation it is possible for small choirs to sing all of 

the important liturgical texts beautifully and effectively. 
Vocal soloists (sometimes called cantors) make their most valuable 

contribution to the service if they function as a “one-person choir.” This 
means that they are to consider first of all performing the texts assigned to 
the choir, namely the verse and the offertory. They are also to assist the 

congregation as needed in the singing of the psalm. Soloists will also help 
the congregation to sing the liturgy as would the choir. Stanzas of hymns 

may be sung in alternation or descants may be performed by the soloist. 
The special music (vocal solos) often performed by contemporary vocalists 

should always be appropriate to the day and may be sung during the 
distribution of the Lord’s Supper. 

THE ORGAN AND MUSIC IN THE LITURGY 

Ithough the organ is often considered the only suitable 
instrument for use in worship, history shows the organ to 

be a relative latecomer to church services. Even in the early days of the 
Reformation more prominence was given to string and wind instruments 

than to the organ. Nevertheless, the perfection of the mechanical-action 
organ in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries rapidly brought it to its 
present position of eminence as the premier instrument for leading worship 
in a liturgical church. 

The position of the organist is similar in many respects to that of the 
servant-choir. The organist serves to help the congregation (including the 
choir or soloists) perform its liturgy. Although the organ may be heard 

independently in the course of the service, and although the performance of 
the organist may inspire great acclaim, the organist’s task is not to perform 
solos, but chiefly to serve. 

The chief function of the organist is to lead the congregation in the 
singing of the liturgy. The general spirit of the liturgical song in the 
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Lutheran Book of Worship is buoyant and forward-moving. In ac- 
companying the singing of the liturgy the organist should as a first 
consideration play all notes and observe all rests exactly as written, at a 
tempo that is crisp and lively, but which does not leave the singer feeling 
breathless. Patience and consideration must be shown for those in the 
congregation who are having difficulty with certain sections of the music; if 
tonal or rhythmic insecurity is heard it may be well now and then to return 
to playing the melody in unison or to play the melody witha clear solo stop. 
Organist and choir director should work closely together in matters of 
tempo and rhythm so that a unified concept registers upon the congrega- 
tion. 

As canticles are learned well by the congregation, the organist will want 

to perform varied or embellished accompaniments on festivals or special 
Sundays, and so stimulate and enhance congregational song. 

The practice of performing a canticle section by section alternating 

between the congregation and the choir has a long and distinguished 

history. Many liturgical organ alternations have also been composed that 

provide for the organist to perform in alternation with the song of the 

congregation or the choir. While this technique must be employed 
cautiously, and the congregation must be well prepared for the practice, it 

is not impossible that on occasion the organist may wish to perform one or 

two sections of the Kyrie, for example (confining the organ music to a brief 
development of the congregational melody); or perhaps the central section 
of the Agnus Dei could be reserved for the organ on occasion. 

If new settings are to be taught to the people it will be helpful to play the 

new melodies as organ preludes, voluntaries, or during the Communion for 
a few Sundays prior to their introduction for congregational use. 

The accompaniment of hymns by the organ can become one of the most 

satisfying experiences for congregation and organist alike. To accompany 
hymns well is perhaps the most demanding task that the organist must do. 
Melodic and harmonic accuracy and rhythmic precision, pacing, and 

consistency are at the heart of good hymn accompaniment. Organ method 

books articulate these fundamentals at some length, but it is sufficient to 
point out here that even the best service players give careful thought to the 

playing of hymns for congregational singing. Each singing congregation, 
each church building, each organ is unique, and each situation requires 

special care in the selection of registration and tempo. 
Organ registration should reflect the character of the hymn in general 

and the content of individual stanzas in particular, though to change the 
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registration for each stanza is distracting and superfluous. Playing too 

loudly will discourage a congregation from singing well, just as playing that 

is too soft or uncertain provokes timidity. The best registration with which 

to accompany congregational singing is based on the concept of clarity 

rather than loudness. The congregation is more likely to respond to the 

sound of ranks emphasizing upper harmonics (2’, 135 ’, mixtures— 

assuming that they are not too shrill) than to ranks that merely double the 

pitch of the congregation (8’). Also important to effective leadership at the 
organ is rhythmic security and consistency, and clear articulation of 
phrases. 

Introductions to hymns are important, but just as it is inadvisable to 

introduce every hymn with the four-part setting of the hymnal, so it is 

excessive to introduce every hymn with an elaborate prelude. Classic 

chorale preludes are quite appropriate at times (for that is, after all, the use 

for which most of them were designed), especially before the Hymn of the 

Day. On the other hand, hymns that are well known may be adequately 

served by a brief intonation or an introduction consisting of just the first 
phrase (or perhaps the first and last phrases) of the melody. 

The playing of varied organ accompaniments can provide a refreshing 

contrast to the monotonous repetition of hymnal harmonizations. Varied 

accompaniments are especially appropriate for the development of the 

emphasis of the Hymn of the Day. The style of the varied accompaniment 

(written out or improvised) should match the text of the stanza and should 
not overwhelm or inhibit congregational song. Above all, the congregation 

should be provided with rhythmically secure pulse at all times. It must be 

assumed that varied accompaniments or improvisations will only be 

applied to hymns that are already known to the congregation. 

The organist should show sensitivity in the selection of stanzas for varied 
accompaniment—perhaps no more than one-half of the stanzas of any 
given hymn should receive this special treatment. Organists should also 
respect the part-singing impulses of worshipers by playing some stanzas of 

every hymn written in conventional four-part harmony exactly as it 
appears in the Lutheran Book of Worship. 

The choir may sing stanzas of certain hymns, chiefly the Hymn of the 
Day, in alternation with the congregation. When the choir sings in unison 
the organist will have the opportunity to provide a more unusual or 
intricate accompaniment than is possible with congregational singing. The 
organist may also provide special music before the service, just before the 
singing of the offertory, during the distribution of the Holy Communion, 
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and at the conclusion of the service. 
The most advantageous time for special music may be before the service 

itself begins. Here the organist is free to play compositions of greater length 
than would be appropriate within the service. In this period the organist 
may play hymns to be sung in the service (thereby familiarizing the 
worshipers with what is to come), chorale preludes or improvisations based 

on these hymns, or other organ literature that is compatible with the spirit 

of the day or season. As long as the music concludes in time to permit the 
service to start without delay there should be no problem created by the 
playing of extensive pre-service music. 

Organ music before the offertory is under a somewhat more circum- 
scribed time limitation in that no liturgical reason can be advanced for 

delaying the offertory with a long organ composition. The music that is to 

be performed at this point could well be based on one of the hymns sung in 

the service; it should be appropriate to the day and season and timed to 

take approximately the same time as the gathering of the offerings. If it 

takes less time a period of silence would be appropriate. 

The postlude, which is begun after a period of silence, should reflect the 

theme of the service and the season of the year. Since the postlude must 

compete with the conversations of the departing worshipers, some 

organists play a very brief postlude; others delay post-service music until all 

the talking has ceased. (Other remarks related to the organ and the liturgy 

are to be found at the conclusion of this chapter under “Additional Notes 

on Musical Aspects of the Liturgy.”) 

The organist will want to work closely with the choir director because the 
success of one aspect of the worship music program will enhance other 

aspects. If vocal soloists are available to sing at services, the organist should 
be able to provide suggestions for suitable liturgical repertoire, as for 

example, the verse, the offertory, and the psalm. 

INSTRUMENTS AND MUSIC IN THE LITURGY 

he use of instruments in worship is recorded as early as the 
worship of the ancient Israelites. The service of dedication 

of the temple and subsequent temple worship employed instruments in 
great numbers and in significant roles. String and wind instruments were 
used throughout Europe in the Renaissance to double the voices singing 

sacred polyphony (sometimes mistakenly thought of as purely a cappella 
music). The illustrious Lutheran composer Michael Praetorius (1571-1621) 
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provided a model for the contemporary use of instruments by encouraging 

the coordination of instruments and voices in performance.!5 Today, it is 
generally recognized that string and wind instrumental ensembles may be 
used in worship in much the same way as is the organ in accompanying the 

liturgy and hymns, and that solo instruments can be combined with the 
organ in many ways. Solo instruments may play the melodies of the 

liturgies and hymns and on occasion may add the embellishment of 

descants. Ensembles may play the accompaniments from the liturgical 

settings and hymns and may provide varied accompaniments, or they may 

play selected hymn stanzas alone for alternation with congregational 

singing of other stanzas. Tympani and other pitched or unpitched 

percussion instruments can at times enrich musical climaxes of the service. 
They may also complement the choral ensemble. Because of the distinctive 

and often pungent quality of some percussion instruments they should be 
used with discretion. 

Handbells and other similar percussion instruments may also be used in 
conjunction with the singing of the liturgy or hymns. They may double 

congregational melodies or play descants. Not easily heard above full 

congregational singing, they are most effective in punctuating choral or 

solo chanting. Handbell choirs may also perform special music in the 
service. 

Letter notation for chord harmonization has been provided in the 
Lutheran Book of Worship for those hymns where guitar accompaniment 

is particularly appropriate. An ensemble including more than one guitar, a 
bass instrument, and a melody instrument may be needed to clarify the 
accompaniment for the congregation. Electronic amplification of the 

guitar and bass may be used if the room is large or if the number of 
worshipers is great. Care should be exercised that the quality and volume of 

amplified tone support and not overwhelm congregational singing. 

PLANNING FOR MUSIC IN THE LITURGY 

| Cte more than any other participants in worship, 
musicians are dependent upon effective planning and 

coordination of services in order to fulfill their assigned responsibili- 
ties successfully. Organists and instrumentalists must prepare music by 
practicing that may be spread over weeks and possibly months; choir 
directors need much time to gather choir members, select repertoire, order 
music, and rehearse it adequately. 
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The Lutheran Book of Worship offers to congregations a rich variety of 
liturgical orders and hymns. Each of the orders of worship in turn offers 
manifold opportunities for selection and substitution of items within the 
order. The roles of congregation, choir, and ministers are expanded from 

previous practices and, to enrich the worship experience, the roles might, 
on occasion, be interchanged. It is evident that the book abounds in 

meaningful congregational ceremonies, and that musical participation of 
many kinds is encouraged. 

Congregational planning teams have been organized in some churches to 

secure greater involvement of the laity in service preparation. This laudable 

venture could lead to increased interest in worship on the part of the 

congregation. If the potential of the Lutheran Book of Worship is to be 

fulfilled in the parish, musicians will need to be included in the early stages 
of planning for every service and be placed in a position to make the 
contributions that their training and area of interest and competence 
suggest. Because of the complexity of available opportunities and the 

increased number of active participants it will be especially reassuring for 

the musician to know that in the planning and leading of the services all 

participants have as a starting point and as a goal the performance of the 

orders according to the rubrics and Notes on the Liturgy of the Lutheran 

Book of Worship. 

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON MUSICAL ASPECTS OF THE LITURGY 
(To be read in conjunction with the Notes on the Liturgy, Ministers 

Edition, pp. 38f.) 
GENERAL COMMENTS: 
1. The music of the service in general and the accompaniment of the liturgy 

in particular should reflect the character of the service and its theme. 
2. An organ introduction for a chant need consist only of the first three 

notes of the chant played softly. 
3. All congregational responses should follow promptly upon the versicle 
so that dialog exchanges can proceed smoothly without pauses. 

4. Organ introductions for congregational liturgical song are to be avoided 

if possible, because they unnecessarily delay the flow of the liturgy. They 
should be played only if the congregational song is preceded by a song ina 

different key or a long period of inactivity. 
5. When organ introductions are played they should be brief, such as the 

first phrase of the song. Care should be taken to end the introduction on the 

tonic or the dominant chord of the song. 
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6. No music or movement by musicians should be allowed to interrupt the 

specified periods of silence in the service. 

7. Some canticles contain directions for performance by two segments (I, 

Il) of the congregation or by the choir and the congregation. Organ 

registration should support and enhance the singing of the contrasting 

groups. 

MORNING PRAYER: 
1. The music of the service should reflect the joyful spirit of the texts. 

2. The seasonal invitatories found on page 92 [174ff.] can be sung to the 

melody provided for “Give glory to God...” 
3. A brief organ introduction may be needed before the Gospel Canticle. 

This could follow the melody and harmony of the last line of the canticle. 

4. The Te Deum may require an organ introduction to establish its joyful 

character. The introduction may consist of the first measure only, followed 
by a cadence on F. 

EVENING PRAYER: 

1. The music of Evening Prayer should reflect its quiet, peaceful character. 
2. The first congregational responses are sung without accompaniment, 
although the organ may double the song and thus help to maintain pitch 
and the smooth flow of the chant. 
3. Because of the change of key Psalm 141 (“Let my prayer”) could be 

introduced by the playing of the first line of the music (up to “incense”). 
4. An introduction to the Gospel Canticle may be formed from the music 

of the first phrase up to “Lord,” ending on a D minor chord. 

5. Because of its length and character the Litany should be sung without 
pause. Unison accompaniment may be helpful. 

PRAYER AT THE CLOSE OF THE Day: 

1. The quiet and contemplative character of the service precludes vigorous 
or spirited choral or organ music. 

2. The liturgical song should be sung without organ accompaniment, but 

an instrument playing in unison with the congregation helps to maintain 
the pitch and the pace of the chant. A choir or a soloist (cantor) could also 
assist the congregation to maintain the flow of the chant. 

THE LITANY: 

1. The dialog between leader and congregation should proceed without 
pause. 

2. The organ accompaniment should be clear, but not obtrusive. 
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HoLy COMMUNION, SETTINGS ONE AND Two: 
1. Both of these settings are written in a straightforward vigorous modern 
vocal style that sensitively reflects the nature of the liturgical texts. The 
accompaniments are to be played with rhythmic accuracy and a concern 
for the flow and articulation of the phrases. 

2. If a Gospel procession is used, a fanfare by organ or brass instruments 

could accompany the procession before the verse is sung. If the choir does 
not sing the assigned verse, the congregation is to sing without delay the 
common text as printed. 

3. The offertory, if sung by the congregation, will usually requre a brief 
introduction. 

4. While an organ voluntary may be performed as the offerings are 

gathered, prefererce is given in the Notes to a proper choral offertory, a 

psalm, or to a congregational hymn. 

5. “Lamb of God” may be introduced quietly, but should be sung firmly. 
6. “Thank the Lord,” “Lord, now you let your servant go in peace,” 

and “Create in me” (sung if there is no Communion) all need to be 

introduced. 

HoLy COMMUNION, SETTING THREE: 

1. The traditional and newly-composed chants of this setting suggest a 
smoothly flowing, clearly phrased style of accompaniment. The melody 

must sound clearly throughout. The chant flows in the rhythm of well- 

articulated speech, without dragging or rushing or lumping notes together. 

2. The setting encourages the congregation to sing the ancient melody of 

the Lord’s Prayer. 

APPENDIX I: HYMN OF THE Day (arranged by church year) 

1 ADVENT Saviorolethe natlons: COMe™. .........0650+ 5 28 

Alternate: Fling wide the door, 

WEVar tie Cate wee. ete. see ew 24% 32 

2 ADVENT On Jordan’s banks the Baptist’s cry ........... 36 

3 ADVENT Hark! A thrilling voice is sounding! ........... 37 

4 ADVENT Ol, come, on. come, Emmanuel.....,.....0«% 34 

CHRISTMAS From heav’n above to earth I come 

COTISHIMaS EVE)! saute Vistem ts ss es eee» aie 51 
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CHRISTMAS | 

CHRISTMAS 2 

EPIPHANY 

EPIPHANY | 

EPIPHANY 2 

EPIPHANY 3 

EPIPHANY 4 

EPIPHANY 5 

EPIPHANY 6 

EPIPHANY 7_ 

EPIPHANY 8 

TRANSFIGURATION 

ASH WEDNESDAY 

1] LENT 

2 LENT 

3 LENT 

4 LENT 

5 LENT 

PASSION SUNDAY 

GooD FRIDAY 

Of the Father’s love begotten 

(Christmas Day) ¢ejiusrasigetsteer-cosde ta-ibesd » 42 

Let-allttogether: praise-ourGod .ac iis we 47 

Of the Father's love Depotten’, 2... +. fs. 0s 42 

O Morning Star, how fair and bright! ......... 76 

To Jordan came the Christ, our Lord ......... 79 

The only Son from heaven (A, B)............. 86 

Jésus, pricelessitreasure;(G).« a). t..c 225% 457, 458 

O Christ, our light, O radiance true .......... 380 

Hope of the world, thou Christ of 

great COMPaSsiOty. aaa se wahe aves Sa eet 493 

Hail to ie Lord's anomie =. 22. eke sa es cane 87 

O Christ, our hope, our heart’s desire ........ 300 

O God, O Lord of heav’n and earth.......... 396 

Sing praise to God, the highest good ......... 542 

Oh, wondrous type! Oh, vision fair ........... 80 

Out.of the.depths: L.cry. to, you csiencs diene. de 295 

God'the’ Father, borour stay .20.¢ 02.02. te od 308 
or 

A mighty fortress is our God........... 228, 229 

Lord, thee I love with all my heart ........... 325 

May God bestow on us his grace ............ 330 

I trust, O Christ, in you alone (A, C)......... 395 

God loved the world so that he gave (B)...... 292 

MY SONG Is lave UM MOWING ses. . paca teense ct ot 94 

A lamb goes uncomplaining forth............ 105 

Maunpy Tuurspay O Lord, we praise you, bless you, 

and adore VOue rcs Gast ett san Cen ae eee zi 

Sing my tongue, the glorious battle .......... 118 

EASTER DAY Christ Jesus lay in death’s strong bands....... 134 



2 EASTER 

3 EASTER 

4 EASTER 

5 EASTER 

6 EASTER 

ASCENSION 

7 EASTER 

PENTECOST 

Hoy TRINITY 

2 PENTECOST 

3 PENTECOST 

4 PENTECOST 

5 PENTECOST 

6 PENTECOST 

7 PENTECOST 

8 PENTECOST 

9 PENTECOST 

10 PENTECOST 

11 PENTECOST 

12 PENTECOST 

13 PENTECOST 

14 PENTECOST 

15 PENTECOST 
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O sons and daughters of the King............ 139 

With high delight let us unite................ 140 

The King of love my shepherd is............. 456 

At the Lamb’s high feast we sing ............ 210 

Dear Christians, one and all, rejoice.......... 299 

Up through endless ranks of angels .......... [59 

Oh, love, how deep, how broad, how high ..... 88 

Come Holy Ghost, God and Lord ........... 163 

Creaton Spirit, hheav nly dove), .."... sone ¢3 3 284 

To God the Holy Spirit let us pray........... 317 

When in the hour of deepest need............ 303 

©. God-O. Lord of heaven and earth 2.5 .sincas< 396 

Lord of our life, and God of our salvation (A) 366 

Who trusts in God, a strong abode (B, C)..... 450 

Pease We TVG CACINUIAY, Mc ahen soit oe 6 spe 350 

O Christ, our light, O Radiance true ......... 380 

Forthin.thy.name,.O. Lord, digo..........0.5. 505 

Onilanns pint renter il gic mth... + gat ee ees 459 

From God can nothing move me (A, C) ...... 468 

Jesus, priceless treasure: (B).......5.... 457, 458 

Westies TiCCICSS TICASUIC, 5 < ses cc sees ees 457, 458 

Tod Wimsell bedOr M60 sd vse pieorey sos 305 454 

When in the hour of deepest need (A) ........ 303 

Lord, keep us steadfast in your Word (B, C) . .230 

O Christ, our light, O Radiance true (A, B) .. .380 

A multitude comes from the east 

anuutne west (Chatind.2gsieemd es dav) asus « 313 

Son of God, eternal Savior (A, C) ........... 364 

To you, omniscient Lord of all (B)........... 310 
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16 PENTECOST 

17 PENTECOST 

18 PENTECOST 

19 PENTECOST 

20 PENTECOST 

21 PENTECOST 

22 PENTECOST 

23 PENTECOST 

24 PENTECOST 

25 PENTECOST 

26 PENTECOST 

27 PENTECOST 

CHRIST THE KING 

Praise the Almighty, my soul 
adore hiral (By CG) so 766 nate edo sales Sey 2 ett 539 

Lord of all nations, grant me grace (A)....... 419 

Forgive our sins as we forgive (A, B)......... 307 

Jesus sinners. willizeceive (CG)... cc aes os gates 291 

Salvationiwimnte us Das comes)... <0 5. «0s ween 297 

Lord, keep us steadfast in your Word ........ 230 

The Church of Christ, in evry age (A)........ 433 

Our Father, by whose name (B) ............. ESy/ 

O'Fesuss Vhavetpromised(@)s . So. 55 cee ee 503 

All who believe and are baptized ............ 194 

Forth in thy name,O Lordyl go... . 0858. 505 

Lord, teach us how to pray aright (A, B) ..... 438 

To you, omniscient Lord of all (C)........... 310 

Love divine, all loves excelling (B, C) ........ 315 

Wake, awake, for night is flying (A)........... 31 

Rejoicégangelic choirs .tejGice! sate cf ara praie 146 

© Godsofl carthiand altartA)..... 24.6 ekiase oe 428 

Through the night of doubt and sorrow (B) ...355 

Fight the good fight with all your might (C)...461 

The day is surely drawing near (B)........... 321 

Lord Christ, when first 

you Ganie. fo CartintAy Cyc. ars st eacs sodas 421 

The day is surely drawing near (A)........... 321 

At the name. of Jesus (B.C). oo; opal esas one 179 

APPENDIX II: HYMN OF THE Day (arranged by tune name) 

Allein zu dir (I trust, O Christ, in you alone) 

An Wasserflussen Babylon (A lamb goes uncomplaining forth) ....105 
Ascended Triumph (Up through endless ranks of angels) 

Aus tiefer Not (Out of the depths I cry to you) .................. 295 

Beatus vir (Lord of all nations, grant me grace).................. 419 
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Christ lag in Todesbanden (Christ Jesus lay in death’s strong bands) 134 
Christ, unser Herr (To Jordan came the Christ, our Word) 7. Se oe 79 
Deo gracias (Oh, love, how deep, how broad, how high) ........... 88 
Deo gracias (Oh, wondrous type! Oh, vision fair) ................. 80 
Der mange skal komme (A multitude comes 

srommthsiteasteand the: west) $e cae BAN LL a bien Beane 313 
Metro (Forgive our sitisiasiweiforgive)iel. Gain «as Ys tace sc etees 307 
Die helle Sonn leucht (God loved the world so that he gave) ...... 292 
Divinum mysterium (Of the Father’s love begotten) ............... 42 
Donne secours (Hope of the world, thou Christ 

Dierealrcompassion) Or 20.2 iti net eas os Jawa accel 493 
Ebenezer (Through the night of doubt and sorrow)............... 355 
Ein feste Burg (A mighty fortress is our God) .............. 228, 229 

Erhalt uns, Herr (Lord, keep us steadfast in your Word).......... 230 

Es ist das Heil (All who believe and are baptized) ................ 194 

Es ist das Heil (Salvation unto us has come) ................005. 297 

Es ist gewisslich (The day is surely drawing near) ................ 321 

Es wolle Gott uns gnading sein (May God bestow on us his grace) .335 

Fortunatus New (Sing my tongue, the glorious battle) ............ 118 

Freuen wir uns all (Hark! A thrilling voice is sounding)............ 37 

Freut euch, ihr lieben (Hail to the Lord’s anointed) ............... 87 

Gotider/Vaterd God the Father; be ouristay) sndadecs. sss tances Fs 308 

Gott sei gelobet (O Lord, we praise you, bless you, and adore you) .215 

Grace Church, Gananoque (Fight the good fight 

mith eht) ig item is) eich peel itor wees oe ee 461 
Gud skal alting mage (Jesus, priceless treasure) .................. 458 

Herr Christ, der einig Gotts Sohn (The only Son from heaven) ..... 86 

Herzlich lieb (Lord, thee I love with all my heart)................ 325 

Hyfrydoh(Love:divinetall loves excelling) e220. 0. Wie aes oe aes 215 

In Babilone (Son of God, eternal Savior) ........... cece eee eee 364 
Ist’Gott fur imich Gi 4sod himself be for(me) 02). 3 ..eawe- dees | 454 
Iste confessor (Lord of our life, and God of our salvation) ........ 366 

Jesus meine Freude: (Jesus) priceless: treasure) 258 (0. oes sas. ease - 457 

King’s'Lynn (O'God of earth and altar)... 60. dv. 0... sense eveanien 428 

King’s Weston (At the name of Jesus) ........... esse eeeeeeees 179 

Komm, Gott Schopfer (Creator Spirit, heav’nly dove) ............ 284 

Komm, Heiliger Geist (Come Holy Ghost, God and Lord) ........ 163 

Lobe den Herren, 0 meine Seele (Praise the Almighty, 

TV SOU! AGC OPEN ieee es ee awe ean er renee can ane ses 539 
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Lobt Gott den Herren, ihr (Sing praise to God, the highest good) . .542 

Lobt Gott, ihr Christen (Let all together praise our God) .......... 47 

Lobt Gott, ihr Christen (O Christ, our hope, our heart’s desire) ....300 

Macht hoch die Tur (Fling wide the door, unbar the gate) ......... 32 

Meinem Jesum lass ich nicht —Ulich (Jesus sinners will receive) ...291 

Mit Freuden zart (Lord Christ, when first you came to earth) ..... 421 

Mit Freuden zart (With high delight let us unite)................. 140 

Mitten wir in Leben sind (Even as we live each day).............. 350 

Munich { O Jesus, I have’ promised)... 922: 2962 2... ares 503 

Nun bitten wir (To God the Holy Spirit let us pray).............. 317 

Nun freut euch (Dear Christians, one and all, rejoice) ............ 299 

Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland (Savior of the nations, come)...... 28 

O filii et filiae (O sons and daughters of the King) ............... 139 

O Jesu Christe, wahres Licht (O Christ, our light, O Radiance true) 380 

Puer nobis (On Jordan’s banks the Baptist’s cry)...............00. 36 

Rhosymedre.(My Song.is-laovemnknown) oy, hae Bo) JCRS 2a 8, 94 

Rhosymedre (Our Fatherby whose namie) si... ow. LA. eee aR Ie SEW 

St: Columba(The. King of love my «shepherd 1s).2.8% 250. Ned eele: 456 

Song/34 (Forth intthyNamerOuL ord, liga) 2e0 20). Cor aeaa: 505 

Song 67 (Lord,-teach us how*to pray aright) 0. 200. 2.00) own 438 

Sonne der Gerechtigkeit (At the Lamb’s high feast we sing) ....... 210 

Vater unser (To you,.omniscient ‘Lordiolall)rawe \ ane 2) 2een Rea 310 

Veni, Emmanuel (Oh, come, oh, come, Emmanuel)................ 34 

Vom Himmel hoch (From heav’n above to earth I come) .......... 51 

Von Gott will ich nicht lassen (From God can nothing move me) ..468 
Wachet auf (Wake, awake, for night is flying) .................... 31 

Wachterlied (Rejoice, angelic choirs, rejoice!)...............0000e 146 

Warcham (The Church’ ofsChristintewry ape). sort...) Cae. cas 433 

Was mein Gott will (Who trusts in God, a strong abode).......... 450 

Wenn wir in hochsten Noten sein (When in the hour 

Of deepest. need): « «od APA SANT Se ee. Boe TL) Calin, aa She 303 

Wie schon leuchtet'(O*Holy Sprit; entér in) oven. by Amat. ORs SS. 459 

Wie schon leuchtet (O Morning Star, how fair and bright!)......... 76 

Wittenberg New (O God, O Lord of heav’n and earth)............ 396 

APPENDIX III: HYMN OF THE Day (arranged by first line) 

A lamb goes uncomplaining forth (Passion Sunday) .............. 105 
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Almighty torressis our God Lent) te ew bh A. doen. Sts 228, 229 
A multitude comes from the east and the west (/4 Pentecost [C]) ..313 
All who believe and are baptized (2] Pentecost)...........000.05. 194 
At the,.Lamb’s high feast we'sing (5 Baster))..003-8. Mio... oc. Re 210 
Atthe- name. of Jesus (Christ the .King{ByC]) 2: ..000..0..06 ha 179 

Christ Jesus lay in death’s strong bands (Easter Day)............. 134 

Come Holy Ghost, God and Lord (Pentecost) ............0..0005 163 

Creator. Spirit, heav'nly dove (Holy. Trinity)... 00.000 00044 6. Wows 284 

Dear Christians, one anthalliiresoicé (6 Laster): ee... db ean 299 

Even os; we hve cach-day-(6.Pentecosi)s0.4..40W hi GA ts fae 350 

Fight the good fight with all your might (26 Pentecost [C])........ 461 

Fling wide the door, unbar the gate (J Advent [Alternate]) ......... 32 

Forgive our sins as we forgive (17 Pentecost [A, B]).............. 307 

Forth in thy name, O Lord, I go (8 Pentecost, 22 Pentecost) ...... 505 

From God can nothing move me (/0 Pentecost [A, C]) ........... 468 

From heav’n above to earth I come (Christmas Eve)............06. 51 

God loved the world so that he gave (4 Lent [B]) ................ 292 

Ghd.the Father, be Obrstay (fl Lenty7oi. Ae 0G 308 

Hail-to the. Lord's anomnted'( Epiphany 2) Saas. ee) OUR s ae 87 

Hark! A thrilling voice is sounding (3 Advent)............0.00005 a7 

Hope of the world, thou Christ of great compassion (Epiphany 4). .493 

Btrust; O Christ; in yowaloned (4Len? [Al C2) ie. Ya ee 395 

HeGod himself: be for metiZ Pentecast), Beet eh 454 

Jesus, priceless treasure (Epiphany 2 [C], 10 Pentecost [B]}, 
PIO PERLCCOSE) cE Ps ee FR PRI. PR Si 457, 458 

Jesus sinners will receive.(J7 Pentecost [C]) vi... 0.0. cece ee deles 291 

Let all. together-praise our God { Christmas.) i200 BO I ers 8 47 

Lord Christ, when first you came to earth (27 Pentecost [A, C]) ...421 

Lord, keep us steadfast in your Word (/3 Pentecost [B, C], 

PO Perstecoseyt | PURVORA ae Oe POOR, Cogs ore ENS 230 

Lord of all nations, grant me grace (/6 Pentecost [A]) ............ 419 

Lord of our life, and God of our salvation (5 Pentecost [A])....... 366 

Lord, teach us how to pray aright (23 Pentecost [A, B]) .......... 438 

Lord, thee I love with all my heart (2 Lent) .......... eee e scene 325 

Love divine, all loves excelling (24 Pentecost [B, C]).............. 315 

May God bestow on us his grace (3 Lent) ....... essere eee ee eeee 335 

My song is love unknown (5 Lent) ...... 0.0 eee e cere eee eee neces 94 

O Christ, our hope, our heart’s desire (Epiphany 6) ...cvecsceaeee 300 
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O Christ, our light, O Radiance true (Epiphany 3, 7 Pentecost, 

[4. Pentecost [Ag Bliss seein les eee Sale ele ce Se et ete 380 

O God, O Lord of heav’n and earth (Epiphany 7, 4 Pentecost)..... 396 

OiGod of-carth and altar (26, Pentecost [A]) <-e eee an. od 428 

O-Holy. Spirit; enterin (9 Penievost) Peace silat bie ae eae. 459 

OvJesus, L have promisedi(20-Pentecost:|. Cl)im.a2 tughi mae abe set. & 503 

O Lord, we praise you, bless you, and adore you 

(Maundy THUtsday) waco eine ee ees eile Sates - Fete ee eat 2h5 

O Morning Star, how fair and bright! (Epiphany) ...............6. 76 

Osons and daughters, of the King! (2, hasten) 24 gk es ea Boe ae 139 

Of the Father’s love begotten (Christmas Day, Christmas 2)........ 42 

Oh,..come,. oh, come; Emmannel.(4 Advent) .26n2 «tae mate stew Ge 34 

Oh, Love, how deep, how broad, how high (7 Easter) ............. 88 

Oh, wondrous type! Oh, vision fair (Transfiguration) .............. 80 

On Jordan’s banks the Baptist’s cry (2 Advent) ........... 0c eeee 36 

Our Father, by whose name (20 Pentecost [B]) ...............05- 357 

Out of the depths I cry to you (Ash Wednesday) ............00085 295 

Praise the Almighty, my soul adore him! (/6 Pentecost [B, C])..... 539 

Rejoice, angelic choirs, rejoice! (25 Pentecost) essere... us. athe: 146 

Salvation unto us.has come-(/8, Pentecost) ass os oe. ccelswt. tt. 48 297 

Savior of the:nationsseomeu Advent)... i... avalide itech At. fe werk 28 

Sing my tongue, the glorious battle (Good Friday) ............... 118 

Sing praise to God, the highest good (Epiphany 8) ............06. 542 

Son, of God, eternal Savior (15. Pentecosth| Ax C) it. ant declines. 364 

The Church of Christ, in ev’ry age (20 Pentecost [A])............. 433 
The day is surely drawing near (27 Pentecost [B], 

Christ ithe. King. [A sneer ar bas Ses Gawler Setlaons tie 321 

The King of lovesamy«shépherd/ts:(4. Basten) sc. tsi.) seis stews Soe f 456 

The only Son/ from heaven:(Zpiphanyw2 [Ay B)). cna oes be naan. ee 86 

Through the night of doubt and sorrow (26 Pentecost [B]) ........ 355 

To God the Holy Spirit let us pray (2 PentecoSt)................. 317 

To Jordan came the Christ, our Lord (Epiphany 1) ............... 79 

To you, omniscient Lord of all (5 Pentecost [B], 23 Pentecost [C]) 310 

Up through endless ranks of angels (Ascension)..............005. 159 

Wake, awake, for night is flying (24 Pentecost [A])................ 31 

When in the hour of deepest need (3 Pentecost, 13 Pentecost [A]) . .303 

Who trusts in God, a strong abode (5 Pentecost [B, C])........... 450 

With high delight letais unite (GQ okasten\, gecetr se oma ee 140 
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APPENDIX IV: VERSES AND OFFERTORIES (arranged in biblical 
order) 

ExopDus 

34:6-7 

DEUTERONOMY 

30:14 

1 CHRONICLES 

16:28-29, 34 

2 CHRONICLES 

G16 

PSALMS 

Deh 

13:5-6 

23:3-6 

26:6-8 

Zid A376 

29:2-4 

Ministers 

Edition 

Page 

The Lord, the Lord, a God merciful and 

gracious . . . (Maundy Thursday, Offertory) . 137 

Alleluia. The word is very near you... 

fOMr CVHCCOM EVETSE) NE ca tes see eee ka exes 162 

Ascribe to the Lord, O families of the 

peoples: >) (73 *Fenrecost, Offertory) ..... 0... 164 

Alleluia. I have chosen and consecrated this 

house . . . (Dedication and 

PANIZIVEPSGIV, VETSC) otis «hades anaes oes 185 

Alleluia. The Lord said to me, You are 

Myson ee ee CCHTISIMids, VETSE.2) occ cscs noes 123 

(Christmas, Offertory 2; followed by 

UPN Fy ee ROI SEONG, «oss aaah ee a ot 123 
(Christmas, Offertory 3; followed by Ps. 2:8). . 123 

I have trusted in your steadfast love... 

VEDIDHANY SG. 2OUCIIOLYV Pts obs os vies ewes 128 

The Lord leads me in paths of righteousness. . . 

(SERMTGH RIGS OUMETIO‘Y) 3S fe dec ce easels e's 174 

(St. Mary Magdalene, Offertory)........... Wa) 

I wash my hands in innocence .. . 

(FO Pentécose OMETtOTy) 226... ooo Peas 162 

The Lord is the stronghold of my life... 

(OPP enleCosts OMETlOTY) oss ue ee eee es 161 

Ascribe to the Lord the glory due his name... 

Pia OLLCLLOTY) e650 be wove ols are 125 



31:6-7, 16, 20 

31: 16519 

34:4-6 

34:8-10 

45:2 

50:14, 23 

51:10-12 

54:4, 6-7 

84:3-4 

85:7 

85:9, 12-13 

85:10-12 

96:2-4, 6 
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I trust in the Lord. I will rejoice and be glad... 

(St. Stephen, OUHEMOTY Ny os 5.45 sexi Oe hi? 

(Holy Innocents; Offertory) Mic saxek« «2.4.8 2 

(Nativity of St. John the Baptist, Offertory) .176 

(St. James the Elder, Offertory)............ 178 

Let your face shine on your servant... 
(Epiphany. 4s Otiertory)). «> oaks ves iG eas 126 

I sought the Lord, and he answered me... 

CEpiphonwis) OUeHOry ee na 0a wan ees. ea 126 

Oh, taste and see that the Lord is good!... 

(20, Peniecost sOMertory) vier wares tc cea 4. 8 167 

Alleluia. You are the fairest of 

the sons of men... (Transfiguration, Verse) 128 

Offer to God a sacrifice of thanksgiving... 

(Name of JesusnOlfertory).. 0... db. Ate Rise 173 

(Presentation of our Lord, Offertory)....... 174 

(Vistiation; Olftertori ws <<x442< cmaas ecnace 176 

Create in me a clean heart, O God... 

(Ash Wednesday, Offertory)............... 129 

Behold, God is my helper... 

Epiphany GROMEIIOEY) os. 06 ccgaccssnaiee R27 

Even the sparrow finds a home... 

(JO sfentecasty Offertorye dy ek ca ci ke G8 163 

Alleluia. Show us your steadfast love . . . 
CA AOI CLGE eee EMTS so cignic kaka ce cabs 121 

Surely his salvation is at hand... 

Ch Advent MONen Ory ae tes ves oh wan sn de 121 

Steadfast love and faithfulness will meet .. . 

( DayotePences CMIESOY) os. ss acand cguek 187 

Sing to the Lord, bless his name .. . 

(SimAndrew,,OMermoryyi so. ccs cae cwnesd’ ie 

(Std homassOMmertoryy ie... oc. oe been vant 171 

(Confession of St. Peter, Offertory) ........ 173 

(Conversion of St. Paul, Offertory)......... 173 

(Sin Markp Offertony)< tat vc. «Anda. dk 175 

(St. Philip and St. James, Offertory) ....... M75 

(St. Barnabas ,Olfertoryyouw. 2... ss. outed 176 

(St. Peter and St. Paul, Offertory) ......... 177 

(St. Bartholomew, Offertory).............. 178 

(Si. Matthew, Ollertory yon sean tence 179 



98:3 

103:20 

104:13-15 

113:5-8 

116:12-13, 18-19 

118:24 

119:105 

£2271, 7-9 

P3290 

145:13-16 

148:9-13 

PROVERBS 

3:9-10 

ISAIAH 

6:3 

25 
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MaDe LEtiee CJINCTEONY Maes sos 6 ony ews eae 180 

(St. Simon and St. Jude, Offertory) ........ 180 

Alleluia. All the ends of the earth have seen the 

saving power of God... 

CO RII te VY CLSC) 0. toc da cs Gara sland sme 124 
Alleluia. Bless the Lord, O you his angels... 

(St. Michael and All Angels, Verse) ........ 179 

The earth is filled with the fruit of your work... 
(12> Pentecost, “OUeTtOTY): 2. i. ee as 164 

Who is like the Lord our God... 

CAnnincianion, OUCTIOLTY) oo ioe cee ess ris 
(Mary, Mother of our Lord, Offertory)..... 178 

What shall I render to the Lord... 

Vint REE Sal TIT AY lea gh gi ee 132 

Alleluia. This is the day which the Lord 

has made... (Easter Day, Verse; preceded 

DU OIE O 2) acura cain hs «640 xe ene + 6 dee 153 
Alleluia. Your word is a lamp to my feet... 

(2 eriIECOSL . VETSE) ings. cab vse os noe so oteguil 159 
I was glad when they said tome... 

(Dedication and Anniversary, Offertory) ....185 
Alleluia. Let your priests be clothed 

with righteousness . . . (4 Pentecost, Verse). .160 

The Lord is faithful in all his words... 
LF ERERIELOSL  OUCTOLY) nell: «.. sas os weds 161 

Mountains and all hills, fruit trees and 

all cedars! .. . (Harvest, Offertory)......... 186 

(National Holiday, Offertory) ............. 187 

(Day of Thanksgiving, Offertory) .......... 187 

Honor the Lord with your wealth... 

(11 Pentecost, Offertory)...........0.+ee0: 163 

Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts . . . 

(Holy Trinity, Verse)... +. seee cece eeeneee 159 

The people who walked in darkness have seen a 

great light .. . (Christmas, Offertory 1) ..... 123 
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12:4-6 

25:9 

49:3 

52:77 

Spel 

60:1, 6 

JEREMIAH 

15:16 

50:4-5 

LAMENTATIONS 

B22 

3:22-24 

EZEKIEL 

18:30-32 

34:11 ff. 

37:26-27 

DANIEL 

7:13-14 

Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. Give thanks to the 

Lord, call upon his name... 

(5: Baster, OUCttory yy ope te ns occ sey o ss oh ae 156 

Alleluia. We have waited for the Lord... 

(21. Penlecosth, VEtse ee carb se cee ne tee 167 

Alleluia. The Lord said to me: You are 

my, servant... (Epiphany 2, Verse) .......-. 125 

Alleluia. How beautiful upon the mountains... 

(SE, Bariialoiney. Verse) i055 5 weve ee ace 178 

CST LAI V CXSE Vo aeb ot Gee oF os oe ols oe 180 

Alleluia. My word shall accomplish that which 

purpose ono renteeast, Verse) on 262 45 2: 162 
Arise, shine; for your light has come... 

(Epiphany, Offertory; followed by 

MEARS 4 Wicks oe, Laws Wat 7 paar nine Wu $ 3 124 

Alleluia. Your words became a joy tome... 

(1S -PERIECOSLAINICISC} res Ook a ccd caw eee nee 165 

In those days, and in that time... 

GulenimOucrtorer ee estas a canes ce ote 133 

Alleluia. The steadfast love of the Lord 

never ceases .. . (Epiphany 8, Verse) ....... 128 

The steadfast love of the Lord never 

CeAses ene rentecost, Ollertory)....0'. 2 oe 159 

Repent and turn from all your sins... 

(is Leribe OMChCOny peat con eto fone sh ae 132 
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. The Lord God says, 

I myself will search for my sheep... 

(F PaSter, Onlertany aca cen tt ont loos 155 
The Lord says, I will make a covenant of 

peace’ ™. .G advent, Olfertory) .5 22.0.2 Se 122 

Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. I saw one come with 

the clouds of heaven... 

(A SCEPISIOT g COU CIRONY iors ots tsn eb esses oe 156 



HOSEA 

6:1-2 

JOEL 

Des 

ZEPHANIAH 

3:14, 17 

MATTHEW 

1:23 

22 

4:23 

5:3, 5-6 

39 

5:10 

6:31 ff. 

Tat. 

11:10 

11:28-30 

24:42 

28:20 
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Come, let us return to the Lord... 

Reem PMOLICILOTY) OA Peters 6 nce ake cba 133 

Return to the Lord, your God... 

VASP AV CONESAAY, VETSE) tier oi soe ied eaws 129 

Sing aloud, O daughter of Zion... 

(FTAG Ven wOTGHOLV) es oe ses cs cos weet vans 122 

Alleluia. A virgin shall conceive... 

CAM VENE NV CESe) tee actin ses 6 ah wea 122 

Alleluia. We have seen his star in the East... . 

Re PRILOTEY ae LSC) er yeaa te 4 ag. ee avingens es: § 124 

Alleluia. Jesus went all about Galilee... 

RE DTIO I DAN OSC) eMac n. see ws aye ne nse 9.4 4 126 

Blessed are the poor in spirit... 

CEU GYD, MOLLCL UOT Vege te nue. « a ccnsn ¢ nc3, furs egiis 126 

Alleluia. Blessed are the peacemakers... 

UA] PEACE, NEISO) a woh wisiete yas 6 oe 8S ounwes 187 
Alleluia. Blessed are those who are persecuted 

for righteousness’ sake... 

BS LCDI Cl nV CESC) erie scauy © ¥ Re ogee aa ga 171 

CHGIV JNMOCEMES, VETSC) ciccs sci e om 0 anege tine ons 172 

(Nativity of St. John the Baptist, Verse) ....176 

(Si James the Elder. Verse) o 4... 2645. suiene 178 

Do not be anxious, saying, “What shall 

we eat?” .. . (1/4 Pentecost, Offertory) ...... 165 

Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. Ask, and it will be 

given you... (7 Easter, Offertory)......... 157 

Alleluia. Behold, I send my messenger before 

WOUU Taco = ac, (J.AOVENL. VEISC) 65 ier nee 122 
Come to me, all who labor and are heavy 

laden... ..(/-rentecost, Offertory).........- 161 

Alleluia. Watch, therefore, for you do not 

know. .. 20 Pentecost, Verse) ..1..ce0sas- 169 

Alleluia. I am with you always... 
(Ascension, Verse; preceded by Rom. 6:9)...156 
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MARK 

STO 

10:45 

12:29-31 

LUKE 

1:28, 35 

1:48-49 

21 

2:30 

3:4, 6 

4:18 

8:15 

13:29; 14:15 

21:36 

24:27 

24:32 

24:34-35 

JOHN 

1:1, 14 

Alleluia. You are my beloved Son... 
(Epiphany? VOIse ind thee ev wee cena wie tes os 

The Son of Man came not to be served, but 

te serves Gin Lenk, Verse) aan aces rao ss 

Jesus said, “The first commandment is”... 

(3 Pentecost;, OTIC OLY). 3 64. Souen wean ate 

Alleluia. Hail, O favored one. . 

(ARHUNGIAIONAVETSONY)?. Fics eekee tase’ 

(Mary, Mother of our Lord, Verse 1)....... 
Alleluia. Behold, henceforth all generations... 

(Anninicationy; Vee 2) oo. . scence sess ane 4 

(Mary, Mother of our Lord, Verse 2)....... 
Alleluia. To you is born this day a Savior... 

(Christinos. Verse tie wacuis ns cee< ene sae 

Alleluia. My eyes have seen your salvation... 
(Presentation of our Lord, Verse) .......... 

(VISILALIOI. | ViGISE Wickham tardies» eas «ord 28 5 5-8 

Alleluia. Prepare the way for the Lord... 

CPA QUEItL, IN CIRC i Cac tiats cas, = Sie oe ee eK SS 

Alleluia. The Spirit of the Lord is upon me... 
(EDIE ROMY at VELSO lion caus ex oe rave ak x a as 

Alleluia. Happy are they who hear the word... 

(7 POnIEC OST gNEVSE) na Ravn ile See as hx Pee ee 
And many will come from east and west... 

(2 AQVenE - QUCTLOLY) 5 cies ssn vb a ec ew es os 
Alleluia. Watch at all times... 

Cs PTICCOS  VCESEN ealon cos oak mea Oe xe 4 8 
Alleluia. Jesus interpreted to them in all the 

Scriptures . . . (Easter Evening, Verse; 

Preceded DVeI Oe. Colm ae ok sly ex upon 

Alleluia. Our hearts burn within us... 

@ Easter, Verse; preceded by Rom. 6:9) .... 

Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. The disciples said, 
The Lord has risen indeed... 
(Easier Events, @UNTCLLOLY | ir teaan ae enis Guiles 

In the beginning was the Word .. . 
(Christmas 1, Offertory) ee ee eee eee eee eee ee 



2:11, 10 

3:14-15 

3:16 

6:50-51 

6:68 

8:12 

8:31-32 

10:14 

b223 

12:24, 26 

12:26 

14:6 

14:12-14 

14:18 

14:23 

15:1, 4-5 

WA? 

20:29 
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Jesus manifested his glory... 
epaprany 2, Ollertory) 66s. eo see ea 125 

As Moses lifted up the serpent .. . 

ee ee ANCESO) ete ce oss Whe ake vs oo 133 

God so loved the world .. . (4 Lent, Verse) ...133 

This is the bread which comes down from 

heaven... (/5 Pentecost, Offertory) ....... 165 
Alleluia. Lord, to whom shall we go?.. . 

(EAC GO VETSE) onl ss cos cas ws o's ex a's 127 

CLOPPENnTEC OSTEO VEISE!. fees o's sos ois ues oes 163 

Alleluia. (Jesus said:) I am the Light of the 

WOH . cAEDIDNGNY 3, oV CTSE) os). ss ss a a es 126 

Alleluia. If you continue in my word... 

Ureyormiation Ddy= Nese) 0.0 oic cen sacs sas 181 

Alleluia. I am the Good Shepherd .. . 

(4 Easter, Verse; preceded by Rom 6:9)..... 155 
The hour has come for the Son of Man to be 

glorified . . . (Passion Sunday, Verse) ...... 134 

Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a grain 

of wheat . . . (Passion Sunday, Offertory) ...134 

Alleluia. If any serve me... 

COL IVIGIEIIAS, NV ELSE) icrsrate'g sce o's" a vole alain eve te 174 

(St lary Masdalene,. Verse) ....65 000s ce ees 177 

(National, Holiday; Verse)... oe ce een es 187 

Alleluia. I am the way, the truth, and the life... 

(5 Easter, Verse; preceded by Rom. 6:9) ....156 

Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. Truly, truly, I say to 

you, those who believe in me... 
CRE ASIEPMOUCILOTY ) in. «20s dm oes > + 156 

Alleluia. I will not leave you desolate. . . 
(7 Easter, Verse; preceded by Rom. 6:9) ....157 

Alleluia. All who love me will keep my word... 

(6 Easter, Verse; preceded by Rom. 6:9) ....156 

CLIP CIE COSTIEV.CISE) sro, 5) o's. 0 x vies Go Wee's + aD 163 

I am the true vine... 
(6 Pentecost, Oltertory).....60issce-essas 166 

Alleluia. Your Word, O Lord, is truth... 

(Epiphany 7, Verse) .....-.evece ede v ences iz? 
Alleluia. Blessed are those who have not seen... 

(2 Easter, Verse; preceded by Rom. 6:9) ....154 
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ACTS 

1:8 

2:32 

2:42, 46 

ROMANS 

5:19 

6:9 

12:1 

12:11-13 
14:6-8 

15:4 

1 CORINTHIANS 

1:18 

Alleluia. You shall be my witnesses... 

(SE ANGTEW. ON EISC) gets iced oo as Olgas aa 171 

(Si. LOWES, VISE) < pesca @ burcg cee tues 24 171 

(CONJESSION Of SL Feler,~ \ CTSE) s.cu sae os ne 2 N73 

(St. Philip Gnd St, James, VY CtS€)'s owe «aac « Ws 

(SE: MIGTINGW oN CISC )ias crn s «a ceieeinet £2 ss 179 

(Si. Sumon and St. Jude, Verse) $5225.43 180 

Alleluia. This Jesus God raised up... 
(Conversion Oy St. Paul, VCtse) . 25.2 «56 2 <2 NS) 

SOIR, ONSEN era ats oe <a og wet me anes 175 

(Si- BAYHQUGS, VCESC) , 0 vn5 45 aps nn se nie an ele 176 

(Si. Perer ana St. Paul. VES). << xsacn<' 177 

And they devoted themselves to the apostles’ 

teaching .. . G Pentecost, Offertory) ....... 160 

By one man’s disobedience .. . (J Lent, Verse) 132 

Alleluia. Christ being raised from the dead... 

(BGSICTED Gre NICISC) ee Meanrare tees seas oreo 153 

(EOSIEF EVCWMHG, VeEtSe) oa ua ess ade eels agee 154 

(COR GSTCI ony CESC fete cece te Oona case voce Rene eat 154 

(SF OSTES RN CPSC Nee cura oe ole 921% sed onan era ea 154 

(EEOSCT AVCTSC Kc nt cats cies ou peek Catak Ge 155 

(PE OSTERT ViGlSC a ae ania ae eh sin cairn tor aie 156 

(OE OSTEP oe MCUSE Vtg nie cc op ovate Re civ ater mete ark 156 
(ASCENSION, AV CISC) srarctan we «cae 0 & ote «at 156 

(Ess ClnaN CESGIE wit re cae ams Goi mica a eae tee tn 137 

I appeal to you, therefore, by the mercies 

of God... (Epiphany 7, Offertory) ........ 127 

(Reformation Day, Offertory) ............. 181 

Never flag in zeal . . . (16 Pentecost, Offertory) 165 

Those who observe the day... 

(7 PEnrecont, OUrertor yy. «case nt are ee iok 166 
Alleluia. Whatever was written in former 

GAYS 2 ca 1/1 erleCOst aN CIS)... a ce ee eee 166 

Alleluia. For the word of the cross is the power 
of God... (St. John, Verse) 



5:7-8 

10:16-17 

11:26 

2 CORINTHIANS 

5:19 

9:8 

GALATIANS 

2220 

4:4 

4:6 

6:14 

EPHESIANS 

1:17ff. 

4:11-13 

5:15, 18-20 

PHILIPPIANS 

27 

2:7-11 
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Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. Cleanse out the 

old yeast .. . (Easter Day, Offertory)....... 153 
The cup of blessing which we bless. . . 

(ze BPENtECOSIMONCHOLY)). 6c. ad iw een ac ess 168 

As often as you eat this bread... 

(Mauna INUTSAGV AV ELSE) 6 os oo ec oe eee 137 

Alleluia. God was in Christ reconciling the 

world to himself .. . 3 Pentecost, Verse) ...160 

Alleluia. God is able to provide you with every 

blessing in abundance . . . (Harvest, Verse). .186 

(Day: of Thanksgiving, Verse) 2.066.056.5505 187 

I have been crucified with Christ... 

(Monday in Holy Week, Offertory) ........ 136 

(Tuesday in Holy Week, Offertory) ........ 136 

(Wednesday in Holy Week, Offertory)...... 136 

Alleluia. When the time had fully come, God 

sent forth his Son. . . (Christmas, 

MeTGee sa. ahaa ete Bie Se scien ea ag 123 

Alleluia. Because we are his children... 

CsPERLECOS . NETSC) practise ant, Ch ieriaews «+s 161 

Far be it from me to glory... 

(Monday. incHoly Week, Verse)... ....2003 136 

(Tuesday in Holy Week, Verse)............ 136 

(Wednesday in Holy Week, Verse) ......... 136 

TON Crosh POY AVETSE) EO crea eva net s 179 

Alleluia. May the Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ enlighten . . . 6 Pentecost, Verse)....161 

And his gifts were that some should be 

apostles .. . (St. John, Offertory).......... LZ 

Look carefully, then, how you walk... 

(Pentecost Vigil, Offertory) ..........++++. 158 

(Pentecost, Offertory) ......-..eseeeeeeeee 158 

Alleluia. Let your manner of life be worthy . . . 

(18 Pentecost, VETS€) 0.1... eeeeee eee eeees 166 

Our Lord Jesus emptied himself. . . 

(Holy Cross Day, Offertory) ...........++. 179 
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2:8 

2:10 

4:4 

COLOSSIANS 

1:15-20 

3:14 

2 THESSALONIANS 

3:1 ff. 

2 TIMOTHY 

1:10 

2:8-13 

4:6-8 

4:18 

HEBREWS 

2212 

4:12 

11:1 

JAMES 

1:18 

| PETER 

2:1-3 

Jesus humbled himself... (2 Lent, Verse) ....132 

Alleluia. At the name of Jesus... 

(OsPentecost Verse) we fa hs or eS Se 167 

(NatHASOL TESUEIINEISC LIE Ske oo Lhe es oe P73 

Alleluia. Rejoice in the Lord always... 

(EG WPEATOCOSTAV EXSEVRUEE ot oc oe fo dak. helo 165 

Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. He is the image of 

the invisible God... G Easter, Offertory) ..155 
Alleluia. Let the peace of Christ rule in 

your hearts .. . (Garispmas i, Verse). ..... <. 124 

Alleluia. Let the word of the Lord speed 
you.on was Pentecast, Verse) 2 Su. .6 ie. 169 

Alleluia. Our Savior Jesus Christ has abolished 

Geatir me 4 (Peniecost oN CrsC) wa. sa. ao 165 

Remember Jesus Christ, risen from the dead... 

G> LenPAOnentorupetr st. ack ied doe ce rae 134 

I am already on the point of being sacrificed .. . 

(6-Pentecost (ONTETtOTy) < «oa. een aes baa 170 
Alleluia. The Lord will rescue me from every 

CVil ste Jer CALCCONI. “VETSE). ss wa ste Gl eo us 168 

Alleluia. I will proclaim your name to my 

people a. CO Pentecost, Verse) 2 2ivuccscn 167 
Alleluia. The Word of God is living and active... 

US PeneGoSeNEISe iG os. ook ca ek ke eee a 164 
Alleluia. Faith is the assurance of things hoped 

LOY ot (Joo PPR TeCOst! | VEISEF YL. wor ges Se 164 

Alleluia. Of God’s own will he brought us 

forth v in(22! Pentecost, Verse) ooo. . caw es cs 168 

Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia. Put away all malice 
and all guile. . . (2 Easter, Offertory) 



2:9-10 

1 JoHN 

1:5-7 

2:1-2; 3:1 

3:2-3 

REVELATION 

3:20-21 

5:11-12 

5:12-14 

ie, 

11:17, 14:7 

15:3-4 

19:6-7, 9 

19:7-8 

22°13 

22:20 

OTHER 
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You are a chosen race... 

(4 Pentecost, Offertory) 

God is light, and in him is no darkness at all. . . 
CGrmstinas-2« OREN OIY) Tastee ke Hoan own be 124 

If any one does sin, we have an advocate with 

the Father... (2/ Pentecost, Offertory) ....167 
Beloved, we are God’s children now... 

Cransfiguration, Otfertory) ..2..0.0000. 2 128 

(Crpsvihe King, Offertoryy yore SS 170 

Behold, I stand at the door and knock... 

(2) Pentecost, -Olfertory) 67o i602 2 AS 167 

Then I looked, and I heard around the throne... 

(St. Michael and All Angels, Offertory)..... 180 

Worthy is the Lamb who was slain... 

(23 Peniecoss,” Oliertory) . Aer es eS 168 

Alleluia. They are before the throne of God... 

CAL) HS CUi Sued DAYS. 0 V CTSC) es cn sighs Sacuesins, Gis enn 3 181 

We give thanks, Lord God Almighty, who is 

and who was... (27 Pentecost, Offertory) ..170 

Great and wonderful are your deeds... . 

(Holpatriniiy. OUCIVOTY) s.r) ce hae eee. 159 

Alleluia! The Lord our God the Almighty 

reigns ... (24 Pentecost, Offertory) ........ 169 

ig P eritenost, Oervory) ses... e os eee eee 169 

Let us rejoice and exult and give him the glory... 

(All Sais Day, “OTlertOry)- tec. ¢ cbrras orton 181 

Alleluia. I am the Alpha and the Omega... 

(Cirish the King, Verse) oo. hex see ads oes 170 

Alleluia. The Lord says, “Surely I am coming 

soon’. 7. (24 Pentecost, Verse). yi... ea 169 

Alleluia. By water and the spirit we share 

Christ’s death . . . (Holy Baptism, Verse) ...189 

Alleluia. Come, Holy Spirit .. . 
Keniecont Vigh, Verse) PI fee ens 5 een: 158 

EPZHTECOSt SV CTSE) 5 ed ciaeebo dap eat steae ye ates 158 
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APPENDIX V: VERSES AND OFFERTORIES (arranged by first line) 

Note: Many of the texts begin with one or more alleluias that are omitted 

in the alphabetization. 
Ministers 

Edition 

Page 

A virgin shall conceive ... Matt. 1:23 (¢ Advent, Verse) .......... 122 

All the ends of the earth have seen the saving power of God... 

Ps. 98:3. (Christmas.2,) Vemse Ws jae8 (yee ite tie as oie folare ste alae es 124 

All who love me will keep my word .. . John 14:23 ( Easter, Verse; 

preceded DYROM 629), ob wrt tre Serpent Mate agucde « a ste, 2s ee 156 

(iT -Pentécost, Verse) Sifts s er ele S88 ee SORE R Re. ee 163 

And his gifts were that some should be apostles . . . Eph. 4:11-13 

(SiON -OUCITOLY |. oa scree nae toe oe ee waa ahr ire eee 172 

And many will come from east and west... Luke 13:29; 14:15 

(2 Advent, OUEOR Age. atytiats aa sei a ck AE Plea oo oe 122 

And they devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching... . 

Acts’ 2:42, 46(GePrentecosi, Olfertory) ora ee aco ee eee oa 160 

Arise, shine; for your light has come . . . Isa. 60:1, 6 (Epiphany, 

Offertory; Tollowed DysMatle 27 ja tee te Att: 5s os <5 pe vee alee 124 

As Moses lifted up the serpent .. . John 3:14-15 @ Lent, Verse) ...133 

As often as you eat this bread... 1 Cor. 11:26 (Maundy Thursday, 

VELSE), . ete arith Gaga Sete ee ee ee Pe So we ee 137 

Ascribe to the Lord, O families of the peoples... 

1 Chron. 16:28-29, 34 (13 Pentecost, Offertory) ................ 164 

Ascribe to the Lord the glory due his name... 

Ps, 29:2-4 (Epiphany J, Oflertory hen «. oases ws os ea ew eck 125 

Ask, and it will be given you... Matt. 7:7ff. (7 Easter, Offertory) .157 

At the name of Jesus .. . Phil. 2:10 (19 Pentecost, Verse) ......... 167 

Vale’ Of’ J eslis,” VECSe)t ene. Aca emettce Cee eee Sea Sees 173 

Because we are his children . . . Gal. 4:6 (5 Pentecost, Verse) ...... 161 

Behold, God is my helper . . . Ps. 54:4, 6-7 (Epiphany 6, Offertory) 127 
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Behold, henceforth all generations . . . Luke 1:48-49 
NEL DIES TET ISIE) I SE oe a Ve b>) 
Diet a Olner er OUT Ord, VEISE 2) «hcas come occa ve nc cect ce 178 

Behold, I send my messenger before your face... Matt. 11:10 

EU NETS TER MIT SS opis 5 Ae Se ra ae 122 

Behold, I stand at the door and knock .. . Rev. 3:20-21 

WIPE Ut ROPE C OI eld Gute t suigt cite Oe 5 2 6 skys cle haus bbs Pv 167 

Beloved, we are God’s children now... 1 John 3:2-3 

OE otras BOC EI RTCOLY) es es Selle iis sg cdga osc a nase 05g aes 128 
NeLyEISE UCR te eC ELCENOUGT Caress tn cals wo tes bb cates 6 .3.¢a cin ae 170 

Bless the Lord, O you his angels . . . Ps. 103:20 (St. Michael and 

LOPES Was G2 Rie oi) CES. are Se haps ot ee atta, ack a ae 179 

Blessed are the peacemakers... Matt. 5:9 (Day of Peace, Verse) ..187 

Blessed are the poor in spirit .. . Matt. 5:3, 5-6 (Epiphany 5, 

Be RA VN eee che eh ia Ko Ges: 3 Riss sans ait ak ahs 126 

Blessed are those who are persecuted for righteousness’ sake... . 

Rigit.9-10) (Si. Scene, Vicrse) \, <o Tested . heme CTS. Bh Se 171 

WGI Y INOCERTS. NOCXSE) Co.cc CERO eee Bs FLOR A ARIS $72 

CVanivity’ Of Si Jon ine. Baptist, Verse) gore... Fas EE 176 

USE REMAITICOS LIVE MNGCT NEUSE) ores ina) ag fe 'als ta la -alis”s ale a he ndleu''g 0 Wily ee es 178 

Blessed are those who have not seen... . John 20:29 (2 Easter, 

Meise reece Uy Oil 5009) Gc ce pleas spe iss 646s 2 he ore oa alanis ee 154 

By one man’s disobedience ... Rom. 5:19 (/ Lent, Verse)......... N32 

By water and the spirit we share Christ’s death... 
FT Ol RAPES IR LY ETSE) yaa o. boo oan Bw som AOS o GALES Gino tse whe ale 189 

Christ being raised from the dead . . Rom. 6:9 (Easter Day, Verse) .153 

(Easter Evening, VEtS€) .... 2. cece s scree cece ree cnceacccences 154 

SE INICT A VGNSC ee oan sa cc sented srs rg ba hes ee cease eae neous 154 

Ger OSier, | VEISC) area hates nod oie he R GL» + + 2 LURE BOS Dh GS « 154 

MISTS PAS) Pele Oe OO ro Cea ar 155 

rice VCLSOV ae cutee Niajens 4 tants hems eres yee se oes at 156 

OREGNICP AN CISC) chad ae ie bins cee hs cess cece snsseteeei snes es 156 

(Ascension, VETSE) .......ceeccc cece een e eee seen eens ennnaees 156 

We EGSIEL, AV CISC) ofa ie 6 5, eo yersrweitit ean nncn ne asec Se R es 157 
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Cleanse out the old yeast... | Cor. 5:7-8 (Easter Day, Offertory) .153 

Come, Holy Spirit °° « (Pentecost, Vigil NV Ctse). tie hnte a nama wee oa 158 
LRCRIECOSI, « VETSE) ccs dosage Wats oh doen pees © aul sa eta tee nite 158 

Come, let us return to the Lord... . Hos. 6:1-2 (4 Lent, Offertory) .133 

Come to me, all who labor and are heavy laden... . Matt 11:28-30 

(7 Pentecost, Offertaryynr ....c: REA DO Ios. Gee te ARN oe 161 

Create in me a clean heart, O God... Ps. 51:10-12 

(Ash Wednesdays Offertaty) foc) ae Pees A. SIS Det 129 

Do not be anxious, saying, “What shall we eat?” ... Matt. 6:31 ff. 

(PF Penieeosih Oiertory yan coe vtale t ccte es Bee ks Pte ea ate ele 165 

Even the sparrow finds a home... Ps. 84:3-4 (/0 Pentecost, 

RDELC TL ORS) cctivsn som ove ccxlorinen ts acute cahitialet haat Sreaetien ee aes om oA ete eet ty ae 163 

Faith is the assurance of things hoped for... Heb. 11:1 

(i2 PenteCosGuNerse) Pb. OEE. «os HUGE. SON. Me. Ta eee 164 

Far be it from me to glory . . . Gal. 6:14 (Monday in Holy 

Week, Verse), IN s Ps RAO RE 8 ATG. OAL SU RA 136 

(Tuésdayin iHaly Week Verse) eee. . Pa 50) 86 ae 136 

(Wednesday ini Holy Week, Netse)i 2. ss 2c QOS. BNR 136 
(Holy Cross. Days, Verse) . Aatany 0c Aes. AE. BOP yah Ne CVI 179 

For the word of the cross is the power of God ... | Cor. 1:18 

(Si. JonMmNErsey HET GSE... « ae Ae Ry. SROE DIe eee 172 

Give thanks to the Lord, call upon his name... Isa. 12:4-6 

G6. Laster, ‘Offertory and. hb Cle, Jee, « . rok CRORE FFU eRe 156 

God is able to provide you with every blessing in abundance . . . 

2 Core 9:8 (Harvest, Verse \e..<0 ade aetna cen aee ks « eRe Lee 186 

(Day of Thanksgiving, Verst)is onsen ask ova ska eee eee 187 

God is light, and in him is no darkness at all... 1 John 1:5-7 
KCnristmas 2, OUGTtOry) oa vn< aaah eae 5 oe eee eee 124 

God so loved the world .. . John 3:16 (4 Lent, Verse) ............ 133 

God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself . . . 2 Cor. 5:19 

iS Pentecost, Vetst))..4 <1 ust eae eeta wees Ce eee ae 160 

Great and wonderful are your deeds . . . Rev. 15:3-4 (Holy Trinity, 

Offertory)\ 6.565.) Wee SE coed h oe SOR ROe an ane one eee. 159 
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Hail, O favored one... Luke 1:28, 35 (Annunciation, Verse Dera 74 
(Mary, Mother of our Lord, Versel)sa ooniee }. wm, Ye mekles, 178 

Happy are they who hear the word . . . Luke 8:15 (7 Pentecost, 
eee eI ons PSs hts haces ga wii dany’ cane > ernie ot PER 161 

He is the image of the invisible God . . . Col. 1:15-20 3 Easter, 
EME ROEM Aan cette a tlesonceiect icp secioera lcd maracatprgriniew ch GENT TICE, , OLIN, 1S 

Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts . . . Isa. 6:3 (Holy Trinity, 
Ee ne = Se le ee ee RAMEE ear at 12 159 

Honor the Lord with your wealth . . . Prov. 3:9-10 (J/ Pentecost, 
RTE | ios, Ming Brad stance aki Geeciny) st eH AA TE AS, 163 

How beautiful upon the mountains. . . Isa. 52:7 
Be ee OWEN = NCS Mice ogy ce dcgiys oc bande wed ac oa.ct cae 178 
I SN ert anc Are cee sei AW ae 6 Ke vay Ook ees 180 

I am already on the point of being sacrificed .. . 2 Tim. 4:6-8 
EHEC OS WA ICLLOUY Vir. 5 ecient tes kee wa. oa Bac Psi was 0 aes 170 

I am the Alpha and the Omega . . . Rev. 22:13 (Christ the King, 

YRS te a rea Pe ete ats So le oe eee Oe ee oe ae 170 

I am the Good Shepherd .. . John 10:14 @ Easter, Verse 

eee et Pans VA Se Bis | ARTs a hg dd La rae A daria Buns 155 

I am the Light of the world .. . John 8:12 (Epiphany 5, Verse) ....126 

I am the true vine... John 15:1, 4-5 (/8 Pentecost, Offertory) ....166 

I am the way, the truth, and the life... John 14:6 (5 Easter, Verse; 

Diececed i Omi 9 ao. oc s > toed. Aerotek. wee ALI 156 

I am with you always... Matt. 28:20 (Ascension, Verse; preceded 

UN Iie Go) ame Sinton als. 5.» 2S AR. Ba 156 

I appeal to you, therefore, by the mercies of God .. . Rom. 12:1 

CED POIOEIOLY mean Peo oe ests at cen oa eReccdle ee pee ees aes 127 
(Reformation ay; (CHOY) si 8 ee ae ee eee seen 181 

I have been crucified with Christ . . . Gal. 2:20 
(Mondayiin Holy;Week, Offertory)) ois 08. eGR PEO 136 

Pesan OLIV CCR, (OUMCTLOLY) po ie eos sae or5 ste as os eae ooo es 136 

(Wednesday in Holy Week, Offertory) ........cceeseeeeeeeeeee 136 
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I have chosen and consecrated this house . . . 2 Chron. 7:16 

(Dedication and Anniversary, Verse) Jac8., tomes Seo. «oe 185 

I have trusted in your steadfast love ... Ps. 13:5-6 (Epiphany 8, 

Offertory) 5s is WPA cd AR roca xing elec Aas aoe Cee 128 

I saw one come with the clouds of heaven. .. Dan 7:13-14 

(Ascension: OUEKtOIY) i yipsisiieaca-dad toyed cokolsl onneboyaya eh otal a eee 156 

I sought the Lord, and he answered me... Ps. 34:4-6 (Epiphany 3, 

COPPELL ORY ia ees ee ata heie aedebais beds b Vosad iepetedieabe rode Usseclor A 126 

I trust in the Lord. I will rejoice and be glad... . Ps. 31:6-7, 16, 20 

(Si aS fepenent; SOTICTUOLY hxc A) niscasax bane aencsessten ee n> ould ee 172 

(Holy: Innocents. Ollettory) <5. .wens seen rg ane cinta ea ae 172 
(Nativity of Sic JoRN the Bapiisi, ‘OUertOry) «.s . te we ere te ees 176 
(Si James the Eider. O{ertOry Vines 24 w+ sidan ad's xan erections are ae 178 

I was glad when they said to me... Ps. 122:1, 7-9 (Dedication and 

ZAIN EV SONY  RLTCPLOLY |e fe oe ae are te es ere rc con eae eee eee 185 

I wash my hands in innocence . . Ps. 26:6-8 (9 Pentecost, Offertory) .162 

I will not leave you desolate .. . John 14:18 (7 Easter, Verse; 

preceded: by *ROmrt6:9) Boo... 9 Nee. as ce ns tein ep ohare women ee 157 

I will proclaim your name to my people... Heb. 2:12 

CO PENTECOSE, VISE ee CaO oe eo OR wove Uae ences 167 

If any one does sin, we have an advocate with the Father... 

Pb Johniy2:1=2;3:1 @l-Pentecosi7Otertory)".s «2%. See Pe ae 167 

If any serve me... John 12:26 (St. Matthias, Verse) ............. 174 

(SieMary Magdalene Vetsey> 21s -. Sain neo Cae ae eee 177 
(Noltonal Holitay& V Cx60) ster, cienhies neds trgien @ vip BA ae ere ee ee 187 

If you continue in my word .. . John 8:31-32 (Reformation Day, 

Werseyest: AVE LEO Bee en eee Bate cre ae POI as = 181 

In the beginning was the Word .. . John 1:1, 14 (Christmas 1, 

Oftertory), 1:00 Wed Ps x oy we: pee ee OE eee ae 124 

In those days, and in that time. . . Jer. 50:4-5 G Lent, Offertory) . .133 

Jesus humbled himself . . . Phil. 2:8 (2 Lent, Verse) .............. 132 

Jesus interpreted to them in all the Scriptures . . . Luke 24:27 
(Easter Evening, Verse, preceded by Rom. 6:9) ................ 154 
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Jesus manifested his glory . . John 2:11, 10 (Epiphany 2, Offertory) .125 

Jesus said, “The first commandment is”... Mark 12:29-31 
(8 Pentecost, Offertory) 

Jesus went all about Galilee .. . Matt. 4:23 (Epiphany 3, Verse) ...126 

Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts . . . Col 3:14 
ROME SEMAN CECE EE echoes vy Sais oo sick 3.5 Agden AON adic costihh 124 

Let the word of the Lord speed you on. .. 2 Thess. 3:1ff. 
he RUNES CLOONEY tc nates Ton Oe oa opakn seta oles « ccs cae 169 

Let us rejoice and exult and give him the glory .. . Rev. 19:7-8 

(Al Sainisebay. Olfettory) 1:06 wee Ano ike Oe So, OAS. 181 

Let your face shine on your servant .. . Ps. 31:16, 19 (Epiphany 4, 

SET OEY) Ae oe eet. Bete, 4. Weick Bareroiiamonst 1 Bs 26% 126 

Let your manner of life be worthy .. . Phil. 1:27 (/8 Pentecost, 

NV CLSE ime e Se PU ol ek Pai R ee oO a We Ue hh le Bs 166 

Let your priests be clothed with righteousness . . . Ps. 132:9 

ARIES SELES MY iS? Pade, One PSRs Gee Sa ee a ee, 160 

Look carefully, then, how you walk .. . Eph. 5:15, 18-20 

PCL CCO stay 100) MRILICEROEV) «cise he Qh coi crete ans Ws guava soighs vole a ale econ 158 

RE gTer a rim Use CLOES Vari he Bective ai Gk ses oe SS A 8 ae tee 8 158 

Lord, to whom shall we go?. . . John 6:68 (Epiphany 6, Verse) ....127 

PRE REP OES OE on ee a ee EC ee a 163 

May the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ enlighten ... Eph. 1:17ff. 

OE ISE CTE IG CS Oe A Oe ee ae OA rar eet 161 

Mountains and all hills, fruit trees and all cedars! ... Ps. 148:9-13 

OES aT TNS 9 ST ae ana 186 
UNGHONOl TI OdaeP OITCLLOTY) =F i i oie eek sc eee oceans es 187 

(OGVVOR TOMS SIVITIO OTLETLOLY) aes os «2m ouced «hog bheuweays ena siene 5940 ys 187 

My eyes have seen your salvation . . . Luke 2:30 (Presentation of 

RUT MORE SLE NCHS SS eS Se eee eRe ey Ter TS 174 

CEE VEE 8 BNE TN ON On ah CR OO ES a 176 

My word shall accomplish that which I purpose .. . Isa. 55:11 

SORT IILCOO NE SV EESC) Gate iors. 6 0. 0 6.9 as 99 a9 6 alriige ails 5 Ope ahh 2.0 162 
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Never flag in zeal... Rom. 12:11-13 (/6 Pentecost, Offertory)..... 165 

Of God’s own will he brought us forth .. . James 1:18 

(22> Pentecost, NeYS€)o.% ia) aeiks «= <i} « A eee = 168 

Offer to God a sacrifice of thanksgiving .. . Ps. 50:14, 23 

(Nanie- of Jésus, OM ertoty) &. at tenets) oe Enea 8 a ee oe ae 173 

(Presenjation"oy our ‘Lord, "OUEMOry) 7. ss 44.04 cee ee a 174 

(Visitation: Ollentatyy te arar e e eere 176 

Oh, taste and see that the Lord is good! . . . Ps. 34:8-10 

(20 Pentecost, OMee Ory cic cera taceeta a <n. 6 hn Oeekews aie = Bun Gol «le 167 

Our hearts burn within us... Luke 24:32 3 Easter, Verse; 

Preceded. DV. aie ee ara) te geen yi a co ate ae 154 

Our Lord Jesus emptied himself... Phil. 2:7-11 (Holy Cross Day, 

Olfertory acid aaa Fase  .. - Selene AA eae aes wind 179 

Our Savior Jesus Christ has abolished death .. . 2 Tim. 1:10 

(hy Pent eGosts MEVSC) v« tirag nein s dean eiee ed asian ate 165 

Prepare the way for the Lord .. . Luke 3:4, 6 (2 Advent, Verse) ...122 

Put away all malice and all guile... 1 Peter 2:1-3 (2 Easter, 

COLLETEOIV oc ere epee eee Oke hes bares OR ee tee 154 

Rejoice in the Lord always .. . Phil. 4:4 (16 Pentecost, Verse) ..... 165 

Remember Jesus Christ, risen from the dead .. . 2 Tim. 2:8-13 

GOilent, Offertory raining Jat earea atte) ie 2 ea, GY 134 

Repent and turn from all your sins . . . Ezek. 18:30-32 (1 Lent, 

Offertory)i vac. Tei Dae ee woes Sas. 2 ee eR: 132 

Return to the Lord, your God . . Joel 2:13 (Ash Wednesday, Verse) .129 

Show us your steadfast love . . . Ps. 85:7 (1 Advent, Verse)........ 121 

Sing aloud, O daughter of Zion .. . Zeph. 3:14, 17 (4 Advent, 

Olertory) 5.02 2055. 8 ee ce he eee er eee 122 

Sing to the Lord, bless his name . . . Ps. 96:2-4, 6 

(st, Andrew, Ottertory) «<< Geacaa Gs oie cee ee 171 
SEAT HOnias, "OUMEITOTY) 2 oe tay ee ae 171 
(Conjession of St. Peter, ‘Ofiertary). 02. .e ct. ae ee 173 
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PO riveestOremia Suir are © OMLETLOEY)s J Se wi sidiase'd. whee Ihe Oxien ke 173 
SORES BUS 0 eee a We 
ist. feup ang st James, Offertory) 25.6.5. carole soos oveew ews: 175 
Pi ee REHE UM EETIOEY) 93 gina s 55 oo 3 sos be a coded ocak obs 176 
Re ee scl Ueto Oe Pe A TICRUDIY) nc oe nace ass cs cbses a vouc css Lay 
CSE arinCemens: QUEILOLV) i. <.vaages sos ose cs cee ieec tte. 178 
USte PATTER CIE HOLY) cI ER ae ike 8.0 BAEC baa Pick 2 179 
RE ICTLOE VN a sons bbe | 6c u6 us Fess od SROs tha see 180 

Retest te itis BS ee ORI CTL OLY 5.5 4.00 sds wat a 4k sisosee wae 180 

Steadfast love and faithfulness will meet... Ps. 85:10-12 

Oa iF Ori eA LCL LOT Y ORO is, secre tors 6 Wim bugs Sin eos. bce Kale = 4 gE 187 

Surely his salvation is at hand... Ps. 85:9, 12-13 (1 Advent, 

at OS ee es aie en ee ee 121 

The cup of blessing which we bless... 1 Cor. 10:16-17 

Rea eI CLONE OR V0 ocx Pan en AR SNE ee wa o> Vv Os 168 

The disciples said, The Lord has risen indeed . . . Luke 24:34-35 

CPOIET sr EMMI IETIOLY og ais dau we + feiss on ee t0 «bie bo ia © dione 154 

The earth is filled with the fruit of your work .. . Ps. 104:13-15 
DR PeviCC ee BO TCLCOLY) ooo i ag Gus panic nuda ahem, op anita £480 Wc» HSS 164 

The hour has come for the Son of Man to be glorified... . 

STs 1252 3 AP ISBIOF? SSUNGOY, VEPSE) 5252. Galette ee Ores iv eee eek 134 

The Lord God says, I myself will search for my sheep... 

Beh tt tS Paster, OUetOry) 55 mes aisle oe oie sie v0 'elai awe Wes 155 

The Lord is faithful in all his words ... Ps. 145:13-16 (6 Pentecost, 

PVT PeRECSCY PME et eid to ne ia este ois ssi chala's oy vie wisi oleae ¥ do Slaves 161 

The Lord is the stronghold of my life... Ps. 27:1, 13, 6 
fis PEMICCOSLOMILCLLORY tJ as ade os COM ee Stes Peeve es ob eae 161 

The Lord leads me in paths of righteousness . . . Ps. 23:3-6 

SFM QLLP1AS 5. OUCTLOLY) ties ars oie oie yo te ola wis ee tere wage ee eee wee 174 

(St. Mary Magdalene, Offertory)........... eee cece eee e ee eees ibe 

The Lord our God the Almighty reigns . . . Rev. 19:6-7, 9 

(24 Pentecost, Offertory)......... ccc ccee reece cece cece ee eeees 169 

(25 Pentecost, Offertory)........ eee cece eee ee eee e eee eee eens 169 

The Lord said to me: You are my servant . . . Isa. 49:3 

(Epiphany 2, Verse) 0... ..ecce ence eee e eee e ence nen eeencens 125 
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The Lord said to me, You are my son. . Ps. 2:7 (Christmas, Verse 2) .123 

(Christmas, Otfertory. 2; with P$.:110:3) «0.05 ae et ate ere 123 

(Christmas, Offertory 3; with Ps72:8) oo. Pose i. ele aes © 2 123 

The Lord says, I will make a covenant of peace... Ezek. 37:26-27 

GiAdvent, Ollertory) oc x. at wis 0 © seca cues mie ee ee 122 

The Lord says, “Surely I am coming soon”... Rev. 22:20 

(24--Pentecosi,” Vetse)s ss ove. vdey jxenaee teed AA Poets on eee 169 

The Lord, the Lord, a God merciful and gracious . . . Exod. 34:6-7 

(Maundy. Thursday; Ollertory ont ore. ee ee is eee, ee teem 137 

The Lord will rescue me from every evil .. . 2 Tim. 4:18 (23 Pente- 

COST,” VETSE)PRGE.. oh cc ctassatin Oh ait oun « EDN Oe Oe ae eee 168 

The people who walked in darkness have seen a great light... . 

Isax 9:2; 6 (Christmas, Olfertory: 1)4oe. ese. 28 Lee ee ee 123 

The Son of Man came not to be served, but to serve... 

Maris TOP 4) CCIE VETSE) ato care ceeck omen ae taman eos ee alee ees 134 

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me. . Luke 4:18 (Epiphany 4, Verse) .126 

The steadfast love of the Lord never ceases .. . Lam. 3:22 

(Epiphany :.8,. Vets€) cds, tah. ida RO tts i AS Eek I BE 128 

(2. Pentecost, Qttertory) 50%. ..ceed. <a Gi CORRE ee 159 

The word is very near you... Deut. 30:14 (@ Pentecost, Verse) ....162 

The Word of God is living and active .. . Heb. 4:12 (13 Pentecost, 
VCLSE er nas <dtnarater cess Tn Rig ate ced aie ier TS ee Cee ne ee 164 

Then I looked, and I heard around the throne... Rev. 5:11-12 
(Si. Michael and Ali Angels. Oltertary) .... Sane. cee eee 180 

They are before the throne of God . . . Rev. 7:15 (All Saints’ Day, 
WIEESE) (o Pice os viasraeie sue 2,6 els oti oleate eae nee ee eee 181 

This is the bread which comes down from heaven... John 6:50-51 
(15 Pentecost, Offertory) 

This is the day which the Lord has made .. . Ps. 118:24 (Easter Day, 
Verse; preceded«by. Rom 6:9)... a. a one a 153 
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This Jesus God raised up . . . Acts 2:32 (Conversion of 
Dipiiiivey GYSEVC ee eRn ChE 28 tir, 5c ret OEE |, SE 173 
Wed Ae aN LSC) Mee Male eM Nite cso bad ody wi os rs dei GWE Plorcthaca i 
RSE arTILRS AN CISC) Wie stone haves ot Bua: 2 otic ies a hapuatihs Reach « 2 176 
E Sted CLEP IC SSL, PUL MN GES6 ide 5 te 508 coxa mise hci Baa Seeteon akemetes 177 

Those who observe the day .. . Rom. 14:6-8 (17 Pentecost, 
PUICHOTWcaeet es eee et eet et es cies sey fee owicrehtielt, 0d 166 

To you is born this day a Savior . . Luke 2:11 (Christmas, Verse 1) .123 

Truly, truly, I say to you, those who believe in me... 

sonnel 4:12. 14Gubaster? Oftertory):... « Hee a Ss 156 

Truly, truly, I say to you, unless a grain of wheat... 

Jahn 12:24, 26 (Passion: Suriday, Omertory) rccce nul cs ain sf sow apirwrere « 134 

Watch at all times... Luke 21:36 (27 Pentecost, Verse) .......... 170 

Watch, therefore, for you do not know on what day... 

WIRE 9 2A CIMCCOSL. WiCI SC) ot nine Gents Mia eae oS Boscessiauice sn 169 

We give thanks, Lord God Almighty, who is and who was... 

Reve Lisle 1457 (27 Penizcos) @OMcriOny yet. fies aa eke cues 170 

We have seen his star in the East... Matt. 2:2 (Epiphany, Verse). .124 

We have waited for the Lord... Isa. 25:9 (27 Pentecost, Verse) ...167 

What shall I render to the Lord... . Ps. 116:12-13, 18-19 (2 Lent, 

SALTS LST) lec thous ox ella Cae erat eben en ae ae ann ween rer ear 132 

Whatever was written in former days... Rom. 15:4 (7 Pentecost, 

WESC lie oe Se Re eS cee ewe ees 166 

When the time had fully come, God sent forth his Son. . . Gal. 4:4 

(CVITISHTIOSAVGISCI Noes e PR Pe TT Oe so esc een san deeeras 123 

Who is like the Lord our God .. . Ps. 113:5-8 
PATE ELTCUGUIOTE AIRED EON io be oracenchxts suka Gabe Bc giv caer toni hoe Se sn a 175 

Ciliary Mother of Ouro ord, OUertory ) tigen we utagsds + 40.2016 mae ase vin 178 

Worthy is the Lamb who was slain. . . Rev. 5:12-14 (23 Pentecost, 
QHETLOLY Goce aie a OR OPN EERE OR eee eee eee ens 168 

You are a chosen race... 1 Peter 2:9-10 (4 Pentecost, Offertory) ..160 

You are my beloved Son... Mark 1:11 (Epiphany 1, Verse) ...... 125 
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You are the fairest of the sons of men... Ps. 45:2 

(Transfiguration, 2V TSE). 305 Oe Fag bs oss rae s op OREO a ae 128 

You shall be my witnesses .. . Acts 1:8 (St. Andrew, Verse) ....... | Wye 

(SETHOMaAS, Verse) Lo PO ee wie etercnte seeenes 171 

(Confession of Styl Peter, /V Crse) 005. Ger tes o's wie ere lore orate gn ores 173 

(St. Philip and. Stogames; Nerse)oc sic ow vig meters aa mealay Galae as 195 

(Si. Matthew, NGUse) i s5 ceive way beep se to canes oes eee 179 

(Si. SITIO aNd Sl. Jude, VOLS) cy ne sags ma ae nen ee dane es ches 180 

Your word is a lamp to my feet .. Ps. 119:105 (2 Pentecost, Verse). 159 

Your Word, O Lord, is truth... John 17:17 (Epiphany 7, Verse) ..127 

Your words became a joy to me.. Jer. 15:16 (/5 Pentecost, Verse) .165 

APPENDIX VI: ANTIPHONS POINTED FOR SINGING 

The melodic formulas for these refrains are found on page 84. The melodic 

formulas with accompaniment are located in Appendix VII. 

ADVENT | A The King of glory shall come in. 
B Restore us and we shall be saved. 

C To you I lift ip my soul. 

ADVENT 2 A In his time the rightéous shall flourish. 
B Righteousness and peace shall gé before him. 

C The Lord has done great things for us. 

ADVENT 3 A Praise the Lord, O my soul! 

B My spirit rejoices in Géd my Savior. 

C In your midst is the Holy One of Israel. 
ADVENT 4 A The Lord of hosts is the king of glory. 

B Forever will I sing your love. 

C Restore us and we shall be saved. 
CHRISTMAS A You will find a babe lying in a manger. 

B To us a child is born. 
C All the ends of the earth have seen the victory 

6f our God. 

CHRISTMAS | He sent redemption to his people 

CHRISTMAS 2 The Word became flesh and dwélt among us. 
EPIPHANY All shall béw before him. 
EPIPHANY | You are my son; this day have I begotten you. 

EPIPHANY 2 A I love to do your will, 6 my God. 

B Let all the péoples praise you. 

C In your light wé see light. 



EPIPHANY 3 

EPIPHANY 4 

EPIPHANY 5 

EPIPHANY 6 

EPIPHANY 7 

EPIPHANY 8 

TRANSFIGURATION 

ASH WEDNESDAY 

1 LENT 

2 LENT 

3 LENT 

4 LENT 

5 LENT 

PASSION SUNDAY 
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A The Lord is my light and my salvation. 
In God is my safety 4nd my honor. 

He takes us out 6f the dust. 

In the law of the Lord is théir delight. 

In the law of the Lord is théir delight. 

My mouth shall recount your mighty acts. 

Light shines in the darkness for the upright. 
He heals the brokenhearted. 
I will listen to what the Lord Géd is saying. 

Happy are those who observe his decrees. 

Mercy embraces those who trust if the Lord. 

In the law of the Lord is their delight. 

The Lord is full of compassion and mercy. 
Heal me, for { have sinned. 

The Lord is full of compassion and mercy. 
My soul in silence waits. 

The Lord is full of compassion and mercy. 

It is a good thing to give thanks té the Lord. 

You are my son; this day have I begétten you. 

God reveals himsélf in glory. 

The Lord is great in Zion; he is high abdéve 

all peoples. 

APPOADWPSFONODPOADPONDAPONMPOD 

Have mercy on me, O God, according to your léving- 

kindness. 
A There is forgivenéss with you. 

B Save me for your mércy’s sake. 

C He shall give his angels charge dver you. 

A He has always been mindful of his cdvenant. 

B To your name be glory. 

C Why are you so full of heavinéss, my soul? 
A You know my path. 

B You have the words of eternal life. 

C Restore our fortunes, O Lord. 

A Send out your light and your truth. 

B The Lord is my light and my salvation. 

C Then I acknowledged my sin to you. 

A For you have rescued my Iffe from death. 

B Create in me a clean heart, O God. 

C Hear when I cr¥ to you. 
Into your hands I comménd my spirit. 
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MOonpDaAY IN 

HoLy WEEK 

TUESDAY IN 

Hoty WEEK 

WEDNESDAY IN 

HoLy WEEK 

MAUNDY 

THURSDAY 

GooD FRIDAY 

EASTER DAY 

EASTER EVENING 

2 EASTER 

3 EASTER 

4 EASTER 

5 EASTER 

6 EASTER 

ASCENSION 

7 EASTER 

PENTECOST VIGIL 

PENTECOST 

Hoty TRINITY 

2 PENTECOST 

3 PENTECOST 

In your light we see light. 

In you, O Lord, have I taken refuge. 

Be pleased, O God, to delfver me. 

I will lift up the cup of salvation and call upon the 
name 6f the Lord. 

My God, my God, why have you forsaken me? 

On this day the Lérd has acted. 
Alléluia. 
A Remember the marvels hé has done. 

B Alleluia. 
C Alleluia. 
A You will show me the path of life. 

B Your hand will lead me. 

C You have turned my wailing into dancing. 
The Lord fs my shepherd. 

A Sing for him 4 new song. 

B My praise ‘s of him. 

C I will exalt you, O Géd my king. 

A Sing the glory 6f his name. 

B Sing to the Lord 4 new song. 

C Let all the péoples praise you. 

I am with you always. 

God has gone up with a shout. 

The Lord is our help dnd our shield. 
or 

There is forgivenéss with you. 
Alléluia. 
A Ascribe to the Lord the glory due his name. 

B Sing to the Lord 4 new song. 

C How exalted is your name in all the world. 
A Be my strong rock. 

B Raise a loud shout to the Gédd of Jacob. 
C Praise the Lord, all you nations. 
A To those who keep in my way will I show the 

salvation of God. 
B Set me upon the rock that is highér than I. 



4 PENTECOST 

5 Pentecost 

6 PENTECOST 

7 PENTECOST 

8 PENTECOST 

9 PENTECOST 

10 PENTECOST 

11 PENTECOST 

12 PENTECOST 

13 PENTECOST 

14 PENTECOST 

15 PENTECOST 

16 PENTECOST 

6 

APSFAPSFAPSFOMPPAODPAD 

raw D> 

ADPFONODWPFONDPOADPawy 

A 
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O Lord my God, I cried dut to you. 

We are his people and the sheep 6f his pasture. 

The righteous shall flourish Ifke a palm tree. 
Then you forgave me the guilt éf my sin. 

Answer me, O Lord, for your love is kind. 

They beheld the works of the Lord. 

My soul clings to you. 

Your love, O Lord, forever will I sing. 
You restored mé to health. 
In your presence is fullnéss of joy. 
I will exalt you, O God my king. 

I lift up my sdul to you. 

Be joyful in God, dll you lands. 

Let them shout for jdy and sing. 
He is speaking peace to his people. 

Lead me in your truth and teach me. 
Teach me your way, O Lord. 

Your rod and your staff, they comfort me. 

Who may abide upon your holy hill? Whoever 

leads a blameless life and does what is right. 

When your word goes forth, it gives light. 

The eyes of all wait upon you, O Lord. 

When I called, you answered me. 

You open your hand, and they are filled with 

good things. 
He provided for them food enough. 
We can never ransom ourselves. 
Show us your mércy, Lord. 

Taste and see that the Lord is good. 

The Lord is our help and our shield. 

Let all the péoples praise you. 

Taste and see that the Lord is good. 

Arise, O God, and rule the earth. 

Your love, O Lord, endures forever. 

Taste and see that the Lérd is good. 

He who believes and is baptized will be saved. 

I have walked faithfully with you. 

Lord, who may dwell in your tabernacles? 

Happy are they who fear the Lord! 

I desire the path of your commandments. 
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17 PENTECOST 

18 PENTECOST 

19 PENTECOST 

20 PENTECOST 

21 PENTECOST 

22 PENTECOST 

23 PENTECOST 

24 PENTECOST 

25 PENTECOST 

26 PENTECOST 

27 PENTECOST 

CHRIST THE KING 

Drawrawn 

QO 

DraADWPFOWFQNDPFQNDTPSPaDyS 

KES wee ee ee 

Praise the Lord, 6 my soul! 

The Lord will hear the desire df the humble. 

The Lord is full of compassion and mercy. 

I will walk in the presence éf the Lord. 

I have sinned against God and you. 

Your face, Lord, will I seek. 

It is the Lord who sustains my life. 
Praise the name of the Lord. 

Remember, Lord, your compassion and love. 

O Lord, your name is éverlasting. 

Praise the Lord, 6 my soul! 

The vineyard of the Lord of hosts is Israel, and the 
men of Judah are the plant he cherished. 

The Lord bless you from Zion. 
Oh, hearken to his voice! 

I will dwell in the house of the Lord forever. 
So teach us to numbér our days. 

I will give thanks to the Lord with my whole heart. 

Ascribe to the Lord honor and power. 

With long life will I satisfy him and show him 
my salvation. 

My help comes from the Lord, the maker of 
heaven and earth. 

Their delight is in the law of the Lord. 

The Lord has done great things for us. 

The Lord will save those whose spirits are crushed. 
O Géd, I seek you. 

I love you, O Lérd my strength. 

I will exalt you, O Géd my king. 
Prosper the work of our hands. 

Give thanks to the Lord, for hé is good. 
His splendor is over earth and heaven. 
Wait upon the Lord. 

You will show me the path of life. 

In righteousness shall he judge. 
He is the Lord our God. 

The works of his hands are faithfulness and justice. 
Yahweh is his name; rejdice before him! 
We are the people of his pasture. 
The Lord is king. 



ST. ANDREW 

ST. THOMAS 

ST. STEPHEN 

ST. JOHN 

Hoty INNOCENTS 

NAME OF JESUS 

CONFESSION OF 

ST. PETER 

CONVERSION OF 

SIE AUL 

PRESENTATION OF 

OUR LORD 

St. MATTHIAS 

ANNUNCIATION 

St. MARK 

ST. PHILIP AND 

ST. JAMES 

VISITATION 

St. BARNABAS 

NATIVITY OF ST. 
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C We are the people Of his pasture. 

Their sound has gone out intd all lands. 

For his mercy endures forever. 

I call upon you, O God, for you will answer me. 

Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death df 
his servants. 

We have escaped like a bird from the snare of 
the fowler. 

He will save his people from their sins. 

I love you, O Lord my strength. 

Let all the péoples praise you. 

How dear to me is your dwelling, O Lord. 

I am bound by the vow I made to ydu, O God. 

The virgin shall be with child and bear a son and 
shall name him ImmAnuel. 

How lovely are the feet of the herald who brings 

good news! 

Save us for the sake of your stéadfast love. 

Praise the name of the Lord. 
Happy are they who féar the Lord. 

JOHN THE BaPpTIsT My eyes are turned to you, Lord God. 

ST. PETER AND 

ST. PAUL 

ST. MARY 

MAGDALENE 

ST. JAMES 

THE ELDER 

Mary, MOTHER OF 

OUR LORD 

ST. BARTHOLOMEW 

Hoty Cross Day 

ST. MATTHEW 

3ST. MICHAEL AND 

ALL ANGELS 

ST. LUKE 

Glorious things are spoken of you, O city 6f our God! 

Whom have I in heavén but you? 

God is my shield dnd defense. 

Hail, O favored one, the Lérd is with you! 
The words of the Lérd are pure. 
The Lord has made known his victory. 
Teach me, O Lord, the way df your statutes. 

4 

Bless the Lord, O my soul. 
Our help is in the name éf the Lord. 
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St. SIMON AND ‘ 

ST. JUDE In the Lord have I taken refuge. 

REFORMATION Day The Lord of hosts is with us. 

ALL SAINTs’ Day _ Proclaim with me the greatness 6f the Lord. 

DEDICATION AND ‘ 

ANNIVERSARY The Lord God is both sun and shield. 

HARVEST You crown the year with your goodness. 

NATIONAL HoLipDAy We will call upon the name of the Lérd our God. 

DAY OF PEACE They shall beat their swords into plowshares and 

their spears into pruning hooks. 

DAY OF 

THANKSGIVING You are to be praised, O God, in Zion. 

Hoty BAPTISM Awake and rise from the dead, and Christ shall 

give you light. 

or 
You are a chosen race, a royal priesthood, God’s 

own people. 

or 
The Lord is my light and my salvation. 

APPENDIX VII: TONES FOR PSALM REFRAIN—ANTIPHONS FOR 

USE WITH THE 10 PSALM TONES OF LBW 

Richard Hillert 
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APPENDIX VIII: BIBLICAL INDEX OF CANTICLES (Page numbers 
refer to the Ministers Edition) 
Exodus 15 

Deuteronomy 32:1-4, 

7, 36a, 43 

Psalm 18:6-7, 16-17 

Psalm 51:10-12 

Psalm 89:1 

Psalm 95 

Psalm 96:1 

Psalm 100:5 

Psalm 116:12-14, 18-19 

Psalm 141 

Isaiah 5:1-2, 7 

Isaiah 6:3 

Isaiah 40:9 

Isaiah 42:10 

Isaiah 49:1 

Isaiah 55:6-11 

Isaiah 60:1-2 

Isaiah 60:5 
Jeremiah 33:11 

Lamentations 3:22-23 

Song of the Three 

Young Men (Apocrypha: 

Additions to Daniel) 

Habakkuk 2:1-4 

Matthew 5:3-10 

I will sing to the Lord (Cantemus Domino), 

#19, pp. 148, 465 
Give ear to what I say, you heavens (A ttende, 

caelum), p. 150 

I called to my God for help, #9, p. 453 

Create in me a clean heart, O God, pp. 231, 

267, 305 
I will sing the story of your love, #16, p. 460 

Come, let us sing to the Lord, #4, p. 448 

Oh, come, let us sing to the Lord, p. 47 

Sing praise to the Lord, all the earth,#10, p. 454 

I will sing the story of your love, #16, p. 460 

What shall I render to the Lord, pp. 206, 243, 279 

O Lord, I call to you (Domine clamavi) #5, 

pp. 61, 449 

I will sing for my beloved (Vinea facta est), 
p. 149 

Holy, holy, holy Lord (Sanctus), pp. 221, 

257,293 

Climb to the top of the highest mountain #7, 

p. 451 

Sing praise to the Lord, all the earth, #10, p. 454 
Listen! You nations of the world, #14, p. 458 

Seek the Lord while he may be found (Quaerite 
Dominum), #15, p. 459 

The people who walked in darkness, #8, p. 452 
Listen! You nations of the world, #14, p. 458 

I will sing the story of your love, #16, p. 460 

God, who has called you to glory, #12, p. 456 

All you works of the Lord, bless the Lord 

(Benedicite, omnia opera), #18, p. 464 

Climb to the top of the highest mountain, #7, 

p. 451 

How blest are those who know their need of 

God (Beatitudes), #17, p. 462 



Mark 11:9-10 

Luke 1:46-55 

Luke 1:68-79 

Luke 2:14 

Luke 2:29-32 

John 1:29 

John 6:48-50 

Romans 11:33, 36 

Philippians 2:5-11 

2 Timothy 3:11-12 

I Peter. 5:10 

Revelation 5:12, 9 13 

Revelation 7:10, 12 

Revelation 15:3-4 

Revelation 19:4, 6-9 
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Blessed is he who comes (Benedictus qui 
venit, the last part of the Sanctus), pp. 221, 257, 
293 

My soul proclaims the greatness of the Lord 

(Magnificat), #6, pp. 63, 450 

Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel (Bene- 

dictus), #2, pp. 49, 444 

Glory to God in the highest (Gloria in excelsis), 

pp. 197, 235, 271 

Lord, now you let your servant go in peace 

Nunc Dimittis), pp. 76-77, 228, 265, 271 

Jesus, Lamb of God (Agnus Dei), #1, p. 443 

Lamb of God (Agnus Dei), pp. 227, 263, 300 

I called to my God for help, #9, p. 253 
Now listen, you servants of God, #11, p. 455 

Christ Jesus being in the form of God, #20, 

p. 466 
Keep in mind that Jesus Christ has died for us, 
#13, p. 457 
God, who has called you to glory, #12, p. 456 

Worthy is Christ, pp. 199-200, 237-238, 273 
Worthy is Christ, pp. 199-200, 237-238, 273 
O Ruler of the Universe, Lord God (Magna et 

mirabilia), #21, p. 466 

Worthy is Christ, pp. 199-200, 237-238, 273. 



THE ACTION AND SPIRIT 

OF CELEBRATION 

1 iturgical worship is often thought to be something said, 
words to be read and sung and prayed. But liturgical 

worship is most of all that which is done. Ritualists and charismatics alike 
know that to move people spiritually one must move them physically.! 

“Liturgy” means “work of the people” we remind ourselves again and 
again. It therefore implies action—dramatic ritual in which the partici- 
pants do certain things. Even when they listen to the readings and the 

sermon, their listening should be an active participation in the actions of 

proclaiming God’s word. The Liturgy of the Word culminates in the 

reading of the Gospel and the sermon by which Christ again comes among 
his people and speaks to them directly in their own time, bridging the 
barriers of space and time. Aware of this, the people welcome the Gospel 
with the Alleluia—the Easter song—and stand to listen to the good news of 
their Lord. Again—still—he is Emmanuel, God with us, in our midst. A 

Gospel procession to the middle of the congregation in order to read the 
Gospel from there can help to make this presence clear. The Eastern 
churches have dramatized it still further with the “little entrance” as the 
priest comes out from behind the screen of the iconostasis bearing aloft the 
Book of the Gospels to proclaim the good news to the people. Christ comes 

to his people, and they stand to greet him and to listen to him. Then the 

sermon is preached, making contemporary application of the readings. 

Through the sermon, the Word of God becomes present with his people. 

148 
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The other focus of action in liturgical worship is the Eucharist, sharing 
the meal of Christ with his disciples, breaking the bread and eating the 
Lord’s Supper, In every Lutheran church, no matter how non-liturgical it 
may be, at the communion the people move to the altar and there eat and 
drink the Supper of the Lord and taste again the presence of Christ. 

Movement is characteristic of liturgical worship. There are processions 
(Palm Sunday is a familiar example); there are sacramental actions 

(washing in the waters of Baptism, eating the Lord’s Supper); there is the 
stripping of the altar on Maundy Thursday, the showing of the rough-hewn 
cross on Good Friday, the procession with light at the Easter Vigil and the 

procession to and from the font. Since the liturgy is action and involves 

movement, attention must be given not only to the words and music, but to 

the place of action, the space in which the liturgy is done. Effective use of 

space promotes and encourages an understanding of what people do in the 

service. And conversely, poor use of space undermines and weakens liturgy 
and thereby contributes to the shriveling of faith. 

The ideal church space is flexible. This need not imply the usual multi- 

purpose room that is used for worship and a host of other activities. 
Worship is not just one among the many things that the church does; it is 

the central action that shows what the church is and in which the church 
becomes more aware of itself as the people of God. It is the only thing that 

the church does now that will continue forever in the praise of the hosts of 

heaven. While it is possible to worship anywhere, worship usually demands 

a space of its own for practical purposes as well as theological ones. But 

that worship space ought to be as flexible as one can make it. Pews are often 

a hindrance to the movement of people, and they lock a congregation into a 

fixed pattern of seating and action. Newer churches often use wooden 
chairs instead, which can be moved into various arrangements as the 
several services of a congregation may direct. (The chairs ought to be of 

wood and never the metal folding chairs which are noisy, cold, and un- 

comfortable.) Churches with pews will have to find ways of working 

around them. It can be done. 

BAPTISMAL SPACE 

he location and style of the baptismal font must be given 

careful attention. It should be in keeping with the 

fundamental importance of Baptism in Lutheran theology and liturgy. The 

font therefore must be of noticable, impressive size. Ideally it should be 

large enough to permit Baptism by immersion—even the immersion of 
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adults. Even without regard to Baptism by immersion, most fonts in 

Lutheran churches are too small and appear to be little more than a modest 

bowl ona stand. The font must be large enough to permit the generous use 

of water to show as fully as possible the washing by which we become 

children of God and members of the church. Even a small font can be given 

prominence by creative placement and appropriate decoration—poly- 

chrome, candles (especially the Paschal candle), banners, flowers, and per- 

haps a canopy. 

The font may be of any shape, but traditionally it was eight-sided to 

connect Baptism symbolically with Sunday, the day of resurrection, the 

eighth day, the beginning of the new creation. Thus the Easter focus of 

Baptism is suggested. If the font is of another shape, the number eight 

might appropriately be used in the decorations around it—eight votive- 

type candles in clear glasses, for example. 

The font should, ideally, contain a mechanism by which the water is 
made to flow continually and be recycled. The ancient Christian practice 
was for Baptism to be done in “living water” by which was meant running 

water. The second-century Didache puts it succinctly: 

Now about baptism: this is how to baptize. Give public instruction 

on all these points, and then “baptize” in running water, “in the 
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.” If you 
do not have running water, baptize in some other. If you cannot in 

cold, then in warm. If you have neither, then pour water on the 

head three times “in the name of the Father and of the Son and of 
the Holy Spirit.”? 

The font should at least be provided with a drain in the bottom connected 
to the earth. When this is not possible, a removable metal vessel 

conforming to the shape of the font bowl makes the disposal of the water 

easier. A small bowl put inside the font is undesirable, for it does not allow 
for the generous use of water and is a redundancy akin to putting a small 
table on top of the altar. 

The font, unless it contains running water or is very large, should be 
provided with a cover, which is placed on the font when it is not in use. 
When the cover is made with some height to its decoration, visual attention 
is called to the place of Baptism. (The cover also keeps the misguided from 
putting flowers or plants in the font as a decoration.) 

One needs to think not simply in terms of the font but in terms of the 
whole baptismal space. Too often the font is located in a corner or set in the 
chancel so that it can be seen (as if the chancel were a stage on which all the 
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action takes place). In a Christian church there is not one place of action 

(the chancel) and seats for the audience (congregation). There is a room in 

which the people of God do their service, and in this room the focus of 
attention shifts as the service progresses. 

A traditional location of the baptismal space was near the entrance of the 
church to show that it is by Baptism that one enters the church. Each time 

the people enter the church building they pass by the font and are reminded 

of their Baptism. The arrangement is still worth considering. Space might 
be made, if none is available in the narthex or center aisle, by removing a 

couple of pews on one side in the back of the church and creating a 

baptismal space there with carpet or tile and appropriate decorations. The 

congregation of course needs to be instructed to stand and turn around to 

see the font when baptisms take place. In any case, the baptismal space 

should be at some distance from the altar so that there can be some 
movement from altar to font and back to the altar again in the baptismal 
service and in the Easter Vigil. If there is not room in the back of the church, 

baptismal space might perhaps be created near a side door, ina transept, or 
midway down the center aisle. 

Attention can be given to the baptismal space by decorating it 

appropriately, especially during Easter and on the festival of Jesus’ 
Baptism. In addition, each service that begins with the Brief order for 
Confession and Forgiveness might begin with the ministers standing at the 

font to suggest by their location the relationship between Baptism and 
repentance. As Luther says in the Large Catechism: 

To appreciate and use Baptism aright, we must draw strength and 
comfort from it when our sins or conscience oppress us, and we 

must retort, “But I am baptized! And if Iam baptized, I have the 

promise that I shall be saved and have eternal life, both in soul 

and body. 

Thus a Christian life is nothing else than a daily Baptism, once 

begun and ever continued. For we must keep at it incessantly, 

always purging out whatever pertains to the old Adam, so that 

whatever belongs to the new man may come forth.‘ 

Therefore Baptism remains forever. Even though we fall from it 

and sin, nevertheless we always have access to it so that we may 

again subdue the old man. . . . Repentance, therefore, is nothing 

else than a return and approach to Baptism, to resume and 

practice what had earlier been begun but abandoned.° 
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THE PLACE OF READING AND PREACHING 

s the Holy Communion begins, during the entrance hymn, 

the procession, witha minister bearing the Bible, moves to 
the next focus of attention: the pulpit or lectern. Not all churches need 

have both a pulpit and a lectern. Small churches where there is limited 
space need have but one reading desk. Churches with a central pulpit 
should use that for both the readings and the sermon. It is important 
to show the relationship between the readings and the sermon, and this is 
enhanced when both are done from one place. 

The space for the readings can be defined by placing the processional 

cross and candles near the place where the lessons are read and the sermon 

is preached. (Candles should not be placed too close to the place of 

preaching. Percy Dearmer warns that preachers with candles within reach 

of the pulpit court martyrdom.°) 

For practical purposes, enclosed pulpits are to be preferred to open ones 

to conceal any nervous and distracting movements of the preacher’s feet 
and hands. 

The pulpit and lectern hangings need not necessarily change with the 

church seasons. One neutral hanging of good quality would serve well and 

would be removed for Lent. Only the altar frontal and the ministers’ 
vestments need follow the colors of the church year. 

THE ALTAR SPACE 

he altar becomes the focus of attention at the offertory as 
the gifts are brought forward and preparations are made 

for the Eucharistic meal. The altar should be the principal focal point in the 
church; its size and dimensions should suggest its importance as the place 
where in the intimacy of a meal God and his people meet. 

The most important dimension of the altar is the height. It should be 
about 39 inches high. A mnemonic device has put it: 

Three-foot three, three-foot four, 

Nothing less and nothing more. 

The absolute minimum is 36 inches. The importance of having all altars 
approximately the same height is for the convenience of the presiding 
minister. Altars in the early church were rather small. From medieval times 

to the present they were generally larger and even monumental. As altars 

are brought out from the wall and made more obviously tables rather than 

elaborate shelves, the desirability of large dimensions lessens. 
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Altars, even those at the very back of the chancel, should never be quite 

against the wall. Properly, they should stand free of the wall, even if only by 
a few inches. The most desirable arrangement is for the altar to be well away 

from the wall so that the ministers can go behind it to face the people for the 

celebration of the Holy Communion. Thus, many associations and 

meanings can be suggested: a table around which the people of God gather 

to share the Holy Meal with Christ and with one another; an altar on which 

the sacrificial death of Christ is remembered; Christ’s sacrifice and our 

sharing his sacramental gift; the minister as priest and as president of the 

assembly, the leader, yet one of the people. 

Altars should not be other than rectangular (or square). Round or multi- 

sided altars make it nearly impossible to clothe them properly with linens 

and paraments. 

Most chancels are far too crowded. There needs to be a good bit of space 
around the altar to permit the movement of several ministers. Choir stalls 

and altar rails that cramp the free movement of the ministers might well be 

removed. In renovating a chancel for modern liturgical use, the altar 
should be set away from the wall and all clutter that impede access to the 

altar should be removed. 
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The ministers and servers should be free to move around the altar, and 

communicants must be able to approach and leave the altar in a continuous 

flow without impediments. 

The altar should not be colored or gilded. Attractiveness is achieved by 

the use of paraments, and plainness is desirable when the altar is stripped 

on Maundy Thursday and Good Friday. 
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The altar is the principal focus of the church building, and its 
appointments must not be allowed to overshadow it or detract from it. 
Large crosses, for example, fixed to the wall behind the altar are almost 

always a mistake, for they lead the eye away from the altar and distract 

from giving attention to the actions around the altar when the Eucharist is 

celebrated. The cross or crucifix should be placed in close association with 

the altar. The processional cross appropriately serves this function when 

placed in a stand against the wall behind the altar or beside the altar or, if it 
is a thin and unobtrusive cross, in front of the altar facing the ministers. Ifa 

cross is not in the view of the ministers when they face the people for the 
Eucharist, a small cross or crucifix or picture of the crucified Christ might 
be placed flat on the altar as an aid to their devotion. 

Two low candles are normally placed at the ends of the altar during 

celebrations of the Holy Communion. Or the candles may stand on the 
floor at the ends of the altar or at one end of the altar. Other candles may be 
placed around the altar and used for non-eucharistic services such as daily 
prayer or as additional festival lights for special celebrations. The number 
of candles might well vary with the festiveness of the occasion. 

Candles should be burned down to within two inches of the socket. 
Removing candles after only a few weeks’ use is sheer waste. 
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The altar, except on Good Friday (from the end of the last service on 

Maundy Thursday to the Easter Vigil), is always vested. The parallel is with 

a dining room table, that, at least for festive meals, is covered with a table 

cloth. The old practice called for a cere cloth, a waxed linen the size of the 

A LAUDIAN OR JACOBEAN FRONTAL 

mensa (top) of the altar to prevent dampness from the stone ruining the 
linens placed upon it. The altar, whether of stone or wood, ought to have a 
heavy piece of linen the size of the mensa on it as a pad. The frontal, a 
colored fabric covering part or all of the front of the altar, may be attached 

to this heavy linen. For a free-standing altar, two frontals may be attached 

to this linen, one to each of the long sides, which will not only serve 
conveniently to hold the paraments in place but also cover both the back 

and the front of the altar as well. Another method is to hang the frontal 

from hooks or from a rod beneath the overhang of the mensa. A full frontal 

is an especially handsome and striking parament, and congregations ought 

HEAVY LINEN BLACK 

PURPLE 

SUPER FRONTAL 
OR FRONTLET 

FRONTAL 
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to be encouraged to provide such vestments for the altar, especially for the 
festival seasons. The frontal gives a bold accent of color to the altar space 
and focuses attention on the table of the Lord. A frontlet or superfrontal is 

sometimes hung over the frontal with a depth (or “drop”) of about seven 

inches. Its practical purpose is to conceal the means by which the frontal is 
hung. It need not be the same color as the frontal and can be used to vary 

the character and spirit of the vestments of the altar, especially during the 
long season after Pentecost. 

The frontal is sometimes stretched on a wooden frame which is hung 

from beneath the mensa. Another style is a large, rectangular cloth which is 

placed over the altar forming large folds at the four corners. It is an 
especially attractive vestment for a free-standing altar with considerable 
space around it. 

The fair linen, the width of the mensa’ and extending nearly to the floor 

on the ends of the altar,’ is the basic covering. It is put on the altar whatever 

style frontal is used, or if a superfrontal is used alone without a frontal, or if 
there is no frontal or superfrontal at all. The fair linen is often embroidered 
with five crosses (at the four corners of the mensa or of the entire length and 

in the center or in the front to avoid making an awkward hump under the 
chalice). These crosses, which also are often incised into the mensa of the 

altar, connect the fair linen symbolically with the winding sheet with which 

the body of Jesus was wrapped after the crucifixion in preparation for his 

burial and suggest the five wounds of Jesus. Another possibility for the fair 

linen is an ample cloth with embroidery. 

FAIR LINEN 

A VESTED ALTAR 
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There are two basic seating arrangements for the clergy. The ancient 

arrangement was for the bishop’s chair, his cathedra, to be set behind the 

altar facing the congregation, and this arrangement has been widely 

restored in the Roman Catholic Church following the reforms of Vatican 

II. The presiding minister sits in the center and the assisting ministers to 

either side. This arrangement emphasizes the presidential function of the 

minister. It is most suitable when the congregation is placed on three sides 

of the altar. 

SS 
Another arrangement is to have the ministers sit on one side of the altar, 

facing it. This arrangement emphasizes the centrality of the altar and the 
ministers’ role with the congregation. 
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VESTMENTS FOR THE MINISTERS 

he ministers of the service usually vest in albs. This 

vestment is made of white (or off-white) fabric and is 

never made in a color. (A/ba in Latin means white.) It is the basic vestment 

and is becoming a kind of ecumenical vestment, worn by Lutherans, 

Episcopalians, Roman Catholics, Methodists, Presbyterians, and others. 

It may be worn by all the ministers of the service, whether ordained or 
not—presiding minister, assisting ministers, servers—and suggests the 
baptismal garments. The cincture need not be worn with the alb. For Daily 
Prayer the ordained ministers need not wear their stoles over the alb; 
leading these services is not the exclusive prerogative of the clergy. For 
preaching at Morning or Evening Prayer, the Service of the Word, 

PRESIDING MINISTERS DEACON 

STOLE WORN 
OVER LEFT SHOULDER 

To indicate the difference in function of the various ministers of the 

service, the principal ordained assisting minister (the “deacon’”) tra- 

ditionally has worn the stole over the left shoulder. 

i A a 
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weddings, and burials, the clergy wear stoles over the alb as an indication of 

their pastoral office. The stole is worn crossed over the breast or hanging 

straight from the shoulders.’ It may be held in place by the cincture. For the 

celebration of the Eucharist the chasuble may be worn over the alb and 

stole by the presiding minister. Thus the basic vestment is modified for the 

various services by what is worn over it. 

Another option is to wear the alb and stole (and chasuble) for the 

Eucharist and to wear the cassock and surplice (and stole) for other 

services: the surplice without the stole for daily prayer, surplice and stole 

for weddings, burials, confession and forgiveness, the Service of the Word, 

preaching. Readers, especially those who come from their places in the 

congregation and return when the reading is finished, need not wear special 

vestments. 

RITUAL ACTION 

he Gothic churches of the Middle Ages were conspicu- 
ously holy places which invited private prayer and 

meditation. Modern church buildings generally emphasize not so much the 

holy place as the holy people who celebrate the Gospel there. Thus the 

church building, which may seem stark and even barren when empty, 
comes alive with color and movement when the people assemble to worship 
God. 

The ritual actions of the people must be carefully understood. Older 

services often verged on the unnaturally formal; modern services often 

descend into the unnaturally folksy. Leaders of worship must learn the 

nature of ritual and their function within it, and then communicate this 

understanding to the people. The leaders must learn the grace of a natural 

and dignified presidential style. They must learn to be comfortable with 
what they do and still remain respectful of it. 

They must learn first of all the nature of ritual. Ritual is inevitable in 
worship, as it is whenever people assemble for whatever reason. Certain 

expected things are done and shared, whether it be at a football game, a 

birthday party, a classroom, or a PTA meeting. There are patterns of 
behavior that we come to know and expect and share in. So it is also in 

worship. Liturgy is the church’s own art form. It is close to drama, for in the 
liturgy Christians act out dramatically the proclamation of the Gospel. 
There is a center of attention, and actions and costumes and props. There is 
a language that, like the language of drama, is natural yet not everyday 
language. It is heightened and condensed and made more powerful than 
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our usual way of speaking. It uses everyday language but elevates it so that 

more can be said in a brief space. A play would not hold one’s interest if it 

reproduced everyday speech exactly with all of its repetition and vocalized 
pauses and clumsiness. Nor can a liturgy. The closest the liturgy comes to 

ordinary speech is the sermon, and even there the language must be careful 

and precise and condensed so that much can be said in a few minutes. If 
those who lead the worship of God’s people insist on bringing the language 
and the spirit down to the level of the ordinary, they have made the liturgya 
personalized, privatized, and exclusive thing; not everyone will be able to 
participate in it. 

Ritual by its formal and elevated language allows many diverse people in 

many moods to bring to it their own emotions, intuitions, needs, and 

hopes. The people are there not to be entertained but to extend themselves 

so that the liturgy might extend them and teach them. Formal language 

enables everyone in the assembly to find an expression of needs, desires, 
and feelings that they can identify with and expand personally. It takes 
work, constant work. No mere language change can effect it, nor can it be 

done once and for all. In his German Mass (1526), Luther complained that 

people had become as lackadaisical abo it services in the vernacular as 
they used to be about Latin services. It is a useful warning to us in the 

twentieth century also. 

PLANNING THE SERVICE 

he key to avoiding a careless attitude is planning: there 
needs to be long-range planning, six months or a year in 

advance, to set broad outlines and goals. There must also be careful and 

detailed planning before each service, especially those that require changes 
in the familiar patterns. The leaders of worship must learn to anticipate the 
entire service. Each one must think through what they should be doing at 

every point in the service, what movements are required in the course of the 
service, who is to do and say each part of the service. They must also walk 

through new services at least once to familiarize themselves with it and its 

patterns before the actual service is done. If a service is well done, 

congregational resentment at change will be lessened. 

To illustrate, here is a sample check-list of planning for the central 

celebration of the church year from Ash Wednesday to Pentecost. No later 

than immediately following the Epiphany (January 6) these kinds of 

questions need to be given careful and thorough attention. 
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ASH WEDNESDAY 

I. 
De 
ah 

cA 

What time will service be held? morning? evening? both? 

Will black paraments be used? 
What decorations can be removed from the church to suggest the 

austerity of the season? 
Music: Will the organ be used at all? Can congregational singing be 

supported in some other way? What hymns will be sung? Will the 
choir sing anthems or other music? How will Psalm 51 be sung? 
Will ashes be used? 
Are palms available to make the ashes? If not, how will they be 
obtained? 
What instruction and preparation will the congregation require to 

prepare for innovations? 

SUNDAYS IN LENT 

I; The theme of Lent is not the passion but spiritual renewal: do the 

organist and choir director understand this? do the ministers under- 
stand? 
Will the paraments and vestments be purple or unbleached linen? 
Who will preach? What will the approach be? The Lessons? 

Thematic? A series? 

Will the Kyrie be used instead of the Hymn of Praise or will neither be 

used? 

Will the choir sing the Psalm and the Verse? Could they also sing the 
proper Offertory? 

On Lent I and II which Prayer of the Day will be used? 

Which hymns will be sung? How will new ones be introduced? Will 
the hymns receive special treatment by organ and choir? 

WEEKDAYS IN LENT 

1. 
2: 

What will be the day(s) and time of service? 

If Evening Prayer is used: Will the Light Service be used? Is a large 

candle available with a stand? Will incense be used? How will the 
Psalm(s) be sung? Will the New Testament Canticle be sung also? 

What office hymns will be used? Which lessons from the Daily Table 
will be read—one or two? (cf. LBW Min. Ed. pp. 92ff.) 

. If the Service of the Word is used: Which Old Testament Canticle will 

be used? How will it be sung? Which lesson(s) will be read? Which 
prayers will be used? Could the Litany be used? Which New 
Testament Canticle will be used? How will it be sung? Which form of 
the Lord’s Prayer will be used? (Could the new translation be 
introduced during Lent?) 
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How will the congregation be encouraged to use a simplified form of 
Daily Prayer in their home devotions? 

HOLY WEEK 

ie 
ps, 

How can the scarlet (deep red) paraments be provided? 

On Passion Sunday: How will the church be decorated? Should 

palms be attached to the processional cross? to the altar cross? 

For the Procession with Palms: Have the palms been ordered? 

Where will the congregation gather for the palm ceremonies? Is there 

room in the Parish Hall? Is cooperation possible with neighboring 

parishes for this part of the service? What will the route of the 
procession be? Outside the church? Through the churchyard? 

Around the block? In addition to “All glory, laud, and honor,” what 

other hymns (and psalms) will be sung in the procession? 

For the Service of the Passion: How will the long Gospel be read? 

Will several readers be used? Will the congregation have a part to 

read? Will copies of the text be provided? How many practice 
sessions need to be scheduled for the readers? 

. For Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday in Holy Week: What kind of 

services should be held? Morning or Evening Prayer? Holy Com- 

munion? How can people be encouraged to attend? Who besides the 

pastors could lead Daily Prayer? 

. Maundy Thursday: What instruction and preparation need be given 

to the congregation for this service? What form of confession will be 
used? Which lessons will be read—those from the lectionary or those 
from the Maundy Thursday rite? Will washing of the feet be done? 

Whose feet? Is a pitcher for the water and a basin available? Towels? 
How will Psalm 22 be rendered during the stripping of the altar? 

Choir? Single voice? Who will take part in the stripping of the altar? 
How will the items be handled? Where will they be put? 

. Good Friday: Which lesson will be read—Hosea or Isaiah? How will 
St. John’s Passion be read? Who will the readers be? Will the 

congregation have a part to read? Will copies of the text be provided? 

Is the rough-hewn cross available? Who will make it? Will it be 

carried in procession to the altar? 

THE EASTER VIGIL 

if 

= 

How is the congregation to be prepared for a service that lasts 

longer than one hour? 

. Are there candidates for Baptism? 

How will the new fire be struck? Matches? Flint and steel? 

. Are hand candles available for the congregation? 
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EASTER 
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o: 
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. Is the Paschal candle ready? 

. Who will sing the Easter Proclamation? Is the music available? 

. Which of the twelve lessons will be used? Is it entirely out of the 

question to use all twelve? 

. Which canticles will be sung with the lessons? How will they be 

sung? 

. What decorations will be placed around the font? 

. Should Psalm 136 be sung as the post-communion canticle? How 

will it be done? 
Will a meal of some kind follow the Vigil? Who will be responsible 
for preparing that? 

How can the festive spirit be kept alive throughout the Fifty Days? 
Can there be an extended procession every Sunday of Easter? 

Can a sequence hymn with lots of Alleluias be sung between the 

Second Lesson and the Gospel on every Sunday of Easter and on 

Pentecost? 

. What festive decorations can adorn the church, the font, the altar, 

and the Paschal candle? Flowers and plants? Banners? Can small 

bells be hung from a banner which is carried in procession? 
. What special treatment will the hymns and psalms receive? 

. What other instruments can be used in addition to the organ? 

. Will there be baptisms during Easter? 

. Is Easter a time to introduce the weekly celebration of Holy 
Communion—at least for the Fifty Days? Could the practice be 

extended to include the Sundays in Lent as well as the Sundays of 
Easter to show the unity of the two seasons? 

What can be done to encourage people to continue the use of Daily 
Prayer during Easter? 

Should some weekday services be scheduled during Easter? 
ASCENSION DAY 

l, 
2. 
3 

How can attendance be encouraged at the service? 

Will the service be the Holy Communion? 

Should the Paschal candle be extinguished at the Gospel on this day 
or should it burn until Pentecost? 

PENTECOST 

1. Can there be a procession as festive and as extended as the procession 
on Easter Day (and for the Sundays of Easter)? 

2. How will the sequence hymn (before the Gospel) be sung? 
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3. Could seven red votive-type candles be put across the altar to suggest 
the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit? 

4. Should red roses be considered as the floral decoration for Pentecost 
to suggest the flames of fire? (Roses are a traditional decoration for 
Pentecost.) 

These are specific questions to be considered in preparation for the 

observance of Lent and Easter. Before any service several things need to be 

done by the presiding minister. 

1. Is the service folder prepared, explaining carefully any unusual 

aspects of the service? 

2. Is a statement of the significance of the day and its theme prepared? 
3. Have the ministers’ parts of the service been practiced, especially the 

proper Preface? 

4. Has the presiding minister rehearsed with the readers to help them 
read with understanding? 

The ministers should arrive at the church at least three-quarters of an hour 

before service time. 
1. Are the paraments of the proper color in place? 

2. Is water in the font or a ewer if there are to be baptisms? 

3. Is there sufficient bread and wine prepared for the Holy Com- 
munion? 
Do all the ministers of the service understand their roles? 
Are the lessons marked in the Bible? 

Are the places marked in the altar book? 

Are the candle wicks free so that they can be lit without difficulty? 

Are the proper vestments laid out? 
Are service books and leaflets available for those who will participate 

in the service? 
In short, careful attention must be given to the variable parts of the service 
(such as hymns and lessons), to the objects required by the service, and to 
the roles of the ministers of the service. 

CHONINAAS 

THE SACRISTY: A PLACE OF PREPARATION 

AND PRAYER 

church ought to have two sacristies: one, a place where 
the sacramental vessels and paraments and linens are 

prepared; and the other where the ministers prepare themselves for 

worship. Still more important than attention to all the details of the service 
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is the requirement of prayer. Pastors should get to church early enough to 

see that everything is in order, but they should primarily devote themselves 

to prayer before the service begins. Every worshiper should do this; pastors 

most of all. This prayer must not be hurried or rushed. It cannot be done 

while one is on the way to doing something else. It is helpful for pastors to 

have a special place of prayer—in the nave of the church, at a chair in the 

chancel, or in the sacristy. Let them kneel, make the sign of the cross, and 

immerse themselves in the immensity of God. This meditative prayer must 

be done without interruption from ushers, acolytes, altar guild members, 

or other parishioners. A special place and a special posture can insure 

against intrusions. 

Through these times of prayer, the leaders of worship will come to a 

renewed realization of who they are and who they represent. As leaders in 

the worship of God’s people, they do not function in a personal capacity, 

like one who runs one’s own business. Contemporary ministers are the 

inheritors of a long tradition and stand in an age-old succession. What they 

say and what they do is essentially the same as what innumerable 

predecessors have done before them. 

If the ministers, through prayer, have become aware of the presence of 

God and of their own responsibility as worship leaders, this will put its 
stamp on all that they say and do during the liturgy. The faith and 

adoration of the ministers will shine through the words and actions in 

which they participate, and the people will understand that the pastors 

themselves are worshiping and that they believe what they say. 



5 
CELEBRATING HOLY BAPTISM 

he service of Holy Baptism in the Lutheran Book of 

Worship assists congregations in enlarging and enhancing 

the place of Baptism in the faith and life of each member. The sacrament is 
no mere appendage to the service nor an intrusion into it but is itself the 
focus of the service. The service of Holy Baptism has several parts which 

together constitute the fullness of the sacrament of initiation into the 
community of faith: presentation, thanksgiving, renunciation, profession 
of faith, baptism with water, laying on of hands and signation, and 

welcome into the congregation. To understand the intention of this rich 

celebration one must understand the broad outlines of the development of 
baptismal practice. 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF BAPTISMAL PRACTICE 

fter his sermon on Pentecost St. Peter called for repen- 

tance and faith in Jesus Christ.! He urged his hearers to 

accept Baptism and assured them that they would receive the gift of the 
Holy Spirit. These moments—proclamation, repentance and faith, Bap- 
tism, life in the Spirit—were fundamental to the emerging pattern created 
by the apostles and their successors for the incorporation of converts into 

Christ and his people, the church. The inquirer passed through an extensive 
period of moral, biblical, and theological instruction. Repentance and 

167 
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conversion were the goal of this preparatory period, called the cate- 

chumenate. The instruction was reinforced by exorcism and by the prayers 

of the church. 

In the Western church the final, more intensive preparation for Baptism 

most commonly occurred during the weeks before Easter. At the vigil of 

Easter the candidates renounced the forces arrayed against God and 

themselves, -and professed the faith of the church. Their three-fold 

confession of God—Father, Son, and Holy Spirit—is the antecedent of the 

baptismal creed, called the Apostles’ Creed. Baptism, even if not always by 

immersion, suggested the biblical images of the Exodus, passing through 

the sea, cleansing, and new birth. 

An integral part of the baptismal rite was the laying on of hands 

frequently associated with chrismation (anointing with oil). The laying on 
of hands is the ritual expression of the coming of the Holy Spirit so 
prominent in the accounts of new Christians in the book of Acts. The 
anointing linked the candidate with Christ, the Anointed One, in the power 

of the Holy Spirit.? It is not certain whether the anointing was part of the 
rite from the beginning, but it became customary at one or more points in 

the baptismal liturgy. 

The celebration of Baptism culminated in the Holy Communion, when, 

for the first time, the newly baptized shared in the holy meal of God’s 

people. 

This sacramental pattern of incorporation into the body of Christ— 

catechumenate, Baptism, confirmation, Eucharist—was maintained in the 

Western church for nearly a thousand years. Its coincidence with the Easter 

celebration of Jesus’ death and resurrection seemed particularly appropri- 

ate. The Exodus of the Israelites was seen as prefiguring Baptism: Easter is 

the church’s Passover. Jesus himself links his death at Passover to Baptism: 
“IT have a baptism to be baptized with... . 3 

Moreover, Baptism was viewed not only as sharing in God’s deliverance 

of his people; it was seen also as anticipation of the future consummation. 
Baptism was the Spirit’s seal in preparation for that day,4 and the Eucharist 
was understood as anticipation of the victory banquet of the Lamb to be 
shared by all his saints. Easter, as the dramatic focus of all these themes— 
creation, fall, redemption; death, resurrection, consummation—was the 

ideal time to immerse the Christian in God’s saving work, to make these 

new children of God even now beneficiaries of God’s gifts and assure them 
of participation in the final and complete fulfillment of God’s promises. 

In territories where Christianity had become established, the Baptism of 
converts gradually gave way to the Baptism of infants. Though Baptism of 
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infants born within the Christian fellowship had been seen as the 
exceptional application of the church’s ritual of initiation, it came to be 
regarded as the normal practice and the Baptism of converts became the 
exception. The result was that the pattern of entrance was altered: Baptism, 
catechumenate, Eucharist. 

Another change occurred in the role of the bishop (the one who presided 
over the church ina given area). He had been the usual minister of Baptism, 

but the increasing size of the church eventually made that impossible. Thus 
the presbyters (priests/pastors) were given authority to baptize. In those 
places where the Roman liturgy was in use, however, the laying on of hands 

and anointing remained the special duty of the bishop, who retained this 

much of a connection with the Baptism of everyone in his diocese. As a 

result, parts of an earlier baptismal rite became separated by several years 
and a new pattern emerged: Baptism in infancy, comfirmation later. 

Baptism and first communion became separated because of practical 
considerations and also because the developing doctrine of transubstantia- 
tion led Western Christians to question the propriety of infant communion 
(although the practice was retained in the Eastern churches). 

In the Middle Ages, then, both the increasing tendency toward infant 

Baptism and a eucharistic discipline appropriate to the doctrine of 

transubstantiation broke the original ritual unity of Christian initiation. 

Baptism, confirmation (laying on of hands), and first communion became 

separated events, and the pattern prevailed to modern times. 

The Lutheran churches gradually settled into the medieval pattern 

except where converts were concerned. The laying on of hands in 

confirmation was seldom understood sacramentally, however, since the 

Holy Spirit was understood to be given in Baptism although an appropri- 
ate gesture was missing. But confirmation was still understood as the 
gateway to first communion. These latter two events generally came about 

the time of puberty, and were preceded by intensive catechetical training. 

The needs of the Lutheran churches in North America in the twentieth 

century are different from those in the sixteenth century. The reformers 
believed that their people were surfeited with symbols and ceremony. 
Indeed Luther thought that the central action of Baptism was clouded by 
secondary ceremonies, most of which he discarded in his second revision of 
the baptismal rite in 1526.5 He did, however, retain his earlier Sintflutgebet 
(Flood Prayer) with its rich biblical evocations.® A shorter ritual helps to 
focus attention on the main outline of the rite, but following the 

Reformation tendency, the Lutheran rite was diminished during succeed- 
ing centuries. The rite had become too barren. A richer ceremonial was 
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needed to demonstrate the biblical, theological, and liturgical importance 

of Baptism. 

TOWARD A MORE RESPONSIBLE PRACTICE 

s the church becomes less of a cultural influence, an 

Pouca number of adults are among the baptismal 

candidates. It can no longer be assumed that practically everyone is 

baptized in infancy. The mobility of the population and the pluralistic 

nature of American Christianity have been felt in the lessening of 

denominational loyalties. As Christians grow in their sense of the nature of 

the church, they grow in sensitivity to the problem of indiscriminate 

Baptism of infants. They do not question infant Baptism as such, for it isa 

treasured symbol of grace in our midst, but many favor a more responsible 

practice.’ 
The Lutheran Book of Worship seeks to set forth the church’s fullest, 

richest baptismal theology. It seeks to overcome a questionable dichotomy 

between the Baptism of infants and the Baptism of adults by providing one 

baptismal liturgy for use with candidates of all ages. Elements which were 

separated during the Middle Ages are reunited in order to restore a unified 

rite of initiation. 

BAPTISM FESTIVALS 

n order to unfold the centrality of Baptism for the entire 

life in Christ and its fundamental importance in the 

church and its connection with the fellowship of the Lord’s Table, 

congregations should consider designating certain Sundays during the year 

for the celebration of Holy Baptism. The rhythm of the congregation’s 
work will suggest which days should be chosen as baptismal festivals, 

although for historical and theological reasons some days are especially 

appropriate. Easter Eve and Pentecost are the ancient days for Baptism in 
the Western church. If the Easter Vigil is not celebrated, Easter Day or the 
Second Sunday of Easter may be an alternate. The Third Sunday in 
Advent, which focuses on the ministry of John the Baptist; the Baptism of 
Our Lord (the First Sunday after the Epiphany); and All Saints’ Day (or 
All Saints’ Sunday) also commend themselves. In the course of a year four 

or five festivals should suffice in most parishes and may result in a cross- 
section of adults, children and infants as candidates. 
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Baptismal festivals should heighten the celebration since Baptism then 
becomes a focus of the lessons, hymns, and sermon. Planning must be done 

with great care, according the service the dignity it deserves. Announcing 
the schedule in advance will not only facilitate planning, but will enable the 

programs of education, preaching, instruction, and counseling to be 
coordinated with the baptismal days. 

Congregations should proceed with great sensitivity to the anxieties such 

a program may initially arouse. Lutheran parents generally seek Baptism 

soon after their children are born, and this eagerness for the sacrament 

should not be diminished. Continued teaching and pre-baptismal coun- 

seling which emphasize Baptism as the entrance into the community of 
God’s people rather than insurance against damnation are necessary in this 
reorientation.® 

The baptismal schedule should avoid both too great a frequency, which 

would discourage proper preparation, and too infrequent a celebration, 
which might unduly delay the Baptism of infants and more mature 

candidates who desire admission to Holy Communion. 

TIME AND PLACE 

he liturgy of Holy Baptism is not just for the candidates 

themselves. It is also for those who have been baptized 

and who now pray for those about to join their company. It is an act of 

worship by the entire assembly, and the celebration of Baptism should 

revitalize all who participate in it. 

The baptismal liturgy is normally celebrated at the regular service of the 

congregation. Usually this will mean Sunday morning, since Baptism is an 

act of the whole church. When there is a Baptism, the assembled fellowship 
commits itself to the new member and receives the new member into its 
midst. They are also reminded of their own Baptism and its seminal 
function in the life of the congregation. All this is blunted if the congrega- 

tion is absent. Where people truly understand and appreciate Baptism, they 

will eagerly share in the coming of life and salvation to others. When 

Baptism does not take place at the regular Sunday service, the congrega- 
tion might still be invited and at least a few representatives could be 

present. 

Placing the Paschal candle near the font after the ceremonies of Easter 

witnesses to the connection between Jesus’ death and resurrection and 

baptismal death and resurrection. It further connects subsequent baptis- 
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mal festivals with the Easter Vigil. Lighting the Paschal candle for baptisms 

testifies further to the paschal character of Baptism. Banners and other 

pieces of art may be placed near the font to heighten the festive character of 

the sacrament. 

SPONSORS 

ach candidate, child or adult, should be presented for 

Baptism by one or more adult sponsors who are practic- 

ing Christians, mature in faith and piety. The sponsor represents in a speci- 

fic way the congregation’s desire to nurture those about to be born into the 

Christian family. Although the mobility of the population can create 
difficulties for the faithful discharge of the sponsor’s responsibilities, 

especially where young children are concerned, this office continues to 
commend itself both symbolically and practically. 

The primary sponsors of children are their parents, but additional 
sponsors may be chosen. They should be encouraged to remain close to the 

family of the child, just as the congregation should maintain close ties with 
baptized children. Parents obviously will exercise primary responsibility in 
the nurture of their children by the quality of family relationships, the 
development of a vital devotional life, and by direct teaching of God’s 

word. But the sponsor can support the parents and cooperate in the task, 

giving it a dimension broader than the individual family. Because of their 
mutual responsibility, both parents and sponsors should participate in the 
baptismal liturgy. 

Sponsors are not only for young children. When one enters the church, 

one passes from one community to another, from one world to another. 

Mature Christians can be helpful in that transition and can help integrate 
the new members into the various dimensions of the life of the parish. Too 

often new members are, in effect, deserted after being received into the 

congregation. Sponsors can help build a lifelong relationship that will 
benefit the candidate, the sponsors, and the congregation as a whole. 
Candidates may choose sponsors themselves or they may ask the 
congregation to make the choice. 

THE LITURGY OF HOLY BAPTISM 

tNicuesee Baptism is celebrated within the service of Holy 
Communion. On Sundays for which the color is green, the 

appointed propers for Baptism (Prayer of the Day, Psalm, Lessons) would 
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be used. On other Sundays, even if they are designated as baptismal 
festivals (e.g. Baptism of our Lord, Pentecost, All Saints), the propers of 
the Sunday are used. On such days the Prayer of the Day for Holy Baptism 
might be said after the Prayer of the Day for the Sunday as a “memorial 
collect”? or it might be used when the procession reaches the font, just 
before the address as a “station collect.”!° 

The font should be carefully prepared before the service. If the water is 
not circulating in the font, it should be in a ewer, ready to be poured into the 
font at the Thanksgiving. If the font has a cover, it should be removed. 
Napkins or towels should be laid either on the edge of the font or ona small 
table or shelf nearby, together with the shell, the oil, and the baptismal 
candles (if they are to be used). 

HOoLy BAPTISM: THE PRESENTATION AND ADDRESS 

n rare occasions, it may be necessary to use the baptismal 

liturgy alone as a separate service, as when a Baptism is 

done without the presence of a congregation. In that case, the service 

should begin with one or more readings from the Scriptures, as provided in 

the propers for Holy Baptism. 

Normally, however, Baptism is celebrated in the presence of a congrega- 

tion at the Holy Communion. If only infants are to be baptized, the liturgy 
for Holy Baptism may begin the service as an indication of its role as the 
initiation into the Christian community and admission to the Holy 
Communion. This is especially appropriate if the Brief Order for Confes- 

sion and Forgiveness is usually done by the font. If Baptism begins the 

service, the Brief Order is omitted, the baptismal liturgy itself speaking of 
confession and forgiveness and our return to our baptismal covenant. The 
service would then begin: Entrance Hymn or Psalm (a baptismal hymn or 

psalm or a hymn of invocation of the Holy Spirit), The Grace . . ., Holy 
Baptism (omitting the Peace, which will be exchanged later, in the 

Eucharist), the Hymn of Praise (Glory to God in the highest or Worthy is 
Christ), Prayer of the Day, and the rest of the liturgy of the Word and of the 

Eucharist. 
If, however, there are candidates besides infants or other than infants, 

Holy Baptism follows the sermon and the hymn of the day, since the older 

candidates can participate in the Liturgy of the Word and listen to the 
lessons and sermon in preparation for their Baptism. When this is done, the 

creed is not said after the hymn since it is part of the baptismal liturgy and 
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the use of two creeds in the service (even if they were different—Nicene 

and Apostles’) would be an unnecessary duplication. 

The Hymn of the Day becomes in effect a processional hymn as the 

baptismal group goes to the font. It may be a formal procession led by cross 

(and candles), especially if the font is some distance from the altar, or the 

assembling at the font may take place more informally. When the 
congregation is not large and where there is sufficient space in the 

baptismal area, the congregation, especially children, should join the 

baptismal group around the font. The congregation is more than an 

audience of spectators. The congregation represents the whole church of 

God into which the candidates are to be baptized. Even when the font is 

close to the altar, it is helpful to have the processional cross taken to the 

place of Baptism to add to the focus on the baptismal space. Those at the 
font should arrange themselves so that as much of the action as possible 
may be seen by the congregation. 

NS 
oy 
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CONGREGATION 

AT THE BAPTISM 

If the font is located so that it is not visible to the congregation, the first 
part of the baptismal liturgy may be conducted in an area of the chancel, 
and the ministers and the baptismal group would go to the font for the 
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Thanksgiving over the water (“Holy God, mighty Lord, gracious Father” 
— LBW, Min. Ed., p. 309 #9). 

When the candidates, sponsors, parents, and ministers have assembled 

at the font, a minister, who may be an assisting minister, gives the opening 

statement about the nature of Baptism, focusing on the Easter dimension 

of rebirth and the gift of the Spirit, as well as the growth in grace of the 
baptized.!! 

Sponsors present each candidate—even adults—to the presiding mini- 

ster for Baptism. As each candidate is presented, the Christian name(s) and 

the surname may both be used. Elsewhere in the rite, only the Christian 

names are used. Surnames are omitted because this is an entrance into a 
larger reality which transcends “family.” When infants are baptized, the 

presentation and responses may be said by one of the parents. It is more 

desirable for the parents rather than the sponsors to do this, since, because 

of the mobility of the population, the sponsors may not always be able to 
remain geographically close to the children. Those candidates who are of 

an age to answer for themselves acknowledge their desire to be baptized in 
response to the question, which is asked by the presiding minister rather 

than by an assisting minister. The presiding minister then lays the 
obligation of support on the sponsors (and parents). The promises here and 

elsewhere in the baptismal service are plural on the assumption that there 

will be several baptismal candidates at the stated baptismal festivals. 

Hoty BAPTISM: THE PRAYERS 

f Holy Baptism is celebrated within the Holy Communion 

following the sermon and hymn of the day, the prayers of 

intercession are said at this point. They should follow the scope of the 
prayers in the liturgy of Holy Communion, for all these areas are the 

concern of the church, but the prayers must also contain special reference 

to those about to be baptized. The model prayer on page 188 of the 

Ministers Edition should not be used word for word every time. It is a guide 
to those who lead the prayers as they write their own specific prayers for 

each occasion. 

If Holy Baptism is celebrated as a preparatory service to the Holy 

Communion, replacing the Brief Order for Confession and Forgiveness, 

the prayers of intercession are said in the usual place in the Eucharist after 

the sermon and hymn of the day. The creed, having been confessed earlier, 

is omitted. 
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If Baptism is celebrated as a separate service, the Prayer of the Day for 

the occasion of Holy Baptism (page 188) is said at this point instead of the 

prayers of intercession to keep the service brief. 

The intercessions are led by an assisting minister. 

Hoty BAPTISM: THE THANKSGIVING 

f the presentation and address have been made in the 
| ene area, a hymn or psalm is sung after the prayers as 

the ministers and the baptismal group go to the font. 

At the font, the presiding minister begins the Thanksgiving for Baptism. 

The preface versicles omit the verse 

Lift up your hearts: 
We lift them to the Lord, 

since ancient practice limited these lines to the Great Thanksgiving at the 
Eucharist, which was the most joyful act of praise. At other times, such as 

at Baptism or at the thanksgiving over the palms on Passion Sunday the 

preface was 

The Lord be with you. 
And also with you. 

Let us give thanks to the Lord our God. 

It is right to give him thanks and praise. 

Otherwise, the preface versicles and the opening of the Thanksgiving as 

well as the structure of the prayer (moving from the Father to the Son to the 

Holy Spirit and concluding with a trinitarian doxology) are all designed to 
parallel the Eucharistic Prayer of Thanksgiving in the Holy Communion. 

The parallels underscore the importance of the Sacrament of Baptism. 
If the font is not already filled with water (as in a font with a circulating 

system) and if it is not especially large (as in a font made for immersion), the 

font is filled with water poured from a ewer. This may be done just before 
the preface verses or it may be done by a server as the Thanksgiving for 

Baptism is said so that the sound and the sight of water being poured will 
enhance the words of the prayer. 

The world that God created is the means of communion between 
himself and humanity. Because of sin, however, the creation is no longer of 

itself capable of sustaining that communion. The invocation of the Spirit in 
the Thanksgiving acknowledges that it is by the power of God’s promise 
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that water can be the sign of the sacrament. As Luther says in the Small 
Catechism: 

It is not the water that produces these effects, but the Word of 
God connected with the water, and our faith which relies on the 

Word of God connected with the water. For without the Word 

of God the water is merely water and no Baptism. But when 
connected with the Word of God it is a Baptism, that is, a 

gracious water of life and a washing of regeneration in the Holy 
Spirit, as St. Paul wrote to Titus (3:5-8). .. .!2 

And when Luther speaks of the Word of God he is speaking of what others 

have meant by the Holy Spirit—the dynamic, life-giving power of God. 

The prayer of thanksgiving over the water uses the same materials 
Luther drew upon for the Flood Prayer in his own revision of the baptismal 

liturgy. This style of prayer has been somewhat unfamiliar to Lutherans 

and may seem to some to be “telling God what he already knows.” It is, 

however, rooted in Jewish prayers of thanksgiving, which regularly 

recount before God his acts of grace and love. One surely cannot limit 

prayers to what God is not aware of, for he knows our needs before we ask 
him.!3 Moreover, the prayers of the liturgy, like all the parts of worship, are 

not capable of a simple, schematic diagram of what is said to God and what 

is said to the congregation. Prayer and proclamation are not entirely 

distinct actions. In recounting before God his great acts of old, a 

congregation reminds itself again of the outline of sacred history and gives 
thanks for it at the same time, setting this occasion of Baptism in the large 
context of the biblical record of God’s creative acts with water and the 

Spirit and life.!4 In prayer we praise God and we renew our faith as we draw 

upon the bond God established with us in our Baptism. 

The posture of the presiding minister for this prayer is the same as for the 

Eucharistic Prayer of Thanksgiving (Illustrations, p. 178). At the words in 

the prayer “baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of 
the Holy Spirit” it has been traditional for the presiding minister to trace a 
cross in the water with the hand suggesting the four directions of the 

compass from which the church is to make disciples of all nations. 
The minister of the sacrament should not be afraid to wet the hands in 

the baptismal water. Such contact with the baptismal element is as natural 
here as it is in the Eucharist in which the minister picks up the bread and 
holds the chalice during the words of institution. Putting one’s hand in the 
water is a way of making physical contact with the whole history of God’s 
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The Lord be with you. Let us give thanks Holy God, mighty Lord, 
to the Lord our God. _ gracious Father... 

THE THANKSGIVING 

work with water which is summarized in the prayer. 

At the words “pour out your Holy Spirit,” the presiding minister spreads 

the hands over the font as the Spirit of God is invoked upon the water and 

thus upon all who are there baptized. 

THE INVOCATION OF THE SPIRIT 

The gesture recalls the laying on of hands at baptism and ordination, a 
traditional sign of the bestowal of the Spirit. To those who object that the 
Holy Spirit can be invoked upon people but not upon things, one can only 
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point to Genesis 1:2 when at creation the Spirit of God swept like a wind 
over the face of the water, and order, creation, and life were brought forth. 
Many pastors, however, would probably prefer to omit this gesture. The 
text of the prayer is careful to avoid making a direct relationship between 
the Holy Spirit and the water. 

Hoty BAPTISM: RENUNCIATION AND PROFESSION 

pees renunciation and the profession of faith is led by the 
presiding minister. 

It is a good idea to divide the renunciation (of Satan and all that that 
figure represents) into three questions to parallel the three articles of the 
creed: 

Do you renounce all the forces of evil? J do. 
Do you renounce the devil? J do. 

Do you renounce all his empty promises? J do. 

Evil is thus rejected in order to make room for the affirmation of God; they 

are the two sides of one action. In the ancient church this was a dramatic 
time: the candidate, facing the west and the setting sun, renounced all the 

forces of darkness, and then turned toward the east and the rising sun (Son) 

and professed faith in God. Imaginative leaders of worship might be able to 
find ways of continuing in their use of the baptismal space this dramatic 
renunciation and profession. 

The effect of the figure of the devil has been varied throughout Christian 

history. Just when it seems to be no longer necessary, indeed an archaic 

superstition, a new outbreak of violence (e.g. Nazism) or devil worship (e.g. 
the early 1970s) restores the relevance of the symbol. 

The candidates, having rejected evil, the evil one, and all his empty 
promises, turn and profess the faith of the church as summarized in the 

ancient baptismal creed. This creed, contrary to an amusing old tradition, '¢ 

was not composed by the apostles but is a summary of the apostolic 

teaching. The Latin text upon which the English translation is based first 

appeared in documents of the eighth century, but it is clearly related to 
texts of earlier origin.!’ 

The rejection of evil and the profession of faith in the triune God is 
primarily the declaration of the candidates for Baptism. Especially when 
only infants are baptized, the entire congregation should join in the 

renunciation and profession, speaking for the whole church. When the 

candidates can speak for themselves, the words might better be said by 
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them alone. This is their time to renounce evil and to profess the Christian 

faith publicly and boldly. 
At only one point in the Lutheran Book of Worship were any of the texts 

of the International Consultation on English texts altered. The newer 

translation of the Apostles’ Creed has “He descended to the dead.” It is a 
difficult line to interpret, some seeing it as an assertion that Jesus died, 

others understanding it to be the beginning of his proclamation of victory 

to the souls of the dead, others thinking that it has to do with Jesus’ battle 

with Satan which guaranteed the deliverance of the saints. All of these ideas 

have to do with the dead, hence the translation “he descended to the dead.” 

Some Lutherans, however, see the loss of the word “hell” as a 

confessional issue, and on the basis of the Formula of Concord, Epitome, 
Article IX, “Christ’s Descent into Hell,” insist that the word be retained. 

Therefore in the Lutheran Book of Worship “he descended into hell” has 

been substituted for “he descended to the dead”; the latter version being 
listed as an alternate reading. But “he descended to the dead” 

is preferred because it is consistent with the wording used by other English- 
speaking Christians. 

It may be that the alternate text will come to be regularly substituted for 

the traditional text. (In many places “catholic”, an alternate reading 

provided by the Service Book and Hymnal, came to be substituted for 

“Christian” in the description of the church in the Apostles’ and Nicene 
Creeds.) Pastors should teach their people to use the new text in its integrity 
and thus to explore the meaning of this obscure phrase. 

Hoty BAPTISM: THE WASHING 

f there are many candidates, the presiding minister (or 

an assisting minister) may direct the congregation to sit 
down. Ordinarily, however, they should remain standing for the adminis- 

tration of the sacrament as a mark of respect for what is happening. 
The presiding minister gives the book to an assisting minister or to a 

server to hold during the administration of the baptisms so that both hands 
will be free. 

The presiding minister may ask the name of each person before each 
Baptism. In older liturgies this was a fixed part of the service: “How shall 
this child be named?” was the question in the Service Book and Hymnal. It 
was a remnant of the “christening,” which was the giving of a Christian 
name. But since nearly all candidates now have been called by their names 
for weeks or even years before their Baptism, the liturgical question has lost 
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its point. The practical value remains, however, for the minister may need 
to be reminded of the name of the candidate being baptized. If there are 
several candidates being baptized, the minister should ask their names so 
that no mistakes be made at this central point of the baptismal liturgy. 
Getting the names right is more thana matter of courtesy here; as in ancient 

and biblical times people today attach great importance to the giving of 

names.'§ Only the Christian name(s), the name(s) given in Baptism and by 
which one is known to God, are used in the administration of Holy 

Baptism. Thus “Mary Elizabeth Ann is baptized .. . ” and not “Mary 

Elizabeth Ann Johnson is baptized ...” This is the most important use of 
the individual name in the whole liturgy (that is, in this whole body of the 

liturgy of the church). The giving of the “Christian name” and its use here 
reflects the death-resurrection motif of Baptism. The new name is a sign of 

the new birth and of the new life. This taking of a new name had more 

immediate significance in ancient times when people turned from pagan- 
ism, embraced Christianity, and took a new name to show not just their 
new faith but their new life. The importance of the name nonetheless 
remains powerful still. 

The presiding minister then baptizes each candidate. Two forms are 

suggested: pouring and immersion. Mere sprinkling—not to mention 

touching the candidate’s head with a damp finger—is undesirable and 

should be avoided. The amount of water used does not of course affect the 
validity of the sacrament, but an ample quantity of water should be used to 

show symbolically the washing of Baptism. Baptism by pouring has been 
the usual practice of Western Christians for many centuries. The minister 

may choose to use a baptismal shell to pour the water to insure the use of a 

generous quantity of water. Congregations near the sea might choose to use 

a sea shell (perhaps painted with a blue or a red cross.) The minister, 
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however, might choose to use a cupped hand to pour the water as a way of 

making direct contact with the baptismal water. 
It is not necessary for the presiding minister to hold infants while 

baptizing them. The arms of the church can just as effectively be shown by 
the embrace of a parent or sponsor. Whoever holds the infant should be 

instructed to hold the child’s head over the font for the Baptism so the water 
can wash over the child’s head and fall back into the font. 

For older candidates, especially generous amounts of water should be 

used so that it runs over their heads and perhaps even onto their clothing. If 

a puddle is left on the floor of the baptismal space when the sacred washing 

is done, that can help show the nature of the baptismal symbol. A towel 

should be provided for each candidate. 

Baptism by immersion is a practice at least as ancient as pouring and has 

great symbolic impact. Most liturgical Christians know the practice only 

through representations of the Baptism of Jesus by John, but interest in 

immersion is growing among many denominations and is recognized by the 

_Lutheran Book of Worship as an acceptable practice. Most Lutheran 

church buildings have no facilities for immersion, but that can be remedied 
in remodeling programs or by an imaginative use of temporary means. 

Infants are immersed by dipping them unclothed in water up to their 

chins. (The ministers should not be surprised if the infant should foul the 
water while this is taking place.) 

Three methods have been used for older children and adults. The most 

ancient form required the candidate to stand in water of moderate depth 
with the head inclined forward. The minister, standing at the side of the 

font or standing in the water with the candidate pours water upon the 
candidate’s head so that the excess falls back into the font. 

Another form requires the candidate to kneel in the water. The minister, 
standing near the candidate but not necessarily in the water, raises the 

person’s clasped hands to protect the nose and mouth and with the other 

hand helps the person to incline the head and shoulders into the water and 
out again. 

A form common in the Baptist groups requires both the candidate and 
the minister to stand in the water, the minister a little to the rear. With one 
hand the minister raises the candidate’s clasped hands to protect the nose 
and mouth. The minister places the forearm across the candidate’s upper 
back and shoulders, lowering the person backwards into the water and then 
raising the person up again. 
When Baptism is by immersion, provision must be made for the 

candidate to change into dry clothing. Symbolic white garments may be 
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presented by the congregation. These may be rectangular or circular 

garments with an opening in the center for the head. (Be sure the opening is 
big enough to go easily over a large head.) Symbols of Baptism and the 
faith may be added. 
Gowns resembling academic or choir robes should be avoided. 
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Two baptismal formulas are provided—the traditional Western formula 

which stresses the role of the baptizing minister as agent of God (“I baptize 

you ...”) and the traditional Eastern formula which stresses the action of 

God in the sacrament (“N. is baptized .. . ”). Ministers should consider 

using each formula at various times so that both the role of the minister and 

the role of God be stressed in the baptismal practice of the congregation. 

The formulas should, of course, never be mixed in one service. If both 

forms are used at various times, the pastor can teach the congregation that 

it is not one set of words—a kind of magical formula—that makes the 

Baptism but the Word and Spirit of God connected with the water. All that 

is essential is the use of the triune name of God. Nonetheless, whichever 

form is used, it should be used precisely, and innovations (e.g. “in the name 

of the Father, in the name of the Son, in the name of the Holy Spirit”) 

should be avoided. 

When the baptismal washing is done by pouring, the water is poured 

over each candidate three times. When the Baptism is by immersion—by 
whatever manner, the candidate is immersed three times, at the mention of 

each of the persons of the Holy Trinity. 

Hoty BAPTISM: THE LAYING ON OF HANDS 

he ministers and the baptismal group return to a place 

before the altar for the concluding part of the rite. A hymn 

or a psalm may be sung as they go, especially if there is some distance 

between the font and the altar. Hymns invoking the Holy Spirit, certain 

Easter hymns, “At the Lamb’s high feast we sing,” “I bind unto myself 

today,’ are appropriate to this procession. Even when the font and altar are 

close to each other, it would be a good idea to sing a brief psalm or hymn to 
separate the actions of Baptism. The movement is important (liturgy 
implies movement and not just words), and ministers should seldom follow 
the rubric which allows them to remain at the font for the concluding part 
of the liturgy of Baptism. Movement should be encouraged, for it helps to 

show not only the nature of ritual but the richness of what happens in Holy 

Baptism. It helps to punctuate the several actions: procession to the font for 

the presentation and address, the thanksgiving, the renunciation and 

profession, the Baptism, procession to the altar for the laying on of hands, 
the signation, the welcome. Movement to the center, to the altar indicates 
entrance into the community and admission to the Lord’s Table. 

At a place before the altar, the Holy Spirit is invoked upon those who 

have just been baptized. The inclusion in this service of the laying on of 
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hands with the prayer for the gift of the Holy Spirit signals a return to the 

liturgical fullness of the ancient church that was lost when confirmation 
became a separate rite. Sponsors or parents holding infants remain 

standing. Others who have just been baptized kneel at the altar rail, a 
prayer desk, or on cushions on a chancel step. 

An assisting minister or server holds the presiding minister’s book so 

that the minister can lay both hands on the head of each of the baptized 
while praying for the Holy Spirit. One hand is not enough. Both hands are 

used for the invocation of the Spirit, according to ancient practice, as a 

dramatic sign of the pouring out of the Spirit of God and of the presiding 

minister’s entire attention being focused on what is being done. Both hands 

are free during Baptism; both hands are free during the Great Thanksgiving 
(or the Verba) of the Holy Communion; both hands should be free for the 
invocation of the Spirit.!9 

If the number of candidates is large, the presiding minister may lay both 

hands on the head of each in turn as the prayer is said. (The minister does 
not lay hands on two heads at once—one hand per head. Attention should 

be undivided.) The minister will then be able to lay hands on about eight 

candidates as the prayer is said—one at each new phrase. The prayer is then 

said again as the minster lays hands on the next candidates. Unless the 
number of candidates is especially large—more than 12 to 16—the 

presiding minister should consider saying the prayer for each candidate. 
The prayer is not long and each candidate deserves careful liturgical 

attention. 

Hoty BAPTISM: SEALING 

he sign of the cross marks the Christian as united to the 
Crucified. The seal of ownership is traced on the forehead; 

each one is marked with the indelible seal of the new Lord. 
N., child of God, you have been sealed by the Holy Spirit and 
marked with the cross of Christ forever. 

Each one is made a child of God by the washing in the baptismal water, 

sealed by the Spirit with the laying on of hands, and marked now with the 
cross of Christ. Yet these are not three separate actions exactly nor one 

action with embellishments. It is one rich action of initiation. Signing each 
candidate with the cross is a principal part of the rite for Baptism, traceable 

to its beginnings in the ancient church. Tertullian (1602-2307) says: 

In all our travels and movements, in all our coming in and going 

out, in putting on our shoes, at the bath, at the table, in lighting 
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our candles, in lying down, in'sitting down, whatever employ- 

ment occupies us, we mark our forehead with the sign of the 

cross.20 

Other uses of the sign of the cross—at the beginning of the Brief Order for 

Confession and Forgiveness or in private devotion or at a benediction— 

become acknowledgements and affirmations of Baptism. The Presiding 
Minister with the thumb traces a cross on the forehead of each of the 
baptized and for each one says the complete formula, “N., child of God... 

forever.” The baptized (or the parent or sponsor of an infant) responds 

“Amen.” The cross is traced on the forehead because this apparently was 

the most ancient practice, as Tertullian testifies. The larger sign of the cross 

made from forehead to breast to shoulders was a later development. 

According to a custom of long standing in the church the cross may be 

traced in oil on the forehead. At an early time, perhaps to demonstrate 
physically the New Testament’s description of Jesus as the Christ (the 
Greek equivalent for the Hebrew anointed by God) and also the 
conviction that the Christian is anointed with the Holy Spirit, the church 

began to anoint the baptized with oil. The seal of the Spirit is a sign for the 

future, a promise of the eschatological kingdom.?! The material used for 

this anointing is olive oil or another vegetable oil into which is often mixed 

a fragrant oil such as that of balsam. The oil is stored in a small cruet or 
bowl. It is applied with the thumb, a smail cloth, or a bit of cotton. 

Even when the Baptism is not by immersion, a white garment may be 
given to each of the baptized, calling attention to the robe of righteousness 

which God provides: “Baptized into union with him you have all put on 
Christ as a garment.”2? When this garment is given, a representative of the 
congregation may say, “Put on this robe, for in Baptism you have been 
clothed in the righteousness of Christ, who calls you to his great feast.”23 
The words, however, need not be said; the giving of the garment itself is 

sufficient. Words need not always accompany every liturgical action, and 
not every movement need be made verbally explicit. 
A candle, which is lighted from the Paschal candle to show the 

connection between Baptism and Easter, may be given by a representative 
of the congregation to each of the baptized (or to the parent or sponsor of a 
young child). The candle should be white and be decorated if at all only 
with a symbol of Baptism or of the Christian life. For safety the candle 
should be extinguished prior to the peace. The baptismal candle is then 
taken home, and lighted at each anniversary of the person’s Baptism as a 
reminder of the glory and the obligation which Baptism bestows. 
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Hoty BAPTISM: WELCOME 

va ig the sealing (and the giving of the robe and candle) a 

representative of the congregation presents those who 
have been baptized to the universal priesthood of service and proclamation 

of the praise of God. Then the congregation welcomes them into their 

fellowship. The emphasis of the welcome falls on the witness of service in 
the kingdom. 

The sharing of the peace is an especially effective sign at the liturgy of 
Baptism. It makes clear the welcome of the congregation and calls eachtoa 

fuller showing of unity and peace. 

The completion of the initiation into the Christian community is the 

sharing in the Eucharist. That privilege which is granted in Baptism may be 

exercised immediately or (as in the case of infants in most parishes) may be 
delayed for some months or years after the Baptism. The occasion of one’s 

first communion is the claiming of a privilege granted as the birthright of 
the baptized. It is not the beginning of a new state of church membership. 

The occasion should not be a time of special ceremonies, dress, vows. At 

the appropriate time the children will simply come to the altar with their 
families. The pastor may speak a word of welcome in the sermon or at the 

time of the announcements. A section should be added to the prayers when 

some of the congregation participate in the Holy Communion for the first 
time. The Lutheran Book of Worship deliberately avoids emphasizing the 
first communion in order to exalt Baptism as the time of entrance into the 

church and of receiving all of the rights and privileges of that membership. 
Later confirmation and first communion (or vice-versa) add nothing to 

what is already the possession and right of the baptized children of God. 
Like Baptism itself, the liturgy of Holy Baptism is a continuously 

unfolding process. Each act presents another facet of the church’s teaching 
and belief. All the details of the service deserve careful attention and 
preparation. Their significance should be clear to the celebrating assembly 
lest they become empty embellishments of the service. A congregation’s 

efforts to enrich the baptismal liturgy must be part of a larger effort to place 
Baptism at the center of Christian faith and life. 

CORPORATE CONFESSION AND FORGIVENESS 

Or makes use of one’s Baptism by daily repentance and 
renewal. In the life of most congregations confession has 

meant a form at the beginning of the service without Communion and an 
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expanded form at the beginning of Holy Communion. The Lutheran Book 

of Worship seeks to increase the opportunities for confession in the life of 

the congregation in order to deepen its meaning. (Article XIII of the 

Apology to the Augsburg Confession recognizes Confession and Foregive- 

ness—called “Absolution, which is the Sacrament of Repentance”—as a 

third sacrament in addition to Baptism and Holy Communion.) Three 

separate occasions are provided for: corporate confession, individual 

confession, and confession immediately prior to the celebration of the Holy 

Communion. 
The service of Corporate Confession and Forgiveness (both confession 

and forgiveness are included in the title of these services to show both sides 
of the one action, like law and gospel, death and resurrection) is designed to 

stand by itself and is not intended to be used in connection with other 

services. It may be scheduled on penitential days, such as during Lent. It 

may also be used as part of the regular schedule of a congregation, weekly 

(perhaps on Fridays, the day of crucifixion) or monthly. It can serve a 

variety of purposes: confession of individuals in the context of corporate 
worship as a regular discipline to deepen the spiritual life; the reconciliation 

of those who are estranged from each other, such as families or factions 

within the congregation; the acknowledgement of sharing in corporate 

wrongs and corporate guilt, such as participating in repressive actions 

toward outcasts, lack of openness to strangers in the community, 

supporting industries that destroy the environment or supporting dicta- 
torial governments. 

When the service is used, care must be taken to avoid making people 
confess a guilt that they do not feel or manipulating people to feel a guilt 
that is not genuine. Even more than most services, Corporate Confession 
and Forgiveness must be carefully planned not by the pastors alone but in 

conjunction with laypeople in the parish. 

Only ordained clergy preside at this service. Although it is true that any 

Christian may announce God’s forgiveness to another, only the pastor may 
exercise the Office of the Keys in the gathered congregation. It is a central 

part of the public ministry to which a pastor is called by a congregation and 
ordained by the church. 

Great care must be taken in choosing the music for this service. It must be 

subdued and meditative in nature. Quiet preludial music may help establish 
a climate of reflection and prayer, but such music should not be maudlin or 
sentimental. 

The pastor vests in alb (or surplice) and stole for this service. 
If there is a small number of participants, they should be gathered near 
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the altar in the front pews, in the choir, or in chairs in the chancel. The 
service begins with everyone saying together the words of Baptism and 
perhaps making the sign of the cross. Christians have used the sign of the 
cross and the words which came to accompany it—the sign was more 
ancient and important than the words—as an act of invocation and 
blessing since very early in Christian history. Making the sign of the cross 
was already common in private devotion in the second century, as the 
quotation from Tertullian indicates (p. 185f.). It is a reminder of Baptism 
when we were washed in the triune name and “marked with the cross of 
Christ forever.” Luther in the Small Catechism recommends the sign of the 
cross to begin one’s prayers upon arising and retiring. 

Two methods of making the sign of the cross are common in 

Christianity. In the Eastern churches the cross is traced by touching the 
forehead, breast, right shoulder, left shoulder. In the Western churches it is 

formed by touching the forehead, breast, left shoulder, right shoulder. 

Various words have been associated with the sign to give a verbal meaning 
to it. John Chrysostom says, 

When, therefore, you sign yourself, think of the purpose of the 

cross, and quench anger and all other passions. Consider the 

price that has been paid for you... .24 

At the beginning of the orders for confession and forgiveness the sign 

and the words tie together Baptism and the confession of sin. The act of 

worship begins with a remembrance of how one became a member of the 
community of faith. “Repentance therefore is nothing else than a return 

and approach to Baptism,” says Luther in the Large Catechism. 

The congregation may say the invocation with the minister. This is not 

nearly as difficult to get going as one might at first suppose. The words are 
simple and well known. With but little instruction the congregation should 

be able to join the minister in saying the words. They at least respond 

“Amen” to the words to make it their own. The “Amen” is not sung. The 
basic principle is that when the minister speaks, the congregation replies by 
speaking. (When the minister chants, the congregation responds by 

singing.) 
When this service is used for a specific purpose (e.g. the reconciliation of 

those estranged from each other) or on a special occasion (e.g. the 

confession of corporate sin and guilt), the minister should announce that 

purpose or occasion and explain briefly its connection with the service of 
confession. 

The theme of the first hymn should be repentance, the assurance of God’s 
steadfast love, or another theme appropriate to the service. This hymn 
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establishes the tone and the context of the confession which is to follow. 
(See also Atonement, Invocation, Trust, Inner Life, and Mercy in the 

Topical Index of Hymns—Ministers Edition, pp. 472-478.) 

Psalm 51 with the Gloria Patri is sung or said. The refrain antiphon is 
“Create in me a clean heart, O God.” The Psalm may be sung to one of the 

tones provided in the Ministers Edition, p. 442; the antiphon may be sung 

to the last segment of the melody. The Psalm prayer is not used with the 

Psalm in this service since it is not primarily for meditation and reflection. 

The lesson should be carefully chosen from those suggested to provide a 

biblical perspective on the situation which occasions the service. It should 
not be simply a standard or favorite selection. 

The sermon should be a brief and relatively informal address—the 

smaller the congregation the more informal. The objective is to encourage 

and free the people for the confession to follow by a proclamation of God’s 
grace. 

For certain occasions in the life of a congregation mutual conversation 

and consolation is more appropriate than a sermon.*5 Luther in the 
Smalkald Articles III, 4, identifies this practice as a form of the Gospel.?6 
The intent of this section of the service is to provide a framework for an 

unstructured dialog to encourage people to talk to one another toeffecta | 

reconciliation or to think through possible responses to a common 

problem or crisis. This conversation and consolation would be effective in 
cases where there is a dispute to be resolved (as for example when a family 
has argued over an inheritance). The quarreling family members are 
brought together by a desire for some kind of settlement and resolution. 

The pastor may be instrumental in arousing this desire but the pastor must 
not force people to participate in the service if they do not seriously want to 

restore harmony. Again, a local, national, or international crisis (as, for 

example, the desecration of a synagogue, the assasination of a leader, the 

decision of an industry to do business with a tyrannical government) might 

also be the occasion for a concerned group of congregants to gather to talk 

about the events, to weigh the nature and the extent of corporate 

responsibility, to consider the implications of the act, to talk out the fears 
that have been aroused, to consider possible responses. t 

The conversation might begin with a statement by the pastor of what is to 

be accomplished, e.g. to identify and define the problem and to search for 

answers to it. In the case of a family dispute, what exactly led to the rupture 

of relationships (be careful not to open old wounds and animosities), what 
exactly is wrong, what can be done about the present situation? Here a 
rather clear result may be identified. 
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In the case of response to a traumatic event, the group would consider 
what has happened, what is the responsibility of the individual. In these 
cases there may not be aclear result obtained, there may not bea resolution 
of the questions which are raised. False or too-easy answers must be 
avoided. The method of the conversation is honesty. Those who participate 
in it must not be forced to say or admit more than they are prepared to do. 

An expected reconciliation may not be achieved. A desired resolution may 
not be arrived at. The result of the conversation may be less than 
satisfactory, but if that is as far as it can go, no more should be attempted. 
When an appropriate conclusion has been arrived at or when a suitable 

stopping place has been reached, the pastor should apply readings from the 

Scriptures and/or recollections from the historical experience of the 

church when faced with analogous situations. The goal of the conversation 

is the consolation of the people: deliverance from despair, apathy, 

cynicism, indifference, neglect, or destructive action. At its close the pastor 

should summarize what has been said, what can be acknowledged by all, 

and how God’s consolation and encouragement have been proclaimed. 
Silence for reflection and meditation follows. 

If an admission of guilt has been made during the conversation (it need 

not be done ina formal manner) and if the conversation has concluded with 

biblical assurances of God’s pardon and steadfast love, then the confession 

and proclamation of forgiveness should be omitted as an unnecessary 
duplication. The pastor must judge whether the formal confession would 

be repetitious and whether the declaration of forgiveness would be 
appropriate. The disputants may not yet have arrived at the stage where 
they can make a confession or where a declaration of God’s forgiveness 
should be made to them. The pastor must use discretion and judgment. 
Care must be taken not to force confession or to impose a direction upon 

the conversation that is unnatural and even unwelcome. It may be that the 

conversation will end indecisively. If that is the case, the matter must be left 

there for another time and continued prayer and reflection be urged upon 

the participants. 
The pastor would do well to have several hymns in mind for the hymn of 

praise. If the conversation has resulted in a genuine reconciliation, a hymn 
of thanksgiving would obviously be appropriate. If the conversation has 

not reached a resolution of the matter at hand, a hymn of faith, trust and 

guidance, or pilgrimage should be sung. (Consult the topical Index of 

Hymns under these headings.) The pastor will have to learn the contents of 

the hymnal intimately so an appropriate hymn may be suggested. 
The congregation kneels when the Confession is to be made. If there are 
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no kneelers provided in the pews, the people could kneel at the altar rail. If 
the congregation is too large for that, they should sit for the confession 
since standing is not conducive to meditation. When the service is being 
used for a specific purpose or a special occasion, a confession appropriate 

to that situation may be prepared by those present, perhaps asa part of the 

conversation. The group may compose a prayer appropriate for a time of 

crisis, the disputants may prepare a confession themselves or if that is not 

possible, the congregation may prepare a prayer for guidance to show their 

support and concern. 

The absolution is in two parts. The first part is a declaration to the entire 

group making confession, which may not in all cases include the whole 

congregation present. When the minister makes the sign of the cross over 

those being absolved, they may also make the sign of the cross on 

themselves to personalize the absolution and make it their own. They 
respond “Amen.” Then the absolution is personalized still further, for 
those who desire it, by individual absolution with the laying on of hands. 

When the congregation is large, people may approach the altar in 

continuous fashion (as at the Communion), filling empty places at the rail 

when those who have received the laying on of hands have returned to their 

places. Other pastors may assist the presiding minister in the laying on of 
hands. Unordained assisting ministers do not participate in this action. 

In cases when the pastor deems it appropriate, as when a reconciliation 
of the estranged has taken place, the peace may be exchanged. 

When this service is held in the evening, the prayer for peace is especially 
appropriate. When the service is a regularly scheduled congregational 
service, one of the responsive prayers or the litany could be used. For these 

prayers the congregation should kneel or stand. If the prayers are to be 
more of a meditative nature, the people could sit if there are no facilities for 
kneeling. 

The Lord’s Prayer is said. The presiding minister then blesses the 
congregation and dismisses them in peace. There should be no closing 

hymn nor postludial music because such would discourage further private 
prayer and meditation. The pastor should be available for further 
counseling or for individual confessions after the service. The only music 
appropriate at this service is the two hymns and the singing of Psalm 51. 

INDIVIDUAL CONFESSION AND FORGIVENESS 

| te confession is enjoined in the Small Catechism? 
(although this section, like the references to the sign of the 

cross, was often excised from editions of the catechism in recent centuries). 
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Luther drew upon the long-standing tradition and practice of the church 
for both the concept and the form of individual confession. Especially 
following World War II, private confession was rediscovered by many in 
Europe as a powerful and effective form of the church’s ministry. Those 
with burdened consciences were grateful to find someone to listen, and the 
practice of individual confession has met with favor in other parts of the 
world as well. 

Like the service of Corporate Confession and Forgiveness, this form 

does not substitute for the Brief Order of Confession and Forgiveness 

before the Holy Communion. The form is nonetheless flexible and may be 
modified by the pastor as particular circumstances suggest. 

The form is useful for those cases when one with a troubled conscience 

seeks out the consolation of the church. It may also be used during 

counseling sessions as part of a personal conversation with the pastor. In 
such situations the pastor should provide for a transition from the 
counseling situation to the confession by moving from the pastor’s study 
into the church or by changing the arrangement of the room (and the pastor 

putting on a stole). It is important to show clearly that the individual 

confession is not simply part of a conversation with the pastor, “talking 

things over,” but is an act done before God, a statement of the sins one is 

aware of in preparation for the hearing of God’s forgiveness. 
To encourage the use of this form of the ministry of the church and to 

serve the needs of the people, it is helpful if regular times are established 

when the pastor is available in a designated place to hear individual 

confessions. Individual confession is a desirable preparation for participa- 
tion in the Holy Communion, although no rule should be made requiring 
such preparation. Luther says in the Small Catechism: 

Fasting and bodily preparation are a good external discipline, 

but he is truly worthy and well prepared who believes these 

words: “for you” and “for the forgiveness of sins.”28 

Only the ordained ministers of the church may serve as confessors. 
Although the service is done in private, it is part of the exercise of the public 

ministry of the church and is therefore the province of those called and 
ordained as pastors of the church and servants of the word of God who 

have responsibility for the spiritual welfare of the parish. 
It is ah obligation not to be taken lightly. Those who hear the confessions 

of others should themselves be under the discipline of regular confession. 
Confessors should have their confessors too, to set an example for the 

people and so they can understand better the practice that they encourage 

others to participate in. 
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The confidentiality of the confession must under no circumstances be 

broken. The confession made by a penitent to a pastor is protected from 

disclosure by the tradition of the Christian church. The pastor must respect 

“the seal of the confession,” and the people need to be taught that the pastor 

is obliged to respect at all times the confidential nature of a confession so 
that they can freely open their consciences. 

Individual confession may be made in the church, at or near the altar. 

The pastor may kneel with the penitent at the altar rail (which would be 
appropriate when the pastor and penitent move from counseling to 

confession). Or, especially when the pastor keeps regular times to hear 

confessions, the pastor may sit in a chair placed on the opposite side of the 
rail, at right angles to the kneeling penitent. 

INDIVIDUAL CONFESSION 

Care should be taken to insure that no one overhears or disturbs 
the penitent. 

Appropriate vestments for the pastor, especially when keeping sched- 
uled times for confession, are alb (or surplice) and stole. 

When confessions are heard at regularly appointed times, it is helpful to 
provide devotional aids for those waiting to make their confession. A guide 
to the Lutheran Book of Worship might be prepared, directing the penitent 
to appropriate prayers, psalms, and hymns. Other collections of prayers, 
selections from the classics of Christian devotion, and the writings of the 
saints are also helpful. 

A copy of the Lutheran Book of Worship with the form for individual 
confession marked might be provided for the use of penitents at the altar. 
Or the service might be printed ona card which can be given to the penitent 
to follow. 
When the penitent arrives at the appointed place, the pastor greets the 

penitent. The greeting may be informal, but it must be restrained. It is nota 
time for pleasantries. The pastor may speak to the penitent concerning 
individual confession, emphasizing the gravity of sin or the need to accept 
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responsibility for sin and its consequences, but the pastor should direct the 
penitent finally to the unfailing mercy and grace of God to all who repent 
and turn to him. Such remarks should not be formal in tone. The pastor 

may conclude the brief conversation with verses of Scripture or para- 
phrases of biblical texts, such as: 

The Lord Jesus welcomes you. He came to call sinners, not the 

righteous. Have confidence in him (Luke 5:32). 

The Lord does not wish the sinner to die but to turn back to him 

and live. Come before him with trust in his mercy (Ezekiel 
33:11). 

After this greeting, the penitent kneels. The penitent and pastor say the 

Psalm verses together. The penitent makes a confession either in the form 
provided or, if that is awkward, in other words, confessing those sins which 

are known to the penitent and which are disturbing. The Small Catechism 
directs: 

Before God we should acknowledge that we are guilty of all 
manner of sins, even those of which we are not aware, as we do 

in the Lord’s Prayer. Before the confessor, however, we should 

confess only those sins of which we have knowledge and which 

trouble us.?? 

Luther also warns against inventing sins and confessing things which do 

not, in fact, trouble the penitent. 

The confessor may then offer admonition and comfort from the Holy 
Scripture. Obviously, the pastor must know the Scripture intimately to be 

able to draw the appropriate counsel, advice, and consolation from it. This 

is not the time for a lecture or a sermon. These words should be brief and 

should not disturb the tone and progression of the rite. 

After the verses of Psalm 51, the pastor absolves the penitent, laying both 
hands on the penitent’s head (as at Baptism). Normally, the pastor should 
stand for this action, since it is usually awkward to remain seated and turn 

in such a way as to be able to lay hands on the penitent’s head. 

A thanksgiving is said either in the form provided or in silence. The peace 

may be exchanged, the pastor and the penitent both standing. 

BRIEF ORDER FOR CONFESSION AND FORGIVENESS 

he Brief Order for Confession and Forgiveness is used, 
when desired, before the Holy Communion begins. It is, 

however, not theologically or liturgically necessary that a congregational 
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act of confession precede every celebration of the Holy Communion. The 

confession was not originally a part of the Eucharist and only developed in 

the Middle Ages with the increasing emphasis on sin and unworthiness, 

and then as a part of the priest’s personal preparation for mass. At the 

Reformation the confession was given to the entire congregation. 

Confession may be made in many ways, and if individual confession or 

corporate confession is a regular part of a congregation’s life, the Brief 

Order may be omitted always. There is a kind of formalism that sees the 
Brief Order as a necessary introduction to the Holy Communion, as if those 

words each week were able to take care of the problem of sin. The 

sacrament itself is a declaration and an enactment of God’s forgiveness and 

as Luther observed, “he is truly worthy and well prepared who believes 

these words: ‘for you....’ 

When the Brief Order is used, it could precede the Holy Communion 
during Lent and then be omitted during Easter to mark the different 
character of these seasons and services. 

The Brief Order is in any case preparatory to the Holy Communion and 

is not a part of the Eucharist. To underscore the preparatory nature of this 

Brief Order, the minister (who need not be the presiding minister , but who 

must be ordained) should lead this service from a place outside the chancel 

area: by the font, from the rear of the church, or at the head of the center 

aisle. 

ry 
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If the Brief Order is led from the rear of the church or from the font, the 

congregation should stand and face the minister. The ringing of the church 

bell (and the entrance of the minister to the place of confession) may be a 
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sign to the congregation to rise. Participants in the entrance procession 

should gather at a place where they may participate with the congregation, 

such as around the font or inside the doors of the nave. 

The minister, if standing at the head of the center aisle, faces the altar for 

the invocation; the congregation should be encouraged to join in saying the 

words. The minister faces the people for the quotation from | John, “If we 

say we have not sin, we deceive ourselves. ...” 

The silence for self-examination and reflection should be an extended 
silence to enable personal application of the general phrases of the prayer 

that follows. Silence of one or two minutes is not too long. 

All may kneel for the prayer of confession. If there are no facilities for 

kneeling, the people stand. In the longer and more meditative forms of 

confession (as in the corporate form) the people may sit if kneeling is not 

possible, but sitting is less desirable in the Brief Order. The minister then 

stands, faces the congregation, and announces their forgiveness. 
The first form provided is an absolution in declarative terms which 

echoes but does not quite repeat the absolution from Individual Confession 
and Forgiveness. The Brief Order deliberately avoids a strong “I forgive 

you all your sins” as inappropriate to a general absolution of the entire 

congregation. Such a firm absolution is entirely appropriate for individual 
confession and forgiveness and is a legitimate exercise of the pastoral office 

and “power of the keys” to bind and to loose. But it is less appropriate to an 

entire congregation which makes a general confession. The people are in 

various stages of penitence and impenitence and a strong “I forgive you” 

may not be pastorally responsible in such a situation. 
The second form of the announcement of forgiveness is a simple 

declaration of God’s grace, which announces the Gospel and offers to the 
congregation an answer to sin. 

Whichever form of the announcement is used, the people respond by 

saying (not singing) “Amen.” 
Baptism is thus the beginning of the Christian life and the foundation on 

which the life in Christ is built. It is done once and is not repeated, lest 
doubt be cast on what God has done in this sacrament of adoption.3° But 

Baptism is made use of daily as the cycles of night and day, of daily prayer, 

of confession and forgiveness tell of dying and rising, of destruction and 
new life, of cleansing and renewal. 
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CELEBRATING THE HOLY COMMUNION 

he Holy Communion has been the principal act of 

Christian worship since New Testament times.! The 

Lutheran Reformation did not break with this ancient tradition of a 

millenium and a half, and the Augsburg Confession declares the Holy 

Communion to be the chief act of worship for Lutherans on Sundays and 
festivals: 

Our churches are falsely accused of abolishing the Mass. 

Actually, the Mass is retained among us and is celebrated with 

the greatest reverence. Almost all the customary ceremonies are 

also retained, except that German hymns are interspersed here 

and there among the parts sung in Latin.? 

The Apology to the Augsburg Confession adds: 

... we do not abolish the Mass but religiously keep and defend 

it. In our churches Mass is celebrated every Sunday and on 

other festivals, when the sacrament is offered to those who wish 

for it after they have been examined and absolved. We keep 
traditional liturgical forms, such as the order of the lessons, 

prayers, vestments, etc. 

The centrality of the Eucharist as the Christians’ principal act of worship is 
underscored by the inclusion of Holy Baptism, Affirmation of Baptism, 
Ordination, Commissioning, Installation of Pastors, Induction of Presi- 

dents, Marriage, and Burial within the liturgy of Holy Communion. 

The Holy Communion is one service with two principal parts. One 

centers in the proclamation of the Word through the reading of Scripture 

199 
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and preaching; the other centers in the sharing of the sacramental meal. 

Surrounded by prayer, praise, and thanksgiving, these two parts are so 
intimately connected as to form one unified act of worship. The double 
nature of the service suggests the use of two focal points—a reading desk 

(lectern or pulpit) and the altar. 

PREPARING FOR THE SERVICE 

he execution of the service is the privilege, obligation, and 

function of all of the leaders of worship jointly. It is the 

pastor’s duty, privilege, and joy to instill this spirit in the leaders and gently 
guide their actions so that everything will be done to assist God’s people to 
worship him with confidence and eagerness. The pastor should arrive at the 

church an hour before the time of service to make physical and spiritual 

preparation for worship. One more time, the actions and words of the 

service should be reviewed so that the liturgy will flow smoothly. All the 

participants in the service must be ready well in advance of the appointed 
time of beginning so that they might lead the service with quiet and 
undistracted minds. 

The lighting of candles (except in the evening) is an action without 

liturgical importance. It must not be given undue attention or carried out 

with unnatural precision (such as requiring the acolyte to enter the church 

at the first note of the prelude.) The candles should be lit well before the 

beginning of the service so that the action does not seem to be a part of the 

service and so as not to detract from the devotional preparations of the 
people. 

Preludial music by instrumentalists or vocalists can help to prepare the 

worshipers for the service. The music selected should be of a high quality 
and should be performed as perfectly as possible in spite of its location 

outside the service itself. It must be assumed that the congregation will 

actually listen to the music played before the service, for to perform music 

in church to which no one listens or which is simply to cover up the noise of 

the entering and gathering congregation is liturgically and artistically 
misguided. 

It should be noted, however, that the custom of performing a large or 
important piece of music before the beginning of the service, although 
widespread today, does not have as long a tradition behind it as some 
would suppose. Until the last three centuries most major efforts of 
musicians serving in church were expended on music directly related to the 
liturgical service. For the majority of the history of the church, composers, 
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instrumentalists, choirs, and soloists collaborated for the purpose of 
enriching and embellishing the liturgical texts in the course of the service. 
Over the centuries this concentration of talent produced some of the finest 

music not only of the church, but of the entire Western civilization. 

Contemporary church musicians should bear this precedent in mind and 
concentrate the greater part of their energies on the performance of music 
directly related to the liturgical service. 

The length and nature of preludial music should be determined by the 

nature of the service which follows and the theme of the Sunday or festival. 

An elaborate service with a lengthy procession on a high festival such as 

Pentecost would require rather lengthy and impressive music, in contrast 

to the simplicity of procession and music suggested by a Sunday in a 

penitential season. It is helpful if the music is closely related to the 

subsequent Entrance Hymn; the prelude could be based on the hymn or 
chant tune or on the mode of the entrance psalm. 

When the Brief Order for Confession and Forgiveness precedes the Holy 
Communion, the prelude might be quite brief so that the preliminaries of the 

day are not unduly extended. (This may be a reason for not using the Brief 

Order on a regular basis.) When the Brief Order is used, there need not bea 

prelude before it, and a short prelude, especially one based on the Entrance 
Hymn, may be played before that hymn is sung. 

BEGINNING THE SERVICE: THE ENTRANCE RITE 

Cie the appointed time of beginning, all participants in 
the entrance procession should be arranged in the order in 

which they will enter the church. The entrance at the beginning of the 

service, it should be understood, is primarily the entrance of the ministers 
(presiding minister, assisting ministers, servers). Occasionally, the choir 
may join in the entrance procession as a sign of special festivity, as on the 
Sundays of Easter. Using a choir procession every week, however, dulls the 
festive impact of the procession at special times and does not make 
sufficient use of the varied richness of the church’s tradition. 

Normally, the choir could enter silently before the beginning of the 

prelude or after the prelude when their entrance would be a signal to the 

congregation to stand. They would not be preceded by a processional cross 

and would go directly to their places. 
If the choir is seated in the rear gallery, they would not usually 

participate in processions, for to walk up to the chancel only to return to 
sing from the rear of the nave is liturgically pointless and borders on display 
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for its own sake. The participation by the choir should be functional, 

reverent, unostentatious. 
Before the Entrance Hymn, the presiding minister or an assisting 

minister may announce the day and its significance. This announcement 

should be primarily liturgical in nature, making reference to the liturgical 
calendar, introducing the service and explaining any variations in it. For 

example: 
This is the Second Sunday of Easter. It has sometimes been 

called “the Sunday of St. Thomas,” for the Gospel for this 

Sunday always tells of Thomas’ struggle to accept the fact of the 

resurrection. Thomas, who stands for each of us, at last came to 

faith. Jesus blessed Thomas, and he blesses us who have not 

seen and yet believe him. 

This is the Third Sunday after Pentecost. The Second Lesson 

continues our reading these weeks of 2 Corinthians, and 
the Gospel is a continuation of this year’s reading of Mark. A 
basic theme linking all three readings is our transformation from 

disobedience to obedience as Christ acts to overcome the 
divisions caused by sin. 

Often this information can be printed in the worship folder, and the service 

can proceed without announcement. Nonetheless, drawing up such a 

concise statement of the theme of the Sunday or of the lessons is a valuable 

exercise for the leaders of worship, and it is a help to all who worship, 

giving focus to the actions and words of that particular day. 
The announcement should not merely duplicate information printed in 

the worship folder, and the minster should never simply read that 
information to the congregation. Rather, the congregation should be 

drawn to anticipate the particular character of the day in the church year 

and be alerted to any special requirements on its part. 

If the Brief Order is used, it may follow the announcements of the day as 
another part of the preparatory words before the service begins. To show 

further the preparatory character of the Brief Order, the minister who leads 

it may vest in alb or surplice without stole or in a cassock without surplice 
and stole, and then when the Brief Order is over, put on the stole (or 

surplice and stole) for the Entrance Hymn. 

If the Brief Order is led from the lowest level of the chancel (the lowest 

step) or from the head of the center aisle, the minister may leave the nave 
and go around to the rear of the church for the entrance procession, 
especially if additional vestments are to be put on (such as stole or 
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chasuble). A short prelude, especially one based on the Entrance Hymn, 
may be played. Or the minister may simply stand aside after the Brief Order 
and join the procession as it passes and enters the chancel. 

Hh I 
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AT THE BRIEF ORDER 

In ancient times, the cross was carried in procession and set up near the 
altar. Later, as the cross grew in size, it remained on the altar and another 

cross was used in the procession. Symbolically the procession, 

with the cross of Jesus 

going on before, 
is a powerful suggestion of the Christian life, following Christ wherever he 
leads. (See also hymn 377, “Lift high the cross.”) 
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ENTERING CHANCEL 
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The one who carries the cross must be carefully instructed to walk at a 

deliberate speed, neither too slow nor too fast. Crucifers should also be 
instructed to grasp the staff of the cross with one hand in front of the face 

and the other approximately waist high. The cross should be carried 

carefully in a strictly vertical position (not jutting forward like a flag pole), 

with the arms of the cross at right angles to the direction of the procession. 

Extreme positions, such as inverting the hands and extending the elbows like 
wings, are simply odd, awkward, and not desirable. The cross and candles 

shouid be held high enough to be seen by the standing congregation. The 

crucifer also needs to be reminded to be careful of the cross when passing 
under arches or Advent wreaths or through doorways and other places 

where there is little clearance. The crucifer may be flanked by torchbearers, 

especially on festivals. If the aisle is not sufficiently wide for three abreast, 
the torchbearers can walk a little behind the cross and to either side. The 
crucifers and servers vest in albs. A cincture may also be worn, but it is not 

necessary. 

NZ JIN 
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The Entrance Hymn, the first action of the Holy Communion, marks the 

beginning of the service and sounds the keynote for the day. When the 
procession enters the church, the congregation stands to sing the hymnand 

also acknowledge the symbol of their redemption which is carried at the 

head of the procession. The people also bow their heads as the cross passes 
them in the procession. 

The rubrics direct that a hymn or psalm be sung at the beginning of the 

service in order to provide a vigorous, unified congregational action to 

open the service. The selection of the Entrance Hymn must be made 
carefully. Some of the most appropriate entrance hymns are those which 

invoke the Holy Spirit or hymns of joyful praise to God. As often as 

possible the Entrance Hymn should reflect the day or season of the church 
year. It is most convenient if the hymn has enough stanzas to cover the 

length of the procession, although instrumental interludes can bridge gaps 

and fill in space as needed. On festivals the singing of hymn stanzas in 

alternation between the congregation and choir (in concertato fashion with 

suitable instrumental accompaniment) can be effective. The cause of a 

powerful opening is enhanced through careful selection of hymns with 
strong musical content. The traditions of the German chorale and the 
English hymn offer two of the richest resources for the selection of the 
Entrance Hymn. 

The singing of complete psalms provides additional possibilities. Certain 

psalms are ideally suited for use at the beginning of the service. For 

example, 95, 98, and 100 are invitations to worship and to the praise of 

God; 84 and 122 speak directly of worshiping God in the temple. The 

congregation may sing the whole psalm to one of the tones provided on 

page 442 of the Ministers Edition, or the choir or cantor may sing the verses 
and the congregation sing the antiphon-refrain. Occasionally a historic 

Introit may be sung. These suggestions of psalms and Introits are not 

intended to replace congregational song with choir singing, but rather to 
indicate additional resources for development of variety and richness in the 
entrance rite. 

A lectionary or Bible of appropriate size and dignity should be provided 
for the readings. The book—not a paperback or a lectionary leaflet-— 
should be carried in the entrance procession by one who is to read from it 
and taken to the place of reading. The book is carried upright, at least chest 
high. (The Eastern churches at the “little entrance” carry the Book of the 
Gospels at the level of the forehead.) Torches may be carried on either side 
of the book. The book is honored because it contains the Word of God.4 
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THE ORTHODOX MANNER 

CARRYING THE BIBLE OR LECTIONARY 

The route of the procession should vary depending on the nature of the 

Sunday or day. At non-festival times the entrance procession goes from the 

sacristy or rear of the nave to the ministers’ chairs. On festivals, suchas the 
Sundays of Easter, a long procession is appropriate. It could proceed, for 

example, from the chancel (the choir members having taken their places 

before the beginning of the hymn), down the center aisle, around the 

church, and back up the center aisle. (Diagrams, page 208.) 

The ministers go to their places in the chancel, to chairs behind the altar 

facing the congregation or to the side of the chancel facing the altar. The 

presiding minister presides over the Liturgy of the Word from either of 

these places. The altar is not yet the focus of attention; the place of reading 

is. (Diagrams, page 209.) 
An assisting minister or server holds the presiding minister’s book so the 

hands will be free for the traditional gestures, or a small, unobtrusive 

lectern can be set in front of the chairs for use by the presiding minister and 

the assisting ministers. 
The presiding minister, standing either at the chair or in the center of the 

chancel, greets the congregation with the words of the Apostle.5 The sign of 
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FESTIVAL PROCESSIONS 
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the cross is not made here by*either the presiding minister or the 

congregation. This is a greeting and not an invocation remembering 

Baptism as “In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy 

Spirit.” The presiding minister’s hands are opened in greeting as the 

Apostle’s words are said. 

APOSTOLIC GREETING BY 
PRESIDING MINISTER WEARING CHASUBLE 

What became the traditional entrance rite of the Western church 

(Introit, Kyrie, Gloria in Excelsis, Collect) is a reflection of the elaborate 

entrance the pope used to make into the churches of Rome. The 
processional psalm, which in the Introit shrank to the fragment of a psalm 
(usually one verse) with antiphon and Gloria Patri, and the Kyrie, and the 
Gloria in Excelsis were all sung in procession; the collect was then said asa 

“station collect” at the conclusion of the entrance when at last all were in 
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their places. This elaborate rite, designed originally to cover the ceremonies 

of a papal visit, is far more than is necessary or perhaps even desirable as a 
constant practice.® 

A pattern such as this may be followed: 

Advent Kyrie —— 

Christmas through Kyrie Glory to God in 

Baptism of Our Lord the highest 

Sundays after the a Glory to God in 
Epiphany the highest 

Transfiguration Kyrie Glory to God in 
the highest 

Lent Kyrie i 

Sunday of the Passion —— _—— 

Easter (50 Days) Kyrie Worthy is Christ 
including Pentecost 

Trinity Sunday Kyrie Worthy is Christ 

Sundays after Pentecost —— Glory to God in 
the highest 

All Saints and a Worthy is Christ 

Lesser Festivals 

Christ the King Kyrie Worthy is Christ 

Non-festival weekdays we ere 

On festival Sundays both the Kyrie and the Hymn of Praise are sung. On 

Sundays for which the color is green, either the Kyrie or the Hymn of Praise 

should be omitted. During Advent, the Kyrie is used and the Hymn of 

Praise is omitted. During the twelve days of Christmas and through the 

Baptism of Our Lord and on the festival of the Transfiguration, both Kyrie 
and “Glory to God in the highest”—the Christmas song of the angels—are 

sung. For the Sundays after the Epiphany, the Kyrie should be omitted 

and “Glory to God in the highest” sung to echo the celebration of 

Christmas. In Lent, as in Advent, the Kyrie is used and the Hymn of Praise 

is omitted. On the Sunday of the Passion, both the Kyrie and the Hymn of 

Praise are omitted, and after the Palm ceremonies the Eucharist beguns 

directly with the Prayer of the Day. Throughout Easter (and on Trinity 

Sunday and Christ the King), Kyrie and “Worthy is Christ”—the Easter 

song of triumph—are sung. On the Sundays after Pentecost the Kyrie is 
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omitted and the traditional Hymn of Praise, “Glory to God in the highest” 

is sung. On occasion, hymn 166, “All glory be to God on high,” may be 
sung. “Worthy is Christ” is sung on All Saints’ Sunday and on Lesser Festi- 
vals that fall during the season after Pentecost. Thus the pattern is: at peni- 

tential times (Advent and Lent) the Kyrie alone; on green Sundays, the 

Hymn of Praise alone; on festival Sundays both the Kyrie and the Hymn of 
Praise. On weekdays that are not festivals, both are omitted and the pre- 
siding minister proceeds directly from the Greeting to the Prayer of the 

Day. 

In penitential seasons, especially when a psalm is used as the Entrance 

Hymn, “Kyrie! God Father in heaven above” (hymn 168) or “Your heart, O 

God, is grieved, we know” (hymn 96) may replace the Kyrie. Also, 

especially when a psalm is used as the Entrance Hymn, “All glory be to God 

on high” (hymn 166) may replace “Glory to God in the highest” on 

occasion during the Sundays after Epiphany and Pentecost for which the 

color is green. This famous Decius hymn may receive special treatment in 

the form of instrumental accompaniment, descants, concertato arrange- 

ments, and alternate singing of stanzas by choir and congregation. 

Occasionally it is appropriate to use choral settings of these hymns of 

praise, including settings which employ different translations of the text. 

The vast treasury of choral settings of the “greater Gloria” is available for 

festive use by the choir. The timely scheduling of some of the great settings 
of this text may prove to be of value to the congregation in meditating 

actively on the text. If the text is sung in a foreign language, the 

congregation should be provided with a word-for-word translation of the 
canticle. 

The Gloria in Excelsis is an elaboration of the song of the angels over the 
fields of Bethlehem, which appears in Luke 2:14. In form it is a series of 
acclamations, a style which was characteristic of ancient Greek liturgy.’ 

The canticle opens with an antiphon, 

Glory to God in the highest, 
and peace to his people on earth. 

It is followed by three stanzas of acclamation. The first is addressed to God 
the Father: 

Lord God, heavenly King, 

Almighty God and Father, 

we worship you, we give you thanks, 
we praise you for your glory. 

The second stanza is addressed to God the Son in his relationship to the 
Father: 
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Lord Jesus Christ, only Son of the Father, 

Lord God, Lamb of God, 

You take away the sin of the world: 
have mercy on us; 

You are seated at the right hand of the Father: 
receive our prayer. 

The third stanza, also addressed to Christ, includes a reference to the Holy 

Spirit and returns at the end to the theme of the glory of the Father, echoing 
the opening antiphon: 

For you alone are the Holy One, 
You alone are the Lord, 

You alone are the Most High, 

Jesus Christ, 

with the Holy Spirit, 

in the glory of God the Father. Amen. 

The present translation by the International Consultation on English Texts 

has altered the traditional text by transposing some phrases and lines and 

by omitting others which were thought to have been redundant. 

The Gloria in Excelsis was originally a part of the Daily Prayer of the 

Church and was imported from there into the Eucharist. It was never 

intended to be the invariable feature of the Holy Communion that our 
practice has assumed it to be. 

“Worthy is Christ” is a modern composition introduced by the Lutheran 

Book of Worship. It is drawn from the hymns in the book of Revelation® 

and joins Passover and Easter with a glimpse of the eschatological 
kingdom. The Common Service Book and, following it, The Lutheran 

Hymnal, provided a New Testament canticle, Dignus est Agnus (“Worthy 
is the Lamb”), drawn from Revelation 5, 15, and 19, but the song was not 

preserved in the Service Book and Hymnal. “Worthy is Christ” begins and 
ends with an antiphon, “This is the feast of victory for our God, alleluia.” 

A cantor or an assisting minister, remaining at the chair, intones the 

Kyrie when it is used. 
The initial phrase of the Hymn of Praise (“Glory to God in the highest 

and peace to his people on earth” or “This is the feast of victory for our 
God, alleluia”) is sung by a cantor, the choir, or the assisting minister, 

providing the congregation with a clear invitation to sing its part. Only asa 
last resort should the initial phrase be sung by the congregation. It is 
inappropriate for the minister to read the initial line and then for the 
congregation to sing the rest of the hymn. The basic principle of the 

minister and congregation answering each other in the same style—both 
singing or both speaking—should be maintained. 
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Pastors need to be encouraged to learn to chant. It is not a difficult 

practice to learn and adds immensely to the spirit of the service. Nearly all 

trained ministers who have developed the capacity to speak in public could 

easily learn to sing the simple songs which comprise their part of the 
liturgical dialog. Since good public speaking and liturgical singing are 

related abilities, using the same physical resources and instincts of 

communication, all pastors who seek to lead public worship effectively 

should possess the confidence and develop the ability to chant. There are 

occasions—high festivals, notable anniversaries—when chanting is almost 

indispensable. For the leader not to chant is to deprive the congregation of 
a liturgical experience that it is rightfully due. The presiding minister needs 

to chant only the Great Thanksgiving. All the other roles may be assigned 

to an assisting minister (who need not be ordained). 

The Prayer of the Day is a bridge serving both as the conclusion to the 

entrance rite and as a preparation for the lessons. When the Kyrie and/or 

the Hymn of Praise have been omitted (that is, on weekdays and non- 

festival Sundays—Advent, Lent, and the green Sundays), the salutation 

and response (“The Lord be with you. And also with you.”) are omitted 

before the Prayer of the Day to avoid duplication of the initial and more 
important greeting which followed the Entrance Hymn (The Grace). 

If the salutation is used, the presiding minister says it with a gesture 

similar to that at the Apostolic Greeting, and bows the head to acknowl- 

edge the response by the congregation. When the Prayer is intoned, the 
salutation and response should be sung. 

Whether the salutation is used or not, the presiding minister, with hands 

joined at the breast, says “Let us pray.” (This gesture is traditionally made 

by placing the hands flat against each other, with the right thumb 
overlapping the left, as shown in Duerer’s famous sketch of “Praying 
Hands.” This is the normal position for the hands during the service when 

not otherwise in use. If it is more comfortable, the ministers may fold their 
hands by interlocking the fingers. In any case, the hands should not dangle 

awkwardly at the sides.) In accordance with what appears to have been the 
ancient practice, silence (of at least 5-10 seconds) may be kept between the 
invitation to pray and the prayer itself to give the people time to collect 
their thoughts (the older name of this prayer was the “Collect”). The 
presiding minister then opens the hands in the classic attitude of prayer. 
The prayer should be read or sung deliberately, since each phrase carries a 
wealth of meaning and application. The Prayer of the Day isa presidential 
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prayer given to the presiding minister. There is no provision for the congre- 
gation to pray the prayer in unison. 

The Lord be with you And also with you The Prayer 
Let us pray 

Intoning collects has been customary in parts of Lutheranism (especially 

in Scandinavia) although it has not been familiar to many in North 

America in recent years. A simple method for intoning the prayers is to 
apply the inflections according to this pattern: 

1. The address: 
flex 

ei > el ot 
(PB) OlGod you... Me mMekcyeanaspit =i yi: 

Almighty and everlasting... 7 ohope and char=is="ty,; 
Almighty God... ...to us anew ev’ - ry day. (when 

final syllable is accented) 

2. The petition: 
flex 

era = Soot 

7, 3+ eo 

By the work... ...in will-ing o - be-dience; 
...what youcom - mand; and, that we... 
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3. The conclusion: 
metrum 

| 6 jo|— —s =, oOo == 

through your Son... ...now and for - ever. (C) A-men. 

through your Son, Jesus Christ our Lord. (C) A-men. 

This method may be used to intone the post-communion prayers and any 

other prayer constructed on the model of the classic collect. Two examples 

of its application follow: 

Regular 

os 
(P). (1) Lord God of all nations, you have revealed your will to your people and 

Cw — ss 
promised your help to us all.(2)Help us to hear and do what you command, 

erste 
Cae te aT 

that the darkness may be overcome by the power of your light; 

6 ey a 
e 

(3) through your Son, Jesus Christ our Lord.(C) A-men. (Pentecost 2) 

Irregular 

——— yy 
(P) (2) Stir up your power, O Lord, and come. Protect us by your 

é = a aa feraese 

strength and save us from the threatening dangers of our sins, 
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e 

(3) for you live and reign with the Father and the Holy Spirit, 

res a oo ——S 
one God, now and for - ever. (C) A-men. (Advent 1) 

Another method is to intone the entire prayer ona single note. The above 

method is preferable, however, because the inflections illuminate the 

structure of the prayer and prevent monotony. 

Chanting the prayers to these tones is not difficult and should be 

attempted at least on festivals. The prayers should be sung in an easy, 

relaxed manner which does not rush the text, not crowding the words 

together, and not lingering unduly on favorite syllables or tones. Vocal 

style and quality, while important, are not as significant as the clear 

projection of the text and the sensible grouping of the words in meaningful 

phrases. 

The Prayers of the Day for the Christmas and Easter cycles and for all 

other festivals are printed with full trinitarian terminations (“through your 

Son, Jesus Christ our Lord, who lives and reigns with you and the Holy 

Spirit, one God, now and forever”). Prayers for days for which the color is 

green are printed with simple terminations (“through your Son, Jesus 

Christ our Lord”). Some settings (such as a small congregation or a house 

communion) may make the use of the simple termination preferable even 

on festivals, and some pastors may desire to use the full trinitarian termina- 

tion every Sunday and festival since it is the traditional practice. Either is 

permitted by the rubrics. 

THE LITURGY OF THE WORD OF GOD 

he focus of attention now shifts to the lectern or pulpit 

from which the lessons are read. 

On Sundays and festivals all three lessons are read. On weekdays whena 

shorter service is desired, the Second Lesson may be omitted while still 

allowing both the Old Testament and the New Testament to be heard. (And 

usually the First Lesson and the Gospel have an obvious relationship.) If 
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the Second Lesson is omitted, the Psalm is omitted also and the Verse is 

sung as an introduction to the Gospel. Or the Psalm may be sung and the 

Verse sung immediately after it. 
When a still shorter service is desired, the First Lesson may also be 

omitted and the reading limited to the Gospel. The reading of the Gospel is 

never omitted under any circumstances. Thus a shorter service is possible 
but the primacy of the Gospel is maintained. 

To avoid repetition of the Sunday reading throughout the week and to 

provide further homiletical possibilities, celebrations of the Holy Com- 
munion on weekdays may use the daily lectionary (Ministers Edition, pp. 

97-104) which provides three readings (Old Testament, Epistle, Gospel) for 

each day of the week. 
After the Prayer of the Day, a reader goes to the place of reading and 

announces and reads the First Lesson. The First Lesson, except on the 

Sundays of Easter, is normally from the Old Testament. Christianity is 

directly descended from Israel, God’s ancient people, and because of that 

relationship, continues to benefit from the Hebrew Scriptures. The reader 
may be an assisting minister or may be a member of the congregation who, 
dressed in ordinary clothing, comes up from the congregation to read and 

returns to the congregation when the reading is over. The announcement of 

the lesson is prescribed: “The First Lesson is from the chapter of 
.” There is no need to specify the verses which are to be read since 

that information is of little importance to the hearers of the reading and the 
announcement can get cumbersome when the reading is drawn from two 

chapters and when verses are skipped. Nor is there need to be fulsome in 

giving the title of the book: “Genesis” is sufficient, not “The First Book of 

Moses, called Genesis;” “Isaiah” is sufficient, not “The Book of the Prophet 

Isaiah.” The Lutheran Book of Worship prescribes no official translation 

of the Bible. For convenience, all references and verse divisions reflect the 

versification of the Revised Standard Version of the Bible. If another 
version is used, it is important to check its versification against the RSV. 

Verses placed in parenthesis may be omitted in public reading if a briefer 
reading is desired. These verses are a part of the lesson however, and should 

be included in the preacher’s consideration. Normally the whole lesson, 

including the verses in parenthesis, should be read. 

If the speaker is not identified in the beginning of a reading or if the 
referent of a pronoun early in the section is not clear, lectors should replace 
the pronoun with the name (He said to him becomes Moses said to 
Pharaoh) or add a phrase identifying the speaker (Joshua said or Jeremiah 
writes). 
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No concluding formula is necessary when the reading is over. When the 
lesson is finished, the reader should simply sit down. If some further cue to 

the choir seems necessary, the reader may say “Here ends the reading.” 

A choral setting of a biblical text appointed in the lectionary may be used 

occasionally to replace the reading of all or part of an appointed lesson. If 

the choral text does not present all of the assigned reading, the reader 

should supply the words not set to music, so that the people will be able to 
hear the full text. 

The appointed psalm is sung as a meditation on the First Lesson, a 
response to it, and a bridge to the Second Lesson. This psalm is an 
important liturgical element and should not simply be passed over. Hearers 

of the lessons need a chance to assimilate the First Lesson before the 

Second Lesson begins. The required use of a psalm between the lessons 

provides for the restoration of psalm singing to its traditional place in the 
life of the church and gives the worshiper the opportunity to participate in 

the singing (or reading) of a portion of Scripture which in most instances 

comments on the lesson and which can of itself provide significant spiritual 
refreshment. 

Psalm appointments for Sundays and festivals are included in the 
propers for each day. Instead of the three-year psalm system, a more 

modest collection of psalms may be used and repeated annually. Such a 

collection is Massey Shepherd’s A Liturgical Psalter for the Christian 

Year,? which was developed for this very purpose. 

Psalm references and verse division reflect the versification of the psalms 
in the translation used in the Lutheran Book of Worship. If a psalm is read 

from another source, it is important to check the versification against the 
psalter in the Lutheran Book of Worship. When using versions of the Bible 

that follow the Vulgate numbering system (e.g. the Jerusalem Bible) the 

number of the psalm must be checked also. 

The psalm prayer printed with each psalm is intended for use only in 
Daily Prayer (Morning Prayer, Evening Prayer, Prayer at the Close of 

Day) and not in the Eucharist or the Service of the Word. In the Eucharist 
the psalm selection, because it is a response between the lessons (parallel to 
the Gradual of earlier liturgies) is not concluded with the Gloria Patri. 

Although the appointed psalms are designed for singing or corporate 
reading, that should not prevent the preacher from using them occasionally 

as sermon texts. 

After the Psalm, the Second Lesson is announced and read. It is usually a 
portion of one of the letters of one of the Apostles, and is read in the 

Christian assembly today just as once it was read in the midst of its first 
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recipients. The announcement is prescribed: “The Second Lesson is from 

the chapter of _______.” The title of the book should be given 
simply, e.g. “First Corinthians,” not “The First Letter of St. Paul the 

Apostle to the Christians gathered at Corinth.” The same person who read 

the First Lesson may read the Second Lesson also, or a progression may be 

shown by having someone from the congregation read the First Lesson, an 

assisting minister read the Second Lesson, and the presiding minister read 

the Gospel. 
The First Lesson, Psalm, and Second Lesson forma unit. The Verse is to 

be understood not as a response to the Second Lesson but as a preparation 

for the Gospel and a welcome of it, and (except in Lent) includes the Easter 

song, Alleluia, as a principal element. The verses appointed for Sundays 
and festivals are included in the Propers. These proper verses are a revision 

of the Roman Catholic selection, which was made for the three-year 

lectionary to reflect the thought of the day or season and to prepare for the 

specific Gospel. The appointed Alleluia Verse or the Lenten Verse (called 
the Tract, which does not use Alleluia because that word of Easter joy is put 
away and not sung during Lent) should be sung by the choir or cantor. 

Singing these proper texts, which are carefully selected to match the theme 

of the First Lesson and the Gospel, is an important responsibility of the 

church choir. The Verse may be sung to one of the psalm tones (Ministers 

Edition, p. 442) or to another setting. Generally, only in the absence of the 

choir will the congregation sing one of the two printed verses. “Return to 

the Lord” is sung during Lent and Holy Week; “Lord, to whom shall we go” 

is sung at other times. Choral or solo elements should be given their 
legitimate place in corporate worship, and therefore the congregational 
alternate is not desirable as a regular practice. 

The Holy Gospel is normally read by one who has been ordained. His- 
torically, reading the Gospel was the privilege of the deacon. In the 

words of the Gospel, Christ comes to his people and speaks to them anew. 

This is the climax of the reading of the Scriptures to which the first two 

lessons point, and it is a principal way in which Christ is present in the 
eucharistic assembly. The Gospel, therefore, has a different character than 

the other readings; and an ordained minister—one of whose functions is to 
represent Christ to the people—is the reader. The announcement is pre- 
scribed: “The Gospel according to St. ____, the chapter.” The 
people stand when the Gospel is announced and greet Christ, who comes in 
the Gospel, with the acclamation, “Glory to you, O Lord.” When the 
reading is over the congregation cries out again in joy, “Praise to you, O 
Christ.” (Historic Lutheran practice also admits the possibility of occa- 
sional choral performance of all or part of the Gospel.) 
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ASSISTING MINISTER HOLDING THE BOOK 
FOR THE READER OF THE GOSPEL 

Normally the Gospel is read by the preacher from the place of preaching, 

especially if the sermon is to be based on the Gospel. On festivals a Gospel 
procession is appropriate so that the Gospel is read in the midst of the 
congregation. The reader should be accompanied by someone to carry and 
hold the book and by two torchbearers. The procession begins during the 

Verse; as the procession moves to the center of the nave, the people turn to 

face the reader as an acknowledgement of the presence of Christ in the 

reading. When there is a Gospel procession, an instrumental introduction 

in the form of a modest fanfare may introduce the singing of the first 
acclamation. Instrumental music may also be played as the procession 

returns and the preacher goes to the pulpit for the sermon. (Diagram, page 

Z22.) 
The Sermon is the living voice of the Gospel today. As God’s appointed 

speaker and the chief teacher of the congregation, the pastor sheds light on 

the meaning of the Scriptures and shows how their message applies to the 

contemporary situation. 
The Votum (“The peace of God which passeth all understanding ...”), 

which the Common Service prescribed at the end of the sermon, was a little 
benediction which in a sense brought the Liturgy of the Word toaclose. In 
the Lutheran Book of Worship order, the Liturgy of the Word continues 

through the Prayers and so no benediction is appropriate following the 
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sermon. Retaining the Votum would seem to isolate the sermon asa special 
action separate from the rest of the service. That is a common notion, but 
one to be guarded against. 

The Hymn of the Day is the chief hymn of the service. It isa comment on 

the readings and sermon as these relate to the church year. The earlier 

Lutheran and Episcopal practice was to sing a hymn as a preparation for 
the sermon. This is still an option in the Lutheran Book of Worship. But 
it is difficult for a congregation to see howa hymn fits with the sermon until 

they have heard the sermon. The preferred practice, therefore, is to follow 
the readings with the sermon to show clearly that the sermon is an 
exposition of the Scripture just read, and then to sing the hymn as a 

response to the whole proclamation in reading and sermon. 

The singing of hymns has traditionally been a strong feature of Lutheran 
worship. Since the Reformation era, Lutherans have been noted for their 
interest in the singing of hymns of high quality embracing a large number of 

traditions, particularly that of the chorale. Luther himself stimulated 
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interest in hymn singing by writing the words and music for many hymns. 

Nearly all of his suggested hymns for the people were substitutes for 

liturgical items in the mass. They were not merely inserted into the service 

to give the people some pleasant songs to sing, but they filled a liturgical 
function. The Hymn of the Day is therefore not merely a sermon hymn but 

a congregational proper—a statement by the people on the theme of the 

day in the noblest language and music available. By singing the same hymn 

on the same day of each year (or every three years in some cases), the 

congregation reinforces the seasonal rhythm of the church year, learns a 
rich treasury of the best hymn tunes and texts, and provides itself with 

manifold opportunities for musical embellishment to intensify and high- 
light the meaning of the hymn. 

The Index of Hymns for the Church Year (Ministers Edition, pp. 
470-472) is a modification of the traditional list of the Hymn of the Day, 

which was for the most part quite naturally Germanic in content. Where 

early lists were incomplete or included hymns not considered relevant 
today, the tradition has been expanded with more recently composed 

hymns or hymns from traditions other than the German. The Index of 
Scripture References in Hymns (Ministers Edition, pp. 468-469) will also 
be of help in choosing a Hymn of the Day which will fit the lessons and 
sermon. 

As the congregation develops familiarity with the Hymns of the Day and 

can sing them with confidence, opportunities for a variety of performance 

become available. The musical excellence of the traditional hymns of the 
day suggests a variety of embellishment. A large body of supporting 
instrumental and vocal literature related to the melodies of the Hymn of the 
Day is available or can be developed by the gifted musician. Hymn stanzas 

may be sung in alternation between choir and congregation. The desig- 
nated choral stanzas may be performed ina host of various settings. Organs 
or instrumental accompaniment of congregational stanzas may be varied 
to suit the meaning of the text and the nature of the day in the church year. 
The organ or instrumentalists may even be given the opportunity to 

perform alternate stanzas in the absence of a sung text. (The congregation 
should be encouraged to follow the words of the instrumental stanzas in the 

hymnal.) None of this emphasis is intended to exaggerate the importance of 
the performance by choir or instrumentalists. Rather, the musicians help 
the congregation to see the Hymn of the Day as a focal point of the service, 
which through repetition year after year will elevate the level of the 
consciousness of the worshipers to the meaning of the sung texts and their 
relationship to the theme of the day in the church year. 
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The ministers stand at their chairs for the Hymn of the Day. The 
presiding minister leads the Creed from the same place. The Creed is to be 
understood as a response to the whole proclamation of the Word of God 

including the sermon. The Nicene Creed has traditionally been associated 

with the celebration of the Holy Communion. The increasing frequency of 
the celebration of the sacrament, which is a commendable movement, 

should not, however, result in a growing unfamiliarity with the Apostles’ 

Creed. The Lutheran Book of Worship therefore establishes the Nicene 

Creed as the more solemn or festive creed and permits the Apostles’ 
Creed on Sundays for which the color is green. 

Following the original Greek text, the Nicene Creed has been translated 
with plural pronouns: “We believe.” The plural is appropriate in a creed 

spoken by the whole congregation. It is a confession of the faith of the 

church, to which the individual adheres. The Apostles’ Creed, which 

originated in a personal confession of faith at Baptism, emphasizes the 

importance of the personal commitment. Thus, with the use of both 

creeds, both the faith of the church and the individual’s confession are 

emphasized.!° The alternate reading in the Apostles’ Creed “He descended 

to the dead” is the preferred reading and should be substituted in the text of 

the Creed when it is used.!! 
The rubric directs that the “Creed may be said.” That is, the Creed may 

be omitted, especially on weekdays. It need not always be said on Sundays. 

It is a comparatively late addition to the service (the Creed was originally 
added to make the service ritually more complex) and has traditionally 

been regarded as a festive element that may be eliminated without 
damaging the integrity of the Eucharist. The Eucharistic Prayer, in any 
case, abounds in confessional and credal affirmations. If Holy Baptism or 
another rite with a creed is celebrated within the service, the creed is 

omitted at this point to avoid needless duplication. 
The congregation may on occasion sing the hymnic version of the Nicene 

Creed, “We all believe in one true God” (hymn 374). The Hymn of the Day 

on those occasions could be sung before the sermon as the rubrics allow. 

On festivals the Nicene Creed may be chanted to traditional tunes.!2 

Choral settings of the creed may be used also, but consideration must be 
given to the length of time required for the choral singing of the Creed. Ifa 
language other than English is used, the congregation should be provided 
with a word-for-word translation of the text. 

The prayers that conclude the first part of the Holy Communion should 
be understood as a response to the proclamation of the Word of God. They 
are the beginning of a mission to make God’s love real in the world. The 
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same concerns which prompt the prayers, commit those who pray them to 

further action. The prayers are to be inclusive in scope and include not just 
the immediate concerns of the congregation nor of the church but the needs 

of the whole world. 
Since the formulation of the prayers is not specified, they must be 

prepared for each service. Persons involved in the local situation are best 
able to balance properly the universal scope proper to Christian concern 

with the specific petitions of a given congregation. The preparation of the 
prayers is no less important than the preparation of the sermon. 

The language proper to petition, intercession, and thanksgiving should 
prevail. Tendencies toward homiletical style in the prayer should be 

avoided; the petition should be concise and not extend into long para- 
graphs. Care must be taken to keep the prayers corporate in character and 

spirit so that all may include their personal petitions in words spoken by the 
minister and that all may join the prayers without reservation. People must 
not be forced to pray things they do not feel or believe. 

An assisting minister leads the prayers. The congregation may kneel for 
the prayers, but the ancient practice was for the priestly people of God to 

stand for prayer on all Sundays, the day of resurrection. If the congregation 

stands for prayer, the ministers remain standing at their chairs. Or an 

assisting minister may stand on a chancel step or at the head of the center 

aisle facing the altar (but not yet ar the altar). If the congregation kneels (as 

ona weekday, such as Ash Wednesday) the ministers kneel at the altar rail 
or on cushions or at prayer desks at their chairs. 

The whole congregation responds after each portion of the prayers, and 

thus lengthy recitations by a single voice are avoided. When feasible, 
members of the congregation may be invited to offer petitions and 
thanksgivings individually. 

The presiding minister concludes the prayers by saying the final 

commendation. 

THE LITURGY OF THE EUCHARISTIC MEAL 

he Liturgy of the Word is primarily verbal as the assembly 
listens to the proclamation of the word of God in 

Scripture and sermon. The Liturgy of the Eucharist, in obedience to the 

Lord’s command, “Do this for the remembrance of me,” makes that 
required memorial in words (the Great Thanksgiving) and in action 
(taking, eating, drinking). Both sorts of obedience together constitute the 
celebration of the Eucharist. 
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The Liturgy of the Word begins with the Apostolic Greeting, “The 

grace....” The Liturgy of the Eucharist begins with the sharing of the 
peace (unless the option is chosen that places the sharing of the peace 

immediately before the distribution of the Holy Communion). The peace 

which enables people to live in unity and in the spirit of mutual forgiveness 
comes only from Christ whose word has been proclaimed. Without the 
intention to live in such unity, participation in the sacramental celebration 

is a mockery and, as St. Paul warns, is dangerous.!3 The peace is a sign that 
those who participate in it open themselves to the healing and reconciling 
power of God’s love and offer themselves to be agents of that love in the 
world. 

The first exchange is between the presiding minister, who speaks in 

Christ’s name, and the entire congregation. It is not optional. 
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Following that exchange, the people may exchange the peace with each 

other. The personal exchange of the peace should be as unpatterned as 

possible, but its meaning and significance should be kept clear. It is not the 

occasion merely for conviviality. The choice of gesture, whether a 

handshake, holding hands, or an embrace, should be left to the persons 

themselves. 
As a response to God’s goodness, Christians offer their gifts and their 

very lives to him.!4 The gifts of money or gifts in kind should be gathered 
with as little ostentation as possible. It is the presentation of the gifts which 

has liturgical significance. There is no significance to the distribution of 

empty offering plates to the ushers except to show the congregation that it 
is time for the offering. The offering plates or baskets might better be kept 

in the back of the church and taken from there by the ushers. Precision 
movements by the ushers are unnecessary and distracting. 

Appropriate choral or instrumental music may be used during the 
gathering of the gifts. As the gifts are gathered, the assisting ministers set 
the Lord’s Table for the sacramental meal. 

AT THE OFFERING 
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The mechanics of preparing the elements and vessels, of handling them 
during the Great Thanksgiving, and of presiding over the distribution need 
to be mastered so that it all seems to happen effortlessly. At the same time, 

pastors must do these things with reverence as befits the mysteries of God. 

Time and thought are required for preparation as well as a lively sense of 
the nature and function of the sacramental liturgy. 

Before the service, the chalice and paten are placed on a credence (table 

or shelf) at the side of the chancel and are usually vested. 

In many places it is customary to place the vested chalice on the altar 
before the service, but it is better to keep it on the side table until the table is 
set at the offering and the focus of the service shifts from the reading desk to 
the altar. 

An assisting minister brings the vested chalice to the altar. A minister 
takes the corporal (of fine white linen, 21 inches square, although it may be 
larger!>) from the burse (an envelope of stiffened fabric consisting of two 9- 
inch squares!© hinged together, in which the corporal and sometimes the 
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pall are carried to and from the altar.) The burse is set aside and laid flat on 
the right side of the altar. The corporal is then spread on the center of the 
altar. The purificators (of fine linen, 13 inches square, folded into three 
equal rectangles and from side to side, making nine squares) are placed on 
the right side of the corporal next to the chalice. The paten is to the left of 
the chalice. During the Great Thanksgiving only one chalice and paten are 
on the altar. Other vessels needed in the distribution are brought later, after 
the communion of the ministers. 
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The chalice is to the right so that the assisting minister on the right (the 
deacon) may conveniently reach it for the administration. The chalice may 

be covered with the pall (which may be a corporal or a large purificator 
folded into nine squares or a stiffened piece of linen seven inches square) to 
keep foreign objects from falling into the chalice, but in many places the 
chalice pall is no longer in use. 

If the bread and wine are on the credence, they are brought to the altar 
after the table is spread. A more desirable practice, however, is for 

representatives of the congregation to bring the gifts of bread and wine 
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along with the money at the presentation of the gifts. The offering of the 

bread and wine isa sign of what human labor has done to the gifts of God— 

making wheat into bread and grapes into wine. Thus we offer our whole 

selves and our whole lives to him. 

The kind of bread used will determine the design of the vessel in which it 

is carried and placed and what the ministers do with it. While unleavened 

bread has been most widely used by Lutherans, the alternative use of 

leavened bread is not disallowed. If leavened bread is used, it should be 

brought to the altar on a plate (the traditional paten is too small) or ina 

basket as a loaf. (It is broken prior to or during the distribution.) 

Unleavened bread can also be obtained in a loaf form—as the Middle 

Eastern pita—and handled in a similar manner. 
The use of one loaf which is then shared by all is fundamental to the 

concept of the Lord’s Supper set forth by St. Paul: “Because there is one 
bread,!? we who are many are one body, for we all partake of the one 

bread.”!8 If a loaf is not used all this is seriously obscured. Furthermore, a 

loaf looks and tastes like bread. 

The advantage of wafers or hosts is that they are convenient to handle 

and to store. Unlike those in widespread use, the heavier, whole wheat type 

taste like bread. Wafers should be brought to the altar in a cloth-lined 

basket, in a ciborium (a chalice-like vessel with a lid), or ina pyx (a box-like 

vessel with a lid). They should be distributed from that vessel (which is 
more convenient if there is a large number of communicants) or from a 

paten. 
As the gifts are presented, the proper Offertory is sung by the choir. The 

Offertory is one of the chief choral components of the service. If 

appropriate choral or instrumental music precedes the singing of the 
Offertory, it should agree in spirit and content with the theme of the day in 
the church year and not replace the sung liturgical text. Hymn- or chorale- 

based compositions are particularly useful at this point in the service. 

In the absence of appropriate musical resources one of the two 

offertories printed in place may be sung by the congregation. Each is 

suitable to any season of the church year, but congregations should be 

encouraged to learn both to prevent monotony and to increase their 
understanding of what is being done in the offering. 

Settings of classic Offertory texts have been made by many composers, 
and these may be sung, providing that care is taken to insure compatability 
with the theme of the day as suggested by the readings. 

The gifts of money are received by an assisting minister who places them 
on the credence so that there will be room on the altar for the celebration of 
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the Eucharist and so all the actions of the celebration may be clearly visible 
to the people. Where the altar is against the “east” wall, the offering plates 
may remain on the altar, to one side. 

All the bread and wine intended for use should be placed on the altar, 
beside (but not yet on) the corporal. 

The Offertory Prayer is said by an assisting minister. After the gifts have 

been received and the prayer has been said, the bread and wine are made 

ready for the Great Thanksgiving. The loaf is placed on the paten or plate 

and placed on the corporal. If wafers are used, one (especially a large one, 

the “priest’s host” which is made large so it can be seen by the congregation) 
is placed on the paten and the ciborium is set on the corporal behind the 

paten. Wine is poured from the flagon or cruet into the chalice, and the 
flagon or cruet is set on the corporal behind the chalice. These actions 
provide a desirable break between the offertory prayer and the Great 
Thanksgiving. 

After the preparations are complete, the presiding minister comes to the 
altar to begin the Great Thanksgiving, flanked by the assisting ministers. If 
there is only one assisting minister, that minister stands to the right of the 
presiding minister. 

The preferred position of the minister is to face the congregation across a 

free-standing altar. It indicates the nature of the Great Thanksgiving as 

both praise and proclamation at once or, more precisely, a third kind of 
address—thanksgiving—which embraces both praise and proclamation. 

Luther himself noted the appropriateness of a free-standing altar in his 
Deutsche Messe,'® although Lutherans, following the prevailing medieval 
Christian practice, have tended toward positioning the altar against the 

“east wall.” Either position is permissible, but the position facing the 
people is the more desirable. 

The Preface dialog and the Preface are sung by the presiding minister as 

the Great Thanksgiving begins. It is inappropriate for anyone else to intone 
the text. The singing of the Preface by the minister adds much to the 

solemnity and significance of the Thanksgiving. The melodies are not 

difficult to master and can be performed by any preacher who possesses 
sufficient ability to deliver a sermon effectively. The words are sung in the 
rhythm of clear, dignified speech, without undue haste on the one hand or 

delay on the other and with a feel for the flow of the melodic line. 
The Great Thanksgiving is to be understood primarily as an act of praise 

and thanksgiving to the Father. Following Jewish customs, the emerging 
Christian liturgies blessed God (that is, thanked him) for his works of 

kindness and love. 
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There are, however, some problems in translating the preface versicles. 

Some think that “The Lord be with you” (Latin, Dominus vobiscum) refers 

to the Spirit; others think that this refers to Christ. Some see the Spirit 
implied in the people’s response et cum spiritu tuo, traditionally translated 
“and with thy spirit,” understanding it to say something more than merely 

“and also with you.” The Latin, moreover, has no verb, but an English 

translation requires one. Some argue that the translation should be 

indicative, “The Lord is with you.” The usual understanding, based on 

1 Corinthians 16:23 and 2 Corinthians 13:13 and the formula Pax Domini 
sit semper vobiscum (“The peace of the Lord be with you always”), which 

includes the verb, is that the verb should be subjunctive, expressing a 
prayer, “The Lord be with you.” 

The last words of the Preface dialog set the tone for the whole 

thanksgiving: “thanks and praise.” This expands upon the minister’s line 

“Let us give thanks to the Lord our God,” and concludes emphatically with 
“praise,” appropriate for the thanksgiving. 

The Lord be’ And also with you Lift up We lift them 
with you your hearts to the Lord 

Let us give thanks 
to the Lord our God 

It is right to give him 
thanks and praise. 
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Beginning with the preface and throughout the Great Thanksgiving, the 
biblical gesture of praying with hands uplifted and outstretched—which 
Christianity continued from Judaism—is appropriate because it gives 
visual expression to the import of the words. Even if the pastor’s back is to 
the people during the prayer, the gesture is observable. When the minister 
sings “Lift up your hearts,” the hands each describe a graceful circle. 

The earliest Christian practice was to move from the dialog to an 
extended praise of the Father. By the fourth century, it had become 

customary to break or conclude this long section with a hymn, “Holy, holy, 

holy Lord,” and in the West, the part of the praise before the Sanctus 
acquired a character of its own as a seasonal variable. It was called the 

Preface and was phrased at the end to introduce the Sanctus. Thus the 

Preface joins our worship with that of the company of heaven. 

The text of the Sanctus is a series of acclamations based on the angels’ cry 
which accompanied Isaiah’s vision of God (Isaiah 6:3; also Psalm 118:26) 

and with which the people greeted Jesus as he entered Jerusalem on the 

way to his death, Mark 11:9-10. Early in Christian history “heaven” was 
added to the text from Isaiah. The Sanctus is a recognition of the presence 

of the thrice-holy, described by the Eastern churches as “Holy God, Holy 

and mighty, Holy and immortal.” The ministers may bow low over the altar 
for the opening lines of the Sanctus which recall Isaiah’s vision of the 
majesty of God. 

Luther’s “Isaiah in a vision did of old” (hymn 528) may replace the 
Sanctus on occasion. When it is used, the final phrase of the appointed 

Preface should be modified to introduce the hymn which is not simply the 
cry of the seraphim but a paraphrase of the account in Isaiah. The Preface 
should conclude: “And so with the church on earth and the hosts of heaven, 

we praise your name and join in adoring song.” 

ee ee 
... your name and join in aa dor = ing song: 

The organist may want to underscore with significant registration the 

words of the seraphim quoted in the hymn. 
To meet the requirements of the various points of view within 

Lutheranism, there are three options provided following the Sanctus. At 
the earliest time to which we can trace the church’s practice, a common 
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outline of the General Thanksgiving had already developed to which the 

chief liturgies of Christianity have adhered. The nearly universal practice of 

Christianity has been that following the Sanctus, the praise of the Father 
continued, spanning the history of salvation from Creation to Consum- 

mation. The narrative of praise and thanksgiving is usually Christological 

throughout and includes a specific remembrance of the sending of Christ as 

well as the narrative of Institution, a recital of the particular event which 
justifies the present act of praise. 

Holy God, mighty Lord, gracious Father: 

Endless is your mercy and eternal your reign. 

You have filled all creation with light and lite; 

heaven and earth are full of your glory. 

Through Abraham you promised to bless all nations. 
You rescued Israel, your chosen people. 

Through the prophets you renewed your promise; 

and, at this end of all the ages, you sent your Son, 

who in words and deeds proclaimed your kingdom 
and was obedient to your will, even to giving his life. 
In the night in which he was betrayed, 

our Lord Jesus took bread, and gave thanks; 

broke it and gave it to his disciples, saying: 

Take and eat; this is my body, given for you. 

Do this for the remembrance of me. 

Again, after supper, he took the cup, gave thanks, 

and gave it for all to drink, saying: 

This cup is the new covenant in my blood, 
shed for you and for all people, 

for the forgiveness of sin. 

Do this for the remembrance of me. 
For as often as we eat this bread and drink from this cup, 
we proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes. 

The narrative of the Institution is not a reading of a portion of the Bible nor 
a conflation of scriptural excerpts. It is our telling of the story now. Ritual 
in any religion bridges time and space, erases distance and makes the pasta 
contemporary experience. In the celebration of the Eucharist we “remem- 
ber” Christ in this profound and biblical way. The remembrance is the goal 
of the act of thanksgiving: we are to remind those assembled (and ina sense 
even the Father?) of the promise contained in Jesus’ life and death. The 
older English translation “in remembrance of me” (often carved on the 
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communion tables of Reformed churches) is a weak translation of the 

vigorous sense of remembering inherent in St. Paul’s Greek text, and does 
not bear the sense of purpose which the Lutheran Book of Worship 
translation is designed to suggest. 

The words concerning the cup, “This cup is the New Covenant in my 

blood,” are to be understood in the sense of the new covenant being sealed 

by the blood (that is, by the death) of Christ, which recalls the Passover and 

the seal of blood on the doorposts of the Israelites in Egypt and the blood of 
the covenant (Exodus 24). The translation “shed for you and for all people” 
is the clear meaning of the New Testament Greek “for you and for many” 

(literally, “for the many”); see Isaiah 53. “Many” is a common New 
Testament form of understatement meaning “everyone.” 

The congregation in three short sentences proclaims the mystery of faith: 

“Christ has died. Christ is risen. Christ will come again.” The three 

affirmations move from the past to the present to the future and embrace 

the essence of the Christian faith. 
The narrative remembrance leads into specific prayer, the remembrance 

(anamnesis?'). 

Therefore, gracious Father, 

with this bread and cup 
we remember the life our Lord offered for us. 

And, believing the witness of his resurrection, 

we await his coming in power 

to share with us the great and promised feast. 

Here we directly call our Lord’s life, death, and resurrection to memory, 

before God and the assembly. The narrative of Institution has brought the 
bread and the cup to the center of attention, and the anamnesis is made 

both with words and with the presence of the bread and cup. The prayer 
offered with words and with objects combines the motifs of remembrance 

of the life our Lord offered for us, his resurrection, and his promised return: 

The people punctuate the anamnesis with their cry, echoing the Mara- 

natha of the primitive church,?? “Amen. Come, Lord Jesus.” The remem- 

brance is not only of past events which now live again butis an anticipation 

of the fulfillment of Christ’s work. 

Thus the anamnesis leads into the final prayer, the invocation of the 

Holy Spirit (epiclesis??). 

Send now, we pray, your Holy Spirit, 

the Spirit of our Lord and of his resurrection, 
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that we who receive the Lord’s body and blood 

may live to the praise of your glory 

and receive our inheritance with all your saints in light. 

This is the prayer for the sending of the Spirit to the meal so that it and all 
of God’s acts and promises may come to fulfillment for us and the world. 

The prayer is that the life-giving Spirit will make the meal effective in us. 

“The Spirit of our Lord and of his resurrection” is deliberately ambiguous: 
it is the Holy Spirit (who is the Spirit of Christ) and it is the spirit in the 
sense of the essential meaning, mood, and disposition. 

Again the people cry out in invocation of the Spirit, “Amen. Come Holy 

Spirit,” paralleling the cry for the return of Christ and echoing the 
traditional antiphon of Pentecost, “Come, Holy Spirit, fill the hearts of the 

faithful and kindle in them the fire of your love.” 

Finally all the themes are gathered together in the yearning for the unity 

of these prayers at this Eucharist with those of all God’s servants “of every 
time and every place” in the ceaseless prayer of Christ the High Priest, 
looking toward the Last Day of his final triumph. 

Join our prayers 

with those of your servants of every time and every place, 

and unite them with the ceaseless petitions of our great High Priest 
until he comes as victorious Lord of all. 

The people then join in the grand doxology of the Holy Trinity, which is 
similarly phrased in the Lutheran Book of Worship, the Roman mass, and 
the Proposed Book of Common Prayer. 

Through him, with him, in him, 

in the unity of the Holy Spirit, 

all honor and glory is yours, almighty Father, 
now and forever. 

The general outline of the Great Thanksgiving is thus: 

Thanksgiving for Creation 
Dialog 

Sanctus 

Remembrance of Redemption 
Narrative of Institution 
Anamnesis 

Supplication for the Kingdom transformed into Epiclesis 
Doxology 
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The orans (Latin for “praying”) posture is appropriate for the opening 
sections of the Great Thanksgiving, with hands open and uplifted. During 
the Words of Institution, at “took bread,” the presiding minister takes and 
holds the bread (the host or the loaf; not the paten), raising it. At the words 
“took the cup” the minister takes the chalice, raising it. The gestures are not 
so much to imitate what Jesus did at the Last Supper as to connect his 
words of promise visually with this bread and this cup. At a freestanding 
altar, it is appropriate, having lifted the element, to turn slightly to the left 

and to the right to show the bread and cup to all the congregation. These 

gestures should be ample and deliberate, not hurried. One should pause in 
reading the text to allow enough time to execute them comfortably. The 
bread is not broken at this point; this is the Thanksgiving, the blessing of 
God. The breaking of the bread comes later. 

During the congregation’s proclamation of the mystery of faith, the 

hands are joined. They are outstretched again for the paragraph “Therefore 

gracious Father. ...” The hands may be joined again for the congregation’s 
response, “Amen. Come,Lord Jesus.” 

During the paragraph “Send now, we pray, your Holy Spirit .. . ” the 
presiding minister’s hands may be spread over the bread and cup (as at the 

Thanksgiving over the water in Holy Baptism). The hands remain spread 

over the elements as the congregation responds, “Amen. Come, Holy 

Spirit.” Or, since there is not agreement among Lutherans concerning the 
relationship between the Holy Spirit and the bread and wine, the presiding 
minister may simply resume the praying posture. 

For the last paragraph, “Join our prayers ... ,” the hands are joined 

before the breast to emphasize the unity the prayer speaks of. 

At the final doxology, “Through him, with him, in him,” the bread and 

the cup are elevated together. This gesture is especially appropriate at a 
freestanding altar where it can be seen easily. Traditionally, the host was 
held above the chalice, but if a loaf is used, it is better to hold it in one hand 

and the chalice in the other, lifting them side by side. Or, the presiding 
minister may lift the bread and the assisting minister on the right may lift 
the chalice. The elevation here should be interpreted as Luther interpreted 

it?4—a gesture of praise to accompany the praise-filled words for the con- 

fession and adoration of Christ’s presence. (Illustration, page 240.) 
When the altar is against the wall, the presiding minister may turn and 

face the people for the Words of Institution (“In the night in which he was 
betrayed . . . we proclaim the Lord’s death until he comes”.) Or, one 
assisting minister could hold the altar book and another assisting minister 
hold the bread and cup, and the entire Great Thanksgiving could be done 

facing the people. 
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Me 

Holy God, mighty Lord... This is my body. This cup is the 
new Covenant 

ie 
Christ has died. Therefore, gracious Come, Lord Jesus 
Christ is risen. Father... 

am 

OR 

Christ will come again. 

Join our prayers... Through him, with him, in him. . . 

fi 
AT THE GREAT THANKSGIVING 
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The Ministers Edition of the Lutheran Book of Worship provides four 
eucharistic prayers. There was not room to include them all in the Pew 
Edition, and while it is desirable for the congregation to have before them 

the entire text of a service, it is not absolutely necessary. Prayer I, “Holy 

God, mighty Lord, gracious Father,” is the prayer in the Pew Edition. 

Prayer II, “You are indeed holy, O God,” is a more festive elaboration of 

Prayer | and is especially suitable for the days of Christmas and of Easter. 

The congregation is able to participate in the responses of Prayer II even 

without the text before them, since the lines which cue the responses are 
the same as in Prayer I. When Prayer II is used, the assisting ministers 

should say the responses loudly to assist the people in joining them. For 

further variety, the two prayers are so structured that sections of one may 

be used within the other (e.g. “Therefore, gracious Father, with this bread 

and cup” from Prayer II may replace the section that begins with the same 
words in Prayer I). The sung doxology, “Through him, with him, in him 

..., 1s used only with Prayer I and Prayer II. Both prayers I and II were 

written by the Inter-Lutheran Commission on Worship. 

Prayer III is a modification of the Prayer of Thanksgiving in the Service 

Book and Hymnal, which, in a slightly revised form, appeared in Spanish 

in El Culto Cristiano (1964) and in English translation in Worship 

Supplement (1969). The prayer has a basically trinitarian shape and is 

based on proposals for a eucharistic prayer made by Luther Reed?5 and 

Paul Zeller Strodach,2° which were drawn from ancient models (the 
Liturgy of St. James, the Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom, Apostolic 

Constitutions, the Roman Missal, the Liturgy of St. Basil). Prayer III has 

no congregational responses except the “Amen” at the end, which the 

people should be taught to say loudly and boldly as the principal Amen of 

the service.2’ (In the Service Book and Hymnal this Amen was given to the 

minister as part of the prayer and was not a congregational response to the 

prayer.) Since in this prayer the doxology is said, the Amen is said, not 

sung. 
Prayer IV is a translation by Gordon Lathrop of the classic prayer 

attributed to Hippolytus of Rome (late second-early third century). 
Because of its age and its manner of setting forth the Gospel, this prayer is 
of immense ecumenical significance. When it is used, this prayer follows the 

third sentence of the Preface dialog (“Let us give thanks to the Lord our 

God. It is right to give him thanks and praise”). The Preface itself and the 

Sanctus are omitted, for they were not part of this prayer, which developed 
before the Preface and the Sanctus were introduced. Prayer I'V is especially 
useful on weekdays or whenever a simple service is desired. 

For those who wish to follow the sixteenth-century Lutheran Church 
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Orders rather than the wider practice of the Christian church, the use of 

the Words of Institution alone is permitted as a second option, following 

the Sanctus. This use is based on Luther’s Latin and German Masses in 
which he solved the problem of the offensive sacrificial language in the 
Roman Canon of the time by discarding the entire prayer and leaving only 

the bare words of Scripture.22 The Words of Institution in Luther’s 

revisions were connected to the Preface and were followed by the Sanctus. 
It was not a happy solution, for the effect of this drastic action was that 

these words of Scripture came to be understood as consecratory in them- 

selves2? and the “moment of consecration” located precisely here. The 

words thus came to be understood by many in a magical sense, and the 

original erie of misunderstanding sacrifice was compounded. Moreover, 

the barrenness of this central act of the Christian assembly obscured the 
richness of prayer, praise, and thanksgiving. 

Luther suggested, however, that the “words of blessing” be sung, and in 
the German Mass he provided a tone. The tone he provided was the gospel 

tone, thus reinforcing the proclamation of these words. Chanting the words 

was common in Germany and Scandinavia and was brought to North 

America, but it was eventually dropped. Those who use the bare Verba 

should consider chanting these words so that something of the spirit of 
praise be retained and so that this part of the Eucharist not pass by the 
congregation too quickly. 

A third option, following the Sanctus, is to offer a prayer of thanksgiving 
and then to say the Words of Institution to remove them somewhat from 

the immediate context of prayer. This is the recent custom of Scandinavian 
Lutheran churches and is also employed in the Worshipbook of the 

Presbyterian Church in the United States and the Book of Common Order 
of the Church of Scotland. The prayer of thanksgiving (its source is the 

1942 Mass Book of the Church of Sweden) is less comprehensive than the 

Eucharistic Prayer, briefly recounting what God has done in Christ and 

praying for the Holy Spirit. The presiding minister may chant the Words of 
Institution after the prayer to give them dignity and solemnity. 

Those who plan the service must not be led to choose the Verba alone 

simply because that will shorten the service. There are other ways of 
keeping the service within a reasonable time limit, and this central act of 
Christianity is not the place to make cuts. The options of the Verba alone 
and of prayer followed by the Verba are provided for those who find the 
traditional Eucharistic Prayer theologically unacceptable. If some are 

convinced theologically that the Verba must not be set within a prayer, let 
them choose the prayer of thanksgiving followed by the Verba. If on 
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theological grounds some find that unacceptable, let them use the Verba 
alone. Otherwise the Eucharistic Prayer should be used. 

Then, the Great Thanksgiving, which began with the preface dialog, is 

concluded by the assembly praying the Our Father. This familiar and 
beloved prayer thus becomes the table-prayer of the congregation. It 

should be sung to give it solemnity and joyfulness and to set this apart from 

the many other ways the prayer is used by Christians. The traditional music 
is provided in the Third Setting of the Holy Communion (Ministers 
Edition, p. 299) and may be used with any of the settings. 

If the Peace has not been shared before the offering, it may be exchanged 

here. This is the location of the Peace in the Roman Catholic Mass. Sharing 

the Peace before the offering is a reconciliation in preparation for offering 

the great Prayer of Thanksgiving; sharing the Peace before the communion 

is a reconciliation in preparation for sharing the sacrament of unity.20 
If a loaf of bread is used for communion, after the Our Father it is broken 

for distribution. The assisting ministers may help the presiding minister in 

breaking it, if it is to be broken into many pieces. It may, however, simply 

be broken in half by the presiding minster and then at the distribution 

pieces may be broken off from the half-loaf for each communicant. This 
practice makes a paten unnecessary. But if the bread makes crumbs, a 
basket or plate should be used in the distribution. 

The rubrics permit the presiding minister to say at the breaking of the 
bread, “When we eat this bread we share the body of Christ.” But words 

may be unnecessary; the action speaks powerfully for itself. Words in fact 

are too limiting here and too didactic. The act of breaking the bread speaks 

of a host of associations, both religious and secular—Jesus feeding the 
multitudes, sharing with the poor, a dinner table—and all are relevant. 

A parallel action is permitted also. The presiding minister may lift the 

cup and say, “When we drink this cup we share the blood of Christ,” and 

the congregation may respond, “Reveal yourself to us, O Lord, in the 

breaking of bread, as once you revealed yourself to your apostles.” The 

action of lifting the cup is liturgically pointless. It has no purpose, either 
practical or symbolic, and is introduced here simply to parallel the action 

with the bread, to give equal time to the chalice. The congregational 
response may be taught as part of the private preparation of those about to 
receive communion or it might be set to music and sung as part of the music 

during the communion. 
If an invitation to the Lord’s Table is necessary, an assisting minister may 

say, “Come, for all things are now ready. The gifts of God for the people of 

God.” 
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When the bread has been broken, the presiding minister receives the 

bread and wine.3! The presiding minister throughout the service represents 

Christ the host, and here the communing of the self parallels the action of 

Jesus at the Last Supper, who following the usual Jewish custom, ate the 

bread himself and then gave it to the disciples and drank some wine and 

gave the cup to the disciples. Having received communion, the presiding 

minister administers the bread and wine to the assisting ministers. 

Additional vessels required for the communion (patens or plates, 

chalices) are then brought to the altar and filled. Sharing the cup of wine is 
the action that the New Testament indicates. It is implied in Jesus’ 
command “Drink of it [the cup] all of you...” and it is fundamental to St. 

Paul’s concept of the sacrament.?? 

Various chemical and bacteriological studies have established the 

hygenic safety of the common cup. Where circumstances prevent sharing 

the chalice directly, the use of a pouring chalice still preserves something of 
the basic point. The use of pre-filled individual glasses destroys the 

significance of the one cup, is excessively individualistic (which is contrary 

to the spirit of the sacrament), and is totally undesirable historically and 
theologically. The use of paper cups is distasteful aesthetically, liturgically, 
and theologically; and disposable cups of plastic or paper are the product 

of a garbage-producing, throw-away culture that respects neither the 

creation nor the sacramental element. 

The presiding minister distributes the bread and an assisting minister the 

cup. (The original reason was that the presiding minister, as pastor, would 

know the people in the parish and who was able to receive and who was not. 
The deacon followed with the chalice and passed over any to whom the 
presiding minister did not commune.) When the number of communicants 
is large, several people should assist in the distribution so that each 

communicant may be addressed personally without unduly prolonging the 
time of the distribution. Even in small congregations, at least one assisting 

minister should assist in the distribution. There is no reason why the pastor 
should do it alone. Assisting ministers need not be ordained. In fact, 

laypeople should be appointed for this ministry on principle, for the 
presiding minister should be assisted by others whose ministries contribute 
to the whole work of worship. 

Communicants kneel at the altar rail or stand in a row or semi- 
circle before or around the altar. Kneeling is especially suitable for Advent 

and Lent and penitential times. Standing is appropriate during Easter; the 
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ancient church even forbade kneeling during the great fifty days of 
rejoicing. The distribution is traditionally done from the minister’s left to 
right, since this is most convenient for right-handed ministers. 

The bread is placed in the communicant’s hand. It is the more ancient 
and more natural practice. The medieval custom of putting the bread on 

the communicant’s tongue, which has been followed by many Lutheran 

parishes, arose to prevent the carrying away of the host or part of it for 

superstitious use. Communicants should be taught to place the right hand 
open on top of the left to make a “throne” for Christ, as an ancient 
explanation puts it,*3 and to raise both hands to the mouth. If the piece of 
bread is quite large, the communicant will have to take the bread in the left 
hand in order to bite it. 

When individual glasses are used, the communicant will receive the 

bread in the right hand (symbolically the honorable hand) and raise it to the 

mouth. The glass is held in the left hand until the time of the administration 
of the wine. 

When the common cup is used, communicants should be taught to assist 

the minister who delivers the chalice by raising the head and by grasping the 

base of the chalice to guide the cup to the mouth. The minister wipes the 

rim of the chalice with the purificator and turns the chalice after serving 
each communicant. 

A continuous procedure for distribution is desirable to enhance the sense 

of the unity of the congregation. As communicants leave the altar, others 
immediately take their places. The point is to move the congregation 
smoothly and quickly and to suggest something of the unity of the 

eucharistic assembly, which the individual “tables” do not indicate 

effectively. 
An alternate procedure is for the ministers to remain in one place while 

the communicants come to them in procession. The presiding minister, 

who distributes the bread, might remain in the center and assisting minis- 
ters, each with a chalice, might be on either side. There should be sufficient 
space between the minister with the bread and the minister with the chalice 
so that communicants will be able to chew the bread before receiving the 
wine. This is especially necessary when a loaf of bread is used instead of 

wafers. 
When the congregation is large, pairs of ministers may be stationed at 

various points in the aisle to make the distribution without undue delay. 
The moment of reception is an intensely personal appropriation of what 

is being celebrated corporately. The pace of distribution must be such that 
the minister can address the words to the communicant personally. The 
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touch of the minister’s hand placing the bread in the hand of the 
communicant is also significant in this personal communication as is the 

extending of the chalice. All this underlines the “for you” of the formula of 

distribution that Luther emphasized so strongly. The wording of the 
formulas of distribution—“The body of Christ given for you”; “The blood 

of Christ shed for you”—is to be followed precisely. 

Since its introduction into the liturgy, the Agnus Dei (drawn from John 

1:29; Isaiah 53:7; Revelation 5:6ff.), has undergone a number of variations 

in Latin and in the vernacular forms. The last line was originally like the 
ending of the other lines, “have mercy on us;” in the tenth and eleventh 

centuries it became common to make the last line “grant us peace.” The 

liturgies of the Reformation translated it “grant us your peace,” and the 
German form added “Christ” before the opening address “Lamb of God.” 

Further variations were made in the Agnus Dei in requiem liturgies. When 

this canticle is used, it may be sung at the breaking of bread, at the 

communion of the ministers, or as the first hymn during the communion of 

the congregation. “Jesus, Lamb of God,” Canticle 1, another version of the 
text, may be used instead. “O Christ, thou Lamb of God,” hymn 103, may 

replace “Lamb of God” on occasion. Choral settings of the Agnus Dei are 

numerous and could be substituted occasionally for the congregational 
song. Choral performance of the canticle has the advantage of not being 
under the same pressures of time as prevail for much of the other music of 
the service. 

Provision should be made for all participants in the service, including 

organists, singers, servers, and ushers, to receive communion. The ensuing 
silence that may result from the participation of the musicians at the table 

provides the congregation with an opportunity for quiet reflection and 
meditation. There need not be “wall to wall music.” 

Music during the communion may include congregational hymns as well 

as choral and instrumental music. The music should reflect the spirit of the 
day or season, not only that of the Lord’s Supper. Music and hymns during 

the communion can foster a spirit of joy and thanksgiving. Instrumental 

music based on hymn tunes can be especially effective. Cantatas or other 
long works may occasionally be sung during the distribution if they are 
liturgically suitable. Periods of silence are also appropriate and are to be 
preferred on penitential occasions such as Ash Wednesday and Holy Week. 

After all have received communion and have returned to their places, the 
congregation stands. The presiding minister may give a blessing. This 
blessing which is provided is optional for a number of reasons. It is a 
reflection of the medieval mentality which saw the communion in terms of 
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things—bread and wine; body and blood—rather than in terms of a 
personal encounter with the risen Christ. Attempts to avoid the misleading 
traditional language, however, fall flat and seem to say little that is 
specifically connected with the Eucharist. Words, in fact, seem to fail after 
the experience of the Eucharist, and this blessing may well be omitted. 
Having received the blessing of the sacrament, what more can be added? 
Moreover, the benediction at the end of the service follows soon after. 

A post-communion canticle or hymn is prescribed as a concluding song 

of thanksgiving for the sacrament and as a covering to the actions of the 

ministers who clear the altar. “Thank the Lord and sing his praise,” which 
speaks of both thanksgiving and the obligations of those who have 

communed to lead the new life, is appropriate for festival days and seasons. 

It should not be used during Lent because of its Alleluias. Simeon’s song, 

“Lord, now you let your servant go in peace,” has been the traditional 

canticle in Lutheran liturgies. There is a large number of chant, poly- 

phonic, and concerted settings of the Nunc Dimittis and one of these 
might be sung by the choir on occasion. A hymn, such as “O Lord, we 

praise you, bless you, and adore you” (215) or the metrical paraphrase of 

Simeon’s song,“I leave, as you have promised, Lord” (349), may be sung 
instead of a canticle. Because the congregation will need to know the pitch, 

the organ should introduce the canticle. 

While the canticle or hymn is sung, the ministers clear the table. Wine 

remaining in the chalice should be consumed by the ministers. Bread that 
remains should be eaten. If there is too much bread or wine for the 
ministers to consume easily, they may invite the congregation to assist by 

taking the remaining bread and wine down to the people in the front rows 
immediately following the service. 

Crumbs from the paten or plate are eaten, and any that still remain are 

shaken into the chalice. A little water from a small cruet is poured into the 
chalice, swirled around to mix with the remaining drops of wine and 
crumbs of bread, and consumed by the presiding minister (and also by 

assisting ministers if there was more than one chalice in use). The chalice is 
dried with a purificator, and the soiled purificator is left inside the chalice 
or spread over the mouth of the chalice as when it was vested. The chalice is 
covered with the paten (if it is made to fit on the chalice) and the pall (when 
one is used) and is taken to the credence or to the sacristy. The corporal is 
folded (and put in the burse, if there is one) and taken to the credence or the 

sacristy. 
When the chalice and paten are left on the credence (or on the altar when 

it is against the wall) they are covered with the veil. 
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After the table has been cleared and the canticle or hymn has been sung, 

the assisting minister leads the post-communion prayer. The prayer “We 

give you thanks, Almighty God” is a traditional Lutheran post-com- 

munion prayer from Luther’s German Mass of 1526. The prayer “Pour out 

upon us the spirit of your love” is the Easter post-communion prayer in the 

Roman Catholic Mass. The prayer “Almighty God, you gave your Son” is 

from the Book of Common Prayer for the Second Sunday after Easter; it is 

now appointed for Proper 15, the Sunday closest to August 17, in the 

Proposed Book of Common Prayer. The Maundy Thursday prayer “Lord 
God, in a wonderful sacrament” may be used instead of one of the three 

provided in the text of the Holy Communion. 

The presiding minister, behind the altar or in front of it, blesses the 

people using either the simple trinitarian blessing or the Aaronic benedic- 

tion. “In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost,” 
which in the Service Book and Hymnal! was appended to the Aaronic 

benediction, following Swedish use, is omitted. Since the benediction is a 

biblical text, it is allowed to stand without a “Christianizing” addition. 

Moreover, the expanded form was not entirely satisfying grammatically. 

The sign of the cross should be small and restrained, the size of the cross 

one would trace on oneself. 
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POSITIONS FOR THE BENEDICTION 
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OR 

TRINITARIAN BLESSING AARONIC 
BENEDICTION 

An assisting minister may dismiss the people. Both the dismissal and the 

response should be said vigorously. Our service of God does not end, but 

rather it assumes a different form as the people go about their daily tasks. 
Especially when the dismissal is used, the service should come to a 

prompt and unembellished conclusion. Ordinarily there should be no 
closing hymn. There is ample opportunity for congregational singing 

elsewhere in the service, and when the dismissal is used, a closing hymn 
destroys the point of the dismissal. 

The performance of loud or vigorous concluding organ music seems to 

be a matter of individual taste. While a postlude may lend a certain joyous 
relief to the moment, the advisability of playing music which few can hear 
because of loud talking of those who leave the church or for which hardly 
anyone may stay to hear the conclusion, seems to be highly questionable. It 
is better simply to allow people to talk to one another without musical 

interference. 
Moreover, the playing of chimes and the ceremonial extinguishing of the 

candles unnecessarily prolong the service. It should be clear to all who 

share in the service that it comes to its conclusion with the benediction. 

(Illustrations, pages 250-251.) 

APPENDIX I 

WHEN THERE IS NO COMMUNION 

When there is no communion the rubrics indicate how the service is to 

conclude. An alteration is necessary to give a satisfactory order. One could 
simply do the Liturgy of the Word of God (entrance rite, readings, sermon, 
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TABLE OF RESPONSIBILITIES AT THE CELEBRATION OF THE 
HOLY COMMUNION 

First ASsIsTING MINISTER PRESIDING MINISTER SECOND Asst. MINISTER 

(Deacon) (Sub-deacon) 

Brief Order for Confession 

and Forgiveness* 

Apostolic Greeting 

IniPeace..= 

Glory to God.... 

Salutation and Prayer 

of the Day 

First Lesson** 

Second Lesson** 

Gospel 

Sermon 

The Prayers 

“Into your hands, O Lord... . 

The Peace 

Receives money, bread and wine 

Assists in setting the table 

Sets the table 

Begins Offertory Prayer 

“Merciful Father... .” 

OR “Blessed are you... . 

The Great Thanksgiving 

Distribution of the bread 

Distribution of the cup*** Distribution of the cup*** 
Post-communion Prayer 

Benediction 

Dismissal 

* The Brief Order for Confession and Forgiveness may be led by an assisting minister who is ordained. 
** If the deacon is to preach, a reader reads the First Lesson, the sub-deacon the Second Lesson, the 

deacon reads the Gospel. Or lectors from the congregation may read the first two lessons. 
*** Jn large congregations, others may assist in the distribution of the Holy Communion: ordained pastors 

distribute the bread; laypeople administer the wine. 
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A COMPARATIVE CHART OF THE EUCHARISTIC LITURGY 
OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC, LUTHERAN, AND 

EPISCOPAL CHURCHES 

ROMAN CATHOLIC 

Entrance Song 

In the Name of the Father... . 

The grace. ... 

Confession of sins 

Kyrie (“Lord have mercy”) 

Glory to God 

Opening prayer 

First Reading 

Responsorial Psalm 

Second Reading 

Alleluia or Tract 

Gospel 

Sermon 

Creed 

Intercessions 

Offertory 

Prayer over the gifts 

Preface 

Sanctus 

Eucharistic Prayer 

Our Father 

Sign of Peace 

Lamb of God 

Communion 

Communion verse 

Prayer 

Blessing 

LUTHERAN 

Entrance Hymn 

The grace.... 

Kyrie (“In peace...” 

Glory to God 

or This is the feast 

Prayer of the Day 

First Lesson 

Psalm 

Second Reading 

Verse 

Gospel 

Sermon 

Hymn of the Day 

Creed 

Prayers 

The Peace 

Offertory 

Prayer 

Preface 

Sanctus 

Eucharistic Prayer 

Our Father 

Lamb of God 

Communion 

Canticle or hymn 

Prayer 

Blessing 

EPISCOPAL 

(Hymn, Psalm, or Anthem) 

Blessed be God: Father, Son, and 

Holy Spirit. And blessed be his 

kingdom now and forever. 

Collect for Purity 

Kyrie (“Lord have mercy”) 

Glory to God 

Collect of the Day 

First Lesson 

Psalm, hymn, anthem 

Second Lesson 

Psalm, hymn, anthem 

Gospel 

Sermon 

Creed 

Prayers of the People 

Confession 

The Peace 

Verse, hymn, psalm, anthem 

Preface 

Sanctus 

Eucharistic Prayer 

Our Father 

Communion 

Prayer 

Blessing 
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prayers) and give a blessing after the prayers, but the service would then not 

include an Offering. The Offering is the beginning of the Liturgy of the 

Eucharist, and the structure of the Holy Communion makes this clear. 

Thus, when there is no communion, after the sermon and the Hymn of the 

Day, the Creed may be said, the Offering is gathered. The Offering may be 

presented at the altar, but some may prefer to reserve this action for the 
Eucharist when both money and bread and wine are offered. If the money is 
presented at the altar, the Psalm verses, “Create in me,” or another 

appropriate hymn may be sung. 

The prayers follow. The first prayer provided in the text of the service is a 

condensation and adaptation of one of the prayers said at Matins and 

before the Holy Door in the service of the Orthodox church. “Its origin is 

shrouded in the dim light of the early Christian centuries.”34 It appeared in 
the Service Book and Hymnal in Tudor language, as an additional alter- 

nate General Prayer. It is a splendid, brief yet comprehensive general 

intercession. It may also be used at other times than in this service, as for 

example, in Morning Prayer. The other form of prayer provided follows 

the pattern of the prayers in the Eucharist. Other forms of general prayers, 
such as the Litany or the Responsive Prayers, may be used instead. 

The service (without communion) concludes with the Our Father and the 

Aaronic benediction. No provision is made for a closing hymn, but one is 

less contrary to the spirit of this form of the service than to the spirit of the 
whole Eucharist. 

The conclusion of the service when there is no communion is that which 
has been familiar to users of The Lutheran Hymnal and the Service Book 

and Hymnal (and the earlier Common Service Book). 

The value of the ante-communion is that it familiarizes the congregation 
with the first part of the Eucharist. Its drawback is that it destroys the 
integrity of the Eucharist by stopping half-way through and suggests that 
the Holy Communion is an optional office that may on occasion be 
attached to the standard Sunday service. 

Those congregations which do not celebrate the Holy Communion 
weekly and which desire a suitable service for non-communion Sundays 
should consider the possibility of using the Service of the Word or Morning 
Prayer. Perhaps there should be no one alternate to the Holy Communion 
but rather two or three that could vary according to the season of the 
church year. 
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APPENDIX II 

THE SERVICE OF THE WORD 

The Service of the Word is a freshly-conceived service (it has no historic 

liturgical roots) designed for those times when a full liturgical order is 
desired which does not include the Lord’s Supper. While congregations are 

encouraged to celebrate the Holy Communion as the chief Sunday service, 

some situations and events may require a non-eucharistic liturgy. The 

Service of the Word may be substituted for the Holy Communion on 

Sundays when the sacrament is not celebrated. It may also be used on 

weekdays. It has great flexibility, making it readily adaptable toa variety of 
occasions and circumstances. Further, an ordained minister is not required 
for the leadership of the service. 

A prelude of vocal or instrumental music may precede the service. The 
usual utilitarian acts of ushering and lighting the candles may be necessary 
but should not be given undue prominence. 

The Service of the Word begins with a hymn of praise or invocation of 

the Holy Spirit. Sturdiness of text and tune are the usual qualities of 

effective opening hymns. Since this service has ample provision for biblical 

song, a psalm is not appropriate as a substitute for this hymn. The hymn 

may be treated as a hymn for the entrance of the ministers. On festivals it 
may be sung in procession by the choir. Or the ministers (and choir) may 

enter at the end of the prelude and go to their places for the hymn. 

The principal symbol for this service is the Bible (or lectionary), which 
should be of appropriate size and dignity. The book may be carried in the 

procession and placed on the reading desk. The focal character of the 
reading desk in this service may be heightened by placing tall, free-standing 
candlesticks on either side. These may be the torches carried in procession. 

The processional cross might be placed near the reading desk also. 

It is best not to use the altar at all for this service, since it is primarily a 
service of reading and preaching. If the altar is used at all, let it be for the 

prayers and the benediction. But reserving the use of the altar for the Holy 
Communion exclusively heightens its effectiveness at that time. 

It is not appropriate to use chairs behind the altar for this service, since 

they are associated with the function of presiding over the Eucharist. Seats 
for the leaders should be placed at the side of the chancel. (Illustration, 

page 252). In informal situations, the ministers could sit with the congrega- 

tion. 
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THE SERVICE OF THE WORD 

Care must be taken to insure that the readers and speakers may be heard 

by all. Some acoustical situations allow a flexibility which in other 
situations is disastrous. But acoustics are not always to blame. Leaders 

must learn to speak clearly and to project their voices. Public reading is an 

art which requires instruction and practice. Whatever the arrangement, it is 

natural for speakers to face the congregation for the lessons and the 

sermon, (and benediction if it is bestowed by one who is ordained). At other 

times the leaders may speak from their places, facing across the chancel. 

They need not turn to face the altar for prayer or for the Creed. 

The Dialog sets the tone for the service that follows. Other appropriate 
dialogs may be substituted for those provided. The book which introduced 
this service to the church, Contemporary Worship 5: Services of the Word, 

provided two others. For Christmas and Epiphany: 

Blessed are you, O Christ, Son of God, 

you were before time began 

and came into the world to save us. 

Blessed are you, Sun of righteousness, 

you shine with the Father’s love 

and illumine the whole universe. 
Blessed are you, Son of Mary, 

born a child, you shared our humanity. 
Let heaven and earth shout their praise. 

Blessed are you, Son of David, 
born to rule, you received 

gifts from the Wise Men. 

Blessed are you, Son of man, 
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baptized by John, you saved us from ourselves. 

Blessed are you, heavenly King, 

teaching and preaching, healing and comforting, 
you proclaimed the kingdom. 

Let heaven and earth shout their praise. 

With all the voices of heaven 

we celebrate the coming of our Savior. 

Let heaven and earth shout their praise. 

With all the creatures on earth 

we sing and dance at his birth. 

Praise and honor and glory to you, 

O Lord most high. 

When this dialog is used, the first group of lines (“Blessed are you, O Christ, 

Son of God”) may be used during Christmas and the second group of lines 

(“Blessed are you, Son of David”) used from the Epiphany to Ash 

Wednesday. When the dialog is said antiphonally by two sides of the 

congregation (which is to be preferred to simple responsive reading), the 

verses could be printed out so that the lines beginning “Blessed . . . ” are 
given to alternate sides of the congregation. 

The dialog for Easter is as follows: 

Christ is risen. 

He is risen indeed. Alleluia! 

Praise the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. 

He gave us new life and hope 

by raising Jesus from the dead. 

Rejoice, then, even in your distress. 

We shall be counted worthy when Christ appears. 

God has claimed us as his own. 

He called us from our darkness into the light of his day. 

Christ is risen. 

He is risen indeed. Alleluia! 

In the Service of the Word the use of the Apostles’ Creed is intended asa 

remembrance of Baptism. The statement introducing the Creed asserts that 
connection. The translation “He descended to the dead” is to be preferred 

to the traditional “He descended into hell” to prevent misunderstanding 
and to preserve the integrity of the newer translation, which is both proper 
and accurate. The emphasis on Baptism at the beginning of this service is 

intended to complement the Eucharist. 
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The special biblical emphasis of the Service of the Word emerges clearly 

as the liturgy unfolds. A variety of biblical canticles is presented for singing 
by the congregation, thus exposing the people to the expressive potential of 
large segments of scriptural poetry in its natural medium of song. Canticles 

14, 15, 16, 18 and 19 provide a selection of Old Testament canticles. Other 

canticles from the Old Testament may be used instead. Occasionally a 
choral setting of an Old Testament canticle may be appropriate. 

To stress the character of seasons or days of the church year, as well as to 

introduce variety into the execution of the liturgy, the congregation should 

become familiar with more than one canticle and, in time, with more than 

one setting of each. The suggested Psalm tones offer other melodies for 

singing by the congregation. Those who introduce variety into congrega- 
tional song must remember the necessity for clear and careful introduction 

of new musical elements into the service. Pastor, choir director, and 

organist will need to exercise patience and ingenuity to familiarize the 

people with the music before the congregation is expected to carry on 

alone. The choir can be of immense help in this process. The choir may sing 
the canticle for the congregation for several weeks before the people are 
requested to assume their responsibility. 

When choral or solo settings of a canticle are used, the congregation 
should be encouraged to meditate on the canticle text being sung, and care 

must be taken not to impede the progress of the liturgy. 

The canticles are intended for performance by the congregation with the 

assistance of the choir. Some of the canticles call for division of the 
congregation into two sections, one of which may be the choir. The canticle 
is to be sung, not read. There is ample reading in this service already. 
Moreover, the logic of the service is impaired if a hymn is regularly 

substituted for the canticle. It is a service of reading and biblical song and 
hymns, and the word of God is set forth both in the readings and sermon 
and in the biblical song (canticles). 

The appointed Prayer of the Day is said, preceded by the salutation. 
There may be a time of silence between the salutation and the prayer to 

allow for the people to gather their thoughts and intentions. The leader 
stands at the reading desk for the prayer, facing the people for the 

salutation and for the prayer. (One need not always face the altar to pray.) 

Or the leader may say the prayer standing in front of the chair, facing 
across the chancel, the assisting minister holding the book. 
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The Lord be with you And also with you. 

Let us pray 

The Prayer 
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Provision is made for two readings, usually one from the Old Testament 

and one from the New Testament. When the Service of the Word is used on 

Sunday, the lessons appointed for the Eucharist are appropriate. At other 

times the daily lectionary (Ministers Edition, pp. 97-104) provides citations 

of the readings for the day. 
The lesson that will be used as the sermon text should be read second, 

even if the usual order of Old Testament and New Testament is reversed. 

When three lessons are read, two lessons are read before the psalm. A 

brief silence may separate the first two lessons. 

When one of the readings is from the Gospels, even if it is the appointed 

Gospel for the day, it is not treated as the reading of the Gospel as in the 

Eucharist with acclamations and the people standing. In the Service of the 

Word (as in Morning and Evening Prayer) the congregation sits to hear all 

the lessons. 

Following the first lesson (following the second lesson if three lessons are 

to be read) a psalm is sung. Psalms are an important part of the biblical 

material in this service. On Sunday or other festivals, the appointed psalm 
may be sung, as at the Eucharist. On weekdays, the table of Psalms for 
Daily Prayer (Ministers Edition, p. 96) will indicate the psalm choice. A 

hymn or anthem may be used instead of the psalm, especially if a New 
Testament lesson is read first. 

Following the second lesson (the third if three lessons are read), a 

response is made. The response, as the word implies, is a liturgical 

reflection on the lessons just read. The response is intimately related to the 

lessons, to the theme of the day, or to the season of the church year. It may 

also be cast in general terms as an expression of praise for God’s revelation 
of himself. The response may be musical (vocal or instrumental), literary, 

dramatic, or choreographic; and it should be of sufficient substance and 
clarity to shed light on that which it follows. 

Musical performance by choir or cantors is highly recommended at this 
point. The classical responsories from Matins follow a rather strict form 
(verse, response, verse, refrain, verse, refrain) in which Scripture is used to 

comment on Scripture and unfold its meaning. The Worship Supplement 
provides a simple formula for the execution of seasonal responsories. 

Other music that fulfills the requirements of the response may be 
employed. 

After the response a time of silence for meditation is kept. The silence is 
integral to the service and should be more than a moment’s pause, if the 
people are to engage in reflection and meditation. In fact, a congregation 
unused to silence will require more time to get into meditation than one 
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that is accustomed to using silence. A substantial silence of one or two 
minutes (or more) is intended. 

Introducing silence to a congregation requires some instruction. The 
people must know what to expect; otherwise, it may appear that someone 

has missed a cue. Unpracticed congregations require some time to begin to 

make use of the silence creatively. In a silence of two minutes, the first 
minute may be spent in restlessness, coughing, shuffling in the pews. Then, 

when the people settle down, the silence may be considered to have begun. 

Most people will welcome a time of quiet; such times are not easily found in 

a busy world. Neither music (not even soft organ music) nor the movement 
of leaders should intrude. All, including the leaders (especially the leaders, 
if they are in fact to lead the congregation), sit in quiet meditation. It is nota 

time to gather notes, or leaf through the book. The preacher determines the 

end of the silence by approaching the reading desk to begin the sermon. 
The sermon is integral to this service. If a sermon is not desired, Morning 

Prayer or Evening Prayer should be used instead. The sermon may be 

delivered from the reading desk from which the lessons were read to show 

the relationship between the readings and the sermon. Exposition of the 

readings need not be limited to an address. On occasion, other forms of 
proclamation—dialog, drama, cantata—may be employed also. If such 

possibilities are to be explored, a good deal of advance planning is 

necessary so that they may be done well. 

After the sermon, a hymnis sung. When this service is used on Sunday or 

another festival, the Hymn of the Day is an appropriate choice. In any case, 

this hymn should reinforce the message of the lessons and sermon. It is 
appropriate for this hymn to receive more elaborate musical treatment by 
the use of instruments in addition to the organ, alternation between choir 

and congregation, alternate harmonizations, or descants. Chorale concer- 

tatos or similar extended compositions based on hymns would be desirable 

occasionally. 
The Offering is not a required element in this service as it is in the Holy 

Communion. Nonetheless, it expresses the giving of oneself in service, and 
when an Offering is gathered, it follows the proclaimed word. The ritual 

giving of empty plates to ushers prior to collecting the Offering is 

liturgically an empty gesture and should be discouraged. Appropriate 
choral or instrumental music may be performed as the Offering is gathered. 
The Offering need not be presented at the altar, since in the Service of the 
Word the Offering is not ceremonial preparation for the eucharistic meal 

by which bread and wine are given for use in the sacrament. When there is 
no communion, the gathering of the gifts of money is liturgically sufficient. 
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If, nonetheless, a presentation of the gifts at the altar is made, it is done 

simply and unostentatiously, without special music, or gestures, or prayers. 

The prayers of the people are offered, led by an assisting minister. The 
congregation may kneel for the prayers. The one who leads the prayers 

remains at the chair or may kneel at the altar rail or may stand before the 

altar facing the same direction as the people. 

THE PRAYERS 
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The prayer that is provided in the text of the service is preserved here asa 

classic of the Lutheran tradition. It first appeared in the Church Book of 
the General Council in 1868 and may have been translated or adapted from 

German sources by Joseph A. Seiss.*5 It was retained in the Common 

Service Book, The Lutheran Hymnal, and the Service Book and Hymnal. 

The prayer may be used intact (omitting paragraph 6, indicated by the red 

line in the left margin, when no offering has been presented) or it may serve 

as a model for the prayers prepared for each use of this service. Other 

possibilities for prayers are the Responsive Prayers, the Litany, the form of 

intercession in the Holy Communion, ora series of collects. Whatever form 
of prayer is used, it is concluded with the Our Father. 

A New Testament canticle appropriate to the season or occasion is sung. 

Canticles 17, 20, 21 provide a selection of New Testament canticles. Te 

Deum, Magnificat, Nunc Dimittis, Benedictus, Gloria in Excelsis, and 

“Worthy is Christ” also may be used. Occasional use of choral settings or 
hymn paraphrases of the New Testament canticles is appropriate. As with 

the Old Testament Canticle, the logic of the service is impaired if a hymn is 

regularly substituted for the canticle. 
The Aaronic benediction is given. The form provided in the text is for 

unordained leaders. When the leader is not ordained, the benediction is 

given by the leader standing before the chair. The leader does not face the 

people; the leader makes no gesture of blessing the people, for that is the 
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prerogative of the pastor. The leader and the people may make the sign of 

the cross on themselves at the end of the benediction (or at the words “the 

Lord bless us”). 

When the leader is a pastor, the benediction should be cast in the 

declarative form: 
The Lord bless you and keep you. 

The Lord make his face shine on you 

and be gracious to you. 

The Lord look upon you with favor 

and give you peace. 

At the appropriate place, the sign of the cross is made over the people by the 

pastor. The pastor should give the benediction from the reading desk, 

facing the people. If the prayers have been led from before the altar, it is 

appropriate for the pastor to give the benediction from there. 

A concluding hymn may be sung as a recessional hymn. If the book was 

brought in in the procession, it may be carried out at this time, flanked by 

torches and preceded by the cross. The congregation bows as the cross 

passes. A choral or instrumental postlude may be performed, but as at the 

Holy Communion, it need not be considered a necessary conclusion to the 
service. 
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DAILY PRAYER 

rayer nurtures our relationship with God, in whom “we 

live and move and have our being.”! Prayer is therefore at 

the heart of all religion, and St. Paul could admonish the Thessalonian 
church to “pray without ceasing.” 

HISTORY 

rderly efforts to enable Christians to enter the strange and 
demanding world of prayer appeared early in the church’s 

history. These efforts to facilitate communion with God, which were based 
on ancient Jewish models, came to be known collectively as the Divine 

Office (from the Latin officium, meaning “service”). The service of God in 

the Office is, therefore, a way of cultivating a sense of the constant presence 
of God and of fostering that uninterrupted relationship of which St. Paul 

writes. 
The New Testament indicates that the apostles continued the Jewish 

practice of prayer at the principal hours of the day: midnight (Psalm 

119:62; Acts 16:25); the third hour (Acts 2:1, 15); noon (Acts 10:9); the 

ninth hour (Acts 3:1; see also Daniel 6:10; Psalm 55:17; 119:164; 34:1). In 

the ancient world, the time between dawn and sunset was divided at 

recognized points—the third, sixth, and ninth hours—and Christians 
found it natural to commemorate the events of the faith at these regular 
divisions of the day.3 These daytime prayers were chiefly private prayer. By 

the middle of the third century, the hours of prayer had become 

commemorations of the work of Christ: daybreak celebrated the resur- 
263 
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rection; the third hour the descent of the Spirit or the condemnation of 

Christ; the sixth hour the crucifixion; the ninth hour the death of Christ; 

the evening the light of Christ in the darkness of the world.* 
The principal times of public prayer were evening and morning, “the last 

hour of the day at dusk when the lamps were lighted” and “the first hour of 

the day when the rising sun dispelled the last shadow of night.”> Thus the 

times of transition between darkness and light, with their archetypal 

associations and evocations, were natural times for Christians to come 

together for prayer in common. Quite early certain elements had become 

recognized as essential parts of morning and evening prayer: in the 
morning, the Laudate Psalms (148-150) and the Gloria in Excelsis; in the 

evening, the hymn phos hilaron (“Joyous light of glory”) Psalm 141, 

intercessions, Our Father. These two offices were the daily public prayer of 

the church. 

As the years passed, the Office became more and more the property of 

monastic communities and thus more and more elaborate, since the monks’ 

principal occupation was prayer. In the Western church the seven-part 

Office evolved (cock-crow, dawn, terce, sext, none, lamp-lighting, mid- 

night.)® All one hundred-fifty Psalms were sung within a relatively brief 

period (usually one week); readings attempted to cover the whole of the 

Bible in a year. Antiphons, responsories, and other seasonal variants 

proliferated. Later, hymns as well as additional readings from the writings 
of the saints were added. 

By the time of the Reformation, the Office had become an enormously 

complex work, and for those who prayed it (almost exclusively the clergy) 
it was often a burden rather than a joy. Several efforts at reform had been 

made before the Reformation, but the Lutheran Reformers and the 
Anglicans not only greatly simplified the Office but also restored it to 
congregational use. Matins, Lauds, and Prime were combined into a single 
morning service of prayer (called Matins or Morning Prayer); Vespers and 

Compline were blended into the evening prayer service (called Vespers or 
Evensong). 

In essence, however, the two traditions took rather different approaches. 
Under Anglican reform, the offices retained an essentially monastic 

character: all one hundred fifty Psalms were appointed to be read in the 

course of a month; nearly the entire Bible was read through each year. 
Priests in the Church of England were required to read Morning and 

Evening Prayer daily, in their parish churches if possible. 
The Lutheran reformers, on the other hand, understood Matins and 

Vespers as public services emphasizing preaching and instruction. Luther- 
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ans have seldom felt compelled to use all one hundred fifty Psalms (their 

service books have included only a selected Psalter), nor to read the whole 

Bible in course (at least in connection with these services). Moreover, 

Lutheran piety is generally more attuned to hymns than to Psalms, and 

although the custom is no longer common in North America, European 

Lutherans continue to use hymns privately for devotional meditation. 

Among Lutherans, appointed readings for Matins and Vespers have 

generally been taken less seriously than the eucharistic lectionary, the 
eucharistic readings often serving for both the Service and also for Matins 

and Vespers. The Lutheran Hymnal and the text editions of the Common 

Service Book and the Service Book and Hymnal provide a simple daily 
lectionary—two readings per day—but the tables appear in inconspicuous 

places. (In the Book of Common Prayer the tables of daily lessons and 

Psalms appeared as the first item in the book.) 

Moreover, among Lutherans the value of Matins and Vespers was much 

less certain than it was among the Anglicans. After the Reformation, the 

offices (with a few notable exceptions, such as Leipzig in Bach’s time) were 

largely lost until the nineteenth century, when schools and deaconess 
communities assisted in their recovery. A form of Vespers became a 
popular Sunday evening service in early twentieth-century America. But 

very seldom have Matins and Vespers been the basis for the daily prayer of 

clergy and laypeople. 

Matins is not in most congregations the usual substitute for the 

Eucharist (as it is for most Anglicans), nor are Matins and Vespers the basis 
for private prayer (as they have been for Roman Catholic clergy). Matins 

and Vespers have retained their place among Lutherans by virtue of their 

use in schools, colleges, and seminaries, mid-week Lenten services in 

parishes, and an occasional congregational celebration (such as the 

installation of a pastor). Vespers is thus generally better known than 
Matins. (Among Anglicans the opposite is the case.) Basically for Lutheran 
congregations, Matins and Vespers have been used as additional preaching 
services, supplementing ante-communion for the sake of variety, rather 

than as vehicles of prayer and devotion. 
The Roman Catholic Church at the Second Vatican Council moved in 

the direction of a Lutheran and Anglican understanding of the Office and 

identified “Lauds as morning prayer and Vespers as evening prayer” as “the 

two hinges upon which the daily office turns; hence they are to be 

considered the chief hours and are to be celebrated as such.”’ The 

Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, moreover, speaks of the Office as the 

property of the whole church laity and clergy.’ Recent Roman Catholic 
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reforms of the Office, however, have,struck an uncertain balance between a 

monastic and a congregational Office. 

THE SANCTIFICATION OF TIME 

hese venerable but often ignored forms of prayer go to the 
heart of Christianity and help teach the church the 

meaning and the practice of prayer, not only by supplying words and 

forms, but by investing the hours of morning and evening with devotional 

significance, teaching of sunset and dawn, recollection and resurrection. 

The Office sanctifies or redeems time by transforming our experience of it. 

“In the celebration of the Office, our time, fraught as it is with absurdities 

and frustrations, is revealed as a time of redemption and restored as a time 

of communion with God.”? The Office as “the sacrament of time” strips 
away the veil that conceals the importance of time and reveals an 
unsuspected depth of association and meaning. Time becomes alive and we 

become a part of it. 

Appointed times of prayer, therefore, are not to be understood as 

isolated periods of devotion, as if only those times are sanctified when we 

are praying. Rather, times of prayer are parts of life in which our entire 

vocation and service are intensified and seen in a larger context. 

One obvious and important value of the daily prayer of the church is to 

provide for the regular and orderly reading of the Bible. The systematic and 

inclusive reading, thus done in the context of devotion, encourages the 

participant to be receptive to the message of the Word of God in its fullness. 
Beyond this, the goal of the Office is to invest each part of the day with 

symbolic importance and to suggest its value for devotional meditation. 

The Divine Office thus creates an atmosphere of praise and reflection, and 

it opens to the participant new dimensions of existence which may not 
otherwise be apparent. The whole church on earth participates in the 
service of praise. In the course of the rotation of the earth, 

While earth rolls onward into light... 

The voice of prayer is never silent 

Nor dies the strain of praise away.!° 

New congregations of God’s people take up the unending song when others 

find their day’s work done. So prayer goes on around the world in an 
unbroken cycle of praise. 

There are yet further dimensions of regular daily prayer. As Rabbi 
Heschel teaches: 
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We never pray as individuals, set apart from the rest of the 

world. . . . Every act of praise is an act of participating in an 
eternal service, in the service of all souls of all ages. Every act of 

adoration is done in union with all history, and with all beings 
above and below. .. .!! 

The act of prayer is a sacramental activity, as God, who works in history, is 

present and active in the gathered church. Prayer is not merely the 

remembrance of God by individuals or by an assembly. Nor is it simply 

their address to the Father. It is the occasion and opportunity for God to be 

present with his gifts as the church participates in the prayer of Christ. 

The participant in the Office is enabled to see how the day and the night 

share in the ceaseless praise of God which is rendered by all creation and 
may perhaps catch a glimpse of the total harmony which the universe will 

embody at the consummation when all creation reaches its fulfillment in 
the praise of God. So, properly understood, a traditional description of the 

Divine Office as the “work of God” is not an exaggeration. The hours of the 

Office each culminate in the praying of the Lord’s Prayer, and that custom 

suggests that the Office is part of the larger prayer of Christ the High Priest 

which he addresses continually to the Father. The Divine Office is, 

therefore, a way of maintaining the unity between the praise which the 

church renders on earth and the unending song of heaven. It is further a 
way of joining the present praise in heaven and on earth with a sign of the 

fullness of the praise of all creation.!? 

The Eucharist and the Office are together parts of a whole liturgy that 

enables those who share in these services to have an effective part in the 

work of Christ by receiving gifts and offering praise. The presence of Christ, 

which is the gift of the Holy Communion, is continued and expounded and 

enjoyed in the words, gestures, and songs of the Divine Office. 

Traditionally, Vespers marked the beginning of a festival, following the 

Jewish practice of considering sunset as both the end and the beginning of a 

day.!3 The view is worth preserving still. For, while the evening has been 
considered a time of recollection as the day ends (although Compline, not 

Vespers, is the going-to-bed prayer of the church), in modern times the 
alternation of day and night as work and rest is no longer as strong as it 
once was. The evening is considered by many as the beginning of real living 

when work is done and when people are free to do what they enjoy. 
Moreover, many people work at night, and while evening brings rest to 

some, it brings work to others. 
Vespers, therefore, becomes the key to an understanding of the whole 
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Office, and it should be seen as the beginning as well as the end of the daily 

cycle. (Compline is a more private and additional time of prayer.) Thus 

night serves as the preparation for the following day. If on the other hand, 
the day is understood to begin in the morning with Matins, it naturally 

follows that the day ends in the evening with Vespers (or with Compline), 

and so night falls out of the pattern altogether. The purpose of the Office, 

however, is to enclose all of the hours of the day and night in a round of 

praise, and taking Vespers as the beginning, leading to Morning Praise and 

the day’s work, helps make this clear. So rest and relaxation are 

preparatory to work, as Sunday is preparatory to the week’s work. Vespers 

as the beginning also has meaning for those who must go to work at night. 
Understanding darkness as the beginning of the light is, moreover, a way 

of recalling the creation, when light came into the darkness, and the 

resurrection, when life came forth from death. The Great Sabbath of Holy 
Saturday, following the crucifixion, was the end of the week but it was also 

the preparation for the Eighth Day, the beginning of the new creation. 

Thus Matins (Morning Prayer) celebrates the new life that has been 

brought by the hours of darkness with which the cycle began. The end of 
the cycle (insofar as it can be said to have an end) is not darkness but the full 

light of day. The Office, then, like all of the liturgy, has finally an 
eschatological emphasis. 

The basic theme of the Office is light. In the evening as night comes on, 

the church watches for signs of the parousia opening the New Day. In the 

morning, Matins is the culmination of the night of vigil as the light returns 
and the resurrection is proclaimed. The Easter Vigil is thus the prototype 

not only of the Office for every Sunday, but of the Office for every day of 
the year. So a thanksgiving for light begins Vespers and an act of praise for 

the resurrection may conclude Morning Prayer. 

TOWARD A WIDER USE OF DAILY PRAYER 

per’ core of the Office is the praise of God in psalms and 
hymns, the proclamation of the Word of God in scriptural 

readings, and (especially in the evening) intercessory prayer. The structure 
and form of the Office are simple and relatively fixed. This basically 
unchanging pattern should enable people to use the daily prayer of the 
church as the basis for their daily “private devotion”—which is not really 
private at all, even though it is prayed alone. When all the people of God 
can be taught to pray according to the same basic outline they will also be 
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taught that they pray not only individually but with the whole church on 
earth and in heaven. 

When Christian people order their devotional life according to the 
ancient pattern developed through centuries of trial, experiment, and 
testing, they are, in effect, taking an advanced course in biblical and 

systematic theology taught by the masters of the Christian tradition. They 

are having their spirits stretched by some of the greatest minds of 

Christendom as they take their place in the earthly choir which joins the 
celestial praise of the citizens of heaven. These two purposes—praise and 

edification—are blended in that “work of God” which builds up the body of 
Christ. 

This need not, however, require people to use an elaborate form of 

prayer each day. Following the daily lectionary (perhaps only one of the 

three appointed lessons) and a few traditional texts is all that is required. 

Just as the Lord’s Prayer has by its constant use become part of Christian 

thinking and being, so in the use of the Office people should be encouraged 

to learn a few basic acts of praise and devotion (suchas the Magnificat and 
the Benedictus, singing with Mary and Zechariah, with the church and with 

Israel). These canticles, used daily, can become a part of people’s thinking 

and praying and so their life in Christ will be enriched. A few texts well 
known thus become part of the individual and reveal new meanings 
through constant and repeated use. 

No form of words and actions can by itself give life to Christian worship 

and devotion. The noblest forms must be supported by personal prayer and 

by an intimate relationship with the word of God. It is hoped, therefore, 

that the use of these forms of daily prayer will be encouraged as a basis for 

daily “private” prayer, so that congregational prayer will be a flowering of 
what is done daily in private. When Christians gather, they can pray 

together—enriched by song and ceremony—what they, when scattered, 

would do alone or in families. So the individual prayer and the public 

prayer of the church will nourish each other. 
Encouraging the use of daily prayer by the congregation, moreover, can 

establish a solid base of devotion on which the renewal and revitalization of 
the church can be built. As new forms of worship are introduced and 

mastered, the life of the church will not be enriched without a solid 

foundation of deepening devotion. And this cannot be established and 
maintained only by Sunday worship in the congregation. The intimate 

relationship between the Sunday Eucharist and the daily prayer of the 
church needs to be explored, experienced, and encouraged. Pastors must 
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lead the way by becoming increasingly people of prayer and by shaping 

their prayer life on tested traditional models. It needs to become known 
that the pastor follows a plan of daily prayer. If pastors do not do this, they 

cannot ask anyone else to do it. But if they are willing to discipline 
themselves, they are in a position to ask others to join them in the daily 
round. It requires patience and persistence and a regularly renewed 

intention. 
The Lutheran Book of Worship understands the Office as capable of 

being done on several levels. The basic form is the congregational level for 

groups of Christians. Families and individuals are encouraged to use a 

simple form of the Office. An augmented form is suggested for festive 

congregational use. Thus the congregational form can be dressed up for 

festivals with the addition of certain elements (additional psalms and 
canticles, responses, music) and can be dressed down for family and private 
use by paring the Office to its essential elements. This plan may be 
illustrated by the following tables: 

EVENING PRAYER 

HOUSEHOLD CONGREGATION FESTIVALS 

Lucernarium verses Lucernarium verses Lucernarium verses 

“Joyous light of Glory” “Joyous light of Glory” 

Thanksgiving for light 

(brief) 
Thanksgiving for light 

(extended) 

Psalm 141 Psalm 141 Psalm 141 (with incense) 

Psalm Psalms 

N.T. Canticle 

The Hymn The Hymn 

Reading Readings Readings 

Response 

Magnificat Magnificat Magnificat 

Litany Litany 

Our Father Our Father Our Father 

Blessing Blessing Blessing 
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MORNING PRAYER 

HOUSEHOLD CONGREGATION FESTIVALS 

Verses Verses Verses 

Invitatory Invitatory 

Psalm 95 Psalm 95 Psalm 95 

Psalm Psalm 

O.T. Canticle 

Psalm 

The Hymn The Hymn 

Reading Readings Readings 

Response 

Benedictus Benedictus Benedictus 

Prayers Prayers 

Our Father Our Father Our Father 

Paschal Blessing 

Blessing Blessing Blessing 

In the household form, the structure is exactly the same in the morning 

and in the evening: verses, fixed Psalm, a reading, the Gospel Canticle, the 

Lord’s Prayer, the benediction. The line between these forms and levels is 

not firmly fixed, and users of the Office are free to move to elements of 
another level as is appropriate. Thus the daily prayer of the church can 

serve all of the people of God—clergy and laity—in public and in private. 

PRAYING THE OFFICE 

he services of daily prayer do not center around the altar. 
The focus is interior and meditative. They are therefore 

not limited to use in a church building, and the daily prayer of the church 
exists in households and in personal prayer as well as in public assemblies. 

The services of daily prayer do not require a pastor to lead them, and it is 
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appropriate for congregations that desire to introduce daily prayer in the 

church (perhaps beginning for a season such as Lent or Easter) to arrange 

for lay leadership much of the time. 
The primary relationship of the daily prayer of the church is to the hours 

of the day, sunset and sunrise. The progress of the church year does 
influence the daily services, but this emphasis remains secondary to the 
cycle of the day. Seasonal propers are provided for festival use and for the 

use of those groups which use the services daily. 

On some occasions, such as retreats, a full observance of the traditional 

hours of prayer may be desired. At these times, Morning Prayer would be 

prayed at the beginning of the day; Responsive Prayer | at mid-morning 

(about 9 a.m.); Responsive Prayer 2 at noon; Responsive Prayer 2 or the 

Litany at mid-afternoon (about 3 p.m.); Evening Prayer at sunset; 

Compline at the close of the day just before going to bed. 

On Sundays and festivals the Office may be prayed in its augmented 

form. That is accomplished by employing the full range of options (two 

psalms with antiphons, a canticle, several readings, a response to the 

readings, extended prayers). The augmented form may also include more 

involved ceremony and musical settings, incense, the use of a cope, the 

traditional vestment for festive daily services. The cope, an elaborate cape, 

usually is made in the color of the season (although sometimes it is made in 
a neutral shade), with at least a vestigal hood. It is worn by the principal 

leaders of the service, whether ordained or not. It is worn over the alb or 

surplice. The stole is not worn for daily prayer (unless there is a sermon). 

Since readings from the Scriptures form a major part of the services of 

daily prayer, when the services are celebrated in the church, especially on 

festive occasions, a focal point may be created by placing tall, free-standing 

candlesticks on either side of a lectern or reading desk (as in the Service of 

the Word). The lectern may be set in the middle of the chancel for these 

services. When the chairs of the congregation are movable, they may be 
arranged in rows facing each other across a center aisle. (Diagrams, pages 

274-275.) 

EVENING PRAYER (VESPERS) 

he themes of Evening Prayer are light, repentance and 

recollection, quiet waiting for the Lord, meditation on the 
Scriptures, praise and thanksgiving, and intercessory prayer. 
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THE COPE 

EVENING PRAYER: SERVICE OF LIGHT 

rom the beginning of the human race, people kindled 
lights as darkness approached. It was never a merely 

utilitarian act, for the ancient symbols of darkness, light, and fire called 

forth a host of associations and suggestions. Jewish practice continues the 

blessing of the evening light, especially as the Sabbath begins. As the 
Christian liturgy began to develop, the utilitarian and symbolic act of 
lighting lamps was continued,'4 being taken from the family dinner table 

to the church building. 
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A service of light, called the Lucernarium (pronounced Loo-chair-NAR- 

ee-um) is the core of Vespers in the Eastern Orthodox churches, and it was 

for a long time used in cathedrals and parish churches in the West, 

principally on Saturday evenings, to mark the beginning of Sunday's and 

the eves of feasts.!6 Although in the West, daily prayer became increasingly 
monastic and less tied to the hours of the day, the service of light was 

preserved once a year in the Easter Vigil in the elaborate blessing of the 
Paschal candle, and there is evidence that the blessing of candles has 

continued in some places throughout Christian history. The use of the 
Advent wreath is a conspicuous example. 
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The heart of the Christian gospel is the death and resurrection of Christ, 

which is celebrated every Sunday. The service of light is a dramatic 

portrayal of creation, when in the darkness “God said, ‘Let there be light,’” 

and of the new creation, when from the darkness of death God called forth 

his Son. The darkness of chaos and fear and defeat, while strong and ever- 

threatening, is driven back by the coming of the light. The lighting of the 

lamps is a re-enactment of creation and also of the resurrection. Thus death 

and resurrection are brought together by the powerful symbols of 

darkness and light. 

The service of light is optional and may, according to the rubrics, be 

omitted. When Evening Prayer is prayed daily, it is desirable to reserve the 

service of light for the beginning of Sundays and festivals. Nonetheless, it is 

a fitting, impressive, and evocative beginning of Evensong, marking the 

end of the day and the beginning of the morrow. Fire and candles are 

fascinating to congregations, as is evident in the popularity of candlelight 

services and the often overly-elaborate ceremonies of lighting and ex- 

tinguishing the candles before and after the service by vested acolytes. The 
Lucernarium gives a congregation a more historic and constructive way of 
channeling this fascination with light and fire into more traditional and 
instructive paths. 

There is no opening hymn. While music may precede Evening Prayer, 

there is no compelling reason for it. If a recital of music is given before 
Evening Prayer, an interval of time should be allowed to separate the two 

events. The church should be as dark as practicable. The initial emphasis 
on Jesus Christ as the light of the world, connected with the time for light- 
ing the lamps, is enhanced dramatically when the service begins with a 
procession in which a large lighted candle is carried into the darkened 
church. The candle should be the size of the Paschal Candle (although the 
Paschal Candle should not be used for the service of light so that the 

symbolism is not confused). A stand should be prepared for it in the center 

of the chancel or in the center of the assembly. (Diagrams, next page.) 
The candle is the principal focus of attention in Evening Prayer for it 

represents Christ. At the entrance procession the processional cross is not 

used. The assisting minister who carries the candle goes first, followed by 
the leader of the service. The verses are sung by the one who bears the 

candle to underscore the relationship between the candle, which is the light 
of the church, and Christ, the light of the world. The verses are properly 
sung during the procession: “Jesus Christ is the light of the world; the light 
no darkness can overcome'’ when the procession enters the church; “Stay 
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with us, Lord, for it is evening; and the day is almost over’'!® when the 

procession is half-way to its destination; “Let your light scatter the 

darkness, and illumine your church”? when the candle is set in its stand. If 

the one who carries the candle has trouble remembering the verses, the 

verses may be sung at the candlestand by the bearer of the candle, who faces 

the congregation. Then, when the verses have been sung, the candle is set in 

the stand. The appropriate seasonal verses (Ministers Edition, pp. 92-95) 
may replace these general verses, especially when the augmented form of 

the service is used. But the general verses are appropriate at any time. 

To preserve the spirit of the lighting of the lamps, when there is no 

procession, the candles on or near the altar may be lighted as the opening 

verses are sung. It is, however, well to reserve the candles on the altar for 

celebrations of the Eucharist and to use others for the Office. 
The congregation, especially at festive times such as Christmas and the 

Epiphany, may be given candles upon entering the church. After the 

verses are sung and the large candle set in its place, the congregation’s hand 

candles are lighted from the great candle (by servers with tapers or, when 

the congregation is small, by each person in turn from the large candle). 
Other candles in the church are also lighted at this time. 

While the light spreads through the church, the ancient Greek hymn 

phos hilaron, “Joyous light of glory,” is sung. This is the oldest extant 

hymn provided in the tradition for use at Lucernarium and has continued 
down the centuries to be sung as an evening hymn.”° St. Basil the Great (c. 

330-379) spoke of the singing of this ancient anonymous hymnas one of the 

cherished traditions of the Christian Church.?! It isa hymn to Christ, who 

is “light from light,” the light which radiates from the glory of the immortal 

Father. As the sun sets and darkness descends upon the world, Christians 

naturally turn to Christ the light of the world for help through the hours of 

night, and they see in the lighting of the lamps a sign of the coming of Christ 

into the world from the Father. The translation in the Lutheran Book of 

Worship is by Roger Petrich. On occasion, hymn 279, “O gladsome light,” 
a paraphrase of the phos hilaron, may be used instead. 

After the candles are lighted, the illumination of the church may be 
increased, but to preserve the meditative spirit the light should not be too 
bright. 

The service of light is then concluded with the thanksgiving (p. 60). The 

traditional preface verses are sung. According to ancient practice, the lines 
“Lift up your hearts; we lift them to the Lord” are not used in such preface 
dialogs except at the Eucharist.?? 

Three thanksgivings are provided. The thanksgiving in the text of 
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Evening Prayer is a modern creation, adapted from Morning Praise and 
Evensong.”} It is cast in the form of the Jewish Berekah which thanks God 
for his goodness. The first alternate prayer (Thanksgiving for Light I, p. 95) 
is from the Apostolic Constitutions (ca. 380); the second alternate prayer 
(Thanksgiving for Light II) is from the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus 
(ca. 215). The translation of both is from Morning Praise and Evensong 
(pp. 2, 26), and music may be found in that book for both of these prayers. 
Leaders should be encouraged to use each of these forms of thanksgiving 
from time to time to preserve the ancient forms and to expand the 
congregation’s motives for thanksgiving. 

EVENING PRAYER: PSALMODY 

hen the service of Light is omitted, Evening Prayer begins 
directly with the Psalmody. 

The use of.a Psalm at this point in Evening Prayer is rooted in the long 

tradition of the church’s prayer as a means of expressing the motif of 

reflection and repentance. Psalm 141 is the traditional evening psalm. In 
Evening Prayer certain verses have been omitted as too imprecatory for 
modern sensitivities. A chant setting of Psalm 141 is at Canticle 5 (p. 449). 

Other musical settings, even those which use other versions of the text, may 
be used instead. Choral versions of the text may be substituted occasion- 

ally. 

The use of incense, spoken of in Psalm 141 and the antiphon, is especially 

appropriate as this psalm is sung. The use of incense at festival celebrations 
of Evening Prayer (especially on the Epiphany when the Magi brought 

incense to Jesus) is one way of teaching a congregation about the burning 

of incense and of introducing its use. Of all the places in the liturgy where 

incense has been used, it is perhaps most fitting and natural here. 
Incense symbolizes prayer ascending from earth to heaven, a visible and 

sensuous connection between heaven and earth. But the more ancient 
Christian understanding of incense, especially important at this point in 

Evening Prayer, is that the clouds of incense show cleansing and purifica- 

tion, covering our sin with the sweet robe of Christ’s righteousness. 
One way of introducing the use of incense without upsetting a 

congregation is simply to burn some sticks of incense that have been set ina 
container filled with sand. The action is unobtrusive, yet the aroma will 

pervade the building. 
The more traditional use of incense in Christian churches has been to put 

one or two pieces of self-starting charcoal in a thurible and light them in 
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advance of the service so that the coal. is red-hot. At the time of the 

incensation, when Psalm 141 is begun, some grains of incense from the 

incense boat are sprinkled on the charcoal. To keep the coals burning, the 
thurible must be kept swinging lightly, except when more incense is being 
added. 

THURIBLE ON STAND 

INCENSE BOAT 

AND SPOON 

THURIBLE 
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Traditionally the incensation is done by the leader, but an assisting 
minister might perform the function. The minister holds the end of the 
chain in the left hand and grasps the chain about twelve inches above the 
thurible with the right hand. The minister first honors the candle with 
incense, swinging the thurible toward it several times (three is the 

traditional number). Then the Bible on the lectern and the altar are 

honored with incense as the minister walks around them swinging the 
thurible toward them. The other ministers and the congregation are also 
honored, the minister bowing to them and they to the minister before and 
after the thurible is swung in their direction. 

When the incensation is finished, the thurible may be thot from a 

bracket on the wall or on a stand made for that purpose. 

Each Psalm in Evening Prayer is treated in the same way—the Psalm is 

sung; it is followed by silence, after which the appropriate psalm prayer is 
said. The effective use of this procedure is the key to the intelligent use of 

the Office. It is designed to give the Psalms meaning so that they will in fact 

be the heart of the Office. The Psalms in Morning and Evening Prayer are 
not so much hymns of praise as they are the basis for meditation and 

devotional reflection upon their meaning. The silence gives time to do that. 

The silence therefore must be /ong and must never be omitted. (If time is 

short, one should choose a short Psalm and shorten the reading to a few 

verses, but the silences are essential to these services and must be given their 

due attention.) The worshipers must not be deprived of this time to open 

themselves to the voice of the Lord and to appropriate the message and 

make it their own. Several minutes of silence are intended and indeed are 
necessary for this to happen. The leader must not be made nervous by the 

restlessness of the congregation (which is to be expected until the 
congregation becomes familiar with the use of silence) and rush on to the 
prayer. The leader must wait for the restlessness to subside and then 
consider that the useful silence has just then begun. When a congregation 

becomes accustomed to using silence in worship, the silence will be 

understood not only asa time of intense private devotion but as a corporate 

act which all can use together. In silence can be found a reservoir of great 
spiritual strength. It takes work and instruction and patience. But it is 

absolutely necessary to persist. 
When the leader senses that the silence should come to an end (practiced 

congregations come to know almost instinctively how long the silence 

should last), the psalm prayer, printed following each Psalm, is said. “Let 

us pray” is printed in the text of the service mostly to show that it is the 

leader who says the prayer, and “let us pray” need not be said. These 
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prayers draw out the Christian implications of the Psalm. The Gloria Patri 

is therefore unnecessary and is omitted. 

When the Psalm is sung, it is appropriate to intone the psalm prayer, 

especially on festive occasions. (Instructions for intoning prayers are given 

on pages 18-20 of the Ministers Edition and above, pages 215-217.) 

When the augmented form of the service is used, a New Testament 
canticle from the Epistles or Revelation (see canticles 13, 17, 20, 21) anda 

third Psalm are sung. A psalm prayer is not used with the canticles. 

Variation in the method of singing the psalms and canticles is rec- 

ommended. 
Psalms for daily prayer are arranged in seasonal tables (Ministers Edi- 

tion, p. 96), except for those appointed for the calendar days from 

December 24 through January 6. The four general tables are used, 

beginning with January 7 throughout the remainder of the Epiphany 
season and beginning with Monday in Whitsun week throughout the 
season after Pentecost. 

Especially when incense is used with Psalm 141, the congregation should 

stand for that Psalm while the church is honored with incense. Then the 

people sit for the rest of the Psalmody, the silence, and psalm prayers. 

Sitting during the Psalms is more conducive to meditation than standing, 
especially when more than one Psalm is used. 

The Office Hymn, (from the Latin officium, service) is sung following the 

Psalms. It is the principal hymn of the service, comparable to the Hymn of 

the Day in the Eucharist. It should reflect the time of the day and be in 
harmony with the season of the year. The traditional office hymns for 

weekdays dealt with the several acts of creation. The Ministers Edition of 

the Lutheran Book of Worship provides a list of traditional office hymns 
(pp. 499-500). 

The Psalmody section thus moves from the Old Testament Psalms to a 

New Testament canticle, to a post-biblical song. 

EVENING PRAYER: THE LESSON 

he Daily Lectionary (Ministers Edition, pp. 97-104) is a 

slight revision of the lectionary in the Proposed Book of 
Common Prayer. Thus the Lutheran Church and the Episcopal Church are 
in harmony not only with the lectionary for the Eucharist (although in the 
time after Pentecost there are dislocations) but in the daily readings as 
well.24 Year One begins with the First Sunday in Advent preceding odd- 
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numbered years; Year Two begins with the First Sunday in Advent 
preceding even-numbered years. 

The heart of daily prayer is praise, not the reading of Scripture, but 

nonetheless the reading of the Bible in regular order has long been a feature 

of daily prayer, especially in the morning. The Daily Lectionary provides 

three readings for each day, but all three are not to be read at one service 

(unless it is a Eucharist). Normally two lessons are read in the morning and 

one in the evening. If two readings are desired in the morning and also in 

the evening, in the evening the Old Testament reading for the alternate year 

may be used. When more than one reading is used, the first lesson should be 

from the Old Testament. When a festival or commemoration interrupts the 

sequence of readings, they may be reordered by lengthening, combining, or 

omitting some of them to secure continuity or to avoid repetition. 
Selections from the Old Testament are provided as alternates to those 

readings drawn from the Apocrypha. (This is useful when a Bible is used 

which does not contain the Apocrypha.) The reading of the selections from 

the Apocrypha should be encouraged, however. Luther placed the 

Apocrypha between the Old and New Testaments, regarding those books 

as instructive to read but not ona par with canonical Scripture for purposes 

of doctrine. On the basis of the Confessions, theology, and history, the use 

of the Apocrypha is not excluded for Lutherans. Reading these few 

selections in the Daily Lectionary each year is a useful way of introducing 
congregations to these books and of expanding their knowledge of 

Scripture. 
All the members of the church should be encouraged to use the Daily 

Lectionary in their family and private devotion. It provides a com- 

prehensive reading of the important passages of Scripture and gives a unity 
to the reading. Thus when people come to church for daily prayer, they will 

hear in public what they would read that day at home, and the sense of 

community would be fostered. 
Each reading is followed by silence. Again, this silence should be 

extended to provide time for meditation and reflection. 
An additional reading from a non-biblical source, from an ancient or 

modern devotional work, may also be read following the Scripture lesson. 

Especially on saints’ days a reading from the writing by or about that saint 

commemorated is appropriate and instructive. 

Occasionally, when no sermon is preached, a brief exposition (two to 

three minutes) may accompany the readings, following the silence. 

The silence after each reading may be followed by a response—one of the 

seasonal canticles (7-12) or, although these are traditionally part of Morn- 
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ing Prayer, a responsory (cf. e.g. Worship Supplement, pp. 95-99), or such 

other responses as dance or an instrumental piece. Whatever form it takes, 

the response should draw attention to the reading and not to itself. 
After the final reading and the silence (and response), the verse drawn 

from Hebrews 1:1-2a is said by the leader and the congregation. 

EVENING PRAYER: GOSPEL CANTICLE 

hree items of biblical song are included in the fullest form 

of Evening Prayer—Psalms, a New Testament Canticle 

from the Epistles or Revelation, and the Gospel Canticle. Thus the tradi- 
tional arrangement of the readings in the Eucharist is reflected in the 

psalmody of Evening Prayer: first the Old Testament, then the Apostle, 
and finally the proclamation of the Gospel. 

The use of the Magnificat is practically universal in the evening Office at 

least in the churches of the West. The Song of Mary becomes the song of 

the church as the darkness deepens and the lamps are lit and as Mary, who 

represents the church, waits quietly for the fulfillment of the word of 
promise. Her song of revolutionary import should be learned and 

pondered by all the people of God as one of the essential items of devotion, 

along with such traditional forms as the Lord’s Prayer. Daily use in public 

and in private makes this song a part of those who use it. 

A chant setting of Magnificat is at Canticle 6. Seasonal antiphons 

(Ministers Edition pp. 92-95) for the Gospel Canticle may be used with it, 

especially for the days before Christmas when the splendid jewels of liturgi- 
cal prayer—the “O Antiphons”—are appointed?5. Those antiphons, the 

basis for the Advent hymn “O come, O come, Emmanuel,” make good 

Advent prayers by themselves as well as in conjunction with the Magnificat. 

Hymn 180, “My soul now magnifies the Lord,” a paraphrase of the 

Magnificat, may on occasion be used instead of the biblical song, but 
regular substitution of a hymn version is not desirable. Occasional use of 
choral settings is also appropriate; they need not employ the same version 
of the text. 

The Lutheran Hymnal and the Service Book and Hymnal, following 

earlier books, allowed either the Magnificat or the Nunc Dimittis as the 

Gospel Canticle in Vespers. (Unfortunately, since the Nunc Dimittis was 
better known because of its use in the Holy Communion it was often 

chosen, and many congregations never learned the Magnificat.) Now that 
Prayer at the Close of the Day (Compline), is provided in the Lutheran 
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Book of Worship, the Nunc Dimittis, the Gospel Canticle for the Prayer at 

the Close of the Day, is reserved for that hour and is not used in Evening 

Prayer. 

EVENING PRAYER: INTERCESSIONS 

he text of the Eastern Litany, tHe deacon’s “Litany of 

Peace,” is a conflation originally made by Brian Helge of 
the “litany of peace” and the ecumenic litany in the Liturgy of St. John 

Chrysostom.?6 In a greatly abbreviated form, the Litany of Peace was 

introduced to the Lutheran Church in the Service Book and Hymnal and 

proved remarkably popular. 

Two musical forms for chanting the prayer are provided (p. 65). The 

alternate form in the example boxed on the right side of the page may be 

used throughout this litany. The congregation should be encouraged to 

sing it in parts and should begin its response, “Lord ... ,” simultaneously 

with the ending of the leader’s bid, “... Lord,” so that the two overlap. The 

people should sustain the last note of their response during the singing of 
the next bid by the leader. 

The Christian names of church and district/synod presidents should be 

used in the fifth paragraph. 
In Lent, to avoid the use of “Alleluia,” the response to the line “For the 

faithful who have gone before us and are at rest, let us give thanks to the 

Lord,” may be “To you, O Lord.” 

The silence after the line “Help, save, comfort, and defend us, gracious 

Lord,” is a bridge between the prayers anc the commendation which 

follows. The congregation should silently offer its own prayers, petitions, 

and intercessions during this silence, but spoken congregational prayers at 

this point interrupt the spirit of the litany. 
Especially on feast days, the commendation could be expanded to 

include the names of the saint remembered on that day, the person for 

whom the church is named, and other principal saints of the church as well: 

“Rejoicing in the fellowship of St. Luke, of Peter and Paul, of John the 

Baptist, of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and of all the saints, let us commend 
ourselves and one another and our whole life to Christ our Lord.” 

Other forms of prayer may be used instead of the Eastern Litany. The 

classical Western Litany (p. 86) may be used, especially during Advent and 
Lent, since it is more penitential. Responsive Prayer 2 (p. 82) or a series of 

collects or prayers from the congregation may be used instead. The 
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intercessory nature of the prayers should not be lost sight of, whatever form 

is used. 
The intercessions are then concluded with the prayer for peace. This 

fifth-century prayer has been treasured by the church and since the middle 

of the nineteenth century has become traditional in Lutheran forms of 

Vespers. 

Evening Prayer culminates in the praying of the Our Father. The 

introduction to the Lord’s Prayer is based ona line in the “Great Entrance” 

in the Liturgy of St. John Chrysostom?’ and ultimately on Luke 23:42 and 

List. 
The services of morning and evening prayer are services of praise and 

prayer and were not designed to include preaching. A sermon, therefore, 

inserted into the order following the readings destroys the integrity, 

purpose, and flow of the quiet services. The purpose is not proclamation 
but meditation and prayer. For occasions when it is desired to keep the 

readings and a sermon in close association, the Service of the Word should 
be used. Nonetheless, there are occasions (such as Sunday morning or 

midweek in Lent) when a sermon is desired at Morning or Evening Prayer, 

and the rubrics provide a way of adding both an offering and a sermon to 

Morning and Evening Prayer. Thus the office retains its integrity and its 
basic spirit, and a sermon is provided for. 

After the sermon, one of three prayers is said. The first prayer 
(“Almighty God, grant to your church”) is the collect for the church from 

“The Order of Morning Service without Communion” from The Lutheran 
Hymnal*® The second prayer (“Lord God, you have called your servants”) 
is from Eric Milner-White, Daily Prayer and is in the Service Book and 

Hymnal as collect 96.29 The third prayer (“Lord, we thank you”) is the clos- 
ing prayer from the Lutheran Hymnary of the Norwegian Evangelical 
Lutheran Church (ELC).?0 

When a layperson leads the service and preaches, the blessing (13) should 

be used after the sermon and prayer: “The almighty and merciful Lord, the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, bless and preserve us.” 

PRAYER AT THE CLOSE OF THE Day (COMPLINE) 

Sew service is designed to bring the day toa quiet close. The 
form is relatively fixed and unchanging. The unadorned 

traditional Gregorian melodies provided for Prayer at the Close of the Day 
reflect the spirit of the hour and should be sung without elaboration or 
embellishment. It is contrary to the spirit of this service to have processions 
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and other festive ceremonies. All that is done should convey the spirit of 

serenity. The leader may vest in alb or surplice (without stole, without 

cope) or may simply wear street clothing. Assisting ministers are unneces- 
sary in this service; one leader (ordained or not) is sufficient. 

COMPLINE: CONFESSION 

he opening verse draws a parallel between sleep at night 

and sleep in death (and is echoed in the second prayer at 

the end of the service). Yet, in the face of the dying of the day and of human 

life, the note of praise is sounded in the next verses. 

The hymn (2) is a night hymn and is to be distinguished from the princi- 

pal hymn which follows the lesson and the responsory. This night hymn is 

parallel to the Venite in Morning Prayer and to “Joyous light of Glory” in 

Vespers. Accompaniment should be simple and may be omitted altogether. 

The congregation kneels for confession. Silence for self-examination is 

kept. If self-examination is indeed to be made, the silence must be more 

than a brief pause. 

Two forms of confession are provided. In the simple form the leader and 

the congregation make their confession together, and then the leader 

stands and indicates God’s forgiveness in Christ. The other form is the 

historic, reciprocal form, which is interesting and instructive, showing the 
“priesthood of all believers.” It is the only time in the liturgy that the leader 

makes confession before the people, who then declare God’s forgiveness. 

The congregation then makes confession and the leader announces God’s 
forgiveness to them. This form of the confession is especially appropriate in 
penitential seasons. 

COMPLINE: PSALMODY 

he people sit for the Psalms. The traditional Compline 
Psalms are 4, 91, and 134. Other appropriate psalms are 

also suggested by the rubric on page 72 of the Ministers Edition. Each 

Psalm is sung or said, and silence follows to provide time for meditation. 
The silence should be extended, and the whole pace of the service should be 

unhurried. After the silence, the leader says the appropriate psalm prayer, 

printed following the psalm. When the psalm is sung, it is appropriate, 
especially at festivals, to intone the prayer. Canticles are not used at this 
point in this service. 
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COMPLINE: BRIEF LESSON 

rayer at the Close of the Day has not been the occasion for 

long readings from the Scriptures. The brief lessons 

(sometimes called “the little chapter”) serve as concise statements of the 

spirit of the service and the close of the day. 

The traditional reading is from Jeremiah. The reading from | Peter is 

often associated with the begining of Compline. Usually one lesson is 

sufficient. It is a useful change from the longer readings at other services. 

The lesson should be read slowly and deliberately. A brief silence should 

follow to allow time for the words of Scripture to take hold of the 

congregation, but this silence is not comparable to that which follows the 
reading at Morning and Evening Prayer. 

A sermon, homily, or exposition of the reading(s) is not desirable at this 

service. It is even less a service of proclamation than the other offices are. It 
is rather the occasion for quiet meditation and praise. 

The Responsory is sung (or said) after the reading. The ancient form of 

the Responsory is preserved in text and music. 

COMPLINE: THE HYMN 

his hymn is the Office Hymn, the principal hymn of the 

service.?! It should reflect the time of day and perhaps the 
season of the year. It may be sung without accompaniment. The list of 

traditional Office Hymns in the Ministers Edition of the Lutheran Book of 
Worship (pp. 499-500) is helpful in selecting this hymn. The hymn is sung 
standing. 

COMPLINE: THE PRAYERS 

4 Bes congregation kneels for the prayers. The verses are 

from Psalm 17 (17:1, 8, 15); the central pair of verses— 

“Keep me as the apple of your eye; hide me in the shadow of your wings” — 
are traditional for Compline. 

The first prayer (“Be present, merciful God”) is an adaptation of a prayer 
in the Proposed Book of Common Prayer. The second prayer (“O Lord 
support us all the day long”) is by John Henry Newman.:? The third prayer 
(“Be our light in the darkness”) is from the Proposed Book of Common 
Prayer.*3 The fourth prayer (“Visit our dwellings, O Lord”) is the 
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traditional prayer of Compline. The fifth prayer (“Eternal God, the hours 
of both day and night are yours”), which recognizes that while many go to 
sleep at the close of the day, others must wake and work, is based on a 
prayer from the Episcopal Authorized Services.34 The sixth prayer 
(“Gracious Lord, we give you thanks for the day”) is by Edward Roe. The 
Our Father concludes the prayers. 

The substitution of another form of prayers in this service is not desirable 
for that would disturb the basically unchanging text that by its simplicity 
and repetition endears itself to those who pray it. 

COMPLINE: GOSPEL CANTICLE 

he traditional Gospel Canticle for Compline is the Nunc 

Dimittis, the Song of Simeon. Simeon had watched long 

for the coming of Christ and at last held the Savior in his arms and knew 

that the old promises had now been fulfilled. This canticle, unlike the 
canticles in Morning and Evening Prayer, does not follow the reading and 

precede the prayers. The Lutheran Book of Worship and the Proposed 

Book of Common Prayer both have Prayer at the Close of the Day 

conclude with the singing of the Song of Simeon as the departure song of 

the people of God. With this song and the Gloria Patri their praise is 
concluded for the day. 

The antiphon, “Guide us waking, O Lord, and guard us sleeping; that 

awake we may watch with Christ and asleep we may rest in peace,” itself a 

splendid prayer of trust, is always used with the Gospel Canticle, even when 
the service is said rather than sung. The use of seasonal antiphons at this 
point is not desirable. 

Hymn 349, “I leave as you have promised, Lord,” a paraphrase of the 

Nunc Dimittis, may on occasion be used instead. But regular substitution 

of the hymn version is not desirable. The congregation should be taught to 

know and love the scriptural song. Occasional use of choral settings which 

are compatable with the quiet spirit of this service is appropriate; they need 
not employ the same version of the text. 

Even when a pastor leads the service, the form of the benediction need 

not change: “The almighty and merciful Lord, the Father, the Son, and the 

Holy Spirit, bless us and keep us.” 
A hymn may follow the benediction, but the quiet dispersal of the 

congregation is more in the spirit of this service. Two night hymns have 
already been sung; a third seems redundant. A more spirited hymn is out of 

place. 
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MORNING PRAYER (MATINS) 

he principal theme of Morning Prayer is the resurrection, 
shown by the rising sun and the light of the new day. As 

the spirit of Evening Prayer (Evensong) was quiet recollection, so the spirit 

of Morning Prayer is praise for the new life which emerges from the 

darkness of night. 

MORNING PRAYER: PSALMODY 

Wy eee Prayer begins with a fixed introductory section of 

praise. There is no entrance procession. The ministers 

simply enter and take their places. In order for the first verses, 

O Lord, open my lips, 

And my mouth shall declare your praise, 

to make sense, there must be no opening hymn. Otherwise, the lips and 

mouth having already been opened in song, it is unnecessary and pointless 

to pray, “O Lord, open my lips.” Nor should there be any prelude. (If there 

is a prelude, it should be separated from Morning Prayer by an interval of 

silence).It is most effective if the service begins out of silence, with the 
prayer that God would inspire the congregation’s service of praise. It is 

especially effective if the participants in the service have said nothing from 
the time they get up until the opening verses of Morning Prayer are sung. 
This may be possible on retreats or in the private devotion of families on 
certain occasions. 

The praise which our mouths declare is first the “Lesser Gloria,” the 
Gloria Patri. The first line of this doxology is the more ancient and appears 
to have been originally, “Glory to the Father through the Son in the Holy 

Spirit.” But in the fourth century the more familiar form began to be used 
to oppose those who taught that the Son was subordinate to the Father. 

The second line developed from the simple response “forever” and became 

“now and forever” and then (but only in the West) “as it was in the 

beginning” as a protest against those who denied the pre-existence of the 
Son.%5 

The Easter song, Alleluia, is added to the Gloria Patri, except in Lent, as 

a sign of the resurrection joy which is the theme of Morning Prayer. 
The opening verse of Morning Prayer leads beyond the Gloria Patri to 

the Venite, Psalm 95. “Oh, come, let us sing to the Lord” is always used in 

the augmented form of the service. A chant setting is at Canticle 4. 

Alternate seasonal invitatories are provided (Ministers Edition, pp. 92-94), 
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although the general invitatory (“Give glory to God, our light and our life”) 
is always appropriate. The invitatory was traditionally sung following each 
section of the psalm: 

Give glory to God, our light and our life. 

Oh, come, let us worship him. 

Oh, come, let us sing to the Lord; 

let us shout for joy to the rock of our salvation. 

Let us come before his presence with thanksgiving 

and raise a loud shout to him with psalms. 

Give glory to God, our light and our life. 

Oh, come, let us worship him. 

For the Lord is a great God 

and a great king above all gods. 

In his hand are the caverns of the earth; 

the heights of the hills are also his. 

The sea is his, for he made it; 

and his hands have molded the dry land. 

Give glory to God, our light and our life. 

Oh, come, let us worship him. 

Come, let us bow down and bend the knee, 

and kneel before the Lord, our maker. 

For he is our God, 

and we are the people of his pasture and the sheep of his 

hand. 

Give glory to God, our light and our life. 

Oh, come, let us worship him. 

Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit; 
as it was in the beginning, is now, and will be forever. 
Amen. 

Give glory to God, our light and our life. 

Oh, come, let us worship him. 

Instead of Psalm 95, Psalm 67 (the most ancient morning psalm), Psalm 24 

(a psalm of entrance into the sanctuary), or Psalm 100 (an invitation to 

praise God) may be sung. An appropriate canticle (7-21), may be used 
occasionally to replace the Venite. But canticles otherwise appointed for 
Morning or Evening Prayer—Benedictus, Te Deum, Magnificat—are not 

appropriate alternatives and should not be chosen. On weekdays a hymn 
which reflects the theme of resurrection, light, and morning may replace 

the Venite.36 
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The congregation then sits and the Psalms are sung. This Psalmody is the 

variable section of praise. (See the tables, Ministers Edition, p. 96). The 

Psalms are not only hymns of praise but are also the basis for devotional 

reflection, and sitting is more conducive to meditation than standing, espe- 

cially when more than one Psalm is used. Each Psalm is followed by silence, 
after which the appropriate psalm prayer is said. When the Psalm is sung, it 

is appropriate to intone the psalm prayer. 

When the augmented form of the service is used, an Old Testament 

canticle (see canticles 14, 15, 18, 19) and a second Psalm are sung. No psalm 

prayer is used with the canticle. The order is thus: Venite, Psalm, Old 

Testament Canticle, Psalm. Variation in the method of singing these pieces 

is recommended. 
The congregation stands for the Office Hymn, which is the principal 

hymn of the service, like the Hymn of the Day in the Eucharist. It should 
reflect the time of the day and the season of the church year. (See the index, 

Ministers Edition, pp. 499-500). 

MORNING PRAYER: THE LESSONS 

he third part of Morning Prayer, after the fixed and the 

variable sections of praise, is the lessons. Matins was 

traditionally the office of readings, when extended passages of the Bible (as 

opposed to one or two verses in other offices) were read. The three readings 
for each day in the Daily Lectionary may all be used at Morning Prayer or 
two may be used in the morning and the third reserved for the evening. 
When more than one reading is used, the first should always be from the 
Old Testament. 

A brief exposition of the readings (two or three minutes maximum) may 

accompany the readings when no sermon is preached. 

Each reading is followed by silence for meditation. After the silence after 

each lesson or after the silence after the last lesson, a response may follow. 
This response may be one of the seasonal canticles (canticles 7-12) or a 

classic responsory (originally a part of Matins, see Worship Supplement, 
pp. 95-99) or any other appropriate response, such as an instrumental 

piece or dance. Whatever form it takes, the response should draw attention 
to the reading and not to itself. 

After the final lesson and silence (and response), the verse drawn from 
Hebrews 1:1-2a is said by the leader and the congregation. 
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MORNING PRAYER: THE GOSPEL CANTICLE 

he fourth part of morning prayer, following the two 

sections of praise and the readings, is the Gospel Canticle. 
At one time all the songs of St. Luke’s gospel found their way into the 

Office: Magnificat at Vespers, Nunc Dimittis at Compline, Gloria in 

Excelsis and Benedictus at Lauds (Morning Prayer). Gloria in Excelsis 

eventually was moved to the entrance rite of the Eucharist, but Benedictus 

has remained fixed as the Gospel song for the morning. The last lines make 

it especially appropriate: “the dawn from on high shall break upon us.” In 

this song of Zechariah, the father sings of the fulfillment of God’s promise 

and speaks to his son John the Baptist, “You, my child, shall be called the 

prophet of the Most High.” The song is oriented toward the future, to the 

dawn of salvation, and beyond that to the full light of the kingdom of God. 

Benedictus, Magnificat, and Nunc Dimittis are called Gospel Canticles 

not only because they come froma Gospel but because they are a statement 

of the Gospel. They thus should be accorded the same attention as is usual 

in listening to the Holy Gospel, and correspond to the reading of the Gospel 

in the Eucharist. 

A chant setting of Benedictus is at canticle 2. Seasonal antiphons may be 

used with the Gospel Canticle’. A hymn paraphrase of Benedictus may be 

used instead, but the regular use of a hymn substitute is not desirable. 

Occasional use of choral settings is also appropriate; they need not employ 

the same version of the text. 

If the Paschal Blessing is not used at the end of the service, Te Deum 

may, except in Advent and Lent, replace the Benedictus. Normally, 
however, Benedictus should be used as the traditional, fixed Gospel 

Canticle of Morning Prayer. 

MORNING PRAYER: THE PRAYERS 

he concluding part of Morning Prayer is the prayers of 

intercession. Several forms are possible. The more usual is 

for the Prayer of the Day to be said (or sung, especially on festivals) 

followed by other appropriate prayers. The selection of Petitions, Inter- 

cessions, and Thanksgivings in the Ministers Edition of the Lutheran Book 

of Worship (pp. 105-117) is a convenient source of prayers for various 

situations and needs. Or the congregation, especially in less formal settings, 
may be invited to offer its petitions and thanksgivings. The series of prayers 

is then concluded with the ancient prayer for grace written in the fifth 
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century and probably based on stilh earlier prayers. Since the middle of the 

nineteenth century the prayer for grace has been traditional in the Lutheran 

form of Matins. The prayers and indeed the entire Office concludes with 

the praying of the Our Father. 

Instead of this series of prayers, following the Gospel Canticle the 

traditional Western Litany may be used, especially in penitential seasons 

and on Fridays, the day of crucifixion. Or Responsive Prayer | for Morn- 

ing could be used. 

When a layperson leads Morning Prayer and preaches, the benediction 

(11) is used after the sermon and prayer: “The Lord almighty, bless us and 

direct our days and our deeds in his peace.” 

THE PASCHAL BLESSING 

n Sundays and throughout the fifty days of Easter, the 

Paschal Blessing may be used to conclude Morning 

Prayer, either following the Benedicamus (“Let us bless the Lord. Thanks 
be to God” p. 52) or, when there is a sermon, after the sermon and the 

collect. This little Office of the resurrection joins the celebration of Christ’s 

rising from the dead with a remembrance of Baptism and is a dramatic 

parallel to the service of Light in Evening Prayer. 

The Paschal Blessing is an appropriate remembrance of Baptism. As 
such it may be used separately, particularly on baptismal anniversaries in 

family devotion. Water may be put into a dish on the table to recall the 

waters of Baptism. The baptismal candle may be lighted. 

When the Pachal Blessing is used in a church, it should be led from the 
font to emphasize the connection between resurrection and baptism. The 
connection need not be pointed out in words; the location of this expanded 
blessing is a sufficient suggestion. The ministers go to the font; the Paschal 
Candle, if it is kept by the font, is lighted. If the baptistry is spacious 
enough, the congregation may gather around the font with the ministers. 

A hymn may need to be sung while the people move to the font. If only the 

ministers go to the font, the congregation stands and faces the font. 
The leader or an assisting minister sings the verse and a resurrection 

Gospel. The response to the verse, “Alleluia,” is appropriate even on 

Sundays in Lent, for Sundays are always commemorations of the 
resurrection. Moreover, in the Eastern Churches “Alleluia” is sung 

throughout Lent on Sundays. The resurrection account in the text is from 
Luke 24:1-7. Instead, one of the following may be sung or read: Matthew 

28:1-10; Mark 16:1-7; Luke 24:36-53; John 20:1-10. If the Paschal Blessing 
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is used as a separate Office in remembrance of Baptism, one of the follow- 
ing may be used: | Peter 1:3-9; 1 Peter 1:13-21; Romans 6:1-11; Colossians 
2:12-15. 

The Te Deum is sung. A chant setting is at canticle 3. Hymn 547, “Thee 

we adore, eternal Lord,” or hymn 535, “Holy God, we praise your name,” 

paraphrases of Te Deum, may on occasion be sung instead. Occasionally a 

choral setting may be used; it need not employ the same translation of the 
text. 

The original text of the Te Deum ended “and bring us with your saints to 
glory everlasting.” Traditionally, however, it was followed by certain verses 

from the Psalms sung in the form of versicles and responses, known as 
capitella. The verses are: 

Save your people, Lord, and bless your inheritance 

Govern and uphold them now and always. (Psalm 28:10) 
Day by day we bless you. 

We praise your name for ever. (145:2) 
Keep us today, Lord, from all sin. 

Have mercy on us, Lord, have mercy. (23°35) 

Lord, show us your love and mercy; 

for we put our trust in you. (56:1. 3) 
In you, Lord, is our hope: 

and we shall never hope in vain.38 (3125) 

These verses may be used between Te Deum and the prayer, sung to a 

simple tone. 
The leader intones or says the prayer and the blessing. At the blessing the 

ministers and those around the font may dip their fingers into the water and 
sign themselves with the cross. At the blessing the leader might sprinkle the 

people with water from the font three times as a further sign of the 
baptismal washing. A small bough of evergreen—which suggests eternal 

life—may be used for this sprinkling. 

There is no closing hymn. It could only detract from the Te Deum. As the 
people leave, they might dip their fingers in the water of the font as a 

reminder of their Baptism. 

RESPONSIVE PRAYER I: 

SUFFRAGES FOR USE IN THE MORNING 

he Morning Suffrages, as the prayers were called in The 

Lutheran Hymnal and in the Service Book and Hymnal, 

were from the old Roman Catholic Office of Prime. The name “suffrages” 
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is from the Latin suffragium, a prayer of intercession; the suffrages are 

sometimes also called preces (PRAY-sees). 

Loehe’s Agenda of 1844, prepared for German congregations in 
America, included the Morning, Evening, and General Suffrages. The 

Church Book of 1868 provided an English translation, which was carried 

over into the Common Service Book, The Lutheran Hymnal, and the 

Service Book and Hymnal. 

In the revised form in the Lutheran Book of Worship, Responsive Prayer 

1 begins with a characteristic feature of Eastern Orthodox liturgies, the 
Trisagion, “Holy God, holy and mighty, holy and immortal, Have mercy 

onus,” followed by the Our Father and the Creed. There 1s a series of psalm 

verses.3? The leader then says the salutation and the Prayer of the Day. 

Other prayers may follow, and then the prayer for morning which Luther 
gives in the Small Catechism, cast in the plural.4° The Benedicamus and the 

blessing conclude the Office. 

Responsive Prayer | may be used alone as a morning service, especially 

when the service is held at a time later than the beginning of the day when 
Morning Prayer would be inappropriate, or it may be used in place of the 
prayers in Morning Prayer. 

When it is used alone, the service may be augmented with a psalm ora 

hymn and a brief lesson before “Holy God, holy and mighty. ... ” 

When used at Morning Prayer, Responsive Prayer | follows the Gospel 

Canticle. The Creed may be omitted. When there is a sermon, the optional 
ending of Morning Prayer (12-15) follows the Benedicamus (“Let us bless 
the Lord”) of Responsive Prayer |. 

RESPONSIVE PRAYER 2: 

SUFFRAGES FOR USE AT OTHER TIMES 

he Evening Suffrages, from the old Roman Catholic 

Compline, are a pale reflection of the Morning Suffrages 
from Prime; their intercessory nature is inferior to the verses of the general 
suffrages. The suffrages from Compline were suppressed in the Roman 
Church in 1960. 

The General Suffrages in The Lutheran Hymnal and in the Service Book 

and Hymnal are the suffrages from Lauds and Vespers, with the petitions 

for the pope, the bishop, benefactors, and the departed omitted. In the 

revision of the Divine Office in 1960 these Preces were appointed for Lauds 
and Vespers after the Gospel Canticle on Wednesdays and Fridays of 
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Advent, Lent, and Passiontide; at Lauds and Vespers of Ember Wednesday 
and Friday in September; at Lauds of Ember Saturdays except the 
Saturday within the octave of Pentecost.4! These Preces are no longer 
used in the Roman Catholic Office. The verses were: (deleting those for the 
pope, the bishop, the king, benefactors, and the departed): 

I said, “Lord be merciful to me; 

Heal me, for I have sinned against you.” Psalm 44:1 
Return, O Lord; how long will you tarry? 

Be gracious to your servants. 90:13 
Let your lovingkindness, O Lord, be upon us, 

As we have put our trust in you. OE De 

Let your priests be clothed with righteousness; 

Let all your faithful people sing with joy. 132:9 
Save your people and bless your inheritance; 

Shepherd them and carry them for ever. 28°11 
Remember your congregation 

That you purchased long ago. 74:2 

Peace be within your walls, 

And quietness within your towers. 122 
Let us pray for our absent brothers and sisters. 

Save your servants who put their trust in you. 86:2 

Let us pray for the broken hearted and the captives. 

Deliver Israel, O God, out of all his troubles. 25721 

Send them help from your holy place, 

And strengthen them out of Zion. 20:2 
Restore us, O God of hosts; 

Show the light of your countenance, 

and we shall be saved. 80:7 

Rise up, O Christ, and help us, 

And save us for the sake of your love. 44:26 

Lord, hear my prayer, 

And let my cry come before you. 102:1 

Instead of these verses, Responsive Prayer 2 borrows the Preces from 

Evening Prayer II in the Proposed Book of Common Prayer. These Preces 

concisely intercede for the concerns of the church and the world and lead 
into the collects and indeed can replace the collects. 

On occasions such as retreats when Responsive Prayer 2 is used both at 

noon and in the afternoon, a selection of the traditional verses given above 
might be used in the afternoon to avoid duplication, or these: 
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Return, O Lord, how long will you tarry? 

Be gracious to your servants. Psalm 90:13 

Let your lovingkindness, O Lord, be upon us, 

As we have put our trust in you. 33:22 

Let your priests be clothed with righteousness, 
Let your faithful people sing with joy. 29 

Make governments rule your people righteously, 

and the poor with justice. (iz ay 

Remember your congregation that you purchased long ago, 

the people you redeemed to be your inheritance 

and Mt. Zion where you dwell. 74:2 

Send them help from your holy place, 

and strengthen them out of Zion. 20:2 

Restore us, O God of hosts; 

show the light of your countenance, 
and we shall be saved. 80:7 

Responsive Prayer 2 concludes with one of three prayers, depending on 
the time of day. The prayer for noon (“Gracious Jesus, our Lord and our 

God”) is from Herbert Lindemann’s The Daily Office.42 The prayer for the 
afternoon is from the Proposed Book of Common Prayer. The prayer for 
evening is from Luther’s Small Catechism. 

A form of prayer for travellers, said before setting out on a journey, 

especially at the end of meetings far from home, has been preserved in 
Lutheran circles from medieval precedents.43 Originally this /tinerarium 

followed the Gospel Canticle at Lauds. In the Lutheran Book of Worship a 

prayer, a conflation of traditional prayers, is provided in Responsive 
Prayer 2. It recalls three archetypal journeys of the Old Testament and the 

New Testament—Abraham and Sarah, the Exodus, the Magi—and points 

the pilgrim church to the eschatological consummation of its journey. 
Responsive Prayer 2 may be used alone as a separate service, especially 

at a time earlier than sunset when the use of Evening Prayer would be 
inappropriate. Responsive Prayer 2 may also replace the Litany in Evening 
Prayer. 

When used alone, the service may be augmented with a psalm or hymn 
and a brief lesson before “Holy god, holy and mighty. .. .” 

When used at Evening Prayer, Responsive Prayer 2 follows the Gospel 

Canticle, the Magnificat (Ministers Edition, p. 63). The Creed may be 

omitted. When there is a sermon, the optional ending of Evening Prayer 

(14-17) follows the Benedicamus (“Let us bless the Lord”) of Responsive 
Prayer 2. 
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THE LITANY 

he Litany is a responsive intercession for a wide variety of 

human needs. It arose in connection with processions for 
obtaining God’s blessing on the fields, or God’s defense against enemies 

and calamities. It took ona penitential cast. The invocation of the prayers 

of the saints was expanded to such a degree that the Litany became known 

as the Litany of the Saints. At the Reformation, Luther revised the Great 
Litany in 1529 and his German text became enormously popular in Ger- 

many and Scandinavia and was influential in England. The Great Litany is 
a classic of Christian prayer and appears in the Lutheran Book of Worship 
in a conservative revision. 

The Litany, which is directed primarily to Christ, begins with the three- 

fold Kyrie and invocation of the persons of the Holy Trinity. 
The deprecations (from deprecari, to avert by prayer) against evils and 

dangers follow: “From all sin, from all error, from all evil. ...” There are 
three of these sections in the Litany. 

The obsecrations (from obsecrare, to ask on religious grounds) lay the 

foundation on which the prayer is built: “By the mystery of your holy 

incarnation. ... ” The obsecrations recall Christ’s entire earthly life of 
obedience, from the incarnation to the sending of the Spirit. Again, there 

are three of these sections. 

The supplications or prayers for ourselves are brief and are all included 

in one petition: 

In all time of our tribulation, 

In all time of our prosperity, 

In the hour of death, 

And in the day of judgment: 

Save us, good Lord. 

One line confessing our unworthiness bridges the prayers for ourselves and 

the prayers for others: 

Though unworthy, we implore you 

To hear us, Lord our God. 

The intercessions on behalf of others are the largest part of the Litany. 

Five sections pray for the church, for support of the weak,*4 for the 

nations,* for all sorts and conditions of humanity, for reconciliation with 

our enemies and with the natural world. 
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A plea to the Lord Jesus Christ is followed by the Agnus Dei. Then, as 

the Litany began with Kyrie and “O Christ, hear us,” the order is reversed 

as the prayer concludes with, “O Christ hear us” and the Kyrie. The repeti- 
tion here and throughout the prayer should not trouble users of the Litany, 

for the essence of the Litany is repetition. It isa powerfully insistent prayer 
which importunes God for mercy and protection. 

The collects, with which the Litany has traditionally concluded, are 

omitted in the Lutheran Book of Worship as excessive. After the 

antiphonal singing of the wide-ranging petitions of the Litany, further 

prayers seem unnecessary and add little to what has already been prayed. 

The Litany is led by a minister or a cantor. 
The Litany may be sung as indicated in the Lutheran Book of Worship or 

the congregational response may follow each line. When this is done, the 

singing must not drag. The tempo must move, and there must not be even 

the briefest pause between the conclusion of one line and the beginning of 

the next. The effect can be powerfully hypnotic as two sides of the 

congregation sing their prayer back and forth. 

The Litany may be used alone as a separate pentitential service. When it 

is so used, it may be augmented witha psalm or psalms and a brief lesson at 

the beginning; and with the Prayer of the Day or another appropriate 
prayer, the Lord’s Prayer, and a blessing at the end. 

At penitential times, the Litany may be used as the entrance hymn for the 
Holy Communion. The Kyrie (6) then would be omitted from the liturgy 
for Holy Communion; the Hymn of Praise would not be appropriate on 
such occasions. Immediately following the Litany the minister would say 

the Apostolic Greeting and the Prayer of the Day. 
When used alone or as the entrance hymn, the Litany may be sung in 

procession as a dramatization of our passage through this world toward 

that which is to come. 

The Litany may replace the prayers printed in the services for Morning 

Prayer (Ministers Edition p. 51) and Evening Prayer (pp. 65-68). 

When the Litany is used at Morning Prayer, it follows the Gospel 

Canticle. After the Litany, Morning Prayer continues with the prayer for 
grace. When the Litany is used at Evening Prayer, it replaces the Litany 
provided (11). Evening Prayer concludes as indicated with the Prayer for 
Peace, the Lord’s Prayer and the benediction. 
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TABLE OF RESPONSIBILITIES AT EVENING PRAYER 

ASSISTANT LEADER 

Opening verses 

“Joyous light of glory” 

“The Lord be with you.” 

“Let us give thanks... . 

~bressed are you...” 

“Let my prayer rise before you.” 

” 

Psalm Prayer(s) 

Readings* 
9 “In many and various ways....’ 

“Itt peace; letras prays <2 

“O God, from whom come 

all holy desires... .” 

“Lord, remember us in your 

kingdom... .” 

“Let us bless the Lord” 

Blessing 

TABLE OF RESPONSIBILITIES AT MORNING PRAYER 

ASSISTANT LEADER 

“O Lord open my lips” 

“Give glory to God, 

our light and our life.” 

Psalm Prayer(s) 

Readings* 
“In many and various ways... .” 

Prayer of the Day 

Other prayers 

“Let us bless the Lord” 

“As many as have been baptized 

into Christ? 
The Gospel in the Paschal Blessing 

“O God, for our redemption. .. .” 
Blessing 

*The Readings may appropriately be read by people from the 

congregation. 
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APPENDIX I: SOURCES OF THE. PSALM PRAYERS 

The basic source of most of the psalm prayers is the Roman Catholic series, 

translated by the International Consultation on English in the Liturgy. 

Nearly all those from that series have been altered slightly by Philip H. 

Pfatteicher; more substantial alterations are indicated “alt.” A second 

source is a series of psalm prayers done by Frank C. Senn and some of his 

students in liturgy at Christ Seminary/Seminex. A few prayers come from 

other sources. : 

Psalm | RC WRC 

2 RG 3PERE 
3. Jack Bailey, alt. By) REC 

AER 339"RE 
Poe 34. RC alt. 
6. RE 35 RC alt. 
7 Jack Bailey 36 =RCalt. 

8 Philip H. Pfatteicher 37° RC alt: 
9 RCalt. 38 RC alt. 

10 RCalt. 39° RE 
11 Jack Bailey and RC alt. 40 RCalt. 

12 RCalt. 41 RCalt. 
11S peed 5! 42 RC 
14 RCalt. 43" RE 
IS RC alt. 44 RCalt. 

16 RC alt. 45 RC 
17 RC alt. 46 RC 
18 RC 47 RCalt. 
19 American Book of Com- 48 RC 

mon Prayer p. 596. 49 RC 
20 RC 50 RC 

2 RE 51 Morning Praise and 

22 RC Git. Evensong 

27 RO 52. RC alt. 
240° RO Jou RG: 

25 RCalt. 54. RC alt. 
26" RC 22 RC 
27 RCalt. 56 RC 

28 RC alt. a RE 

296 RC 58 RC 
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Appendix I: Sources of the Psalm Prayers 
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Roman Catholic Mass 

RC 

RC alt. 

RC alt. 
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RC 
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Philip H. Pfatteicher 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC 

oF 
98 
99 

100 

101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 

125 
126 
V2e 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 

133 
134 
135 

RC 

Frank C. Senn 

Frank C. Senn 

George Loewer 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC alt. 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC alt. 

RC alt. 

RC alt. 

RC alt. 

RC 

RC alt. 

RC alt. 

RC alt. 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC 

Bill Schreiber 

RC 

RC alt. 

RC 

RC alt. 

RC alt. 

RC 

RC 

RC 

RC alt. 

RC alt. 

RC 

Philip H. Pfatteicher 
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136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
14] 
142 
143 
144 

RC alt. 145 Philip H. Pfatteicher 
RC alt. ‘(after Edward Tilley) 
RC alt. 146 RC 
RC 147 RC 
RC alt. 148 RC 
RC 149 RC 
RC alt. 150 Philip H. Pfatteicher 
RC alt. 
RC 

APPENDIX II: SOURCES OF THE TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS OF 

THE CANTICLES 

Canticle | 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 

sf 

8 

9 
10 
1] 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Prayers We Have in Common 

Prayers We Have in Common 

Prayers We Have in Common 

Proposed Book of Common Prayer 

Proposed Book of Common Prayer 

Prayers We Have in Common 

(for Advent) John Arthur 

(for Christmas and Epiphany) John Arthur 

(for Lent) John Arthur 

(for Easter) John Arthur 

John Arthur 

John Arthur 

Lucien Deiss 

John Arthur 

Proposed Book of Common Prayer, alt. 

(for Marriage) Philip H. Pfatteicher 

New English Bible 

Philip H. Pfatteicher after the Proposed Book of 
Common Prayer 

Philip H. Pfatteicher after the New English 
Bible and the Revised Standard Version 

Philip H. Pfatteicher after the New English 
Bible and the Revised Standard Version 

Proposed Book of Common Prayer, alt. 



8 
CELEBRATING THE CROSS AND 

RESURRECTION 

he central event of the Christian faith is the death and 

resurrection of Jesus Christ. That unitive event of cross 
and resurrection is the core of the apostolic preaching; it is also the central 

celebration of the church’s liturgy. It is set forth in the Eucharist and in the 

daily prayer of morning and evening. It is the focus of the church year: Lent 

prepares for it, and the great Fifty Days are a celebration of it. More 

specifically, Lent is the preparation for the celebration of the mystery of 
redemption; Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, the Easter Vigil, and the 
Fifty Days are the proclamation and celebration of it. It is one event, seen 
from two sides: cross and resurrection, each incomplete without the other. 

ASH WEDNESDAY: HISTORY 

ent derives from the preparation of candidates for 

Baptism. By the middle of the fourth century at Jerusalem, 

candidates for Baptism fasted 40 days, and during this period the 

catechetical lectures of Cyril of Jerusalem were delivered to them. The 

length of the fast was suggested by several biblical prototypes: Jesus’ fast at 
the beginning of his ministry;! Moses’ stay on Sinai;? the 40 years of 
wandering in the wilderness; Elijah’s fast on his way to the mountain of 

God.3 
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After the legalization of Christianity in 313, the period of preparation for 
Baptism became a general period of preparation of all Christians for Easter. 

The length of the fast was 36 days—six weeks, not counting Sundays, 

which are always feasts celebrating the resurrection—and was thought to be 

a tithe or tenth of the 365 days of the year. 
In sixth-century Rome four days were added to the beginning of Lent to 

bring it to the biblical number of 40 days, and by the end of the seventh or 

the beginning of the eighth century, the 40-day Lent had become general in 

the West. (The Eastern church has an eight-week Lent, excluding 

Thursdays and Saturdays as well as Sundays.) 

Ash Wednesday was originally a day for the expulsion of penitents from 

the church, the beginning of a time of temporary excommunication. In the 

fourth century those undergoing church discipline had to endure several 

stages of excommunication and reinstatement: weepers, who stood outside 

the church door asking the prayers of those who went in; hearers, who were 

allowed in the narthex; kneelers, who were required to kneel with the 

standing congregation; standers who stood with the congregation but who 

had to leave before the Communion. Several years might be spent in each 

of the stages.4 In succeeding centuries, however, this public penitence was 
joined to Lent; and at the beginning of Lent (Sunday) or onthe Wednesday 

before Lent (40 days before Easter), the penitents were placed under 

discipline. (The time was called quarantine, for “forty.”) They were 

admonished, prayed for, given the laying-on of hands, and expelled from 

the church before the Eucharist. 

As early as the third century Tertullian mentions ashes as an external 
sign of public penitence. In the ninth century the imposition of ashes‘ 
together with the seven penitential psalms were added to the rite of 
expulsion of penitents from church during Lent, and the day came to be 

known as Ash Wednesday. By the eleventh century, the discipline of public 

penitence had largely disappeared and Lent was accepted by the entire 

church as a time to receive ashes and undergo penitence. 

ASH WEDNESDAY: A DAY OF ATONEMENT 

he spirit of Ash Wednesday is most solemn, close to that 

of the Jewish Day of Atonement. The suggested color is 
black, the color of ashes and desolation. The Ash Wednesday liturgy marks 
the beginning of a penitential discipline which climaxes in the absolution 
and peace of the Maundy Thursday liturgy. The mood is penitence and 

reflection on the quality of our faith and life; its goal is participation in the 
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Lenten discipline, which, by its focus on the mystery of redemption, should 
strengthen us by bringing us anew to the gift of our Baptism. The service, 
while most somber, should not be maudlin. Penitential acts should be 

related to restoration and to spiritual and moral growth, as the derivation 
of the word “Lent” suggests. “Lent” is from an Anglo-Saxon word meaning 

“springtime” and so is to be understood as the holy springtime of the soul, a 
time for preparation, planting, and growth. 

Ashes are prepared for this service by burning palm (or olive) branches 

from the previous Palm Sunday and grinding the ashes into powder by 
working them through a wire mesh sieve with a spoon and perhaps mixing 

the ashes with a little water or oil. The mixture is placed in a small shallow 

vessel (a glass dish is suitable) from which the ashes are imposed. A damp 

towel or napkin for cleansing the ministers’ hands after the imposition 
should be provided. 

The preparation of the ashes may be done privately or it might be part of 

the Shrove Tuesday activity in the congregation. At the conclusion of this 

“eve of the Fast” celebration, the palms could be burned ina fireplace or in 
the church in a clean outdoor barbeque grill. The palms should be cut into 

short pieces to facilitate burning. The preparation of the palms might 

conclude with the pleasant medieval custom of the farewell to Alleluia. A 

banner might be made with the word “Alleluia” prominent on it. An 

antiphon from the Ambrosian Rite for the First Sunday in Lent, which 
reflects the putting away of Alleluia, might be sung or said: 

Alleluia. Enclose and seal up the word, alleluia. Let it remain in 

the secret of your heart, alleluia, until the appointed time. You 

shall say it with great joy when that day comes. Alleluia, 

alleluia, alleluia.® 

The banner is carried out of the church and hidden away, and the hymn 

“Alleluia, song of sweetness” (Service Book and Hymnal 58) is sung, 
which looks to Lent and beyond it to Easter and beyond this life to the 

gladness of heaven. 
Ashes are an extraordinarily rich symbol rooted in ancient customs and 

practices.’ Ashes, in a Jewish and Christian context suggest judgment and 
God’s condemnation of sin;’ frailty, our total dependence upon God for 

life;? humiliation;!° and repentance.!'! We are reminded forcefully of the 

words of the committal in the burial service, “. . . earth to earth, ashes to 

ashes, dust to dust.” For one day those words will be said over us. 

Moreover, ashes suggest cleansing and renewal.!2 They were once used as 

a cleansing agent in the absence of soap, and on Ash Wednesday the ashes 
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have sometimes been understood as a penitential substitute for water as a 

sign of Baptism.!3 (And Baptism is a primary emphasis of Lent.) Water 

both stifles and refreshes, drowns and makes alive; so the ashes also tell of 

both death and renewal. A further example of death and renewal shown by 

ashes is the ancient custom of burning the fields in the spring to destroy the 

old and to prepare for the new. 

ASH WEDNESDAY: THE LITURGY 

hroughout Lent, all pictures, crosses, and statues that 

cannot be removed from the church may be covered with 

veils of unbleached linen (or purple) to suggest that Lent is a time of 

austerity, purification, and spiritual cleansing. Flowers should not be used 

to decorate the altar or chancel during Lent. On Ash Wednesday the organ 

should be used only to accompany congregational singing; there should be 

no prelude or postlude on this solemn day. 

The act of confession and repentance is made at the beginning of the Ash 

Wednesday liturgy, replacing the entrance rite. This recalls that the ancient 
church would send the penitents away before the Holy Communion began. 

There is no opening or entrance hymn. The service begins with the 
ministers, vested in albs or surplices and stoles (the presiding minister may 

wear a black or purple cope), entering silently and going to their places. 

When the ministers enter the church, the congregation stands. When the 

ministers have arrived at their places, Psalm 51 is sung'4 or said, with the 

Gloria Patri. 
The presiding minister addresses the exhortation to the congregation. 

Other words than those provided may be used but care must be taken that 

the content be similar to the form provided.!5 The congregation kneels and 
silence is kept for meditation and self-examination. When there are no 

facilities for kneeling, the congregation should sit during the confession, 

since standing is not conducive to meditation. Some may nonetheless wish 
to kneel on the floor of the church rather than sit for the meditation and 
confession. The confession!® includes both things done and things left 
undone, what we have committed and what we have omitted. 

The imposition of ashes should be available for those who desire to 
receive this sign of frailty, repentance, and renewal. Those who desire to 

receive ashes kneel before the altar (as is often done at communion). The 
ministers (assisting ministers may join the presiding minister in giving the 

ashes) apply the ashes first to each other and then to the forehead of each 

penitent, with the words of God to Adam, “Remember that you are dust 
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and to dust you shall return.”!? Personal names, which are sometimes used 

in the distribution of Holy Communion (“The body of Christ, John, given 

for you”) are not appropriate in the imposition of ashes which shows our 
common mortality.!§ The ashes are applied with the thumb in the form of a 

small cross. The words “Remember that you are dust. . .” are addressed to 

each person. During the imposition of ashes silence should be maintained. 
It is not a time for soft organ music or choir pieces. The congregation could 

be directed to meditate on Psalm 90 during the distribution of the ashes. !9 

The ashes having been imposed on those who desire them, the presiding 

minister leads the congregation in the conclusion of the confession, all 

kneeling. The presiding minister then stands and addresses to the 

congregation and to God a plea for true repentance. There is no absolution 

at this point, for that is done on Maundy Thursday. The time between Ash 

Wednesday and Maundy Thursday is thus marked out as the time of 

penitence. 

The congregation sits for a time of meditation. The ministers retire to the 

sacristy to wash their hands and to allow the presiding minister to put on the 
chasuble, if one is worn. The people stand when the ministers enter and go 

to their places for the Holy Communion. If the ministers remain in the 
chancel and sit for meditation, the congregation and the ministers stand for 

the Greeting and the Prayer of the Day. The Prayer of the Day for Ash 

Wednesday may also be used on weekdays during Lent (it may be more 

suitable than continuing the Sunday prayer throughout the week). Using 

the prayer daily helps tie the themes of Lent together by providing a central 

focus on repentance and renewal. 

The form of the Holy Communion on Ash Wednesday should be simple 

and restrained. Following the First Lesson (Joel 2:12-19), Psalm 103:8-14 is 

sung. Following the Second Lesson (2 Corinthians 5:20b-6:2), the Verse (the 

Tract), Joel 2:13, which echoes the First Lesson, is sung. Conveniently, it is 

the Verse printed in the text of the service. The Hymn of the Day, “Out of 

the depths” (295), is enhanced if it is sung unaccompanied. The Creed is not 
said on this solemn day. Eucharistic Prayer IV might be used without 
Preface or Sanctus in keeping with the somber spirit of the day. “Lamb of 
God” is appropriate during the distribution of Communion. The Nunc 

Dimittis or a hymn is appropriate after communion. The third post-com- 

munion prayer (“Almighty God, you gave your Son...”) is appropriate for 

Lent. 
Throughout the rest of Lent, a special processional cross made of wood, 

painted red, without the figure of Christ on it may be used instead of the 

usual one. 
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THE GREAT AND HOLY WEEK 

t. Augustine called Holy Week the Great Week because of 

S the great things that were accomplished during these days. 

By the powerful and dramatic liturgy of the great week, Christians share in 

the events they celebrate. 

The purpose of Holy Week . . . was to set the facts of the Gospel 

before the worshippers; but it must be emphasized that this 

should not be taken to mean that Holy Week is merely an 

occasion for pious remembrance. It is or should be more thana 

series of commemorations of past events recalled to mind; it is 

or should be the means whereby the worshippers participate in 

the saving events. We should not think of it as a number of 

ceremonies at which the faithful are present, but as a unified 

sequence of sacramental acts whereby they commit themselves 

afresh to Christ and share anew in His death and resurrection. 

Unless the Church can learn to identify itself with Christ in 

His death and resurrection, unless it can, on Palm Sunday, 

approach His victory through death, die with Him on Good 

Friday and rise with Him at the culmination of the Paschal 

Vigil, it cannot accomplish its mission, which is not only to 

proclaim the good news but to embody it and to make it the 

pattern of its corporate life, even as Christ Himself not only 
proclaimed the Gospel but was and is the Gospel.?° 

Traditionally, the daily prayer of the church was said during Holy Week 
in an unadorned ancient form. In Morning Prayer the Invitatory and 

Venite (Ministers Edition, pp. 47-48) are not sung, and the opening verses 

(p. 46) may be omitted also so that the service begins with the Psalms 
(which was the most ancient practice). Traditionally the hymns too are 
omitted since they are a comparatively late addition to the Office. After the 
Psalms (and silence and psalm prayers), the Lessons are read, silence is 
kept, the Gospel canticle with the proper antiphon is sung, and the prayers 
are said. 

Evening Prayer begins with Psalm 141; the Service of Light is omitted. 

As in Morning Prayer, the hymn may be omitted also to preserve the 
ancient form of the Office. Instrumental music is used only if the 
congregation cannot otherwise maintain the song. 
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THE SUNDAY OF THE PASSION 

he liturgy for the first day of Holy Week is in two parts. It 
begins with a procession with palms as a dramatic prelude 

to the Eucharist; this memorable ceremony gives the nickname “Palm- 

Sunday” to the day. The service itself is a celebration of the Passion of Jesus 

Christ, a highlight of which is the reading (or singing) of the passion 
account of Matthew, Mark, or Luke. As a prelude to the reading of the 

passion, the procession with palms provides for an appropriate outburst of 

joy which does not lose sight of the solemn goal of Jesus’ triumphal entry. 

He rides on to die. The somberness of the passion, which is the focus of Holy 

Week, is thus framed by the joy of the preparatory procession and by the 

greater joy of Easter which is its purpose and culmination. 

THE SUNDAY OF THE PASSION: PROCESSION WITH 

PALMS 

he service begins with a procession of the ministers and 

the congregation commemorating the Lord’s entry into 

Jerusalem. (The procession with palms is as old as the fourth century and 
appears to have originated in Jerusalem). In the procession everyone 
carries palms or other branches. Ritually and symbolically the church 

becomes Jerusalem for the time of the service, and Jesus again enters his 
city. The past becomes present and the future is foreshadowed when Jesus 

will lead his people into the new Jerusalem, the heavenly city in which the 
Easter celebration will find its fulfillment. 

For the most dramatic effect, the congregation should gather in a parish 

house, the church basement, the porch of the church, or, if it is 

commodious enough, the narthex. From here the procession moves into 

the church. (The crowds met Jesus outside Jerusalem and accompanied 
him into the city.) A sufficient quantity of palm branches is placed ready for 

distribution as people gather for the service. Other branches, especially 

olive branches, may be used instead. (English churches commonly use 

pussywillow, yew, and boxwood.) The distribution of branches is com- 

pleted before the service begins. 

The ministers vest in albs or surplices with scarlet stoles and the presiding 

minister in a scarlet cope or chasuble. The ministers, with their assistants 

gathered around, begin the service from a place where they can be heard 

and from which the procession is easily begun. If it is necessary to begin in 

the church, the ministers may stand in front of the congregation in the 
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chancel or at the back of the church, the congregation standing and facing 

them. 

The presiding minister says or sings the opening verse, salutation, and 

the collect (Ministers Edition, pp. 134-135), which set the focus for the 

meditation of Holy Week: “those mighty acts whereby you have given us 

life everlasting.” An assisting minister reads the Processional Gospel for 

the year (A, B, or C), telling the story of the first Palm Sunday. 

The congregation lifts up their branches and the presiding minister 

begins the thanksgiving. (The verse “Lift up your hearts” and its response 

“We lift them to the Lord” is used only in the eucharistic dialog.) An 
assisting minister sings or says the verse, “Let us go forth in peace,” and the 

procession into the church begins, or, if the congregation is already in the 

church, the procession through the church or around the church begins. 

a 
SERVERS 

CHOIR 

CONGREGATION 

CHOIR 

CONGREGATION 

CHOIR 

CONGREGATION 

CHOIR 

When there is a choir, dispersing its members in units throughout the 
procession results in more vital singing. Instruments such as trumpets may 
be used to assist the congregational singing. “All glory, laud, and honor” 
(Hymn 108) written by Theodolph, Bishop of Orleans while in prison, has 
been traditional at the procession since the ninth century. The choir may 
sing the stanzas of the hymn and the congregation the refrain. Other hymns 
may also be used if the procession is long. “Ride on, ride on in majesty,” 
“Hosanna to the living Lord,” “The Son of God goes forth to war,” and 
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“Onward Christian soldiers” are appropriate. The processional route may 
be around the outside of the church building or around the block before 
entering the church. Or it may simply be around the interior of the church. 
(Diagrams below and next page.) Even when the procession is entirely 
within the church, the congregation should be encouraged to join—espe- 
cially the children. The ministers pause before the altar steps until all are in 
their places. The verse that is sung by the presiding minister, “Blessed is he 
who comes in the name of the Lord,” and the reply, “Hosanna in the 
highest,” echo the verse with which the procession began, “Blessed is he 
who comes in the name of the Lord,” and the reply, “Hosanna to the Son of 
David.” These two antiphons thus bracket the procession with palms. The 
ministers then go to their places. 

PROCESSION WITH PALMS 

OR 
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THE SUNDAY OF THE PASSION: THE HOLY 

COMMUNION 

he procession with palms is the entrance rite of this 

Sunday. The Eucharist then begins with the salutation 

and the Prayer. of the Day. 

The Holy Communion for the Sunday of the Passion focuses on the 

Passion as the Gospel for the day. The usual acclamations before and after 

the gospel (“Glory to you, O Lord;” “Praise to you, O Christ”) are omitted 

on this day. The reading is announced: “The Passion of Our Lord Jesus 

Christ according to St. Matthew/Mark/Luke.” The Passion should be 

read by several readers who assume the chief roles, or it should be sung 

according to a setting composed for liturgical use. It must be carefully 

practiced. Because the reading is long (and pastors and congregations need 

to be encouraged to use the whole reading and not choose the abbreviated 

form), the congregation may sit for the reading. It has been traditional, 

however, for them to stand for the final portion—at Mattew 27:45; Mark 

15:33; Luke 23:44. At the words telling of Jesus’ death (Matthew 27:50; 

Mark 15:37; Luke 23:46), it has been traditional for the reader to pause in 

silent meditation.?! 

The proclamation of the Passion must always be carefully prepared and 

rehearsed so that it is done with dignity and solemnity. It is more than a 

reading; it is a presentation of the drama of salvation. 

The reading or singing of the entire Passion makes a long sermon 

undesirable at this service. A brief devotional commentary or homily may 

be more appropriate than the more usual sermon. In some cases, the 

sermon may be omitted altogether at this service. 

The music should reflect the character of the service, which changes from 

the exuberance of the procession to the solemnity of the Passion. The 

Hymn of the Day, “A Lamb goes uncomplaining forth” (105), should 

receive special attention. 

The Creed, a festive element in the service, is omitted in keeping with the 

solemnity of the day. 

Eucharistic Prayer I is most appropriate for the Sunday of the Passion, 

but Prayer IV, with its vigorous review of the work of Christ, should be 

considered for use throughout the week. (With Prayer IV, “Holy, holy, 

holy Lord” is not sung.) 
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Hymns sung during the distribution of Communion should reflect the 

Passion. 

After the service, some of the palm branches should be saved to provide 

ashes for Ash Wednesday of the following year. The people should be 

encouraged to take their branches home and keep them as a reminder 

through the year that they have participated in the procession and service 

with which Holy Week began. Customarily the branches are placed behind 

crosses or religious pictures. 

MAUNDY THURSDAY 

efore the fifth century there seem to have been no services 

B:: Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday of Holy Week, and 

there has never been much of an attempt to reconstruct liturgically the day- 

by-day chronology of Holy Week. The emphasis has always been on 

the Passion as a whole. The emphasis continues to fall, as it always has, on 

the Sunday of the Passion and the Triduum, the three sacred days of 

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday—seen as one celebration—in which are 

commemorated the central events of Christianity. Each day of this 

triduum needs the other two to complete the account, the doctrine, and the 

proclamation. The preferred color of Maundy Thursday is the scarlet of 

Passiontide. 

MAUNDY THURSDAY: THE CONFESSION AND 

ABSOLUTION 

AS Wednesday began with an extended confession of sins; 
the absolution was deferred until Maundy Thursday. The 

service for the Thursday in Holy Week therefore begins in an unusual 

way—with the sermon, which concludes with an invitation to confession 
and with the absolution and the sharing of the peace. All this is done before 

the Holy Communion begins, not simply as a novelty but to close off the 

time of repentance, to conclude the season of penitence with the long- 

awaited absolution, recalling the ancient practice of reconciling penitents 
on this day. Then with that done and the reconciliation of the church 

effected, the last three days of Lent begin, the most intense meditation upon 
the mystery of redemption: Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, Holy 

Saturday. 
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Moreover, the relocation of the sermon enables the preacher to deal with 
the various aspects of the theme of Jesus’ love as a background for the 
entire service not just of one day but of three days. 

If a hymn is sung before the sermon, it should not be elaborately done 

but should be the occasion only for the simple entrance of the ministers. 

There is no procession of the choir. It is in keeping with the spirit of the 

service to have the ministers enter in silence, the congregation standing. 

The presiding minister may wear a scarlet (or purple) cope for this part of 
the service. 

The Instruction may be part of the sermon or it may conclude the 

sermon. After that, the congregation makes the confession for which it has 

been preparing throughout Lent. The appropriate form is the Order for 

Corporate Confession and Forgiveness (Ministers Edition, p. 318). 

An assisting minister says, “Let us kneel and make confession to God.” 
The people kneel (or sit if there are no facilities for kneeling) and confess 
“Almighty God, merciful Father, I, a troubled and penitent sinner confess 

to you... .” The presiding minister stands and addresses the congregation, 

“Almighty God in his mercy has given his Son to die for us. . . .” Those in 
the congregation may come forward and kneel before the altar. The 

presiding minister lays both hands on each person’s head and addresses 
each in turn. “In obedience to the command of our Lord Jesus Christ, I 

forgive you all your sins.” Each penitent responds, “Amen.” 
In very small congregations the form for Individual Confession and 

Forgiveness may be used (sections 3-6). 
Following the pronouncement of forgiveness, the peace is exchanged. It 

is not repeated later in the service. When forgiveness has been pronounced 
individually, the minister may immediately help each person stand and 

exchange the peace with that person. If the congregation is large, several 

ordained ministers may be involved in the individual forgiveness and 
exchange of the peace. Thus penitents are reconciled to God and to each 

other. 

MAUNDY THURSDAY: THE HOLY COMMUNION 

he Lenten discipline having been concluded, the church 

now turns its attention to the most intense celebration of 

the cross and resurrection of Christ. 
The ministers return to their places following the exchange of the peace 

and the presiding minister says the Prayer of the Day. The salutation may 

be omitted since the peace has just been exchanged. If the first Prayer 
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(“Holy God, source of all love”), which speaks of the new commandment, is 

used at this point, the second prayer (“Lord God, in a wonderful 

sacrament”), ascribed to Thomas Aquinas and traditional for this day in 

the Lutheran liturgy, may be used as the post-communion prayer. 

The emphasis of this service is not so much the anniversary of the 

institution of the Holy Communion as the new commandment of love; 

Maundy is an English form of the Latin word for commandment, 

mandatum. The over-arching theme of the day is Jesus’ new com- 

mandment to “love one another even as I have loved you,” a love sharply 

focused by the contrast of the betrayal which followed. Jesus’ love is 
demonstrated both in his example of servanthood and in his gift of himself 

in Holy Communion. 
It is best if one set of lessons serve all three years, for this set most 

adequately covers the themes of Maundy Thursday. The First Lesson is 
Jeremiah 31:31-34, the new covenant that God will write on the hearts of 

his people. The responsorial psalm is 116:10-17. The Second Lesson is 

1 Corinthians 11:17-32, Paul’s account of reconciliation and the Last 

Supper. The G spel is John 13:1-17, 34, Jesus’ washing the disciples’ feet 
and giving the new commandment by word and example (Min. Ed. p. 138). 

In response to the command of the Gospel, the washing of feet may 

follow (called sometimes “the Maundy”), as an exemplification of the 

servanthood that Jesus enjoins upon all who follow him. The use of this 

action provides a balance with the celebration of the anniversary of the 
institution of the Lord’s Supper. 

The group of persons (often twelve) to represent the congregation— 

perhaps the church council—should be selected beforehand so that they 

may be prepared to remove their footwear. A pitcher of water, a basin, and 
a towel may be placed ready for use in the washing of the feet, together with 

an apron or large towel for the presiding minister. Carpeting and 
hardwood floors should be protected with bath mats. 

The presiding minister invites the group forward and may, if it has not 

already been done in the sermon, explain briefly the significance of the 
action, connecting it with Christian charity and service. The group sits on 

chairs placed near the altar; they remove their footwear. The presiding 
minister removes the cope or chasuble, stole (and surplice) and puts on the 

apron or towel. The minister kneels before the representatives, pours water 
over their feet into the basin, and dries their feet with the towel. Words are 

not used; nothing is said; but during the washing, “Where charity and love 

prevail” (126) is sung. Other hymns such as “Love consecrates the humblest 

act” (122), “My song is love unknown” (94), may be sung also. Assisting 
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ministers do not help with the washing; it is the presiding minister’s task 
alone. When all in the group have received the ministration they return to 
their places. The minister again puts on the vestments. 

The footwashing done, the Holy Communion continues with the 
Prayers. (The Creed, historically a festive element, is not used, in keeping 
with the solemnity of the time.) The peace, having been exchanged earlier, 
is omitted at this point. The liturgy of the Eucharistic Meal follows, begin- 

ning with the Offering and the Preface. The hymn, “O Lord we praise you, 

bless you, and adore you” (215) is appropriate during the distribution of 
Holy Communion. 

MAUNDY THURSDAY: STRIPPING THE ALTAR 

fter all have received the bread and the cup, the canticle 

(39) is omitted. The post-communion prayer is said, either 

the alternate Prayer of the Day (“Lord God ina wonderful sacrament”) or , 

if that was used earlier, “Pour out upon us the spirit of your love.” Hymn 

120, “Of the glorious body telling,” is sung and during that hymn the 

sacramental vessels are cleansed and removed to the sacristy and the 

candles are extinguished. There is no benediction at this service, and after 

the hymn the congregation kneels, and the altar is stripped while Psalm 22 

is sung or said. The psalm may be sung by the choir, but it is more effective 

if the psalm is sung or read by a single voice from the gallery, as if one were 

hearing the voice of Christ. The congregation should not be occupied with 

following the psalm in the books but rather watching the dramatic action of 

the stripping of the altar (which represents Christ) while listening to the 

words of the psalm. If Psalm 22 is to be used on Good Friday, Psalm 88, a 

lament in which can be heard the voice of Christ, may be used instead. 

The stripping of the altar should proceed in a deliberate, orderly, 

unhurried fashion, with several persons carrying the items into the sacristy. 

It is usually best if the presiding minister gives the items to be removed to 

the assisting ministers and servers. The missal stand and altar book are 

removed. If there are altar flowers (in some places it is the custom to use 

flowers this once during Lent) they are removed. Candles are taken off the 

altar. The cross, if it is removable, is taken away. The fair linen and the 

paraments are removed. 

No further words are said. There is no benediction, no postlude. Thus the 

continuity with the services of Good Friday and the Easter Vigil is 

suggested. It is all one extended service, from Thursday through Good 
Friday through the Easter Vigil. The church is left in semidarkness 
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and all leave the church in silence. Thus the transition is made from the 

eucharistic celebration to Jesus’ crucifixion and death. Symbolically, 

Christ, stripped of his power and glory, is now in the hands of his captors. 

There is a practical purpose to the stripping of the altar too. It is done so 

that the altar can be washed in preparation for Easter. 

Traditionally, Evening Prayer is not said by those who participate in the 

evening celebration of the Lord’s Supper on Maundy Thursday. 

Goop FRIDAY 

n the larger Christian tradition the Holy Communion is 

i bite celebrated on Good Friday. Because of the triumphant, 

joyous tone inherent in the eucharistic action, such a celebration is 
inappropriate. There has been in some places a Lutheran custom of cele- 

brating Holy Communion on Good Friday (chiefly in places influenced by 

the Reformed tradition), but the service often tended to become a kind 

of funeral service for the Lord, casting a pall of gloom over all the 

celebrations of the Holy Communion throughout the year and taking ona 

degree of sentimentality by shifting the focus of the service from the Lord 

and his cross to our grief at his death.22 Moreover, the logic of the 

continuing three-day celebration, which began on Maundy Thursday, 
suggests that the Holy Communion on Good Friday is unnecessary. 

Seen as part of the larger celebration of the mystery of salvation, it is 

appropriate for Good Friday to be an austere time of reflection and 
intercession, as well as of the adoration of Christ, the sacrificial Lamb. This 

note of austerity does not, however, preclude the note of triumph as the 
final hymns indicate. The congregation gathers on Good Friday to 
celebrate the Lord’s sacrifice on the cross. 

It is most appropriate to hold this service in the afternoon near 3 p.m., 

the traditional hour of Jesus’ death. Local circumstances may, however, 
indicate that another time is more suitable. 

The altar is left bare of paraments, linens, and ornaments; it is not used 

at this service. The rite centers instead on one or more reading desks. If 
paraments are used at all—and they need not be—the reading desk might 
have a scarlet cloth. Black is permitted by the rubrics, but is less desirable. 

It is best not to vest the altar or the reading desks, lectern, or pulpit for 

Good Friday. The chancel, having been stripped on Maundy Thursday, is 
left bare until it is dressed for Easter. 

Organ or other instrumental music should be restricted to the ac- 

companiment of singing. If possible, the people should sing without 
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accompaniment. If the people bring offerings to this service, the gifts are 
received at the door and they are not presented at the altar. 

The ministers vest in albs or surplices. It is inappropriate to wear 
additional vestments such as stoles, copes, or chasubles, for Good Friday is 
essentially a day without a proper color and only the basic garment—the 
alb—is worn. 

GoopD FRIDAY: THE READINGS 

here is no opening hymn. The people stand as the 

ministers enter in silence and pause or kneel before the 

altar. (It has been traditional in some places for the ministers to prostrate 
themselves before the altar—to lie flat on the floor before it—or to kneel 
and touch the forehead to the floor.) Then they go to their places. The 

presiding minister says the Prayer of the Day (“Almighty God, we ask you 

to look with mercy on your family,” Ministers Edition, p. 139); the minister 
does not say “The Lord be with you” or “Let us pray.” The prayer stands 

alone; it is said, not intoned. 

The First Lesson is read, followed by silence for prayer and meditation. 

Instead of a Psalm, Hymn 116 or 117, “O sacred head, now wounded,” is 

sung. It is a noble Lutheran contribution to the meditation upon the 
passion of our Lord. The liturgy calls for no Second Lesson, but the 

propers list Hebrews 4:14-16; 5:7-9, which might be added if a longer 

service is desired. (Hebrews 4:1-16 is read in the Daily Lectionary on Holy 

Saturday, however.) A Second Lesson is unnecessary and usually should 

be omitted so as not to detract from the Old Testament reading and from 
the reading of St. John’s Passion. 

The Gospel is announced: “The Passion of our Lord Jesus Christ 
according to St. John.” The usual acclamations (“Glory to you, O Lord,” 

“Praise to you, O Christ”) are omitted as on the Sunday of the Passion. The 
Passion according to St. John should be read by several readers who 

assume the chief roles, or it may be sung according to a setting composed 

for liturgical use. Is it no accident that St. John’s Passion is read on Good 
Friday, for the account in the Fourth Gospel of the crucifixion stresses the 

victory of the cross. In St. John’s Passion the glory dominates. 
Because of the length of the reading (and again, as on the Sunday of the 

Passion, pastors and congregations are to be encouraged to use the long 

reading and not opt for the abbreviated one) the congregation may sit. 
Some, however, may choose to stand throughout the entire reading. It has 

been traditional, however, to stand at least for the final verses, from John 
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19:23 on. At the words telling of Jesus’ death, “he gave up his spirit” (19:30), 

the reader should pause in silent meditation.?} Following the reading of the 

Passion, silence is kept for prayer and meditation. Then Hymn 111,“Lamb 

of God, pure and sinless,” a metrical form of the Agnus Dei, may be sung. 

THREE READERS OF THE PASSION 

Hin 

A brief sermon may be preached; this is not the service for extended 

proclamation. The sermon must not overshadow the proclamation of the 
gospel in the other parts of this service, especially in the reading of the 
Passion and in the action with the cross at the end of the service. 

The Creed, a festive addition to the service, is not used, in keeping with 
the solemnity of the day. 

GooD FRIDAY: THE SOLEMN PRAYERS?”4 

he Bidding Prayer for the whole family of God (Ministers 

Edition, pp. 139-142) has been a traditional part of the 

Good Friday liturgy since early times. It is led by an assisting minister from 
a reading desk. The presiding minister says the prayers either from the chair 

or from a second reading desk. If the pulpit is not too large or too high, it 
could serve as the second reading desk. 

In traditional practice, the congregation stands for the bids and kneels 

for the silence and the prayer. If the silence is extended and if the prayers 
are read slowly and deliberately, the action of standing and kneeling and 

standing again need not seem too awkward. Another assisting minister (not 
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necessarily the one who reads the bids) may direct the action: “Let us 

stand,” “Let us kneel.” The congregation may kneel throughout the bidding 

Prayer. Where there are no facilities for kneeling, the congregation might 

sit during the entire prayer, which is more conducive to meditation. Some, 

nonetheless, may choose to kneel on the floor of the church. 

The first two prayers are for the church and its leaders. In the second bid, 
the Christian names of the president of the church body and the president 

of the district/synod are inserted. It is appropriate to bid prayer by name 

for the leaders of the various Christian communities, local or world-wide: 

e.g., “Let us pray for John Paul, Bishop of Rome; Athenagoras, the 

Patriarch of Constantinople; Donald, the Archbishop of Canterbury; for 

, the Presidents of the World Council of Churches; for Josiah, 

President of the Lutheran World Federation; for our pastors and other 

ministers; for all servants of the church; and for all the people of God.” 

The next three prayers are for the people of God (candidates for Baptism, 
Christian unity, the Jews). The next two prayers are for those who are 

separated from the faith (those who do not share the biblical faith, those 
who do not believe in God). The last two prayers are for the world (those in 

public office and those in special need). Finally, the nine prayers are 

summed up in the Our Father. 

The Bidding Prayer, while containing no specific reference to the cross 

and passion makes clear the meaning of the crucifixion: “I, if I be lfted up, 

will draw all people to me.” A traditional prayer at noon asks Christ that 

“all people may look to you and be saved.” The traditional collect for Good 

Friday, moreover, prays for “your family.” The cross draws all humanity 

together to Christ. 

| |I® [| 
AT THE SOLEMN PRAYERS 
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Goop FRIDAY: THE ADORATION OF THE 

CRUCIFIED 

large, rough-hewn wooden cross should be provided for 

use in the final portion of the service. The cross may be 
placed in front of the altar before the service begins; tall, lighted candles 

may be placed on stands on either side of the cross. The cross may rest 

against the top of the altar or against the communion rail or it may be 
placed upright in a stand. It is more effective, however, showing more 
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clearly the divisions of the service, if the cross is carried in procession, 

following the Bidding Prayer. The cross may be kept in the narthex or 

sacristy or other convenient place. The presiding minister carries the cross 

into the church; the cross may be accompanied by two torchbearers. The 

verse and response is sung (to one of the psalm tones) or said as the 

procession begins; it is repeated as the procession is halfway to the altar; it 

is repeated again as the procession reaches the altar. The use of this verse at 

these three points (stations) in the procession corresponds to the stations 

with the candle in the Easter Vigil procession and to the entrance with the 

candle in the Service of Light at the beginning of Evening Prayer. The 

presiding minister stops to sing the verse each time, and, if feasible, the 

cross is lifted each time the verse is sung. After the third station, the cross 

and the torches are set in front of the altar. When the cross is leaned against 

the altar or altar rail, care must be taken that it is secure and will not slide. 

If there is no procession, the verses are simply sung or said in sequence. 

The adoration of the crucified (as the Taize liturgy calls it) is not unlike 

the homage paid to a sovereign at a coronation. The cross is a throne, and 

the people show allegiance to Christ and his rule as they kneel before the 

sign of salvation. 

Silence is kept for meditation on the mystery of the crucified Savior, the 

mystery of redemption. The congregation may come forward to bow before 

the cross, to touch it, or to kiss it as a further sign of devotion. 

The final theme of the Good Friday Service is not lament but triumph. 

One or both of the ancient hymns for Good Friday by Venantius Fortunatus 

(530-609)—“Sing, my tongue, the glorious battle” (Hymn 118); “The royal 

banners forward go” (Hymn 124 or 125)—are sung to extol the victory of 

the cross of Christ. 
The concluding verse and response echoes the note of confidence: 

We adore you, O Christ, and we bless you. 

Because by your holy cross you have redeemed the world. 

There is no benediction. As on Maundy Thursday, the Good Friday liturgy 
is to be understood as part of the three-day celebration of the cross and 

resurrection, that reaches its climax in the Easter Vigil. The services of 
Holy Week must not be understood to be simply commemorations of 

historical events; they are most of all stages in the cumulative celebration of 
one unitive event—the cross and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

The ministers leave in silence. The cross remains in its place, the candles 

burning by it until the last worshiper has left the church. The congregation 
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should be encouraged (at a time other than the end of the service: the mood 

must not be spoiled by announcements) to remain as long as they can for 

prayer and meditation. 

Traditionally, Evening Prayer is not said by those who participate in the 

afternoon or evening liturgy of Good Friday. 

THE VIGIL OF EASTER 

he climax of the sacred triduum that began on Maundy 

Thursday is reached in this service which abounds in 

archetypal imagery that evokes responses from deep within the human 
psyche: darkness and light, death and life, chaos and order, slavery and 

freedom. The cross is vindicated as the Lord’s throne (already prefigured 

on Good Friday), and the fullness of salvation finds expression—creation 
and redemption, old covenant and new covenant, Baptism and Eucharist. 

Through the word, the sacraments are revealed as symbols of God’s 

salvation of humanity. This most holy night is the solemn memorial of the 

central mystery of salvation—Christ’s saving death and mighty rising. 

Anciently, the Vigil was a watch through the night for signs of the rising 

dawn. The service should be scheduled so that it extends into Easter Day, 

but variations are possible to meet local needs for, liturgically, the day 
begins with sundown. The entire Vigil may begin just before dawn on 

Easter Day; the first three parts (Service of Light, Service of Readings, 

Service of Baptism) may be celebrated on Easter Eve, leaving the Holy 

Communion for Easter morning; the Service of Light may be celebrated 
prior to the Holy Communion on Easter morning, in which case, Hymn 
146, “Rejoice, angelic choirs, rejoice,” may, replace the Easter Proclama- 

tion, the Exsultet (Ministers Edition, pp. 144-146). 

The church is prepared for Easter with white (or gold) paraments and 

with flowers. The ornaments are replaced on the altar and elsewhere in the 
church. The lighting should be managed so that prior to the Gloria in 
Excelsis the Easter decorations are not obvious. 

The usual preparations for Holy Communion are made. The font or the 

ewer is filled with water; a small bough of evergreen is placed ready for use 

by the font for the renewal of baptismal vows. The stand for the paschal 
candle is centrally placed in the approach to the altar and decorated with 
flowers and plants at its base. 

The paschal candle may be prepared prior to the service by incising init a 

cross, the Greek letters alpha and omega, and the numerals of the current 
year. The traditional words while doing this are: “Christ yesterday and 
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today [cross]; the beginning and the end [Alpha and Omega]; his are all times 

[1] and all ages [9]; to him be glory and dominion [8], through all the ages of 

eternity [0]. Amen.” Thus the candle becomes a sign of the presence of 

Christ with his people, bearing his sign and title. This candle, which burns 
near the altar throughout the Great Fifty Days, represents the risen Lord 

shining in the splendor of his resurrection. In some liturgies, five grains of 

incense (representing the five wounds of Christ) are inserted into the incised 
cross at this point. The Lutheran Book of Worship rite suggests doing this 

during the Easter Proclamation, which was the more ancient place for the 

action. 

EASTER VIGIL: THE SERVICE OF LIGHT 

he first part of the Great Watch centers around light, the 
first work of the Creator, the visible token of Christ, who 

proclaimed himself the Light of the world and who at Easter arose, shining 

as the dawning sun, conquering forever the dark night of sin. 

As on the Sunday of the Passion, for optimal effect, the congregation 

should gather in a place other than the church—in a parish house, the 

church basement, the porch of the church, or, if it is commodious enough, 

the narthex. Each person is given a candle. If the people assemble in the 

church, the building is kept as dark as practicable. 

The ministers and their assistants, wearing purple vestments (stoles and 

copes), begin the service from a place near where the fire is to be kindled, 
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where they can be heard and from which the procession is easily begun. If it 

is necessary to gather in the church, the service is begun just inside the door. 

The congregation stands and faces the ministers. 

A large fire may be built on the ground or in a large brazier filled with 

light, dry kindling. As at creation light came into the darkness, so at the 

beginning of the celebration of the new creation a fire is kindled in the 

darkness. The fire may be struck from flint and steel or from a match. A 

real fire should be kindled so that all the people can see it; it is not enough 

simply to strike a match and light the paschai candle. The assisting minister 

who is to bear the paschal candle in the procession, lights it from the large 

fire (a taper may be necessary to do this) while the presiding minister says, 

“May the light of Christ, rising in glory, dispel the darkness of our hearts 

and minds.” 
As the children of Israel were led by a pillar of fire from slavery to 

freedom in the promised land, so the church is led from the slavery of sin to 

the glorious liberty of the children of God in the heavenly land of promise. 
Again, a pillar of fire, the candle, leads the way. The procession forms: the 

paschal candle carried by the assisting minister goes first, followed by the 

congregation and the choir, the servers, and the ministers. (If incense is 

used, the thurifer precedes the candle.) The route of the procession may be 
around the outside of the church building or around the block before 

entering the church; or it may go directly down the center aisle to the 

chancel. A lengthy procession is desirable. 

As the procession sets out, the assisting minister who carries the candle, 

lifts it high and sings “The light of Christ.” At the church door, or halfway 

to the destination if the procession is entirely within the church building, 
the assisting minister again lifts high the candle and sings ona higher pitch, 

“The light of Christ.” Those in the procession light their candles from the 
paschal candle and the light is shared with the congregation. The assisting 

minister, arriving at the stand for the paschal candle before the altar, turns 

and faces the congregation and sings a third time on a still higher pitch, 
“The light of Christ.” The paschal candle is then placed in its stand. 

Standing by the paschal candle, the assisting minister by the light of the 
candle sings the Easter Proclamation, the Exsultet. It isa grand and ancient 
song of praise, inviting first heaven then earth, then the church and this 

congregation to join in the praise of God. In thanksgiving significant 
biblical events are recalled —Adam, the Passover, the Exodus, and the 

resurrection. “This is the night:” time is erased and the past events live again 
and we are present at them all. The mystery of the candle, the light of which 

is not dimmed, no matter how much it is divided, is made a source of 
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Cues DESK 
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SINGING THE EASTER PROCLAMATION 
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instruction for us in the blessedness of generosity and self-sacrifice. 

The biblical gesture of prayer, hands uplifted and outstretched, is 

appropriate during the singing of the Easter Proclamation. It is almost 

essential to sing this grand song to convey the spirit of exaltation in the 

text.25 It should be assigned to an assisting minister who is able to sing it. If 

a reading desk is used for the Proclamation, it should be positioned in such 
a way that the minister who sings the Proclamation is facing the paschal 
candle. All of the ministers stand around, facing the candle, the focus of 

attention, for it is the light of Christ. 

1 

eee 

5 
Two forms of the Easter Proclamation are provided. In the longer form 

(translated from ancient sources by Brian Helge), toward the end, five 
grains of incense are fixed in the candle. Commercially produced paschal 
candles usually have the cross, alpha and omega, and part of the date 
painted on them, with five holes made for the incense and five red wax nails 
to hold the incense in place. The number five represents the five wounds of 
Jesus: hands, feet, and side. It is further testimony to the fact that ritually 
the paschal candle becomes Christ. Then tapers are lighted from the 
paschal candle to light the other candles and lamps in the church—around 
the altar, on wall brackets, on window sills—as the Easter Proclamation 
continues. Slowly as the light spreads, the church emerges from the 
darkness and creation is experienced anew. 
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A brief form of the Easter Proclamation is provided also. When this 
form is used, other candles and lamps in the church are lighted from the 
paschal candle at the conclusion of the Proclamation. 

When the Proclamation is finished, the people extinguish their candles 

and sit down. A few of the lights of the church may be turned on for the 
readings which follow, but it should not yet be bright. 

EASTER VIGIL: THE READINGS 

he focus of the service now turns from creation to Holy 
Baptism, and the people sit to hear the readings and to 

meditate on the meaning of the experience of Israel and of the church. The 
second part of the great vigil centers around water, an element which 

threatens death but is an essential ingredient of creation. Our forebears 

went safely through the water to new life, but their enemies drowned in it. 
So we pass through the waters of Baptism to drown sin and come out 
washed and made new children of God. 

The readings present a review of the whole history of salvation. The 

readings should be done in semidarkness, but sufficient illumination from 

candles or other sources must be provided at the reading desk and for the 
presiding minister. 

Twelve readings are provided. Consideration should be given to using 
them all, but according to local circumstances it may be desirable to reduce 

the number to seven (the holy number) or to four (the number of readings 

in the Roman Catholic Easter Vigil). The first lesson, the story of creation, 

and the fourth lesson, the story of the Exodus, are always read, and 

Benedicite, Omnia Opera (“All you works of the Lord, bless the Lord,” 

Ministers Edition, pp. 151-152) is always sung after the last lesson. 

Several assisting ministers should share in the reading of the lessons. The 

lessons should be introduced simply, “A reading from ________.” The 
citation of chapter and verse is unnecessary. When the reading is 

concluded, the reader simply sits down. After each lesson (and the canticle, 

if one is appointed) silence is kept for meditation. As always, this needs to 
be unhurried, giving ample time to reflect devotionally upon each reading. 

The silence is concluded by the presiding minister praying the appointed 
prayer. The congregation may sit throughout the service of readings, but, 

especially when there are many lessons, it is helpful to stand for the prayers. 
The first lesson, Genesis 1:1-2:2 (or 1:1-3:24), tells of creation, now 

renewed in Christ. At the first creation, the Spirit of God moved over the 

waters bringing order from chaos, and creation began with the coming of 
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light into the darkness. In the cross and resurrection of Christ the new 

creation begins, and it is continued in each Baptism. This lesson is the first 

of the four in the Roman Catholic rite. 
The second lesson, Genesis 7:1-5, 11-18; 8:6-18; 9:8-13, tells of a 

foreshadowing of Baptism—the great flood. This old Testament “type” or 

antecedent is used in | Peter 3:19-22. 
The third lesson, Genesis 22:1-18, Abraham’s sacrifice of Isaac, is a 

foreshadowing of the sacrifice of the Son of God and suggests the death 

that Baptism effects. 
The fourth lesson, Exodus 14:10-15:la (or 13:17-15:la), is the story of 

Israel’s deliverance at the Red Sea, a foreshadowing of the deliverance 

through the waters of Baptism. This lesson with the canticle which follows 
tells of the destruction of Israel’s enemies, just as Christ has triumphed over 

the powers of evil and now enables us to share his victory. This is the second 
lesson in the Roman Catholic Easter Vigil. The continuation of the 

reading, the Song of Moses and Miriam, from Exodus 15, is sung by the 
congregation or choir. 

The fifth lesson, Isaiah 55:1-11, tells of salvation freely offered to alland 

gathers several biblical themes: water, Eucharist, the everlasting covenant, 

conversion, the word of creation. 

The sixth lesson, Baruch 3:9-37, is a message of hope to a conquered 
people: obedience brings life. The latter part of the reading centers on the 
creator who commands the light and who shares his wisdom with his 

people. The baptismal way of death and resurrection is God’s gift of 
wisdom. 

The seventh lesson, Ezekiel 37:1-14, tells of the valley of dry bones; their 
restoration to life foreshadows the resurrection. 

The eighth lesson, Isaiah 4:2-6, tells of God’s presence in a renewed 
Israel, washing his people with cleansing water. In the church Christ’s 

presence is known by his baptized people. This lesson is third inthe Roman 

Catholic Easter Vigil. The reading is followed by the Song of the Vineyard 
(Isaiah 5:1-2a, 7a) in which Israel is seen as God’s vine, chosen and cared for 

by him. 

The ninth lesson, Exodus 12:1-14 (or 1-24), tells of the institution of the 

Passover, the festival of deliverance and preparation for the Christian 

Passover in which Christ the Lamb of God is sacrificed and is shared in the 
eucharistic meal. 

The tenth lesson, Jonah 3:1-10, tells of the instantaneous and complete 

conversion of Ninevah after the preaching of Jonah. The lesson calls up the 
whole Jonah story and points to baptismal repentance for all people. 
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The eleventh lesson, Deuteronomy 31:19-30, is the stern warning which 

Moses gave to God’s people, having set before them the law and the 

covenant of God. The reading is a preparation for the renewal of the 

baptismal vows and that covenant which demands of us faithfulness, 
obedience, and loyalty. This lesson is the last of the four in the Roman 
Catholic rite. The Song of Moses is sung following the reading, celebrating 
the power and faithfulness of the God of Israel. 

The twelfth lesson, Daniel 3:1-29 (plus Additions to Daniel 46-50, 91-96, 

from the Apocrypha),”6 tells the story of the three young men who were 

thrown into the blazing furnace and whose survival is thought by the 

church to foreshadow the resurrection. The optional verses are from that 

section of Daniel contained in the Apocrypha, from the Greek translation 

of the Old Testament that supplements the Hebrew text of Daniel. 

After the last lesson, there is no silence or prayer. The canticle 

Benedicite, Omnia Opera, the song the three young men sang in the blazing 

furnace, according to the Greek text of Daniel, is sung by the choir, a 

cantor, or the congregation. The canticle serves as a processional hymn 

during which the assisting minister carries the paschal candle to the font. 
The other ministers follow. 

EASTER VIGIL: THE SERVICE OF HOLY BAPTISM 

he great Vigil of Easter, which moves from darkness to 
light, from death to life, is the most appropriate time of 

the year for the Baptism of adults and children. Every effort, therefore, 

should be made to have candidates for Baptism at this service. When there 
are candidates for Baptism, they gather at the font with their sponsors and 

parents. The font is the womb of the church. As the Spirit once moved upon 
the Virgin Mary so that she conceived and bore the Son of God, so now we 
ask that in this font the church may bear new children of God. 

At the font, the candidates are presented to the presiding minister who 

then addresses the candidates and sponsors and parents. The prayers are 

omitted, and the presiding minister says the Thanksgiving for water: 

The Lord be with you. 

And also with you. 

Let us give thanks to the Lord our God. 
It is right to give him thanks and praise. 

Holy God, mighty Lord, gracious Father. . . 

The Thanksgiving is especially effective at the Easter Vigil, for it gathers 
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many of the Old Testament types that were presented in the lessons and 

puts them together with New Testament uses of water in the ministry of 

John the Baptist and of Jesus. 
At the end of the second paragraph, “baptizing them in the name of the 

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit,” the presiding minister may 

with the hand divide the water in the form of a cross to suggest the parting 

of the Red Sea at the Exodus as well as the four quarters of the earth to 

which the church is sent in its mission. 
At the words, “Pour out your Holy Spirit . .. ,” the minister may breathe 

on the water in the form of across, as a sign of the Holy Spirit (the breath of 

God) moving over the water at creation. 
The last paragraph of the Thanksgiving makes sense as it stands even 

when there are no candidates for Baptism, but some may choose to alter the 

next to last sentence to “Wash away the sins of all those who are cleansed in 

this font and bring them forth as inheritors of your glorious kingdom.” As 

that sentence is read, it has been customary to lower the bottom of the 

paschal candle into the water in the font as a sign of Christ’s death and 

resurrection. The candle is symbolic of Christ who goes into the water of 

death and emerges with new life; so those who are made his by Baptism 

drown the old Adam and rise as new people. Christ’s disciples thus follow 

where he has led the way—through Baptism and through death. The 

candle may be lowered once, at the words, “Wash away the sin ofall those... ,” 

or it may be lowered three times, at the words, “Pour out your Holy Spirit,” 
“give new life,” and “cleansed by this water.” Or, the candle may be 

lowered into the font in silence at the end of the prayer. 

T 
il 
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The presiding minister then calls for the renunciation of evil and the 
profession of faith. If there are no baptisms, the address might be expanded 
to introduce the renewal of the baptismal promises: 

Sisters and brothers, on this most holy night the church keeps 

vigil, awaiting the glorious resurrection of our Lord Jesus 

Christ. The Apostle teaches us that by baptism we were buried 

with Christ and lay dead in order that as Christ was raised from 

the dead in the splendor of the Father, so we should set our feet 

on the new path of life. Therefore, now that the struggle of Lent 

is over, let us renew the promises made at our baptism. I 
therefore ask you.... 

Whether there are baptisms or not, the whole congregation should 

participate in the renunciation and profession at this service. It is the yearly 
occasion of the renewal of the baptismal vows. While Baptism is permanent 

and indelible and lasts forever, we need daily to return to that covenant in 

confession and regularly to renew the faith we profess. 

During the creed, using an evergreen bough (showing eternal life) the 

presiding minister sprinkles water from the font in the direction of the 

congregation three times as a sign of forgiveness and reconcilation. Or, the 
presiding minister may dip the hand in the water and sprinkle the 

congregation, or, the assisting minister might draw water from the font and 
carry it in a bowl into the midst of the congregation so that the presiding 
minister might sprinkle the people. 

If there are baptisms, the presiding minister baptizes each candidate and, 

remaining at the font, lays both hands on the head of each and prays for the 
Holy Spirit, seals each candidate with the cross, and, if it is the custom of 

the parish, gives the candle and white robe to each. 

A litany is sung as those who have been baptized return to their places 

and the ministers go to their places for the Holy Communion. The litany 

traditionally sung at this point as the procession returned to the altar was 

the great Litany of the Saints, telling of the cloud of witnesses into which we 
have been baptized. But the Lutheran revision of that Litany does not 
invoke the saints, and it is too penitential a prayer for Easter. The Litany 
from Evening Prayer is less penitential and therefore more appropriate, but 

since these concerns will be repeated in the prayers of intercession in the 

Holy Communion, this may seem a duplication. The abbreviation of that 
litany from the beginning of the Holy Communion, “In peace let us pray to 
the Lord” (Ministers Edition pp. 196, 234, 270), is most appropriate, and 
using this Litany in procession as the ministers go to their places recalls its 
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original purpose in the entrance rite. Another litany, which invites the 

whole creation to lift up its voice in thanksgiving is: 

O give thanks to the Lord, for he is good: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

Who has loved us from all eternity: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

And remembered us when we were in trouble: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

Who for us and for our salvation came down from heaven: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

And was made flesh of the Virgin Mary and became man: 
For his mercy endures forever. 

Who by his cross and suffering has redeemed the world: 
For his mercy endures forever. 

And washed us from our sins in his own blood: 
For his mercy endures forever. 

Who on the third day rose from the dead: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

And has given us the victory: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

Who ascended on high: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

And opened wide for us the everlasting doors: 
For his mercy endures forever. 

Who is seated at the right hand of God: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

And ever lives to make intercession for us: 

For his mercy endures forever. 

Glory to the Father, and to the Son, and to the Holy Spirit: 
As it was in the beginning, is now, and will be forever. Amen. 

For the gift of his Spirit: 
Blessed be Christ. 

For the catholic church: 
Blessed be Christ. 

For the means of grace: 
Blessed be Christ. 

For the hope of glory: 

Blessed be Christ. 

For the triumphs of his gospel: 
Blessed be Christ. 
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For the lives of his saints: 

Blessed be Christ. 

In joy and in sorrow: 

Blessed be Christ. 

In life and in death: 

Blessed be Christ. 

Now and unto endless ages: 

Blessed be Christ. 

Blessing and honor and thanksgiving and praise, more than we 

can utter, more than we can conceive, be to you, O holy and 

glorious Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, by all angels, all 
humanity, and all creatures, forever and ever. 

Amen. 

If the sacrament is not to be celebrated until morning, the Litany is not 

sung, and after the renewal of the baptismal vows, the people leave the 
church in silence. 

EASTER VIGIL: THE SERVICE OF HOLY COMMUNION 

he ministers change into white or gold vestments and 

having arrived at their places by the altar, an assisting 

minister intones “Glory to God in the highest” and the congregation 

continues the hymn of praise. This grand song marks the dramatic 

transition from darkness to light, the moment when the church is fully 
illuminated. The contrast should be swift and striking. As the hymn of 
praise is sung, bells are rung (both the tower bells and hand bells), trumpets 

and other instruments may accompany the organ, veils are removed from 

crosses, statues, pictures. 

For all of its excitement, this Vigil Eucharist should remain relatively 
simple in form and style. The more solemn and festive celebration of the 
Holy Communion is left for later in the morning of Easter Day. “Worthy is 
Christ,” the Easter hymn of praise, is reserved for the Easter morning 

service. “Glory to God in the highest” is appointed for the Vigil because of 
its traditional place here in the festival services of Holy Communion and to 
prevent its loss in view of the popularity of “Worthy is Christ.” The 

sequence hymn (137) is not sung until the Easter morning service, and with 

the return of Alleluia, the banner bearing that word which was put 

away on Shrove Tuesday may be brought back into the church during the 

singing of the sequence hymn with its alleluias. 
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Because of the instructional character of the Service of Readings and of 
the proclamation of the Gospel in the Exsultet and baptismal service, the 

sermon may be omitted at the Vigil Eucharist. The Creed is not said after 

the Hymn of the Day at the vigil because a creed was already used at the 

baptismal service. 

Easter hymns are appropriate during the communion. Psalm 136, the 

“great Hallel,” used by the Jews at Passover, may be sung as the post- 

communion canticle. The traditional post-communion prayer Is “Pour out 

upon us, O Lord, the Spirit of your love.” 

After the service, the congregation may share a meal or refreshments 

elsewhere in the church building. The candles distributed at this service 

should be taken home and lighted at the family meal on Easter Day and as 

long as they last through the Great Fifty Days. 

Traditionally, Morning Prayer is not said by those who participate in the 
Easter Vigil. 
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CELEBRATING THE PERSONAL LIFE 

ll societies have “rites of passage” to assist their members 

through times of growth and crisis. The church too has 
provided for liturgical celebration of various stages of human growth and 

maturation. This liturgical attention is more than merely taking notice of 

the stages of growth and life; it is a way of helping people pass the 

thresholds of human experience by giving them the support of the 

community which assists in the process of growth. The words dramatized 
in liturgy are powerful words:! 

Each life has many beginnings. In a Christian understanding, every 

celebration of the times of beginning in the personal life of faith should 

acknowledge God’s initiative and express our response. The two move- 

ments—God’s action and our response—are intertwined in such a way that 

although we can examine them separately, in our experience they run 

together. 

CONFIRMATION: MEANINGS 

he rite of Holy Baptism in the Lutheran Book of Worship 

has reintegrated the laying-on of hands and the invo- 

cation of the Holy Spirit in the baptismal action. The washing in water and 

the sealing with the Spirit are one action, complete in itself, which is the 

foundation of the Christian life. Nothing can be added to Baptism, excepta 
life of growth and maturation in the faith which flows the sacramental 

waters, the daily dying and rising that Luther speaks of in the Small 

Catechism. 
Since the Reformation, the Lutheran Church has preserved the rite of 

339 
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Confirmation, but the rite has been variously understood. Confirmation 

has been seen as a time of instruction in the essentials of the faith as set forth 

in the Small Catechism. It has been seen as a means of church discipline by 
which one surrenders oneself to Christ and submits to the church’s rule. 

It has been seen as a quasi-sacrament which added to Baptism the fuller 

presence of the Holy Spirit and which bestowed church membership on the 

recipient who now was entitled to receive Holy Communion and enter 
upon the undefined “spiritual privileges” of the church. It has been seen as 
the subjective acceptance of Christ as personal Lord, a decisive conversion 

experience. It has been understood as the completion of an educational 
course, a kind of graduation ceremony. There was no one understanding 
which could be shown to be distinctively “Lutheran.” 

As theology and liturgy in the twentieth century came to rediscover and 

emphasize the importance of Baptism, a reexamination of Confirmation 

was required also. What, in fact, was the role of this rite in the modern 

church? In 1970 a Joint Commission on the Theology and Practice of 

Confirmation, representing the American Lutheran Church, the Lutheran 

Church in America, and the Lutheran Church— Missouri Synod, issued its 

report to the churches. It defined Confirmation as a process, a ministry: 

Confirmation is a pastoral and educational ministry of the 
church which helps the baptized child through Word and 

Sacrament to identify more deeply with the Christian commu- 

nity and participate more fully in its mission. 

Thus the Confirmation ministry is a continuing obligation of the churchto 
each member. 

In the past, the practice of many congregations tended to belie the 

official understanding of Baptism as the sacrament by which one enters the 

church. Baptisms were often done in a hasty way, either after the service 

when few but the family were present, or done half apologetically as an 
intrusion into the normal service. Baptism, it seemed, was for babies. 

Confirmation, on the other hand, was for young people who were about to 

enter adulthood, and the act could easily become a time of considerable 
emotional and spiritual importance. Then, when one was confirmed, one 
could receive Holy Communion and perhaps vote in the congregation. 

In the practice of Confirmation, therefore, great care must be taken that 
Confirmation neither implies joining the church nor overshadows Bap- 
tism. It is an affirmation of Baptism, a way of saying “Yes” to Baptism. It is 
not therefore an unrepeatable, once-for-all act but something that can be 
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done at several points in one’s life. The liturgy of Holy Baptism opens the 
way toward an increased awareness of the lifelong implications of the 
baptismal event, the daily dying to sin and rising to new life in Christ. Holy 
Baptism is a significant event not only for the candidates themselves but 
also for the whole baptized people of God. The members of the 

congregation are the real sponsors in Baptism, and therefore periodic 
baptismal services also serve as a reminder of their commitment and 
provide an opportunity for them to affirm the covenant which God made 
with them in Holy Baptism. 

The service of Affirmation of Baptism draws together three occasions— 

confirmation, reception into membership of Christians from other denom- 

inations, and the restoration to membership of those who have lapsed from 

participation in the life of the church. These three occasions have a 
common point of reference in the affirmation of God’s gift in Baptism. In 
each case, a public profession of baptismal faith in the presence of the 

congregation is appropriate, and in each case also instruction in the teach- 
ings of the Lutheran Church will have preceded the service. 

The reception of members in good standing from other Lutheran 

congregations through letter of transfer is properly done in a simple 

ceremony which acknowledges the community of the total Lutheran 

family. Those who transfer membership from one Lutheran church to 
another do not need to make an Affirmation of Baptism every time they 

move. It is appropriate to read their names before the prayers of the 

Eucharist and to pray for them in the prayers, thanking God for his gifts 

and asking for the enrichment of the congregation through them. New 

members could appropriately present the bread and wine for the Eucharist 
that day and serve as assisting ministers or readers of the first and second 

lessons. 

First communion is theologically and liturgically unrelated to Confirma- 

tion. No form is provided to mark the occasion, for the gift of Communion 

is the birthright of the baptized. First communion is the occasion when the 
privilege granted in Baptism is first exercised. Its essence is sharing the 

eucharistic bread and cup, and that experience must not be blurred by 

loading it down with embellishments such as public catechesis and 
examination, vows, white robes, or group songs. The introduction of such 

things suggests that the person is acquiring a new status in the congrega- 
tion. Rather, those receiving Holy Communion for the first time are 
remembered in the prayers, and they come to the altar with their families at 
the appropriate time to share in the family meal of the people of God. 

If the congregation permits children at a certain age or grade in school to 
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come to communion, several people will perhaps receive Holy Communion 

for the first time on one day. On that occasion, it is appropriate for the 

pastor to welcome them, either as part of the sermon or just before the 

Prayers in which a special section should be added for those who commune 

for the first time. 
It is perhaps desirable for children to come to first Holy Communion not 

as a class but when they choose, when they, together with their families and 

the pastor, feel that they are ready to share in the sacrament. Admission to 

the Lord’s Table should be as natural for the baptized as is coming to the 
dinner table in the family. No formal public notice of the event need be 

made at all, but an informal welcome by the pastor after the service is 
desirable and a family celebration, such as a dinner, is appropriate. 

In most cases, children are baptized because they are born into families 

of the congregation. When this is not the case, as soon as children begin to 
participate in the life of the congregation, “foster families” should be found 

who will “adopt” the children of nonmembers. 

CONFIRMATION: PREPARING FOR THE SERVICE 

traditional time of Confirmation in many parishes is 

Pentecost, which ties the rite to the festival of the Holy 

Spirit. (The older tradition was Confirmation on Palm Sunday in 
preparation for the Easter Communion.) Confirmation on Pentecost 
overshadows that great festival of God the Holy Spirit and makes the 

Confirmation itself a kind of graduation into the summer doldrums when 

most congregations curtail their activity and when many people vacation. 

Instead, a more suitable time for Confirmation is in the fall at the beginning 
of the activity year of the congregation. Then those who affirm their 

Baptism have immediate prospects of service and responsibility. They face 
an active church instead of one that is preparing to leave for vacation, and 
Confirmation seems less like a graduation. 

The public examination of candidates has largely disappeared from 

Lutheran practice, although it was once common. It was often perfunctory 

and meaningless with questions and answers all carefully memorized 

beforehand. But the value of having a congregation listen to some 

questions and answers regarding the faith would be useful in teaching the 
congregation again the fundamentals of the faith. Some kind of public 
review of the fundamentals of Lutheran Christianity should be arranged at 
a time prior to the Affirmation. It need not be done at a service of the 
congregation and might be a presentation of the Small Catechism with 
comment and interpretation. 
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This public review of the faith of the church might be held on Holy Cross 

Day (September 14), or the Sunday nearest to Holy Cross Day, and the 
Affirmation on All Saints’ Sunday. 

Prayer vigils have been revived in recent years in various places. The 
Easter Vigil is the primary liturgical form that this takes, but the 

confirmation class with parents and sponsors might gather in the church 

the night before the confirmation service. A prayer chain might be set up so 

that each member of the class—supplemented by others, such as parents, 

sponsors, lay leaders—is assigned a period of time (perhaps a quarter- 

hour) for prayer. The chain is kept going for several hours or even through 

the night until the time of the service the following day. It is not 
unreasonable for an entire class to maintain a prayer vigil throughout the 

enight, for young people enjoy staying up all night, as at high school 

graduation, and a carefully arranged program of prayer and refreshments 

could be maintained, beginning the evening before and continuing until the 

time of the service. 
The class could make a banner with a motto or symbol on it to carry in 

the procession at the service of Affirmation. 

AFFIRMATION OF BAPTISM: THE SERVICE 

ffirmation of Baptism follows the sermon and the Hymn 
of the Day in the Holy Communion. A hymn, especially a 

hymn related to Baptism and/or the Holy Spirit, is sung. It functions as the 

Hymn of the Day. As the hymn is sung the candidates gather before the 

congregation. 
After the hymn, the congregation sits down; the candidates remain 

standing. A lay leader of the congregation, such as the president or vice 

president of the church council, presents the candidates to the presiding 
minister, who for this service should be the pastor of the congregation. If 

only one or two candidates are presented, their names may be read at the 

beginning of the statement: “Ann Watts and Lazlo Riley have been 

instructed in the Christian faith... .” 

A lay leader of the congregation presents those from other denomina- 

tions who are to be received into membership in the Lutheran Church. The 

pastor’s welcome makes clear that they are already by Baptism members of 

the “One Holy, Catholic, and Apostolic Church” and now are to become 

more particularly members of the Lutheran family. 

A lay leader of the congregation presents those who desire again to 

participate actively in the life of the church. The pastor’s welcome of them 

indicates that God is faithful to the covenant of Baptism and that these 
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people now return again to acceptance of that covenant. As Luther says in 

the Large Catechism, “Baptism remains forever. Even though we fall from 

it and sin, nevertheless we always have access to it.”? Restoration to 

membership is often a delicate matter, and the leaders of the service must be 
careful not to embarass those who are being restored. 

When all the candidates have been presented, the service continues with 

the introduction to the renunciation of evil and the profession of faith, 

which is the same as that done in Holy Baptism. If there are only a few 
candidates, it may be desirable for the entire congregation to join them in 
the renunciation and profession. It is usually more desirable, however, for 

the candidates alone, in the hearing of the congregation, to profess their 

faith. The congregation must of course be told either by the minister or by 
the service bulletin, if they are to join the candidates. 

The Prayers are said, which constitute the prayers of the service of Holy 

Communion. They are led by an assisting minister. After the petition “that 

they may be brought to the fullness of your peace and glory,” other 

intercessions for the unity of the whole church, the nations, and those in 

need should be added. Each additional intercession ends with the formula 
“Lord, in your mercy” and the congregational response, “Hear our prayer.” 

The presiding minister concludes the prayers and the congregation sits 
down. 

The candidates remain standing for the address and answer. The address 

is a Suggested form of commitment. The candidates may prepare their own 
statement under the guidance of the pastor, and they may also formulate 

their own answer. The statement of commitment and response might be 
written by the candidates as a part of their instruction and preparation for 
the Affirmation of Baptism, a kind of final examination in which the 

candidates try to state concisely what the Christian faith and life mean and 
what the obligations of being a Christian are. 

Those making Affirmation then kneel. Silence is kept so that the 

congregation can pray for them. Then the presiding minister prays in words 
that recall Baptism and its extension throughout life. The prayer is based 
on the confirmation prayer in Holy Baptism. The prayer in Baptism asks 

for the Spirit; this prayer asks a strengthening of the spiritual gifts 
bestowed in Baptism. 

While all the candidates remain kneeling, the presiding minister lays 
both hands on the head of each person to be confirmed and says the prayer 
“Father in heaven, for Jesus’ sake . . . ” to which each one confirmed 
responds, “Amen.” This prayer and the laying-on of hands is reserved for 
confirmation only. The presiding minister’s hands will be free if an assisting 
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minister or server holds the book, but it is preferable to commit the prayer 
of blessing to memory. The minister calls each candidate by name, using 
only the Christian name:“. . .stirupin Mary the gift of your Holy Spirit... .” 

Especially when there are only candidates for Confirmation, and none to 

be received or restored to membership, it is effective if after the prayer 
“Gracious Lord, through water and the Spirit” all the candidates for 

Confirmation stand. The presiding minister remains in one place before the 

altar, and the candidates come before the minister one by one and kneel for 

the laying-on of hands and the confirmation blessing instead of having the 
minister move down the line from person to person. 

+ + 
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As each one is confirmed and stands the peace is exchanged with the 

presiding minister. Or, after all have made Affirmation, the minister 

exchanges the peace with them and they with each other and then with 

other members of the congregation. 

After the exchange of the peace, all return to their places, and the service 

continues with the Offering. It is appropriate for those who have affirmed 

their Baptism to present the bread and wine. 

MARRIAGE 

Mare: is a service of worship in which the invited guests 

are not mere spectators but participants in the service. 

They are there not simply to watch but to be a congregation of God’s 
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people. Marriage is a glad occasion overflowing with joy, and those who 

celebrate it rejoice in the gifts of God—life, health, strength, sexuality, the 

family—all that the Creator declared from the beginning to be “very good.” 

Marriage is not an exclusively Christian possession. It was known, 

practiced, and honored in the Old Testament. It is moreover a structure 

which belongs to all humanity. It is essentially a covenant of fidelity 

between a man and woman made with society’s sanction, grounded in the 

steadfast love of God. God’s abiding faithfulness is the model: as he is, so 

should we be. 

Marriage is a social contract, the basis of which is the commitment that 

the man and the woman make to each other. Contrary to the popular 

understanding, the basis is not love, for human love is changeable and 

cannot be depended on as a reliable foundation. One cannot promise to be 
in love years hence, but one can make a commitment. Indeed Emil Brunner 

has warned: 

When marriage is based on love all is lost from the very outset. 

The lover cannot guarantee that his emotion of love will be 

either permanent or directed solely to the one person... . To 

base marriage on love is to build on the sand. 

It is not the Eros, but solely the responsibility of fidelity, which 

creates that bond which means that one is bound to the other 

person.’ 

For human beings, faithfulness and love need not go together. In God the 

two are joined, and it is in his “steadfast love” that we seek to root our 
covenant of fidelity as well as our emotions of love. In the flux of 

experience, one thing holds true—the vows of fidelity grounded in the love 
of God which abides forever. 

Thus it is not the minister who performs the marriage but the wedding 
couple. Both church and state have an interest in marriage, and marriage is 
done in the presence of a representative of one or the other. But the 
marriage is concluded by the two partners. The couple marry each other, 

and the minister is the principal witness to their action. If the marriage is at 
its heart basically an exchange of vows of faithfulness and commitment, 

this is something that the minister cannot do for someone else.4 Nonethe- 
less, the couple is not left on their own to fulfill the promises, for God’s 
blessing and support are asked. 

A marriage service, if it is to be truly biblical, must take notice of the 
physical dimensions of marriage, specifically sexuality and the consum- 
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mation of marriage. Sex, John Macquarrie observes, “is the most obvious 

indicator of the fundamentally communal character of human existence,” 

for no one person is complete in himself or herself.‘ 

Those who plan to be married should discuss with the pastor the nature 

of marriage and the form of the service as well as the confirmation of the 

date and time of the wedding. The service is designed to present a variety of 
options, suggestions, and possibilities, not only to meet the various 

situations resulting from the interactions of a pluralistic society but also to 

encourage new thinking about what the marriage service could be and to 

open people’s eyes to the vast number of possibilities that may be locally 

useful. The marriage service in the Lutheran Book of Worship should be 

regarded as a kind of workbook out of which a marriage service appropri- 
ate to the particular occasion might be constructed. 

Announcements of weddings should be published in bulletins or 

congregational papers. The primary purpose is not so much to announce 
the wedding as to ask the prayers of the congregation. Thus an appropriate 

form. is. ~__.. __..and _________ have announced their intention to 
marry on ________ and ask your prayers.” 

In the past both Advent and Lent have been regarded as “closed times” 

when marriages were not solemnized. North American society is not 

governed by the church year, and so it seems undesirable in most places to 

forbid marriage for ten weeks of the year. Holy Week is the one week of the 

year when marriages are out of place and especially the triduum of Maundy 

Thursday, Good Friday, and Holy Saturday when all of the attention of the 

church is directed toward the mystery of redemption. 
The presiding minister must be ordained and authorized by the 

appropriate civil authority to perform marriages. Care should be taken 
that a record of marriages is kept in the congregation and that legal 

documents are executed properly. 
Assisting ministers may be members of the families of the bride and 

groom or members of the wedding party. 

MARRIAGE: MUSIC 

he Marriage Service is a service of worship, and the music 
therefore must be carefully and discriminatingly chosen. 

It should embody high standards of quality and the texts should reflect the 

praise of God, the steadfast love of Christ for his church as the foundation 

and model for love and fidelity in marriage, the invocation of God’s 

presence and blessing. 
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A number of musical options are possible before the entrance proces- 

sion: solo, ensemble, or choral pieces; organ or other instrumental music; 

music using a combination of these media. Organ music may be based on 

hymn tunes used within the marriage service. A printed folder helps to 

establish such themes and relationships for the congregation. Instrumental 

music may be selected from chamber music literature or similar sources 

and should reflect the mood of joy and celebration in the service. Voice(s) 
and instruments could be joined in solo or choral cantatas. 

Whenever music is employed in the service and by whatever instruments 

or voices, it should be of high quality and not cloud the mood of the service 

with triteness or sentimentality. It should moreover be within the ability of 
the performers at hand to play or sing with assurance. 

When organ processional music is desired, it might be in the form of a 

hymn- or chorale-prelude based upona hymn to be sung immediately after. 

This plan also serves the function of introducing the hymn tune to the 
congregation. 

MARRIAGE: APART FROM THE HOLY COMMUNION 

he Marriage Service on pp. 328-330 of the Ministers 

Edition of the Lutheran Book of Worship may be used by 
itself without setting the service within the Holy Communion. 

An entrance procession is common but not required. At small weddings, 
the bride, groom, and attendants simply gather in front of the minister. If 

there is to be an entrance procession it may be led by those bearing a cross 

and torches. The ministers (and the groom) may enter in the procession or 

directly from the sacristy. (The tradition that requires the groom not to see 

the bride on the day of the wedding until they meet at the altar apparently 
has its origin in a pagan prohibition of any contact between bride and 

groom for a length of time before the wedding to prevent the possibility of 
sexual intercourse.) When the ministers enter in the procession, they 

precede the wedding party and the bride and groom enter at the end of the 

procession, the place of honor. The order of the procession would be: cross, 
torches, assisting minister, presiding minister, attendants, parents, bride 
and groom. 

It is appropriate that there be an entrance hymn.® The entrance 
procession may instead be made to instrumental music. The congregation 
stands for the entrance as at other services. 

No provision is made for giving the bride away. This custom has its roots 
in the Old Testament understanding that every woman must belong to 
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some man,’ and at marriage she is delivered by her father (or other male 
guardian) to the hand of the (male) minister who places her hand in the 
hand of the bridegroom. The giving of the bride is a recent innovation inthe 
Lutheran marriage service. It was not part of Luther’s order .* Contempor- 
ary understanding of the individual suggests that neither the woman nor 
the man should be regarded as the property of another to be given or taken. 
Instead, therefore, the parents of both bride and groom should be encour- 
aged to participate in the service in a more active way. They may 
accompany their children in the entrance procession and exchange the 
peace with them as the procession ends. They may read the lessons. They 
may stand behind their children as the vows are exchanged and participate 
in the blessing. 

MARRIAGE: THE SERVICE OF THE WORD 

he first part of the Marriage Service is an abbreviated 
service of the Word: Greeting, Prayer of the Day, 

Lessons, Sermon, Hymn. 

The members of the wedding party having arrived at their appointed 

places (Diagram, page 350), the apostolic greeting is exchanged by the 

presiding minister and the congregation. The Prayer of the Day, which 

gathers New Testament references to the joy of marriage in the context of 

the relationship of Christ the Bridegroom to the church his bride, is said by 

an assisting minister. Rubric (2) is permissive only because lessons may 

have been read already in the Eucharist. Otherwise, one or more lessons are 

read at this point. The Marriage Service ought clearly to be set in the 

biblical tradition and grounded upon the record of the love of the Creator 

for the whole human family. The Propers for Marriage (pp. 189-190) give 

suggestions for the readings. One or two readings (Old Testament and New 
Testament) are usually sufficient. A brief introduction to each lesson may 

be helpful to the congregation: For Song of Solomon 2:10-13: “A reading 

from the Song of Solomon. The poet sings of love in the spring.” 
A brief, appropriate, and theologically sound selection from a nonbibli- 

cal writer, especially from a contemporary source, may be read. It should 

ideally be chosen by the couple as important for their life together. 

An address may follow, commenting on the readings and giving a 

contemporary witness to the biblical understanding of marriage, stressing 

the foundation of the dependable love of God, the complete sharing that is 

the essence of marriage, marriage as a sign of the kingdom. 
A hymn, such as “The king of love my shepherd is” (456), may be sung. 
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Encouragement should be given to those who plan the service to include a 
hymn at this point to give the congregation an active part in the service of 
worship. 

To mark the transition from the introductory service of the word to the 
central action of the Marriage Service, the minister(s) may lead the 

wedding party to a place closer to the altar for the exchange of vows. This 
movement may take place either following the hymn, or, if the hymn is not 

used, following the assisting minister’s address and before the presiding 
minister’s introduction of the vows,*_______ and________, if it is 

your intention....” 

The assisting minister reads the address to the couple. It briefly sets forth 

a theology of marriage.’ First, marriage and sexuality are part of God’s 

good creation and show the Creator’s intention of community for his 

people. The joy that is found in life together is a sign of the eschatological 

fulfillment in the perfect joy of the kingdom of God. Second, there is a 

frank recognition of the destructive power of sin that can cloud the 

gladness of marriage and turn God’s gift into a burden. Here in the 

Marriage Service we are reminded that marriage is not to be based on 

romantic illusion but on the solid facts of life—both good and bad. But, 

third, there is a statement of hope based on God’s continuing support of 

those who share the gift of marriage which he gives. Like the history of 

salvation, the statement begins with “the Lord God in his goodness,”!9 

passes through “our age-old rebellion,”!'! and concludes with “our joy 
restored.”!2 This summary statement can serve as the basis for the pastor’s 
counseling with those who plan to marry. 

MARRIAGE: THE EXCHANGE OF Vows 

he presiding minister then introduces the second part of 

the Marriage Service, the exchange of vows, with a form 

that reflects the former betrothal questions that were put to the bride and 
groom.'3 There was once a clear distinction between the betrothal or 

engagement and marriage, although the former was as binding as the latter. 

Money was given as a pledge that the intended marriage would in fact take 

place. The two separate ceremonies of betrothal and marriage were joined 
in the service of the church. (It had not yet happened in Luther’s time.) The 

introductory statement by the presiding minister makes clear the essence of 

marriage: “with your promises bind yourselves to each other as husband 
and wife.” Marriage is the unqualified commitment of two people to each 
other through all that the years will bring. That commitment, enunciated in 
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the exchange of vows (and signified in the exchange of rings) is the heart of 

marriage and of the Marriage Service. 

The bride and groom face each other and join hands, and each, in turn, 

promises faithfulness to the other. The promises are the bride and groom’s 

own vows, and provision should be made for those who wish to write their 
own form. This must be done with careful guidance to insure that the vows 

indicate the complete sharing which marriage implies and make clear that 

the promises are a lifelong commitment. It is not a certain formula but the 

promise of fidelity that makes the marriage. Moreover those who write 

their own vows must be careful that they do not promise too much too 

specifically—for example, that their love will grow daily. One can hope and 

pray earnestly for certain gifts and yet not be in a position to promise that 
they will be given. 

Other suggested forms of the wedding promises are: 

I take you, ________, to be my wife/husband, and these 

things I promise you: I will be faithful to you and honest with 

you; I will [obey],'* respect, trust, help, and care for you; I will 

share my life with you; I will forgive you as we have been 

forgiven; and I will try with you better to understand ourselves, 

the world, and God; through the best and worst of what is to 
come until death parts us. 

I take you, _______, to be my wife/husband. I promise 

before God and these witnesses to be your faithful husband / 
wife, to share with you in plenty and in want, in joy and in sor- 

row, in sickness and in health, to forgive and strengthen you, 

and to join with you so that together we may serve God and 
others as long as we both shall live. 

, | take you to be my wife/husband from this time 
onward, to join with you and to share all that is to come, to give 
and to receive, to speak and to listen, to inspire and to respond, 
and in all circumstances of our life together to be loyal to you 
with my whole life and with all my being until death parts us. 

As a sign of the vows that have been exchanged, the couple may ex- 
change rings. In some cases only the woman receives a ring, and in that case 
only the man says “I give you this ring as a sign of my love and faithfulness.” 
Giving a ring to the woman alone is the older practice and was a sign of her 
authority. The ring that was given was used for sealing household effects, 
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and the woman’s possession of it showed that she was to be in charge of the 
home. 

The hand of the presiding minister is placed over the joined hands of the 

bride and groom, and the minister announces the marriage. It is not this 

declaration that makes the marriage but the exchange of the vows. The 

minister is a witness to the marriage and here simply testifies to what has 

been done by the bride and groom who by their promises have bound 

themselves to each other as husband and wife. The congregation praises 

God the Holy Trinity and the presiding minister adds the words of Jesus 
from Matthew 19:6. 

Other signs of the marriage may be appropriate also. In the Eastern 

Churches the bride and groom are crowned as the king and queen of the 
family, a small image of the kingdom of God and witness to that kingdom 

in the world.!5 The crowns may be made of metal and remain the property 
of the congregation. They may be set in place by the minister, by the 

parents, or by attendants. They are removed when the couple leaves the 

church. 

Crowns of flowers (chaplets) may be placed on the heads of the bride and 

groom by each other, by the parents, or by attendants after the minister has 

announced the marriage. 

In places such as Hawaii, Mexico, and India, garlands are used for many 

happy occasions, including weddings. The garlands might be hung around 

the necks of the bride and groom—either one for each or several, each 

attendant adding one. Or a large circle of flowers might be made to be put 

over the shoulders of the bride and groom together as a sign of their being 

bound together by their vows.!® 
The custom that is popular in some places of the bride and groom each 

carrying a lighted candle with which they light a single candle that replaces 
the separate ones may be strong on sentiment but is weak on theology. The 

bride and groom do not extinguish their own lives to begin a new one. 
Rather marriage should enhance the individual life of each. 

Whatever ceremonies symbolic of the marriage bond are used, they 

should be done following the presiding minister’s announcement of the 

marriage so that they do not overshadow the primary actions of the 

marriage service: the exchange of promises and the giving of the ring(s). 

The bride and groom kneel for the blessing. The parents, especially if 

they have been standing behind the bride and groom during the exchange 
of promises, may lay their hands on the heads of their children in blessing 
with the words of Psalm 61:7, “May you dwell in God’s presence for- 

ever”. Instead of this verse or added to it, Song of Songs 1:4 may be said: 
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Let us rejoice and be glad for you, 

let us praise your love more than wine 
and your caresses more than any song. 

In Canadian churches where it is customary, the Register may be signed 

before the prayers begin. 

MARRIAGE: THE PRAYERS 

he bride and groom and the entire congregation stand for 

the concluding prayers. Silence should follow each bid- 

ding to pray. The first prayer gathers signs of God’s desire for community 

in ever-narrowing circles: the human family, Israel, the church, this couple. 

The second prayer prays for the support of the couple within the 

community of the church. (The phrase, “as members with them of the body 

of Christ,” should be omitted when one of the couple is not Christian or 

when the congregation is a religiously mixed group.) The third prayer 

continues the outward movement of the second prayer and prays that all 

families might be signs of the kingdom. The terminations of the three 

prayers build from no formal conclusion for the first, to a brief termination 
of the second, to the full doxology of the third. The prayers conclude with 

the Our Father. 

The wedding party may leave the church during a hymn or suitable 

instrumental music. An especially appropriate hymn is “Now thank we all 

our God” (533 or 534). The order of the procession is the same as that of the 

entrance. 

MARRIAGE: WITHIN THE HOLY COMMUNION 

he Marriage Service may be placed within the context of 

the Holy Communion, and doing this enhances and 

makes vivid the wedding imagery of the Eucharist and the eucharistic 
intimacy of the marriage. When the Holy Communion is celebrated, 

however, it must be open to the congregation and not be limited to the bride 

and groom or the wedding party. The sacrament is always for the gathered 
congregation. If circumstances prevent including the congregation, the 
Marriage Service should be used by itself, and if the bride and groom wish 
to receive the sacrament they should receive it at a regularly scheduled 
service of the congregation. 

When the Marriage Service is set within the Holy Communion, it, like all 

the occasional services,!’ follows the sermon and the Hymn of the Day; it 
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begins with the address, “The Lord God in his goodness... .” The propers 

for the Holy Communion are those for Marriage (pp. 189-190). The proper 

hymn of praise is “I will sing the story of your love, O Lord,” canticle 16,!8 

which joyfully relates the promises of fidelity in marriage to the steadfast 

love of God. The canticle can be sung in several ways: refrains by the 

congregation and verses by a soloist; refrains by the choir and verses by a 

soloist; sung in its entirety by a choir or soloist. 

The Verse before the Gospel is | John 4:12; alternates are suggested. 

During Lent the Verse for Lent 4 (John 3:16) is sung. 

After the Prayers of the Marriage Service (8), the Holy Communion 

continues with the Peace (an especially appropriate sign at a wedding; it is 

the time for the bride and groom to embrace and perhaps to kiss). 

The Offering follows. The bread may be baked by a member of the 

wedding party, a friend, or relative. The offering of bread and wine may be 
brought to the altar by representatives of the wedding party. Offerings of 

money need not be gathered at this service, but if they are, the offering of 
money should be given to some worthy cause designated by the congrega- 

tion. The bride and groom may make an appropriate thankoffering. 

Except during the Marriage itself, the wedding party may occupy the 
front pews or be provided with special chairs in a convenient place before 

the altar. 
The wedding reception may be understood as an extension of the 

banquet shared in the Lord’s Supper. 

BURIAL OF THE DEAD 

he Christian funeral is a service of worship and should 
involve all those present. Funerals today are held in 

various places outside the church, but seldom should the location preclude 

congregational participation. The funerals of practicing Christians should 
be in their parish church, the place where their lives of worship have 

centered. Congregational singing should be encouraged and participation 

in the prayers should be taken for granted—certainly to the extent of saying 

“Amen” and joining in the Lord’s Prayer. 

If these goals are to be accomplished, the pastor and worship committee 

need to broaden and deepen the understanding of the congregation as part 

of the larger continuing education of the parish. Because of the emotional 

stress involved, the occasion of a funeral is not the time to press for changes 

in accepted practice. 

The death of a member of the church should be reported as soon as 

possible to the pastor who will assist in all arrangements for the funeral. 
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Both the experience and the presence of the pastor can assist the bereaved. 

The pastor’s ministry to them is to lead the bereaved into and through the 

rites of the church where the voice of the Gospel can be heard with healing 
power and clarity. In an effort to be positive and to emphasize the victory of 

the resurrection, the pain and loss of death must not be minimized or 

ignored. Both must be held in balance. The bereaved need to confront and 
accept the loss of the deceased as well as be given hope. Moreover, the 

congregation needs to be encouraged to support the bereaved not only at 

the time of the funeral but also as the bereaved return to the duties of their 

lives. 
The service of the Burial of the Dead is intended primarily for use in the 

church with the body of the deceased present. But the service is easily 

modified for use in other locations—crematory chapel, private house, 

funeral parlor—where processions and other liturgical actions are not 

feasible. The service may be used as a memorial service, following in- 
terment or when the body has been destroyed in an accident or natural 

catastrophe by omitting those portions marked with a red line in the left 

margin. 

Moreover, many pastors regard conducting funerals for people who 
have no connection with the church as part of their ministerial obligation. 
It is usually inappropriate to hold such a service in the church and not all 

the parts of the service may be appropriate. By certain omissions and 

choices of alternate selections this service may be adapted for such funerals. 

Music selected for use at a funeral should embody high standards of 

quality, and in general reflect the spirit of Christian confidence, trust, and 

hope in the resurrection. The hymns should reflect such themes as the 
invocation of the Holy Spirit, comfort, the communion of saints, hope in 

the resurrection. Hymn versions of appropriate psalms may be sung also. 

BURIAL OF THE DEAD: THE SERVICE OF THE WORD 

he ministers, vested in alb or surplice and stole in the 

seasonal color (the presiding minister may wear a cope), 

meet the coffin,!9 the pallbearers, and the bereaved at the entrance of the 

church. (The bereaved may arrive and go to their seats prior to the 
beginning of the service.) The location of the opening part of the service 
should be chosen so that the congregation is able to hear what is said. 

The coffin remains closed throughout the service. When the service is ina 
funeral parlor or private house, the coffin is closed and in place before the 
liturgy begins. 
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A blessing of the God of consolation?” replaces the usual apostolic 

greeting, “The grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, ...” A white pall may be 

placed over the coffin to recall the white robe given in Baptism, the robe of 

Christ’s righteousness. The pall further has democratizing value, for it 

prevents both the display of a costly coffin and embarrassment at a simple 
one. The words accompanying the action—a baptismal reading—(from 

Romans 6:3-5) may be used, or the action of covering the coffin be allowed 

to speak for itself. 

The procession forms in this order: cross, paschal candle or torches, 

presiding minister, assisting minister, pallbearers with the coffin, the 

beareaved. The symbolic intent of this order of the procession is that the 

symbols of Christ go first—cross, paschal candle, minister—and then the 

dead and the living follow where “Christ has led the way,” as the final 

prayer at the grave puts it. 
As the procession moves to the altar, a psalm or hymn may be sung. Or 

these traditional verses may be sung or said: 

In the midst of life we are in death; 

from whom can we seek help? 

From you alone, O Lord, 

who by our sins are justly angered. 

Holy God, Holy and Mighty, 

Holy and merciful Savior, 
deliver us not into the bitterness of eternal death. 

Lord, you know the secrets of our hearts; 

shut not your ears to our prayers, 
but spare us, O Lord. 

Holy God, Holy and Mighty, 

Holy and merciful Savior, 

deliver us not into the bitterness of eternal death. 

O worthy and eternal Judge, 

do not let the pains of death 

turn us away from you at our last hour. 

Holy God, Holy and Mighty 

Holy and merciful Savior, 
deliver us not into the bitterness of eternal death.?! 

Hymn 350, “Even as we live each day,” is a hymn version of this prayer.?2 

At the end of the procession the coffin is positioned before the altar thus: 
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THE COFFIN BEFORE THE ALTAR 

An old tradition, still observed in several places, is for the coffin to be 

positioned with the head toward the altar if the deceased was a pastor and 
with the feet toward the altar if the deceased was a layperson. The position 

reflects the accustomed role of the deceased in the church—facing the peo- 
ple as presiding minister or facing the altar as part of the congregation. The 
paschal candle is placed on its stand at the head of the coffin. When torches 
are used instead (the paschal candle, telling of the Easter promise of death 

and resurrection is preferable), they are placed one at the head and one at 

the foot of the coffin. (Diagrams, pages 359-360.) The cross is placed by the 

altar or by the reading desk. 
The ministers go to their places and, the congregation still standing, the 

presiding minister says one of the appointed prayers (7), which functions as 

the Prayer of the Day. When the deceased was not a member of the church, 

the prayer “Almighty God, source of all mercy” or the prayer “O God, your 

days are without end” is more appropriate than the others. 

Suggested readings are listed in the Propers for the Burial of the Dead 

(Ministers Edition, p. 190). The selection of readings should be made to 
give full scope to the proclamation of hope and comfort and in view of the 
particular situation. 

If two readings precede the Gospel, a psalm (listed in the Propers) or a 

hymn may be sung between them. After the Verse which introduces the 
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PLACEMENT OF TORCHES 

Gospel, the congregation stands to hear the Gospel. The sermon will 

usually be a part of the service, but when circumstances suggest, it may be 
omitted. The sermon may include a recognition of the life of the deceased, 

but its purpose is not eulogy but a proclamation of hope and comfort in 

Christ. In certain circumstances, it may be appropriate for relatives or 

associates of the deceased to comment briefly on the meaning of the life of 

the deceased for the community, but this must not overshadow or exclude a 

proclamation of the Gospel by the preacher. 

The Hymn of the Day is sung, and the Apostles’ Creed, because of its 

association with Baptism and thus with death and resurrection, may be 
said. If the deceased was not a member of the church, the Creed may be 
inappropriate. 

The prayers are said. An alternate to the prayers (15) is this form, which 

more specifically refers to the Christian life of the deceased: 

Let us pray to our Lord Jesus Christ, who said, “I am the 
resurrection and the life.” 
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Lord, you consoled Mary and Martha in their distress; 
draw near to us, who mourn for_____, and dry the tears 
of those who weep. 

Hear us, Lord. 

You wept at the grave of Lazarus, your friend; 
comfort us in our sorrow. 

Hear us, Lord. 

You raised the dead to life; 

give to our brother/sister eternal life. 

Hear us, Lord. 

You promise life to those who believe; 

bring our brother/sister to the joys of heaven. 

Hear us, Lord. 

Our brother/sister was washed in Baptism and anointed with 
the Holy Spirit; 

give him/her fellowship with all your saints. 

Hear us, Lord. 

He/she was nourished with your body and blood; 

grant him/her a place at the table in your heavenly kingdom. 
Hear us, Lord. 

Comfort us in our sorrows at the death of our brother /sister; 

let our faith be our consolation, and eternal life our hope. 
Hear us, Lord.?3 

This kind of prayer that mentions the deceased is unusual for most 

Lutherans, but it is solidly evangelical. The deceased should not be 

forgotten at the time of the funeral, and it is not enough to assume that the 
funeral is for the living. A funeral, among other things, ritualizes the 

situation of death and the bereavement of the family and congregation. In 
the Burial Service we say what we would have said at the moment of death 

had we been present. Prayer that God will give the deceased eternal life, the 

joys of heaven, and fellowship with the saints, are an expression of the faith 
and hope of the community.”4 

The Prayers are concluded by the assisting minister?> with a prayer (15). 
The first of these prayers, “God of all grace,” is from the Book of Common 

Order of the Church of Scotland and was in the Service Book and Hymnal 
(page 267); the second, “God, the generations rise and pass away before 
you,” is from the Service Book and Hymnal (page 266). Neither of these 

prayers is appropriate for one who is not a member of the church, and other 
less specific prayers should be used. If there is no Communion, the Our 
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Father is prayed, introduced by the same phrase as at Morning and 

Evening Prayer. 
The service for the Burial of the Dead may be part of a celebration of the 

Holy Communion. The visual and active aspect of the Holy Communion 
can be helpful when words fail, and when silence and embraces and eating 

together are important. Moreover, the Preface, which joins our earthly 

praise with the praise of the hosts of heaven, has particular relevance to a 

funeral. When the Holy Communion is celebrated, the service continues 

after the prayers with the Peace. Under normal circumstances, gifts of 

money would not be gathered. The bread and wine are presented at the 

altar; the Offertory “Let the vineyards be fruitful” or a hymn or a psalm 

may be sung, and the offertory prayer is said. The Proper Preface for the 

Burial of the Dead is used. Under no circumstances should the bread and 
wine be received by the family of the deceased to the exclusion of the 

congregation. The sacrament is for the gathered congregation. After the 

Communion, the canticle “Lord, now you let your servant go in peace” is 

sung while the table is cleared, and the post-communion prayer (Ministers 
Edition, p. 191) is said. 

BURIAL OF THE DEAD: THE COMMENDATION 

he Commendation is a prayer which asks God to receive 

A the deceased in mercy. It recalls Jesus’ last prayer from the 

cross, “Father, into your hands I commend my spirit,” and the antiphon to 

the Nunc Dimittis at Compline, “Into your hands, O Lord, I commend my 

spirit.” The prayer is a concluding statement of trust to console the living 
with God’s care for the departed. 

When the body is to be cremated, the service may be held in the church 

and the commendation in the crematory chapel. In that case, at the 

commendation the coffin should remain in its place until the mourners 

have left, rather than having it disappear by some mechanical device. 

At the commendation, the ministers take their places at the coffin. The 

prayer commends the deceased to the mercy of God (18). The assisting 
minister says the traditional verse at the beginning of a procession, “Let us 

go forth in peace,” which has particular meaning at the end of the funeral 

service. The procession forms in the same order as before: cross, paschal 
candle or torches, presiding minister, assisting minister, pallbearers and 

coffin, the bereaved. As the procession leaves the church, a psalm, hymn 
(especially an Easter hymn), or anthem may be sung.?¢ If it has not been 
sung in the Holy Communion, “Lord, now you let your servant go in 
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AT THE COMMENDATION 

peace,” is appropriate. Or the Benedictus, “Blessed be the Lord, the God of 
Israel,” might be sung. 

The pall is removed from the coffin in the narthex. The paschal candle 
remains at the church. The processional cross (and torches) may be taken 

to the place of interment. 

BURIAL OF THE DEAD: THE COMMITTAL 

hen the body of the deceased is to be transported to a 

distant interment site, when it has been donated for 

medical use, or in other situations when those present at the funeral cannot 

be present at the interment, the commendation alone will suffice. The verse, 
“Rest eternal .. .” (25) and the blessing (26) from the Committal may be 

added after the prayer “Into your hands, O merciful Savior. .. .” 

When the body has been willed for medical research or other scientific 
purposes, the committal service, with appropriate modifications, may be 
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used with the bereaved before the body is removed. A memorial service 

may be held later. 
When the interment is in the churchyard, the procession moves directly 

from the church to the grave. 

When feasible, the procession from the hearse to the grave follows the 

same order as before: cross, torches, presiding minister, assisting minister, 

pallbearers and coffin, the bereaved. Where this is not feasible, at least the 

presiding minister should precede the coffin to the place of interment. It 

should not be necessary for the mourners to have books or pamphlets to 

participate in the Committal. During the procession the assisting minister 

may sing or say one or more of the verses (21). 

When all have gathered at the place of interment, the prayer (22) is said if 

the body is to be buried in the ground. The prayer is omitted if the deceased 
was not a member of the church. 

A brief lesson may be read. 

The coffin is lowered into the grave or placed in its resting place, It is 
important that the mourners see the body lowered into the grave and not 
simply remember it resting on top of the device by which it will later be 

lowered after the mourners have left, for it gives the mourners a clearer 

memory of what happened to the body. Earth (notsand or flowers) may be 

cast on the coffin by an assisting minister and those who stand around, as 

the presiding minister commits the body to its resting place. When the 
deceased was not a member of the church, the second formula, “Since 

almighty God ...,” is used and the verse, “Rest eternal... ,” (25) is omitted. 

The people pray the Lord’s Prayer. Finally the presiding minister says the 
prayer for grace to die in faith, following Christ who leads the way into 
death and through it to life. The traditional verse, “Rest eternal... ,” is said 

and the minister blesses the people with the words from Hebrews 13:20-21. 

The dismissal, “Let us go in peace,” is said by the assisting minister. This 
makes a dismissal by the undertaker unnecessary. 

The Burial of the Dead is an Easter liturgy. It has its focus in Baptism by 
which one is made a child of God forever and is dramatized in the Easter 

Vigil and its celebration of the passage through death to new life, where 

Christ has led the way. The mood of the Burial of the Dead is richer than 

the older practice that developed in medieval times and emphasized the 
loss, the sorrow, and the fear that death evokes. The fuller understanding of 

death recognizes these feelings of grief and desolation and gives them 
expression, but it also moves beyond them to a confident hope. Both the 
sadness and the joy must be seen together, one tempered by the other. 

The events of the climax of Holy Week and indeed of the liturgical 
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year—Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and Holy Saturday—are central 

to the whole liturgy of the church. For in that three-day celebration the 

whole mystery of redemption is proclaimed, and that grand and moving 

and powerful proclamation is echoed in the other services of the church— 
Baptism, Holy Communion, and Burial. Even Marriage is an echo and sign 

of the self-sacrificing love of Christ.At the center of it all are the services of 

Holy Week, which deserve to be given full attention in study and in their 

celebration. The history of salvation—both general and personal—is the 

progress from loss and grief to an increasing acceptance of the victory of 

the cross. 
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NOTES 

CHAPTER I/ LUTHERAN WORSHIP TODAY 
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A pattern was set for much of North American Lutheranism: the Common Service in 1888; 

29 years later the Common Service Book of 1917; 12 years later a revision of the Common 

Service Book in 1929; 29 years later the Service Book and Hymnal of 1958; 12 years later 

publication of Contemporary Worship 2—The Holy Communion by the Inter-Lutheran 

Commission on Worship. 

. The papers and reports presented to this meeting appear in Liturgical Reconaissance ed. 

Edgar S. Brown, Jr. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1968). 

. The Worshipbook (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1972), p. 34. 

. See Augsburg Confession V, XVI. 

. See Ossie Davis, “The English Language is My Enemy,” which points out that half of the 

synonymns for Blackness in Roget’s Thesaurus are distinctly unfavorable and none is even 
mildly favorable, while one-third of the synonymns for Whiteness are “favorable and 

pleasing to contemplate” and only 10 of the 134 synonyms are negative and they are mild. 

. Philip S. Watson, Let God Be God. An Interpretation of the Theology of Martin Luther 

(London: Epworth, 1947), p. 137. 

CHAPTER II/THE LUTHERAN BOOK OF WORSHIP 

1. 

2 

Martin Luther, “Preface to the Psalter” (1545), Luther’s Works vol. 35 (Philadelphia: 

Muhlenberg, 1960), p. 254. 

Ibid., p. 255. 
367 
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The traditional designation was violet by which was meant a shade more toward blue than 

toward red. Purple, however, describes more accurately the color in common use in most 

churches. 

The “Gospel side” of the altar is called that because of the medieval custom (long retained 

in many Lutheran churches) of reading the Epistle and Gospel (there was no Old Testa- 

ment lesson) from the “horns” (sides or corners) of the altar so that the presiding minister 

would not need to move far. The Epistle was read from the left corner as one faces the 

people in front of an “east wall” altar and the Gospel from the right, which was traditionally the 

side of honor. 

. Galatians 4:19. 

CHAPTER III / Music AND WORSHIP 

Ihe The prevailing unity of “sacred” and “secular” styles of music of the sixteenth century 

made appropriation of melodies not intended for church use quite natural. 

. Walter E. Buszin, Luther on Music (St. Paul: Lutheran Society for Worship, Music, and 

the Arts, 1958). 

. The antiphon texts printed in the Ministers Edition are actually suitable for frequent 

repetition in the course of singing an entire psalm. They are often segments of the full 

antiphon texts cited in parenthesis. 

. For an example of Gregorian chant settings of the psalms see Charles Frischman, The 

Psalmody for the Day (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1974, 1975). Texts are based on ILCW 

calendar and lectionary; antiphons (not Gregorian) are set in four-part harmony, but may 
be sung in unison. 

. The Grail/Gelineau Psalter (by Joseph Gelineau), comp. and ed., J. Robert Carroll 
(Chicago: G.I.A. Publications, 1972). A complete psalter in four-part harmony without 
antiphons. Melody editions of selected psalms with antiphons, and separate accompani- 
ment editions are also available from the publisher. 

. Paul Bunjes, The Formulary Tones Annotated (St. Louis: Concordia, 1965). The 
explanation of a theoretical system that can be extended to chanting psalm texts in 
English. 

See Index, Ministers Edition, p. 467. 

“A Mighty Fortress is Our God” is an example of a chorale that appears in sixteenth- 
century rhythmic form (LBW 228) and in eighteenth-century metrical form (LBW 229). 

An example of a complete psalter set to Anglican chant is The Canadian Psalter (Toronto: 
Anglican Church of Canada, 1963). 
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. See note five above. Other new and imaginative settings of the psalms involving choir and 

congregation are available from a variety of sources. An interesting hybrid form of sing- 

ing of four-part settings of metrical paraphrases in alternation with a chanted psalm text. 

Psalms for the Church Year; for Congregation and Choir, ed. Paul Bunjes, F. Samuel 

Janzow, and Carl Schalk, (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1975), presents four-part settings 

taken from psalter tunes of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and chant settings ac- 

cording to the Formulary Tones of Bunjes. In some of the psalms the text is advanced 

verse upon verse by the metrical paraphrase alternating with the chant; in others the text 

of the metrical setting repeats the thought of the psalm. Choirs may sing the four-part set- 

tings and the chant, or the metrical tunes may be given to the congregation while the choir 

retains the chant. 

Six brief seasonal responses, composed by Richard Hillert, are included as canticles 

7-12 in LBW. 

Worship Supplement, authorized by the Commission on Worship, The Lutheran 
Church-Missouri Synod, (St. Louis: Concordia, 1969), pp. 95-99. 

To meditate in this way is not just to become immersed passively in a sea of music; but 

rather it is to become absorbed in that which is being sung, to follow the text carefully, and 

to think about its meaning. 

. No rubrical provision is made for anthems, motets, or solos in the services themselves, 

because such pieces are best sung in close proximity to parts of the service to which they 

are related. Occasionally, straight-forward settings of biblical texts may replace all or part 

of an appointed reading. Anthems, motets, and solos sung during the liturgy must have an 

obvious relationship to a liturgical or biblical text appointed for the occasion and should 

always contribute to the mood and flow of the liturgical action (Notes on the Liturgy, 

Ministers Edition, p. 39). 

Praetorius favored great flexibility in assigning string and wind instruments to vocal lines 

in settings that range from the very simple to the highly complex. 

CHAPTER IV/THE ACTION AND SPIRIT OF CELEBRATION 

16 James F. White, “Liturgy and the Language of Space,” Worship 52:1 (January 1978), pp. 

62-63. 

“The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, Commonly Called the Didache,” Early Christian 

Fathers ed. Cyril C. Richardson (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1953), p. 174. 

The Book of Concord tr. and ed. Theodore G. Tappert, et. al. (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg, 

1959), p. 442. 

Ibid., p. 445. 

Ibid., p. 446. 
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. Percy Dearmer, The Parson’s Handbook, 12th ed. (London: Oxford, 1957 [1932)), p. 56. 

_ The Service Book and Hymnal, like the Common Service Book before it, described the 

fair linen in the General Rubrics as having a “span in front” which presumably meant 

that the fair linen was to extend out from the edge of the mensa by the width of a hand. But 

it was a rubric seldom observed. 

_ The Service Book and Hymnal and the Common Service Book both described the fair 

linen as “extending one-third or two-thirds to the floor.” Visually, this is more pleasing 

than to have the fair linen extend half-way to the floor; it is usually still more attractive to 

have the fair linen extend nearly to the floor. 

. The basic symbol of the stole is its color. It was apparently first worn hanging from the 

shoulders; then a secondary symbol developed by forming a cross on the chest. Bishops, 

because of their pectoral cross, wore the stole hanging from the shoulders. 

CHAPTER V/CELEBRATING HOLY BAPTISM 

8. 

Acts 2:14-36. 

Isaiah 11; Luke 4:18; Acts 4:26; | John 2:20, 27. 

Luke 12:50; cf. Mark 10:38. 

Ephesians 1:13-14; Revelation 9:4. 

Luther’s Works Vol 53 (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1965), pp. 95-103, 106-109. 

The prayer, given in both The Order for Baptism (1523) and The Order of Baptism Newly 

Revised (1526) is: Almighty eternal God, who according to thy righteous judgment didst 

condemn the unbelieving world through the flood and in thy great mercy didst preserve 

believing Noah and his family, and who didst drown hardhearted Pharaoh with all his 

host in the Red Sea and didst lead thy people Israel through the same on dry ground, 

thereby prefiguring this bath of thy baptism, and who through the baptism of thy dear 

Child, our Lord Jesus Christ, hast consecrated and set apart the Jordan and all waterasa 

salutary flood and a rich and full washing away of sins: We pray through the same thy 

groundless mercy that thou wilt graciously behold this N. and bless him with true faith in 

the spirit so that by means of this saving flood all that has been born in him from Adam 
and which he himself has added thereto may be drowned in him and engulfed, and that he 

may be sundered from the number of the unbelieving, preserved dry and secure in the holy 

ark of Christendom, serve thy name at all times fervent in spirit and joyful in hope, so 
that with all believers he may be made worthy to attain eternal life according to thy 

promise; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 

. See Edmund Schlink, The Doctrine of Baptism (St. Louis: Concordia, 1972), pp. 157-166. 

Eugene L. Brand, “New Accents in Baptism and the Eucharist,” Worship: Good News in 

Action ed. Mandus Egge (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1973), pp. 74-75. 

See Schlink, 42-108; Brand, pp. 71-78. 
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This is the traditional way of remembering (“memorializing”) festivals and occasions 

which fall on the same day as a more important celebration. 

Station collects are those prayers said when a procession makes a pause in its route, or 

when a procession reaches its destination. “Station” comes from a Latin word meaning 
“stop.” 

. This opening statement says in a more subtle way what the Episcopal Church has done 

more explicitly (but less traditionally) by expanding the profession of faith to include not 

only the three questions about faith in God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, but also: 

Will you continue in the apostles’ teaching and fellowship, in the breaking of bread, and 

in the prayers? 

T will, with God's help. 

Will you persevere in resisting evil, and, whenever you fall into sin, repent and return to 

the Lord? 

I will, with God's help. 

Will you proclaim by word and example the Good News of God in Christ? 
I will, with God's help. 

Will you seek and serve Christ in all persons, loving your neighbor as yourself? 

T will, with God's help. 

Will you strive for justice and peace among all people, and respect the dignity of every 

human being? 

IT will, with God's help. 

Such drawing out of the ethical implications and obligations of Baptism may be helpful in 

pre-baptismal counseling and in preaching on the implications of Baptism. Although 

God’s gift is given to us unearned, that free adoption imposes responsibilities on us. 

. The Book of Concord, tr. and ed., Theodore G. Tappert et. al. (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg, 

1959), p. 349. 

. Matthew 6:8. 

. Cf. the Fourth Gospel in which water is a symbol of the Spirit: John 1:32-34; 3:5; 4:1 ff.; 

5:lff.; 13:1ff.; 19:28, 34; 20:22-23. 

. See Matthew 12:43-45 and Luke 11:24-26 on the need to replace wicked spirits with holy 

ones. 

. The story was that the Twelve sat down one day and each in turn contributed a phrase, 

and the creed was completed in a matter of minutes. 

Prayers We Have in Common, 2d rev. ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975), pp. 4-5. 

See Genesis 1:5, 8, 10 etc.; 2:19; 32:27-29. 

See the biblical precedents, e.g. Acts 8:14-18; 9:17 etc. 

Tertullian, Of the Crown, quoted in Luther D. Reed, The Lutheran Liturgy (Philadel- 

phia: Muhlenberg, 1960), p. 253. Tertullian recognizes that the use of the sign of the cross 

is not commanded in Scriptures but originated in tradition, was confirmed by custom, 

and is observed by faith. Those who do not yet understand the reason for this and other 

practices are encouraged to believe that there is some reason for the practice to which 

“submission is due.” 
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21. 

ph, 

23: 

24. 

Pry 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

Ephesians 1:13-14; Revelation 9:4. 

Galatians 3:27. 

The biblical echo is the parable of the man without a wedding garment (Matthew 22:1-14). 

Sermon LIV, on St. Matthew, quoted in Reed, p. 253. The biblical reference is to 

1 Corinthians 6:20, “You do not belong to yourselves; you were bought at a price.” 

Matthew 18:20. 

Book of Concord, p. 310. 

See also Article XI of the Augsburg Confession. 

Book of Concord, p. 352. 

Book of Concord, p. 350. 

When there is doubt as to whether a candidate has been baptized, a conditional formula is 

used: “If you are not already baptized, I baptize you in the Name of the Father, and of the 

Son, and of the Holy Spirit.” 

CHAPTER VI/CELEBRATING THE HOLY COMMUNION 

Dn nA > W 

— 

. See Acts 2:42, 46; 20:7, 11; 27:35; Luke 24:30, 35; 1 Corinthians 10:16; 11:20-34. 

. The Book of Concord, tr. and ed. Theodore G. Tappert et al. (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg, 

1959), p. 56. Article XXIV. The Mass. 

. Ibid., p. 249. Article XXIV. The Mass. 

. Cf. Gregory Smith, “A Worthy Book,” Liturgy 23:2 (March 1978), p. 22. 

. 2 Corinthians 13:13. 

. See Ralph A. Keifer, “Our Cluttered Vestibule: The Unreformed Entrance Rite,” 
Worship 48:5 (May 1974), 270-277. 

. See Prayers We Have in Common, 2d rev. ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975), pp. 11-13. 

. Revelation 5:12, 9, 13; 7:10, 12; 19:4, 6-9. 

. Massey H. Shepherd, Jr., A Liturgical Psalter for the Christian Year (Minneapolis and 

Collegeville: Augsburg and The Liturgical Press, 1976). 

. See Prayers We Have In Common, pp. 4-9. 

. Ibid., pp. 4-5. And see above, on the creed in Holy Baptism, pp. 179-180. 

. Luther observed in the Formula Missae, “The custom of singing the Nicene Creed does 
not displease us .. . .” Luther's Works vol. 53 (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1965), p. 25. 
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13. 1 Corinthians 11; Matthew 5:23-24. 

14. 

15. 

20. 

Ze 

22. 

23. 

24. 

7s) 

26. 

27: 

28. 

ayy, 

Romans 12:1. 

In addition to being a convenient size to set under the chalice and paten, the dimensions of 
the standard corporal are the product of the multiplication of the two holy numbers 7 x 3. 

. In addition to being the proper size to contain conveniently the folded corporal, the 
dimensions are the product of 3 x 3. Cf. the nine-fold Kyrie. 

. The Greek artos denotes a loaf or cake of ordinary bread. 

. | Corinthians 10:17. 

. “In the true mass, however, of real Christians, the altar should not remain where it is [i.e. 
against the wall], and the priest should always face the people as Christ doubtlessly did in 

the Last Supper. But let that await its own time.” Luther’s Works, vol. 53, p. 69. 

See the Old Testament references to God “remembering:” Genesis 8:1; 9:15; 19:29; etc. 

Pronounced a-NAHM-nay-sis. 

Revelation 22:20. 

Pronounced e-PIC-le-sis or, following the Greek, epi-CLAY-sis. 

“We do not want to abolish the elevation, but retain it because it goes well with the 

German Sanctus and signifies that Christ has commanded us to remember him. For just 

as the sacrament is bodily elevated, and yet Christ’s body and blood are not seen in it, so 

he is also remembered and elevated by the word of the sermon and is confessed and 

adored in the reception of the sacrament. In each case he is apprehended only by faith; for 

we cannot see how Christ gives his body and blood for us and even now daily shows and 

offers it before God to obtain grace for us.” “The German Mass,” Luther’s Works vol. 53, 

p. 82. 

The Lutheran Liturgy (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg, 1947), pp. 336-337. 

A Manual on Worship (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg, 1946), pp. 253-255. 

Cf. 1 Corinthians 14:16. 

“From here on [the offertory] almost everything smacks and savors of sacrifice. And the 

words of life and salvation [the Words of Institution] are imbedded in the midst of it all, 

just as the ark of the Lord once stood in the idol’s temple next to Dagon. And there was no 

Israelite who could approach or bring back the ark until it ‘smote his enemies in the 

hinder parts, putting them to a perpetual reproach,’ and forced them to return it—which 

is a parable of the present time. Let us, therefore, repudiate everything that smacks of 

sacrifice, together with the entire canon and retain only that which is pure and holy, and 
so order our mass.” Martin Luther, “Formula Missae,” Luther’s Works, vol. 53 
(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1965), p. 26. See Frank C. Senn, “Martin Luther’s Revision of 

the Eucharistic Canon in the Formula Missae of 1523,” Concordia Theological Monthly 

XLIV:2 (March 1973), 101-118. 

Luther called them the “words of blessing.” Luther's Works, vol. 53, p. 26. 
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30. 

31. 

32. 

33; 

34. 

35. 

The Roman Catholic prayer for peace which precedes the sharing of the sign of peace 

might be used privately by the people as they wait to come to communion: 

Lord Jesus Christ, you said to your apostles: 

I leave you peace, my peace I give you. 

Look not on our sins, but on the faith of your Church, 

and grant us the peace and unity of your kingdom 

where you live forever and ever. 

There is abundant historic precedent that the ministers receive communion first. It is, for 
example, the practice that Luther directs in the Formula Missae: “Then, while the Agnus 

Dei is sung, let him communicate, first himself and then the people.” 

Matthew 26:27; | Corinthians 10:16. 

A fourth-century lecture on the Eucharist by Cyril of Jerusalem or John, his successor, 

instructs communicants to “make your left hand like a throne for your right, which is 

about to receive the king.” Cf. Egeria’s Travels, tr. John Wilkinson (London: SPCK, 

1971), p. 173. 

Reed, p. 661. 

Reed, p. 662. 

CHAPTER VII/ DAILY PRAYER 

. Acts 17:28, from St. Paul’s sermon at Athens. 

. | Thessalonians’ 5:17. See also Luke 18:1; 21:36; Romans 12:12; Ephesians 6:18; 

Colossians 4:2; | Peter 4:7. 

. See the Apostolic Tradition of Hippolytus (d. 235), which says that Christians are ex- 

pected to pray upon rising, at each of the three divisions of the day (called “terce,” “sext,” 

and “none”—nine o’clock in the morning, noon, and three o’clock in the afternoon), and 

in the evening. 

. St. Cyprian, De Oratione 34: St. Clement of Alexandria, Stromata, vii, 40. 

. The Liturgy of the Hours, tr. Peter Coughlin and Peter Perdue (Collegeville, MN: 
Liturgical Press, 1971), p. 17. 

. Ultimately there were eight hours of prayer to the Office: Matins, Lauds, Prime, Terce, 

Sext, None, Vespers, Compline. 

. Paragraph 89a The Documents of Vatican II ed. Walter M. Abbott, S.J. (New York: 
Guild Press, America Press, Association Press, 1966), p. 164. Constitution on the Sacred 
Liturgy, “The Divine Office,” 89a. 

. Ibid., p. 165. Paragraph 90. 

. Frank C. Senn, The Pastor as Worship Leader: A Manual for Corporate Worship 
(Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1977), p. 44. See also Ephesians 5:16 and Colossians 4:5. 

. John Ellerton, “The day you gave us, Lord, has ended” (Hymn 274), 
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. Abraham Heschel, Man’s Quest for God (New York: Scribner’s, 1954), p. 46. 

. In the words of the Easter Hymn of Praise in the Eucharist: “Sing with all the people of 
God and join in the hymn of all creation: ‘Blessing, honor, and glory and might be to God 
and the Lamb for ever. Amen.’” 

. See Genesis 1:5 etc., “So evening came, and morning came, the first day.” 

. Cf. Acts 20:7-11. 

. See John Wilkinson, Egeria’s Travels (London: SPCK, 1971), pp. 123-124. 

. The Mozarabic Rite in Spain and the Ambrosian Rite in northern Italy. 

. John 1:4. 

. Luke 24:29. 

. 2 Corinthians 4:6; the response is from the Praeconium Paschale (the Easter Proclama- 
tion) of the Missale Romanum of 1570. 

An Order of Worship for the Evening (New York: Church Hymnal Corporation, 1973), 

p. 14. 

Ibid., p. 14. 

Cf. the thanksgiving for water in Holy Baptism and the blessing of palms on Passion 

Sunday. 

Wednesday Evensong, Morning Praise and Evensong ed. William G. Storey, Frank C. 

Quinn, O.P., and David F. Wright, O.P. (Notre Dame: Fides, 1973), pp. 73-74. 

The Roman Catholic Liturgy of the Hours provides one reading per day as part of “The 

Office of Readings.” 

An antiphon melody for the setting on p. 63 is LBW psalm tone 5 transposed so that the 
first note is F (with a signature of no sharps or flats); that for Canticle 6 is formed of the 

first and fourth measures of the canticle melody itself. 

See Joseph Raya, ed. Byzantine Daily Worship (Allendale, N.J.: Alleluia Press, 1969), 

pp. 261-263, 272. 

“May the Lord God remember in his kingdom all you Orthodox Christians, at all times 

now and always, and forever and ever.” 

It also appears in the Service Book and Hymnal (p. 218, #2). It was originally translated in 

the Church Book of 1868 from the Brandenburg-Nuremberg Church Order of 1533. 

p. 231. 

Edward D. Roe, who suggested the prayer, promised “using that one guarantees a sale 

to all old Norwegians like myself.” 

See Herbert F. Lindemann, “Contemporizing the Office Hymn,” Church Music 75:2, 21- 

23: 

Service Book and Hymnal, p. 230 #87. 

See Service Book and Hymnal, p. 230 #86. 
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34. Authorized Services (New York: Church Hymnal Corporation, 1973), p. 195. 

35. Prayers We Have in Common, 2nd rev. ed. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1972), p. 19. 

36. To indicate the special use of this hymn, the invitatory may precede and follow the hymn 

3 

sung on the same tone. 

7. An antiphon melody for the setting on p. 49 is LBW psalm tone 1; that for Canticle 2 is 

formed of the first and fourth measures of the canticle melody itself. 

38. Prayers We Have in Common, pp. 22-24. 

39. Psalm 88:13; 51:12; 71:8; 145:2; 65:5; 103:1; 103:5; 102:1. 

40. A problematic phrase is “Let your holy angel have charge of me.” Luther’s reference 

could be to the individual’s guardian angel, and so when the pronouns are made plural the 

noun “angel” should also logically be made plural, as the prayer does: “Let your 

holy angels have charge of us.” Luther may, however, have had in mind the Old 

Testament reference to God as an angel as in Isaiah 63:9 (“the angel of his presence 

saved them”—so the RSV but not the NEB or the Jerusalem Bible). In that case 

the older Common Service translation, “let your holy angel have charge concerning us” 

would be preferred; the meaning would be, “may you yourself take charge of us.” 

41. The Hours of the Divine Office in English and Latin vol. 1 (Collegeville, Minn.: 

Liturgical Press; 1963), p. 50. 

42. The Daily Office (St. Louis: Concordia, 1965), p. 684. 

43. See ibid., pp. 690-693. 

44. Romans 16:20. 

45. 1 Timothy 2:2. 

CHAPTER VIII/CELEBRATING THE CROSS AND RESURRECTION 

- WwW WN 

. Matthew 4:2; Mark 1:13; Luke 4:2. 

. Exodus 24:18; Deuteronomy 9:9. 

. | Kings 19:8. 

. The Council of Nicaea, for example, condemned apostates to two years as hearers, seven 
as kneelers, and two as standers. Basil the Great condemned adulterers to four years as 
weepers, five as hearers, four as kneelers, and two as standers. He condemned perjurers to 
two years as weepers, three years as hearers, four years as kneelers, and one year as 
standers. 
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. Based partly on biblical precedents of sackcloth and ashes: see Jeremiah 6:26; Matthew 
M202 

. Fernand Cabrol, Liturgical Prayer, its History and Spirit (New Y ork: Kenedy, 1922), p. 
45. 

. Native Americans, for example, blackened their faces with ashes when fasting. 

. Genesis 3:19. 

. Psalm 90:3; 104:29; Ecclesiastes 3:20; 12:7. 

. Genesis 18:37; Esther 4:1; Jonah 3:6; 2 Samuel 13:19; Daniel 9:3. 

. Job. 2:8; 42:6; Matthew 11:21; Luke 10:13. 

. See the editorials in the Christian Century LXIX:10 (March 7, 1962) 283; LXXX:9 
(February 27, 1963), 259; LXXXI:7 (February 12, 1964), 195. February, it should be 

noted, is named for Februarius, a feast of purification and cleansing among the ancient 
Romans. 

. LH. Dalmais, Introduction to the Liturgy (Baltimore: 1961), p. 120. 

. Tones 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 are most appropriate. 

. Ministers Edition p. 129. A similar exhortation is found in the Proposed Book of 

Common Prayer, pp. 264-265. 

The source of the confession is the Proposed Book of Common Prayer. 

Genesis 3:19. 

John Donne preached, “Aske where that iron is that is ground off a knife, or axe; Aske 

that marble that is worn off of the threshold in the Church-porch by continuall treading, 

and with that iron, and with that marble, thou mayest finde thy Fathers skinne, and body 

... the knife, the marble, the skinne, the body are ground away, they are destroy’d, who 

knows the revolutions of dust?” [Fifty Sermons (14), 1649.] Again he preached, “The 

dust of great persons graves is speechlesse too, it says nothing, it distinguishes nothing: As 
soon the dust of a wretch whom thou wouldest not, as of a Prince whom thou couldest not 

look upon, will trouble thine eyes, if the winde blow it thither; and when a whirle-winde 

hath blown the dust of the Church-yard into the Church, and the man sweeps out the dust 

of the Church into the Church-yard, who will undertake to sift those dusts again, and to 

pronounce, This is the Patrician, this is the noble flowre, and this the yeomanly, this the 

Plebeian bran.” [LX XX Sermons (15), 1640.] 

. The Proposed Book of Common Prayer (p. 265) provides this prayer, which may be used 

as part of the congregation’s devotion: Almighty God, you have created us out of the 

dust of the earth: Grant that these ashes may be to us a sign of our mortality and 

penitence, that we may remember that it is only by your gracious gift that we are given 

everlasting life; through Jesus Christ our Savior. 

J. Gordon Davies, Holy Week: A Short History (Richmond: John Knox, 1963), p. 65. 

The traditional length of time was “the length of an Our Father.” 
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Ape: 

23, 

24. 

23; 

26. 

The great popularity among Protestants of the three-hour service is remarkable in view of 

its origin among the Jesuits in seventeenth-century Peru. 

The traditional length of time was “the length of an Our Father.” 

The traditional description of these prayers as “solemn” suggests not only their earnestness 

but also their following a prescribed form. 

Until music becomes available for the Exsultet, it may be sung to one of the psalm tones. 

The traditional melody is available in the Episcopal A/tar Service Book (New York: 

Seabury, 1977) and may be adapted to fit the Lutheran text. 

The Common Bible is a convenient source for the entire text of this lesson. 

CHAPTER IX/CELEBRATING THE PERSONAL LIFE 

il. 

DH nr > W 

A Native American chant for the dying sings, 

I am making you a spirit. 

I am making you a spirit. 

In the place where I sit 

I am making you a spirit. 

The singer is not simply watching a person die nor simply comforting the dying. The singer by 

by the song is helping the person enter the next world. 

. The Book of Concord, ed. Theodore G. Tappert et. al. (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg, 1959), 

p. 446. 

. Emil Brunner, The Divine Imperative (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1947), pp. 344, 348. 

. See Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Ethics (New York: Macmillan, 1955), p. 130. 

. John Macquarrie, Principles of Christian Theology (New York: Scribner’s, 1966), p. 454. 

. “The king of love my shepherd is” (456), “Only-begotten, word of God eternal” (375), 

“Praise, my soul, the King of heaven” (549), “Praise to the Lord, the Almighty” (543) are 

appropriate. 

. Cf. Ruth 2:5 “To whom does this young woman belong?” 

. The giving of the bride was optional in the Service Book and Hymnaland inthe Common 

Service Book before it. The rubric read: “If the woman be given in marriage... .” In the 

Common Service no words were said. In the Service Book the words, “who giveth this 
Woman to be married to this Man?” were prescribed (but not an answer); the one who 

gave the bride could be “her father (or guardian or any friend)”; and the woman is directed 

to put her own hand into the hand of the minister. 

. It follows the three-part address to the bride and groom in Luther’s Order of Marriage 
(1529). Luther’s Works Vol. 53 (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1965), pp. 114-115. 
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. “The Lord God” is the title for the Creator in Genesis 2:5ff. and the emphasis on goodness 
is a refrain of Genesis 1. 

Genesis 3, the story of the fall. 

John 15:11-17 and, looking to the consummation, Revelation 21:1-4. 

In the Service Book and Hymnal, for example, and in the Common Service Book before 

it, the question was: N., wilt thou have this Woman/ Man to thy wedded wife/ husband, to 

live together after God’s ordinance in the holy estate of Matrimony? Wilt thou love 

her/him, comfort her/him, honor and keep her/him in sickness and in health, and, 

forsaking all others, keep thee only unto her/him, so long as ye both shall live? / will. 

If the archaic “obey” is used, both bride and groom should use the word in their vows. 

. Psalm 21. 

. Hosea 11:4. 

. The “occasional services” are services for particular occasions, not services that are used 

less frequently. 

From Psalm 89:1; Jeremiah 33:11; Psalm 100:5. 

. The euphemistic “casket” (which means basically “a small box, as for jewels”) is de- 

liberately avoided, even though its use is common in the United States. 

2 Corinthians 1:3-4. 

The translation is from the Proposed Book of Common Prayer, p. 492. 

See Luther’s Works, vol 53, pp. 274-276 for Luther’s treatment of this popular medieval 

hymn. 

The prayer is the adaptation in Contemporary Worship 10: The Burial of the Dead of a 

prayer in the Proposed Book of Common Prayer, p. 497. 

The Reformers opposed masses offered for the dead, sometimes years after the death, for 

this subverts the nature of the Lord’s Supper. But in their opposition to what the 

Reformers saw as a misuse of the Holy Communion, praying for the dead is viewed 

positively. (See the Apology to the Augsburg Confession, XXIV, 93-96). Luther advises 

clergy to replace masses for the dead with prayers. (See the Babylonian Captivity of the 

Church in Luther’s Works vol. 36, p. 55.) 

This prayer is considered the last petition of the prayer prayed by the assisting minister 

and is not exactly the kind of final summarization found at the conclusion of the prayers 

in the Holy Communion. It is therefore assigned to the assisting minister rather than to 

the presiding minister. 

The Proposed Book of Common Prayer suggests one or more of these anthems: 

Christ is risen from the dead, trampling down death by 

death, and giving life to those in the tomb. 

The Sun of Righteousness is gloriously risen, giving 

light to those who sat in darkness and in the shadow 

of death. 
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The Lord will guide our feet into the way of peace, 

having taken away the sin of the world. 

Christ will open the kingdom of heaven to all who 

believe in his Name, saying, Come, O blessed of my 

Father; inherit the kingdom prepared for you. 

Into paradise may the angels lead you. At your coming 

may the martyrs receive you, and bring you into the 

holy city Jerusalem. 



GLOSSARY 

Every discipline evolves its own technical language that is necessary for 
conciseness and precision. The church too has its own names for the 
participants in worship, the parts and furnishings of the church building, 
the vestments of the clergy, the songs and chants of the service. The more 

frequently encountered terms are included in this glossary. 

ABLUTION: rinsing the chalice with water (and wine) after the Communion. 
The cleansing was originally done after the service but in the tenth or 
eleventh century it was introduced into the structure of the mass as a 

testimony to the real presence. 

ACOLYTE (From the Greek, “one who follows”): originally one of the 

minor orders of the ministry. Later the term was used to denote one who 

carried a torch or candle in a liturgical procession, and then was applied to 

any layperson who serves by preparing the altar and assisting the ministers 

at the services of the church. 

AGnus De! (From the Latin, “Lamb of God”): a canticle based on John 

1:29 (also Isaiah 53:7 and Revelation 5:6ff.), sung at the distribution of the 

Holy Communion and at other times (as in the Litany). In the Lutheran 

Book of Worship there are two translations of the canticle: “Jesus, Lamb of 

God” (Min. Ed. pp. 443) and “Lamb of God” (pp. 227, 263, 300). 

381 
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ALB (From the Latin, “white”): a white or off-white ankle-length vestment 

with sleeves, often (but not always) gathered at the waist with a cincture, 

worn by all ranks of ministers, ordained and unordained. The classical 
tunic became a specifically church vestment about the fifth century. 

ALLELUIA: a Greek form of the Hebrew Hallelujah (“Praise the Lord”). It is 

the Easter song of gladness, the characteristic song of heaven, used in the 

Holy Communion to greet the Gospel and often added to songs and chants 

of Easter. During the Middle Ages Alleluia was personified and treated 

almost as a living creature. 

ALMS BasIN: the large plate on which the offering plates are received from 

the ushers by a minister or server. 

ALTAR: the table on which the Lord’s Supper is celebrated, symbolic of the 
meeting of God and his people, and a place of God’s action and of his 
people’s offering of themselves in response. 

ALTERNATION PRACTICE: a practice rooted in the early reponsorial chanting 

of psalms by contrasting musical forces (e.g. congregation and choir, unison 
song and polyphony, choir and organ or instruments, congregation and 

cantor) and extended to include the rendering of alternate hymn stanzas, 

canticles, and other liturgical chants. 

AMICE (ALMUCE, AMISs—From the Latin, “to wrap around”): a rectangular 
collar, usually of white linen, worn over the shoulders under the alb. It was 

apparently not worn before the sixth century; in the Eastern Church it 
never became an official vestment. It is now not often worn in the West, 

although it has the practical value of keeping the collar of the alb clean. The 
amice was originally a hood, a covering for the head; and the traditional 
prayer while putting it on connects it with the helmet of salvation. 

ANAMNESIS (from the Greek, “remembrance”): an act by which a person or 
event is commemorated and made liturgically present. Specifically, it is the 

church’s response to Jesus’ command “Do this for the remembrance of me,” 
and it recalls the whole life and work of Christ and makes them a contem- 
porary experience. By the anamnesis, the promise (Gospel) inherent in the 
remembered event is celebrated as the central reality in the community’s 
continuing faith and life. 

ANGLICAN CHANT: a chant formula in four-part harmony designed for 

successive verses of psalms and canticles. A single chant serves one verse 

(with a division at midpoint); a double chant serves a pair of verses. It is an 
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English Reformation era adaptation of Gregorian chant and continental 
harmonized chant. 

ANTHEM (English, derived from “antiphon”): a quasi-liturgical choral 

composition usually based on Scripture. It is specified in Anglican services 

(where it can also mean verses that may be read) but does not forma part of 

Roman or Lutheran liturgy, although it is often added to Lutheran services. 

ANTIPHON: a verse from a psalm or other source sung before and after (and 

sometimes interspersing the verses of) the psalms and canticles of the Daily 
Prayer of the Church and Holy Communion to relate the psalms and 
canticles to the day or season. See REFRAIN. 

ANTIPHONAL (From the Greek, “voice against voice”): a manner of singing 

psalms and canticles in which the singing is done alternately by two parts of 
a choir or congregation. 

ATTENDE CAELUM: “Give ear to what I say, you heavens,” a Song of Moses 

selected from Deuteronomy 32:1-4, 7, 36a, 43a. It is sung following the 

eleventh lesson in the Easter Vigil and may be used at other times. 

BALDICHINO (BALDACHIN, BALDAQUIN): a canopy of fabric over an altar as 

a sign of honor. Also called a Tester. When the canopy is of wood, stone, or 

metal and rests on four columns, it is correctly called a Ciborium. 

BANDs: two strips of linen worn in front of the collar of a black gown 
(Talar) by clergy particularly in Switzerland, Germany, England, and 
Scotland. The bands or Beffchen are a remnant of the ruff collar worn in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries by nobility and professional 

classes. 

BANNS (From the Anglo-Saxon, “to proclaim”): the notice of the intention 

to marry, given publicly in the church in which the ceremony is to take 
place in order that prayer may be made for the couple and that those who 

have objections to the marriage might make them known before the day of 

the wedding. 

BapTIstTRY: (1) the building or area of a building which surrounds the 

baptismal font; the baptismal space where Baptism is administered. (2) The 

large pool-sized font for Baptism by immersion. 
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BENEDICITE, OMNIA OPERA: “All you works of the Lord, bless the Lord,” A 

Song of Creation, also called the Song of the Three Young Men or Song of 

the Three Children from the additions to Daniel 3 in the Apocrypha. It is 

sung following the last lesson at the Easter Vigil during the procession to the 

font. For a different translation and treatment than that in the Lutheran 
Book of Worship, see the Proposed Book of Common Prayer, pp. 88-90. 

BENEDICTUs: “Blessed be the Lord God of Israel,” the Song of Zechariah 

from Luke 1:68-79, appointed as the Gospel Canticle at Morning Prayer. 

BENEDICTUS QUI VENIT: See SANCTUS. 

BEFFCHEN: see BANDS. 

BIRETTA: a square cap with three (or four) stiff ridges and a pompom in the 

center worn by clergy. It is another form of the stiff “mortarboard” and the 

softer caps of academic costume. 

BuRsE: a flat stiff envelope covered with fabric in the color of the season in 

which the corporal and purificators are carried to and from the altar. 

CANTEMUS DomINo: “I will sing to the Lord,” the Song of Moses and 

Miriam from Exodus 15. It is sung following the fourth Lesson in the 

Easter Vigil. It is also appropriate throughout Easter. 

CANTICLE: a song, other than a psalm, usually taken from the Bible. 

CANTOR: a leader of singing, especially unaccompanied singing. 

Cassock: an ankle-length black garment, close-fitting to the waist with a 

full skirt, worn by clergy, choir, musicians, acolytes. It is an undergarment 

and is not itself a vestment. Over the cassock is worn the surplice or cotta; in 
the past the alb was worn over the cassock. 

CATHEDRAL: the church of.a diocese in which the bishop’s chair (“cathe- 
dra”) is located. It is not simply any large or ornate church. 

CATHOLIC: whole, a church which receives the Christian faith intact 
without alteration or selection of matters of the faith. The opposite of 
catholic is heretic, one who picks and chooses which parts of the faith to 
accept. Thus “catholic” is more specific than “Christian” and not a 
synonym for “ecumenical” or “worldwide.” 
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CENSER: a closed container in which incense is burned. Also called a 

thurible. See Revelation 8:3-5. 

CERE CLOTH (From the Latin, “wax”; pronounced seer): a cloth the exact 

size of the top of the altar, which is treated with wax to resist moisture. On 
stone altars it is the first cloth on the altar, lying beneath the fair linen. 

CHALICE (From the Latin, “cup”): the cup used in the Holy Communion to 

contain the wine. It was traditionally made of precious metal—gold or 

silver lined with gold. Now it is often made of any material—metal, 
ceramic, glass. The mouth of the chalice should be wide enough that the 
minister can see the rim during the administration of Communion. The 
knob on the stem of the chalice to facilitate handling is called a knop. 

CHANCEL: the space at the liturgically East end of the nave; the altar space. 

CHANT (From the Latin, “to sing”): liturgical song, usually in unison and 

unaccompanied, designed primarily to be a bearer of the text. The most 
famous type is Gregorian chant. 

CHASUBLE: the principal vestment worn over the alb by the presiding 

minister at the celebration of the Holy Communion. It is usually in the 
color of the season and made of a basically oval shape with a hole in the 

center for the head. It has its origin in a poncho-like garment worn in 

ancient Rome and is being restored to use in many places as a bold, 
colorful, graceful vestment. See illustration, page 210. 

CuHRISM: a mixture of oil (usually olive oil) and a fragrance (often balsam) 

used in anointings, as in Baptism. 

CHRISOM: the robe put on one who has been baptized. From “chrism robe,” 

used probably as a bib to prevent the chrism from being rubbed off. 

C1BorIuM: (1) a chalice-shaped vessel with a lid used to hold the bread in 
the form of hosts or wafers for the Holy Communion. (2) A wood, stone, or 

metal canopy over the altar. See BALDICHINO. 

CINCTURE: a rope or band of fabric or leather worn around the waist of an 

alb or cassock. 

ComPLINE (CoMPLIN—From the Latin, “complete;” pronounced KAHM-plin): 

the last of the traditional hours of the Daily Prayer of the Church, prayed at 

the end of the day before going to sleep. 
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CoNCERTATO (From the Latin, “to contend” or “to join together”): (1) a style 

of musical composition that suggests combined and contrasting use of vocal 

and instrumental forces; common in music of the Baroque era (1600-1750). 
(2) Recently, a type of composition, usually hymn-based, in which choral and 

instrumental forces are combined and contrasted with congregational song 

by stanzas. 

CONCERTED: identical in meaning to CONCERTATO (1). 

Cope: a liturgical cloak or cape usually in the liturgical color, having a hood 

or vestigal hood of a contrasting color, worn over an alb or surplice for 
processions and festival services other than the Eucharist. See illustration, 

page 273. 

CoRPORAL: a square of linen on which the sacramental vessels are placed 
from the Offering through the Communion. It sometimes has a cross 
embroidered at the front edge. 

CoTTA (From the Latin, “coat”): a white vestment with large sleeves and 

fullness, extending to the fingertips, worn over the cassock by acolytes, 
choristers, and organists, and sometimes by the clergy. It is an abbreviated 
surplice. 

CREDENCE: a table or shelf where the sacramental vessels and missal stand 

with the altar book are kept until they are carried to the altar for the Holy 
Communion. The credence is appropriately covered with a linen cloth. 

CRUCIFER: one who carries the processional cross. 

CRUET: a small pitcher made of glass to hold the wine for the Holy 
Communion or the water for cleansing the chalice. 

DALMATIC: a vestment worn over the alb and stole by an ordained assisting 
minister (the deacon) at the celebration of the Holy Communion. It is 

distinguished from the Tunicle of the subdeacon by having two cross bars 
on the back (and front). 

DEACON: the principal assisting minister at the Holy Communion. 

DIvINE OFFIceE: the Daily Prayer of the Church, consisting in the Lutheran 
Book of Worship of Morning Prayer, Evening Prayer, and Prayer at the 
Close of the Day. “Office” means service; “divine” means holy or sacred. 
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DoMINE CLAMAVI: “O Lord I call to you,” verses from Psalm 141 used as 
the psalm of repentance at Evening Prayer since ancient times. In the 
Lutheran Book of Worship the psalm begins with the antiphon, “Let my 
prayer rise before you as incense.” 

DossaL: a cloth hanging attached to the wall behind the altar. It may be in 
the liturgical color but is usually in a neutral color. Also called a Dorsal. 

East WALL: position of the altar close to or against the wall. The term is used 

whether or not the wall is geographically to the east. See ORIENTATION. 

ELEVATION: lifting up the bread and the cup in the Great Thanksgiving. The 

elevation is made at the Words of Institution relating to the bread and then 

the cup. At the doxology at the end of the Great Thanksgiving both the 
bread and the cup are lifted together as a gesture of praise. 

EPICLEsIs (From the Greek, “invocation”): a prayer for the Holy Spirit asa 
part of the Great Thanksgiving in the Eucharist or of the Thanksgiving in 
Holy Baptism. 

EUCHARIST (From the Greek, “thanksgiving”): the service of Holy 

Communion. 

EVENSONG: the name in Sweden and England for Evening Prayer (Vespers). 

Ewer: a pitcher usually made of brass in which the water for Baptism is 
brought to the font. 

EXSULTET (From the Latin, “rejoice”): the Easter Proclamation in the 

Easter Vigil which begins, “Rejoice now, all heavenly choirs of angels... .” 

Fair LINEN (From the Anglo-Saxon, “clean,” “spotless”): a cloth of fine 

linen which covers the top of the altar on top of the frontal and which hangs 
down at either end a short distance or to the floor. It is usually embroidered 
with five crosses (at each corner and in the center) to represent the five 

wounds of Jesus, since the cloth represents the winding sheet in which the 

body of Jesus was wrapped when it was taken from the cross. 
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FLAGON: a pitcher usually of silver in which the wine is kept before being 
poured into the chalice at the Holy Communion. See CRUET. 

FooTPAce: the raised platform or top step on which the altar is built. 

FRACTION: the breaking of the bread at the Holy Communion to prepare a 

loaf of bread for distribution. 

FRONTAL: a parament usually in the liturgical color which covers the entire 

front of the altar. 

FRONTLET: a narrow band in the liturgical color which extends across the 

top of the front of an altar. Also called a SUPERFRONTAL. 

GELINEAU: a method of singing the psalms and canticles to melodic formulas 

characterized by a regular recurring pulse that is subdivided to accomodate 

a variable number of syllables in a manner approximating speech rhythms, 
developed by Joseph Gelineau in France in the twentieth century. 

GLorIA IN ExcELsis: “Glory to God in the highest,” based on the song of 

the angels in Luke 2:14. It is the traditional Hymn of Praise in the Holy 
Communion. 

GRADINE (From the Latin, “step”): a step-like shelf behind an altar in “the 

eastward position” (i.e. against the wall) on which are placed candles, 
crucifix, flowers. Also called a RETABLE. 

GREGORIAN CHANT: the historic liturgical song of the Western Church, unison 

and unaccompanied, for soloists (cantors), choirs, and congregations, used 

for psalms and canticles (originally in Latin), hymns, readings, and liturgical 

texts. It is named after Gregory the Great (Bishop of Rome 590-604), 

although it existed earlier. Also called plainchant or PLAINSONG. 

HOUSLING CLOTH: a linen cloth which vests the altar rail in Swedish 

churches. 

INTINCTION: the practice of dipping the host into the wine and administer- 

ing both elements at once. It is sometimes a useful method for communing 
the sick. 
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INVITATORY: an invitation to praise used as an antiphon to the Venite in 
Morning Prayer. It is a variable proper that changes with the season. 

KyRriE (From the Greek, Kyrie eleison, Christe eleison, Kyrie eleison: 
“Lord have mercy, Christ have mercy, Lord have mercy”): (1) the three- 
fold, six-fold, or nine-fold cry of the Mass (2) The peace litany of the assist- 
ing minister (the “Deacon’s Litany”) in the Holy Communion: “In peace let 
us pray to the Lord.” Originally a litany was sung and the response to each 

line was “Lord have mercy” (Kyrie eleison). Later the bids dropped out but 
the response remained. 

LAVABO (From the Latin, “I will wash,” from Psalm 26:6): a small bowl 
containing water for washing the presiding minister’s fingers after handling 
the offering plates and the censer before the Preface of Holy Communion. 

LECTIONARY: (1) a course of readings. There are three such in the Lutheran 

Book of Worship: the three-year cycle of readings for the Eucharist, the 

one-year cycle of readings for the Eucharist, the Daily Lectionary for public 
and private use in Daily Prayer. (2) The book in which these readings are 

written out for the convenience of those who read the lessons. 

LiTurGy (From the Greek, “work of the people”): more than a set form of 

service or one particular service, the liturgy is the whole body of texts and 
music used for the worship of God. The Lutheran Book of Worship is the 
liturgy of the Lutheran churches of North America. 

LUCERNARIUM (From the Latin, “service of light”): the ceremonial lighting 

of candles and lamps which in ancient times marked the beginning of 

Vespers. 

MAGNA ET MirRaBILIA: “O Ruler of the universe, Lord God,” the Song of 

the Redeemed from Revelation 15:3-4. 

MAGNIFICAT: “My soul proclaims the greatness of the Lord,” the Song of 

Mary from Luke 1:46-55, appointed as the Gospel Canticle for Evening 

Prayer. 
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MANIPLE: a cloth usually in the liturgical color, worn on the left forearm of 

the presiding minister and the deacon at the Holy Communion. It was once 

a napkin used for cleansing the chalice. It is falling from use in many 
places now, although its use continues in some parishes. It might be revived 
if it were again to become a utilitarian cloth rather than a silk decoration. 

Mass (Probably from the Latin, “you are dismissed”): (1) The historic 

designation in the Western church for the Holy Communion, retained 
among Lutherans in Scandinavia and elsewhere. (2) A common designa- 

tion of a musical setting of the Ordinary: Kyrie, Gloria in Excelsis, Credo, 
Sanctus, Agnus Dei. 

MaTINS (From the Latin, “day”): (1) The first of the traditional eight hours 

of the Daily Office, prayed originally at midnight but often combined with 

Lauds and said at daybreak both for convenience and, after the intro- 

duction of Prime (at the beginning of the day’s work), for the preservation 

of the pattern of the psalmist, “Seven times a day I praise you” 

(Psalm 119:164). (2) Morning Prayer in the Lutheran and Anglican 

churches (British spelling is Mattins) which combines elements of the 
traditional Matins, Lauds, and Prime. 

(The) Maunpy: an English term for the washing of the feet on Thursday in 

Holy Week. (From the Latin, “commandment”—“I give you a new 
commandment: love one another as I have loved you.”) 

MENSA (From the Latin, “table”): the top of the altar. 

MIssAL (From the Latin missa, “mass”): the altar book containing the 
services of the church for the use of those who minister at the altar. A 
Missal stand (or cushion) is designed to hold the book, thereby freeing the 
hands for liturgical action. 

Moret (From the French diminutive of “word”): an unaccompanied 
sacred choral composition usually for liturgical services and nota setting of 
the texts of the Ordinary. The text is usually biblical. 

NARTHEX: the vestibule or entryway of a church. 

NAVE (From the Latin, “ship,” since Gothic churches sometimes have the 
appearance of a boat): the part of a church building in which the 
congregation sits, between the Narthex and the Chancel. 
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Nunc Dirrtis: “Lord, now you let your servant go in peace,” the Song of 
Simeon from Luke 2:29-32, appointed as the Gospel Canticle at Prayer at 
the Close of the Day. 

OcTAVE (From the Latin, “eighth”): the “eighth day” of a festival, an echo 

of a festival a week later. Also, the week-long celebration of a festival. 

OFFERTORY: verses from the psalms or other sources (traditionally assigned 
to achoir or cantor) which are sung after the offering has been gathered and 

while the elements are being prepared for the Holy Communion. Offertory 

is not another name for the offering (i.e. the collection of the money) itself. 

OFFICE LIGHTs: candles used for the office of daily prayer as distinguished 

from the “sacramental lights” which are used only for the Holy Com- 

munion. The office lights are near but not on the altar. 

ORDINARY: (1) The invariable liturgical texts of a service, especially the 
Eucharist. (2) Components of a musical Mass: Kyrie, Gloria in Excelsis, 

Credo, Sanctus, Agnus Dei. 

ORIENTATION: (1) the practice of locating churches so that the altar is 
toward the east (the “Orient”), the direction of the rising sun and symbolic 

of the expectation of the second coming. (2) The practice used with an altar 

“in the eastward position” (i.e. against the wall) of facing the altar for all 

parts cf the service which are not directly addressed to the people. 

OrPHREY: a band of embroidery used to decorate ecclesiastical vestments. 

A narrower and less elaborate band is called a galloon. 

PALL: (1) a stiffened piece of cloth used to cover the chalice during the Holy 
Communion, exept during the Verba and the distribution, to keep foreign 

objects from falling into it. (2) A large cloth now usually of white to suggest 

Easter and the resurrection (purple or even black was customary formerly) 

used to cover the coffin in the church to symbolize the baptismal garment. 

PARAMENTS: a general name for the cloths in the liturgical colors used on 

the altar, pulpit, and lectern. 
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PASCHAL: having to do with Easter. From Pascha, the celebration of the 
passion, death, and resurrection of Christ on Saturday night and the 

morning of Easter Day. The Greek word Pasch applies both to the 

Jewish Passover and to the Christian Easter. 

PASCHAL CANDLE: a massive candle, 2 or 3 inches in diameter and 3 or 4 feet 

in length, used during Easter to show the presence of the risen Christ 

among his people and therefore also used at baptisms and funerals as a sign 

of dying and rising with Christ, of our death and his life. 

PATEN: a plate made usually of gold or silver lined with gold used to hold 

the bread of the Holy Communion when the bread is in the form of hosts 
(wafers). 

PENITENTIAL PSALMS: Psalms 6, 32, 38, 51, 102, 130, 143. 

PERICOPE (From the Greek, “a section”): portions of the Bible that are 

appointed to be read in the services of the church. 

Puos HILaRon: “Joyous Light of glory,” a most ancient and beloved song 

of the church, originally sung in Greek at the lighting of the lamps at the 
beginning of Evening Prayer. 

PIsSCINA: a drain built into the church wall or sacristy connecting with the 
earth and used for disposing of baptismal water and unused wine from 
Holy Communion. 

PLAINSONG: melodic, unmeasured, unaccompanied unison vocal music of 
the church. Also called plainchant. See GREGORIAN CHANT. 

POINTING: an indication of how the syllables of a text are to be allotted toa 
chant. 

POLYPHONY (From the Greek, “having many sounds”): music that 

combines several individual voice parts into a unified whole and which 
emphasizes the horizontal dimension. 

PRECES: prayers in the form of verses and responses as in the Responsive 
Prayers. 

PREFACE: the beginning of the Great Thanksgiving, which opens with the 
dialog, “The Lord be with you... Lift up your hearts . . . ,” and which 

concludes with the Sanctus (“Holy, holy, holy Lord”). It is chiefly an 
ascription of praise to the Creator, which unites the prayer and song of the 
church on earth with that of the church in heaven. 
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PREDELLA: Same as FOOTPACE. 

PROPER: the variable liturgical texts of a service that change according to 
the days and seasons of the church year. See Ministers Edition, pp. 92-104; 
121-194. 

PsALM TONES: melodic formulas for singing the Psalms. There are eight 
regular Gregorian chant tones plus one irregular tone (tonus peregrinus). 

Other formulas have been devised, for example, those of Joseph Gelineau, 

Paul Bunjes, and the ten tones of the Lutheran Book of Worship. The tones 
reflect the structural division of the Psalm verses. 

PSALTER: a Collection of the Psalms, sometimes in metrical poetry and set to 
four-part harmony. 

PURIFICATOR: a linen napkin used to wipe the rim of the chalice during the 
administration of Holy Communion. 

QUAERITE DOMINUM: “Seek the Lord while he may be found,” a Song of 

Isaiah from Isaiah 55. 

REFRAIN: a recurring textual and/or melodic phrase, often sung after each 

verse or group of verses or a Psalm or canticle. 

REREDOs: a framework of wood or stone behind an altar that is located 

against the wall. It is often embellished with carved figures and other 

decorations. 

RESPONSORIAL: a manner of singing psalms and canticles in which a con- 

gregation or choir and an individual alternate. 

RESPONSORY: the proper (i.e. variable) liturgical commentary following the 
readings of the Daily Prayer of the Church. It consists of the repeated sing- 
ing of a verse after each of a series of other verses or responses. The tradi- 
tional Responsories at Matins are among the oldest and finest liturgical 

chants of the church. 

RETABLE: see GRADINE. 

Rusrics (From the Latin, “red,” since rubrics were written in red to 

distinguish them from the text of the service): the directions for conducting 
the service for ministers and congregations. 
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SACRAMENT: an ordinary action which, given power by the Word, distils 

the essence of the Gospel. In Christian history, a great number of actions 

have been regarded as sacraments. At one point in the middle ages it was 
said that there were seventy sacraments. In the Lutheran tradition, Baptism 
and Holy Communion are regarded as sacraments. The Apology to the 

Augsburg Confession (XII) calls Absolution “a sacrament of penitence” 
and (XIII) allows ordination to be called a sacrament. 

SACRAMENTAL LIGHTs: candles on or near the altar which are lighted only 
for the Holy Communion. See OFFICE LIGHTS. 

SACRARIUM: a drain into the earth. See PISCINA. 

SACRISTY: a room for the vesting of the ministers and their preparation for 
the service. In well-appointed churches there are additional rooms for 
those who prepare the altar and communion vessels—the “working 
sacristy”—and for those who serve and for the choir. 

SANCTUARY: the area immediately surrounding the altar and, in older 

churches, within the communion rail. It is not properly a name for the 
church building itself. 

SANCTus: “Holy, holy, holy Lord, God of power and might,” from Isaiah 

6:3. The song of the angels in God’s presence used as part of the Preface in 

the Holy Communion. To it is added the Benedictus qui venit, “Blessed is 
he who comes in the name of the Lord” (from Psalm 118:26 and Mark 11:9- 

10). 

SEDELIA: chairs or seats for the ministers of the service. 

SEQUENCE: the hymn sung on great festivals between the Second Lesson 
and the Gospel as an elaboration of the final alleluia of the Verse. One of 
the best known is appointed in the Lutheran Book of Worship for Easter: 

Victimae Paschali, laudes (set to 137 its historic Gregorian melody). The 
sequence appointed for Pentecost in the Lutheran Book of Worship (Veni, 
Creator Spiritus) is not strictly a sequence; the traditional sequence for 
Pentecost is Veni, Sancte Spiritus. 

SERVER: one who assists the ministers in a service. See ACOLYTE. 

SIGNATION: the signing with the cross, especially at Baptism when the new 

child of God is “sealed by the Holy Spirit and marked with the cross of 
Christ forever.” 
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STATIONS OF THE CROss: a devotion often used in Lent involving a walk 
around the interior of the church with stops (“stations”) at several points 

(traditionally fourteen) at which an incident in Jesus’ way to Calvary is 
commemorated. The fourteen stations, each marked with a cross on the 

wall of the church, sometimes with a picture added, are: (1) Jesus is 
condemned to death; (2) Jesus takes up his cross; (3) Jesus falls the first 

time; (4) Jesus meets his mother; (5) the cross is laid on Simon of Cyrene; 

(6) Veronica wipes the face of Jesus; (7) Jesus falls a second time; (8) Jesus 

meets the women of Jerusalem; (9) Jesus falls a third time; (10) Jesus is 
stripped of his garments; (11) Jesus is nailed to the cross; (12) Jesus dies on 

the cross; (13) the body of Jesus is placed in the arms of his mother; (14) 
Jesus is laid in the tomb. 

STOLE: a scarf of fabric in the liturgical color worn over the shoulders by 
ordained ministers. The knee-length “preaching stole” is worn with the 
surplice, and the longer stole is worn with the alb. See illustration, page 

159. 

SUFFRAGES (From the Latin, “a prayer of intercession”): short petitions ina 

prayer; specifically the Responsive Prayers. 

SUPERFRONTAL: a band of fabric that extends across the front of the altar. 

See FRONTLET. 

SURPLICE: a full, knee- or ankle-length white vestment worn over the 

cassock by ministers of the service, whether ordained or not. Its ample 
proportions derive from its use over a fur undergarment in unheated 

churches. 

TALAR: the black gown of European clergy. See BANDs. 

Te DeuM LAUDAMUs: “You are God, we praise you,” the ancient creed-like 

canticle used at the Paschal Blessing at Morning Prayer on Sundays. 

TENEBRAE (From the Latin, “shadows”): a Holy Week service of Morning 

Prayer sung “by anticipation” the evening before, during which fourteen 

psalms are sung. As each psalm is sung another of fifteen candles ina stand 

called a Hearse is extinguished, until one remains. The remaining light is 

carried out of the church or hidden from view behind the altar during the 
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singing of the Benedictus and Psalm 51. Then a loud noise is made, and the 
single candle is brought back into view signifying the resurrection. All leave 

in silence. 

THURIBLE: the container in which incense is burned. See CENSER. 

Tone: a melodic formula designed to accomodate texts of varying length 
and pattern of accent, useful for singing assigned readings, prayers, psalms, 

and canticles. 

TRIDUUM: the three days of Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and Holy 

Saturday, which are to be understood as a whole action that celebrates the 
central event of Christianity—the death and resurrection of Christ. 

TRISAGION (From the Greek, “thrice holy”): “Holy God, Holy and Mighty, 

Holy and Immortal, have mercy on us,” a regular feature of the liturgies of 

the Eastern Church, which appears in the Lutheran Book of Worship at the 
beginning of the Responsive Prayers. 

TUNICLE: the vestment worn by the subdeacon at the Eucharist, distin- 

guished from the Dalmatic of the deacon by having only one cross bar in its 
decoration. 

VEIL: a cloth covering for the chalice and paten. In early times, the chalice 

was covered with a folded corporal, which was spread over it after the 

communion. In the sixteenth century the chalice was commonly brought to 
the altar in a small bag. The use of veils in the color of the season is a 

comparatively late introduction, like the standardization of the colors 
themselves. In Lutheran use, the veil is often of fine white linen and is used 

to cover all the sacramental vessels (chalice and paten, ciborium, flagon). It 
is removed at the offertory and replaced during the post-communion 
canticle. 

VENITE EXULTEMUs: “Come, let us sing to the Lord,” verses from Psalm 95 
used as the song of praise at the beginning of Morning Prayer. 

VERBA (From the Latin, “words”): the words of institution of the Holy 
Communion, “In the night in which he was betrayed our Lord Jesus took 
breadsc 5)" 
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VERSE: a brief biblical passage (traditionally assigned to the choir or cantor) 

sung after the Second Lesson as a preparation for the Gospel. Except in 

Lent, the Verse begins and ends with the Easter song, Alleluia. 

VESPERS (From the Latin, “evening”): (1) The next to last of the traditional 

hours of the Daily Prayer of the Church (See MATINS), sung at sunset. (2) 

Evening Prayer in the Lutheran and Anglican churches which in the past 

has combined elements of Vespers and Compline (q.v.). 

VICAR: one who serves in place of another. In Anglican use, one who 

serves in place of the rector of a parish, especially in a parish that cannot 

support a rector. In Lutheran use, a vicar is often an “intern,” a seminarian 

who serves a parish assisting the pastor to gain practical experience. 

VIGIL: the eve of a feast when anciently the church would watch through 

the night in preparation for the dawning day. The Lutheran Book of 
Worship appoints three Vigils in the calendar, for each of the three great 
festivals of the year: the Vigil of Christmas, the Vigil of Easter, the Vigil of 

Pentecost. 

VineEA Facta Est: “I will sing for my beloved,” the Song of the Vineyard 

from Isaiah 5. It is sung following the eighth lesson in the Easter Vigil. 
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Lindemann, The Daily 

Office 
New 

42-50 New, based on 

51 
a2 
53 
54 
55 
56 
37 
58 
39 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
12 
73 
74 
15 
76 
it 
78 

79 

traditional Bidding 

Prayer 
Les Oraisons II, 385 

ay 232 
II, 224 

Aa it 

II, 767 

II, 335 

II, 396 

II, 367 

II, 786 

II, 326 

iT, 205 

II, 438 

II, 350 

New 

Les Oraisons, II, 869 

II, 364 

New (Hebrews 13:20ff) 
Les Oraisons II, 336 

II, 342 

II, 199 

II, 136 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

New 

Les Oraisons II, 774 

New 
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Prayer g0 

81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 

107 
108 
109 
110 

111 
12 
113 
114 
115 
116 

New 

New 

New 

Les Oraisons 

New 

New 

New 

Les Oraisons 

New 

Les Oraisons 

New 

New 
Les Oraisons II, 770 

BCP, St. Thomas Day 
New 

New. 

New 

Les Oraisons 

New 

Les Oraisons 

New 

New 

DPBCP, Proper 24 

Les Oraisons Il, 

New 

Les Oraisons II, 548 

Een fullkomligh Psalm- 

Book (1677) 

New 

Les Oraisons II, 785 

BCP, St. Andrew’s Day 

BCP, 1549 

Les Oraisons 

li 323 

II, 660 

Th, 307 

II, 418 

II, 154 

159 

Il, 163 
II, 520 

DPBCP, p. 238 
CBB 
DPBCP, p. 238 
Les Oraisons II, 459 

117 
118 
119 
120 
121 

122 

123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 

136 

137 
138 

139 
140 

14] 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 

New 

BCP, St. Matthias’ Day 
Les Oraisons II; 575 

BCP, St. Mark’s Day 

BCP, SS Philip & 

James’ Day 
Vernacular mass of 

Theobald Schwartz, 

Strasbourg, 1524 

DPBCP, p. 189 

New 

DPBCP, p. 241 

DPBCP, p. 242 

DPBCP, p. 242 

Church of England, 1976 

DPBCP, p. 243 

DPBCP, p. 192 

BCP, St. Matthew’s Day 

Les Oraisons II, 387 

ABCP, St. Luke’s Day 

DPBCP, p. 245 
Duke Henry of Saxony, 

1539 

BCP, All Saints’ Day 

ABCP, All Saints’ Day 

New 

New 

New 

ABCP 

ABCP 

DPBCP, p. 248 

New 

DPBCP, p. 248 

New 

New 

CECal 

BCO, p. 268 

CBk 



Prayer 151 New 

152 New 
153 New 

154 PBS 
155 CBk 
156 DPBCP, p. 258 
157 DPBCP, p. 259 
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158 DPBCP, p. 259 

159 New 

160 BCP, Easter Even 

161 New 

162 New 

163 New 

164 New 

Sources of “Petitions, Intercessions, and Thanksgivings” 

Prayer 165 DPBCP, p. 

166 New 

167 DPBCP, p. 

168 DPBCP, p. 

169 DPBCP, p. 
170 New 

171 DPBCP, p. 

172 DPBCP, p. 

173 DPBCP, p. 

174 DPBCP, p. 
175 DPBCP, p. 

176 New 

l77 DEBCP, p: 

178 DPBCP, p. 

179 DPBCP, p. 

180 DPBCP, p. 

181 DPBCP, p. 

182 DPBCP, p. 

183 DPBCP, p. 

184 DPBCP, p. 

185 DPBCP, p. 

186 DPBCP, p. 

187 DPBCP, p. 

188 DPBCP, p. 

189 DPBCP, p. 

816 #5 

823 #27 
839 #7 
820 #18 

821 #22 
820 #19 
821 #21 
825 #34 
825 #34 

815 #3 
259 II 
824 #30 
816 #6 
826 #35 
826 #36 
827 #38 
824 #31 
824 #29 
826 #37 
823 #26 
825 #32 
816 #7 

190 SBH, p. 219 #10 
191 SBH, p. 223 #32 
192 DPBCP, p. 816 #8 
193 DPBCP, p. 838 #4 
194 TLH, p. 103 #7 
195 DPBCP, p. 818 #13 
196 SBH, p. 228 #69 
197 DPBCP, p. 819 #17 
198 New 

199 DPBCP, p. 254 #10 
200 DPBCP, p. 254 #11 
201 TLH, p. 107 #49 
202 SBH, p. 93 Pentecost 

TLH, p. 72 Pentecost 
203 DPBCP, p. 832 #60 

204 ABCP, p. 596 
205 DPBCP, p. 833 #63 
206 SBH, p. 234 #1 
207 DPBCP, p. 834 #65 

208 DPBCP, p. 339 
209 SBH, p. 235 #10 
210 DPBCP, p. 834 #67 

211 SBH, p. 234 #122 

212 SBH, p. 234 #121 
213 DPBCP, p. 833 #61 
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214 TLH, p. 110#1 225 DPBCP, p. 831 #54 
215 DPBCP, p. 828 #42 226 DPBCP, p. 458 
216 DPBCP, p. 827 #41 227, DPBCP. p63 753 
217 DPBCP, p. 840 #9 228 DPBCP, p. 841 #11 
218 DPBCP, p. 828 #43 229 DPBCP, p. 830 #50 
219 SBH, p. 228 #74 230 DPBCP, p. 828 #45 
220 DPBCP, p. 831 #56 231 DPBCP, p. 840 #10 
221,.DPBGP, p. 71 232 DPBCP, p. 829 #46 
222 DPBCP, p. 832 #59 233 DPBCP, p. 829 #47 
223 SBH, p. 223 #24 234 DPBCP, p. 829 #48 
224 ABCP, p. 598 235 SBH, p. 224 #43 

NOTE: In the first printing of the Lutheran Book of Worship the ten prayers 
within the Burial rite, numbered 279-288, share the same numbers as the 

Psalm Prayers for Psalms 1-10. In the second printing the prayers within 
the Burial rite are renumbered 429-438. 
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“Ah, holy Jesus, how hast thou 
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“All glory be to God on high” .....-..+.seseeeee 212 

“All glory, laud, and honor”........+.-++++ 163, 312 
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All Saints Days... 062 eee nee cee seein 28, 29, 170 

All Saints Sunday ..........-++++- 170, 173, 212, 343 

“All you works of the Lord, bless 
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in Morning Prayer .......--00sseee cere trees 290 

in Paschal Blessing ..........+eeeeeeeeeeeeees 294 
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Area son Aceon tude acu TOL eone sna Otre on 153 

Sidie}o) 4 sao nee ooene cee oe ome acronnaae 319-320 

Usetin Daily Prayer ccc. evn cae vaca as yeas 271 

use in Service of the Word ......0:20.565 293, 299 

MESEIMG s(s ecole mialvte le vision ta ale wr nsyeivin mibenle Sle 156-157 

PAIR aLIS Mere ssiracarale tre ete leteranyic ws vast her vieiins Pate, octal 153 

Alternation practice 0.6.0.5. sc emseneres 93, 103 

INGN SONS) Dan AE OUR OUe AC OD RUB U DU odin Duomo LAOS 42 

MEU OSIATE TICE a. oce 6 meas oimsn im. anle laces tyedereiMcagniehetet niet» «/e 307 

American Lutheran Church.........-.++ 4, 5, 12, 340 

An Order for Worship for the Proclamation of the 

Word of God and the Celebration of the Lord's 

SUPP ON win ls sz GEG Va wise vs aol Hee) siecalinlwlnln, artis Wore ala V 

SATRATIAUPIE SES ctv ovaltavere) sve /overs) ereiersr sles ssarcsqatetemialeetorsten 237 

PATE Witcfas. Srelicis. Wie velo hasta tote Ale) bias aheMePoneser stoi henbeders 33 

Andrewess sa mcelotigies 4504/0500 «-ocsseravy eevee elolerseyel stele 50 

Anglican chant....... 00 eeee seer cent eee teens OF 

COMMMUNTOM ree elnyaralin deeole foot arieroveve nie ofeletaletsuscers]e 11 

PSallbe ric usrahe aereitie Wave, exe aller e le\ceveh avoh abe) adouetihed ote” akae 81 

reformllof Office ..iice. kei eves cee cmmeneklen de 264 

Anniversary of Church .........00ceeeeeeeeeneeee 30 

Announcement of lessons......-.++-+++00+> 218, 220 

Announcement of Marriage (Banns) .......-.---- 347 

Announcement of the Day..........-esseeeeeeee 202 

Annunciation of Our Lord .........-.eeeeeee 27, 33 

UGC A Te EIDE O CUO URIDEE IE OORL. Oas O25 HOt OSS OG 42 

IAMS RAN, oie a)e w= civ ove) ce vies peter eiayotare obat letuele ohaleln sleinle 42 

VAR YGELE RUD itefovrata evan arn Isy/ovn’e ue, roim vorer'ogateeloley henwte: wie 101-102 

VAMIEHOM Ye ove:s ays crete oie e trys wlole tere ain edelorels eleva e. wielele ware 45 

Antiphon......ceeee eee ee erence eee e een enes 20, 100 

Antiphon-refrain to Psalm........-..s0+0ee ees 83-84 

SUBGAME) «re vel ore avs ou eorsieitisin sai obelelalalete cmiuiafe nals 97 

Antiphonal Psalm singing .........ss+e+es00+ 20, 85 

Antiphons to Gospel Canticle 

Compline .. 1... eee e eee cee e renee nets 289 

Evening Prayer ......--sesee cree scene eennes 284 

Morning Prayer........seseereee ee eee ee eeees 293 

Apocrypha ......0cessnesece creme cesscne sie ees 283 

Apology to Augsburg Confession.......-..-++-++ 199 

ApOStles .. 0... ec ece eee e enews neeeeaeneecn es 167 

Apostles’ Creed ......-.02e2 00s 55, 168, 179-180, 225, 

255, 296, 298, 360 

Apostolic Constitutions .......++++++eseee 241, 279 

Apostolic Greeting ........++++eeeeees 207, 214, 227 

in Burial servic€..... ccs ee ee eee ene tere ere enes 357 

Apostolic Tradition. ......+.+ssseeee rene erences 279 

Appearing of Jesus (Parousia) ....-.0se0eeere D227 
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226, 246, 305-309 
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see also Holy Baptism 
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Maptiomal NaMe s.i.jc1e als. dv yiviow ca vlyinein a athe 180-181 

Baptismal practice, development of ............. 167 

Baptismal sealiag . ais. s.c0e (ous oje ee.sieaeiernlbeie wae 185-186 

Baptismal S6rViCG sso heisc. 0 xin dc nacional ele aN 18 

Baptismal shell. ....0:1 <.ch.cain «ake: 173, 181-182 

Baptistnal space naan signin Oo. geri leo wore 149-151 

Barnigbas iccicwcaulecanini ap aaa ck eee 28, 33-34 

Basil the Gréatsss/..635)iiseeisnateo,aemerees 44, 278 

Bede} the Venerable: 5 iivotinesls asa entoo.a tent 49 

BBLS pada se caiaavate,brvia RONAN Te Re eens Se 337 

BENE CICAUS oh5.31255.s5 seh wen alae lanes 294, 296, 298 

Benedicite OMNIA OPerd vo. ceeerecceeeeune 331, 333 

Benedict Ob NUNSIE i. . siecioirs nice euicle ee earn ele 45 

OTE GI CUO Biiayepes ate sers1s io asesersie i018 2, 248-249, 252, 261-262 

omitted Good Friday. 1.0.02... ceccsenvereres 325 

omitted’ Maundy Thursday, ..,......siais sce steae or 319 

BCROGICUS  iaesisrocietat tesa daa clei 261, 269, 293, 363 

BORER AI ay ravavorate lo seyensuaxetrUih lent tals We, Ela eile sneha ER 279 

Berggrav, Eivind Josef .......-..+2++eeeseeeeecee 45 

Bernard!:of (Glairvalx - = <c:ca esc: bine ere ep oo tie ie nw wes 46 

Bethiehenn feta eek ee winter nce acto 22, 212 

BGtrOUlal erccecus ratccscsre ceca + nantes] seta eeye 351 

Bible, regular reading of........-..+++-+00- 266, 283 

Bible: translation asShi.:soc.ee Gah em a ah eels 218 

Bidding: Prayer. <c:5 s-caisie «lei aleiovsloes wide loiaielniaye 322-323 

Birgitta of Swedeieae ce alc cy ne ceism w ltetsreye tee 45 

Bishop 2). 355-55 dae soe Sous eee niceties 169 

Black as a liturgical color... 0. uses eens ean 25, 306 

“Blessed be the Lord, the God of Israel” 

(Benedictugyic Shs 022s. os eee oes eee 363 

Blessing after Communion.............-.00++ 246-247 

Blood, eucharistic significance Of .............54 237 

Blue as liturgical color ....056.cceseaeceuenereses 22 

Bonhoeffer, ‘Dietrich... 5.0. c.c2 he eneste ee centers 45 

Boniface?) ...ceceecesines sahiee «shia ties renter 47 

Book of Common Order viveeacicacs oranne 242, 361 

Book of Common Prayer......+++++++ 7, 16, 248, 265 

Book of Common Worship ......+.00000000000enes 7 

Book Of thO Giaspels cee snare areal elie erates eee 206 

Borrésétis Hi Peta toh ah wich ale woe ee latte Aga vt 

Brahms. -FONGHHES:f7..2 iewee mai S cevk ea eeu Sree 87 

Bread, Gucharistie...5 5550.02. seas een awe 232, 239 

Breaking the Bread (Eucharist)...............005 149 

Breaking the Bread (Fraction)..............+.05 243 

Brief Order for Confession and Forgiveness 

Peis vata tees 18, 151, 173, 175, 186, /95ff, 201, 202 

Hromer, Emil . sss bi ssh icka eee soe eee 346 

Brennholtz, Peter... ce te ee Cates mentees 2 

Bunjes;. Pani iia. se ccktoh ae seyee ee vee ee ee mame 84 

Busyans John... okies os/eyee saci ee oeiiee eee 47 

Burial of the Dead ......0.:0.00. 14, 16, 22, 199, 364 
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vestments for Jy. .k yak siete sies melee ce ee eee 160 

Burial of the Dead (CW-10) ....-.-000cce eee e eens 6 

BOISE... sa varcme anise mass ees eee oe 230, 231 

Callin, JOWA. 402 means as} aco peas me Ee 49 
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Cate: in Gane’: vovek..acnnscin cane mele dents yan 23 

Candles ais) sccteue scene lassie nice na taste hintaan meine 154 

at Gospel processiOnisces aches coeie aii isn oe 221 

by lectern for Daily Prayers. <. = acts dtiaceaen 272 

by lectern for Service of the Word........ 253, 262 

CUCHAPISHC: 2)... aic\e we wiseiveiesy saw stisiniw nae omrrrad 278 

lighting ..... sstajecaln'ere Rca ieaetantee see tear eas 200, 253 

Candles (torches), processional......... 205, 253, 262 

Candlestioks och. cote nose vaienes owe <ataeleeeie 253 

Canticle 2) 0.01. 5s aicieactelecis am ie conv er suiaet yasataratens 293 

Rn eNO GOO seem ha 295 

LOC ae AO Ono Mone | 290 

Gi ss poaychs Rip SITS toroeuomn aes raio te acme Oe en caatetapene 284 

Gdn Lipa stsicotericto sternal s.cie’ his the taaleaze 283, 292 

RIS ee Cran Rear Tale reer 282, 291 

NG cejatece aye wen oye copevayayale Ys tekareravelirerepoheusensieeras 292 

TD: ssteiveaeeven ceremonies yaa tasbe vee oe 292 

Gas c5 sass aunnivsttavoicta ancients Sen ata pees eterna 355 



 Baeteicarentava ts ave ire 5 sy cnceiaye wis alata tee oy a ARERR 292 

BRM bs fa te male os Ee pe POIs 292 

ZO: ecteleie sie ins doen Niro, TARR 282, 291 

Dill airs Sila mnwteg Aw SES ca 282, 291 

Canticlés, Old Testament... 0i:0000 vi enenat 82, 100 

New: Festament .o.s.54s ecsseieaen 82, 100 

Canticles, organ treatment of ............0.00 eee 103 

performance of Worthan age Ss kate 108 

SINGIN A100. c5210. Mes oO RE 256 

Cantons waasaitne, Sets ars 20, 81, 82, 85, 102, 220, 213 

GAME A: Kirarcisrescsiore aus cath va are sors Esigte ale te MERMOIN 295 

Casas, Bartolome de Las.............. See Las Casas 

GASSOCK aasicrorcoaaters crs IVS ARI. AARNE A TSE 160 

TSEC M MINE TANC csr sie teiviwia-cuin's osha anvia ROR OUR 168 

Gated tat aa Ahlvrte aietine ices aveier MR Oe aN 158 

Catherine Of Sienas itenisicscaned ee orale OE Mee 48 

SR UMONIS HG SECEDE 5 a's coy ere in ast Soars ovens alle aa 4 

ere lathe cacaldakmk ais ealea Sa) cra wia donc gaeele 156 

PANGS Finis ess cep aitie vie 88 WHEN oscwiegrarey TORTS 239 

ASO R: Olas oat caraecuistavtin avers to.a%— 3 wheeled MORON 247 

PROPATATONION Eiotecie-s casei suraieaaite seein Mee 230 

BANGED haratateteratevalale ahora cchenecorrne 153, 174, 176, 189 

PSRGOD. Stetina sree eenmaw orga CUES I 89-90 

OVBAN MENG UCEION ION. roo oe) 2 x 0 te ce pope wneicveie unre stele 107 

Chanting, encouragement of pastors 

ROGER es sea le fe a taitaya safe cetwraze se eva, Mar Riera 214 

ENADIONS, ssi cisduwrs siren dis Ber awe 353 

METERS PREG Prints sta“ Vav~ fore) wi ntalavasela ah arelebaate s aieave ls :.. 160 
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